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PREFACE

HP AdvanceNet is the name for Hewlett-Packard's networked, data communications and data
management products. Within AdvanceNet are the network services (NS) software products. NS enables
multi-vendor computer systems (including HP's) to communicate with each other and share resources.
This document is the reference manual for NS3000/V network services. Since network services comprise
both interactive and programmatic services, this manual is intended for interactive users as well as
programmers.

As one of these interactive users or programmers, you should be at least somewhat familiar with the
operating system on the HP 3000, especially the more common MPE commands and intrinsics. Network
managers, who have responsibility for configuring nodes, initiating communications between nodes, and
initiating network services on those nodes, should consult the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference
Manual.

This manual describes Network File Transfer (NFT) use only between HP 3000s. However, if you wish to
use NFT to copy files to and from dissimilar systems including NS/ 1000, NS/9000, NS/9000 Series 800,
NS for Personal Computers, and NS for the DEC VAX computer systems, please refer to the NS
Cross-System NFT Reference Manual.

The Introduction to this manual presents an overview of NS3000/V, discussing the architecture of the
network and introducing the network services. The Introduction also discusses the relationship between
NS3000/V and a predecessor DS/3000, pointing out that different services are available on different
network links. Please read the "Introduction" before using the other sections for reference. Most of the
remaining sections provide detailed documentation for individual network services. In general, they give
an overview of the particular service, explain all relevant commands and intrinsics, and illustrate these
commands and intrinsics with examples. The last section before the appendixes, entitled "Applications
Design and Optimization," describes network performance.
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IPREFACE (continued)

Related Publications

In addition to this NS3000/V User/Programmer Reference Manual, these related publications may be of
interest to you:

• NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual, Volume I (32344-90002)

• NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual, Volume 11 (32344-90012)

• NS3000/V Error Message and Recovery Manual (32344-90005)

• NS X. 2S 3000/V Link Guide (24405-90002)

• NS Cross-System NFT Reference Manual (5958-8963)

• NS Cross-System Network Manager Reference Manual (5958-8564)

• NetIPC3000/V Programmer's Reference Manual (5958-8581)

• NS Message Formats Reference Manual (5958-8523)

• Local Area Network (LAN) Cabling and Installation Guide (30242-90003) (For use with
LAN/3000 Link, product number 30242A)

• LAN Cable and Accessories Installation Manual (5955-7680) (For use with OfficeShare
LAN/3000 Link, product number 30240A)

• LAN/3000 Diagnostic and Troubleshooting Guide (30242-90003)

• HP30242A LAN/3000 Link (LANIC) Installation and Service Manual (30242-90001)

• HP30242A LAN/3000 Link Option 100 (LANIC) Installation and Service Manual
(30242-90100)

• HP30240A OfficeShare LAN/3000 Link Local Area Network Interface Controller (LANIC)
Installation and Service Manual (30240-90001)

• HP 30240A Option 1000fficeShare LAN/3000 Link Local Area Network Interface Controller
(LANIC) Installation and Service Manual (30240-90100)
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PREFACE (continued) I

You may also wish to consult the following DS and DS-related reference manuals:

• DS/3000 H P 3000 to HP 3000 User/Programmer Reference Manual (321 85 - 90001)

• DS/3000 HP 3000 to HP 1000 Reference Manual for HP 3000 Users (32185-90005)

• DS/3000 HP 3000 to HP 3000 Network Administrator Manual (32185-90002)

• X.2S Link for the HP 3000 Reference Manual (32187-90001)

• DS/IOOO-IV User's Manual (91750-90002)

• HP 30010A INP Installation and Service Manual (30010-90001)

• HP 300208 INP Installation and Service Manual (30020-90005)

• HP 30244M INP Series 37 Installation and Service Manual (30244-90002)

These additional reference manuals provide documentation for the MPE operating system (version VIE)
and several subsystems available on the HP 3000:

• HP 3000 Computer Systems, MPE V Commands Reference Manual (32033-90006)

• HP 3000 Computer Systems, MPE V Intrinsics Reference Manual (32033-90007)

• HP 3000 Computer Systems, MPE V System Operation and Resource Management Reference
Manual (32033-90005)

• IMAGE/3000 Reference Manual (32215-90003)

• QUERY/3000 Reference Manual (30000-90042)

• KSAM/3000 Reference Manual (30000-90079)

• TurboIMAGE Reference Manual (32215-90050)

• V /3000 Reference Manual (32209-90001)

• MPE File System Reference Manual (30000-90236)
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IPREFACE (continued)

• BASIC/3000 Interpreter Manual (30000-90026)

• COBOL/3000 Reference Manual (32213-90001)

• COBOL 11/3000 Reference Manual (32233-90001)

• FORTRAN/3000 Reference Manual (30000-90040)

• PASCAL/3000 Reference Manual (32106 - 9000 I)

• SPL/3000 Reference Manual (30000-90024)

Trademarks

DEC and VAX are US registered trademarks of the Digital Equipment Corporation.
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NOTATION

nonitalics

italics

[ )

{ }

CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS MANUAL I

DESCRIPTION

Words in syntax statements which are not in italics must be entered exactly as
shown. Punctuation characters other than brackets, braces and ellipses must also be
entered exactly as shown. For example:

EXIT;

Words in syntax statements which are in italics denote a parameter which must be
replaced by a user-supplied variable. For example:

CLOSE filename

An element inside brackets in a syntax statement is optional. Several elements
stacked inside brackets means the user may select anyone or none of these elements.
For example:

[AS] User may select A or B or neither.

When several elements are stacked within braces in a syntax statement, the user must
select one of those elements. For example:

{A~} User must select A or B or C.

A horizontal ellipsis in a syntax statement indicates that a previous element may be
repeated. For example:

[,itemname) .•• ;

In addition, vertical and horizontal ellipses may be used in examples to indicate that
portions of the example have been omitted.

A shaded delimiter preceding a parameter in a syntax statement indicates that the
delimiter must be supplied whenever (a) that parameter is included or (b) that
parameter is omitted and any other parameter which follows is included. For
example:

i term [j~[i temb) [[~!i teme)

means that the following are allowed:

iterm
iterm,itemb
iterm,itemb,iteme
i term, , i teme
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I CONVENTIONS (continued)

When necessary for clarity) the symbol Ii may be used in a syntax statement to
indicate a required blank or an exact number of blanks. For example:

SET(modifier)]Ii(variable);

underlining

(CONTROLlchar

JUL 88
xx

When necessary for clarity in an example) user input may be underlined. For
example:

NEW NAME? ALPHA

Brackets) braces or ellipses appearing in syntax or format statements which must be
entered as shown will be underlined. For example:

LETvar[lsubscriptl] = value

Output and input/output parameters are underlined. A notation in the description
of each parameter distinguishes input/output from output parameters. For example:

Shading represents inverse video on the terminars screen. In addition) it is used to
emphasize key portions of an example.

The symbol [ ) may be used to indicate a key on the terminars keyboard. For
example, [RETURNI indicates the carriage return key.

Control characters are indicated by (CONTROL) followed by the character. For example)
(CONTROLIY means the user presses the control key and the character Y simultaneously.
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'---T_R_O_U_B_L_ES_H_O_O_T_IN_G ---'I~

HP Network Services for MPE/V Based Systems (NS3000/V) is the HP data communications product that
enables your HP 3000 to communicate with other HP computer systems as part of a distributed network.
There are several network link products for NS3000/V.

The following link products connect computers on a local area network using the IEEE 802.3 networking
standard:

• ThinLAN/3000 Link (includes ThickLAN option for thick coaxial cable).

• StarLAN/3000 Link.

• StarLAN 10 3000/V Link.

Two other link products enable you to establish remote connections to HP3000s, as well as local
connections, using point-to-point networking technology:

• Asynchronous SERIAL Network Link for MPE/V based systems (Asynchronous 3000/V Link).

• NS Point-to-Point Network Link for MPE/V based systems (NS Point-to-Point 3000/V Link).

Finally, the following link product allows HP3000s to connect to public or private packet switching
networks (PSNs) using NS3000/V:

• NS X. 2S Network Link for MPE V/E based systems (NS X.25 3000/V Link).

The term IEEE 802.3 links is used to designate information that applies to all the IEEE 802.3 links
(ThinLAN/3000 Link, StarLAN/3000 Link and StarLAN 10 3000/V Link). ThinLAN/3000 Link
connections are usually made with thin (. 18 inch) coaxial cable; however, you can also use thicker (.4 inch I
diameter) coaxial cable. available by ordering the ThickLAN option of ThinLAN/3000. With MPE-V
release V delta 5 or later, the IEEE 802. 3 links can be configured to support Ethernet* traffic
concurrently with IEEE 802.3 traffic over the LAN.

The optional OS-Compatible links are the OS Point-to-Point Hardwired or Modem link for connections
between systems, the OS X.25 Link for connections to a packet switched network, and the DS Satellite
Communication Link. .

Although most error messages are easily understood by the customer, some error messages refer to internal
procedures comprehensible only to qualified Hewlett-Packard representatives. Users are not expected to
understand these explanations, however, they should take the actions listed in the section under "Problem
Resolution. II Section 2 lists errors for NS3000/V Network Services covering the Virtual Terminal,
Remote File Access, Network File Transfer, Remote Process Management, and Program-to-Program
Communication services. NetlPC, a programmatic interface provided with the NS links, is also covered in
this section. Certain services list errors which may be encountered over both "DS-Compatible" links
(point-to-point or X. 25 links) and the IEEE 802.3 and NS point-to-point links.

*Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corporation.
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Troubleshooting

PROBLEM RESOLUTION

Troubleshooting data communications problems can be a very involved process since there are many
hardware and software components to be investigated. Some problems can be quickly identified and
resolved. These include invalid software installation, version incompatibilities, insufficieni MPE resources,
corrupt configuration files, programming or command errors, and file system errors. Some problems
require more investigation. The strategy and tools to use while investigating the software and hardware
components of NS3000/V and associated links are provided in this section.

Once identified, these problems can usually be resolved by the programmer, user or network manager,
using the suggestions in this section or the detailed instructions provided in the following sections of this
manual. However, there may be problems that require you to contact your Hewlett-Packard
representative. The form used to enable HP to solve your problem in an efficient and timely manner. is
called a Service Request (SR).

.
This section contains the following subsections:

• How to Resolve Problems

• Characterize the Problem

• Identify the Possible Causes

• Interactive or Programmatic Problems

• Program Errors

• Command Errors

• Line Opening Errors

• Line Closing Errors

• NMS Utility Errors

• Nodal Problems

• Recent Changes

• No Changes

• Investigate the Link

• Investigate the Software

• Determine the Action

• Submitting a Service Request (SR)

This section describes how to identify the problems you may encounter and the action to take to resolve
these problems. It also provides the guidelines to follow when submitting an SR.
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Troubleshooting

HOW TO RESOLVE PROBLEMS

The usual method for resolving problems is to characterize the situation in which the problem occurs and
then investigate which of the possible causes have actually caused the problem. Finding the actual cause
is often sufficient to suggest the resolution. For example, assume that the problem is characterized as lithe
user is unable to open a line with the DSLINE command. II A possible cause of the problem is that the
syntax of the command was incorrect. If so, you resolve the problem by correcting the command and
reissuing it. However, if the syntax was correct, you would have to look for another possible cause, such as
the line was not initialized or the remote node was not responding. Thus, in most cases you start with the
characterization of the problem and investigate the possible causes. The difficult part of troubleshooting
is to identify the actual cause of the problem. Once you know the actual cause, you can take the
appropriate action to resolve the problem.

Characterize the Problem

It is important to ask questions when you are trying to characteriz.e a problem. Start with global
questions and gradually get more specific. Depending on the response, you ask another series of questions,
until you have enough information to understand exactly what happened. Key questions to ask are shown
in Figure 1-1.

1. Does the problem seem isolated to one user or program? Can the problem be reproduced?
Did the problem occur under any of the following circumstances?
• When running a program?
• When issuing a command?
• When using an NMS utility?
• When opening the line?
• When transmitting data?
• When closing the line?

2. Does the problem affect all users? The entire node?
Has anything changed recently? The possibilities are:
• New software and hardware installation?
• Same hardware but changes to the software. Has the configuration file been modified?

Has the MPE configuration been changed?
• Same software but changes to the hardware.

Do you suspect hardware or software?

Figure 1-1. The Problem Characterization Questions
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Troubleshooting

It is often difficult to determine whether the problem is hardware or software related. Symptoms that
mean you should suspect the hardware are:

• Bad LANIC or INP Dumps

• Link level errors, either returned to the user or logged to the console. This includes CS/3000
errors, CI errors, NMERR errors, power fails, and link shutdowns.

• Lost Data - data is sent but not received at the link destination. (This could also be caused by a
software problem.)

Symptoms that mean you should suspect the software are:

• Logging messages at the console.

• Network Services errors returned to users or programs.

• MPE File System (FSERR) or Command Interface (CIERR) errors (except I~emote Not
Responding" errors).

• Data corruption.

• Terminal Hangs.

• Intermittent Errors

• Network- Wide problems.

Knowing what has changed recently may also indicate whether the problem is software or hardware """
related. Refer to Recent Changes later in thissection.)

Identify the Possible Causes

The type of investigation that you use to identify the possible causes of a problem depends on whether the
problem affects one user or individual situation, or if the problem is node-wide. Once you have the
answers to the questions in Figure 1-1, use the flowchart in Figure 1-2 as a guide to the rest of this
section.
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Find the log or error message; take the recommended action

NO

1
Nodal Problems

!
Problems

1
Problem resolved?--.YES

[NO

Does the problem affect one user?

IYES

1
Interactive/Programmatic

!
« Circumstances? » « Any Changes? »

Prog ram Erro rs
Command Errors

NMS Utility Errors
Line Opening Errors

Data Transmission Errors
Line Closing Errors

Recent Changes or No Changes

Use one of the Change Tables:
Table 1-1 New Installation
Table 1-2 Changed Software
Table 1-3 Changed Hardware
Table 1-4 No Changes
Find the Possible Cause to match
the Symptom of the Problem

« Suspect Hardware or Software? »

Investigate the Link
Investigate the Software

« Identified the Possible Cause? »

Determining the Action
Submitting an SR

Figure 1-2. Using the Problem Characterization Answers

The most important problem solving tool is this manual. Only if the explanation and action under the
specific log or error message is not sufficient to resolve the problem do you need to proceed with more

~ detailed investigation.
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INTERACTIVE OR PROGRAMMATIC PROBLEMS

The first step in investigating interactive or programmatic problems is to examine any error message ~
returned. The following sections in this manual list the error messages returned by NS3000/V and
associated links, along with their meaning and recommended recovery action. If you have received a
specific error message, find it in this manual and take the action recommended. Most error messages are
easily understood by the user or programmer, although some of the explanations refer to internal
procedures comprehensible only to qualified HP representatives. Users are not expected to understand
these explanations, but they should take the actions listed. The discussion below provides additional
information about the possible causes of these problems and the actions which may be required to resolve
them.

Program Errors

If the user is using any of the programmatic capabilities of NS3000/V and an intrinsic completes with an
error, the recovery procedure depends upon the intrinsic. How you check for the error code depends on
which service you are using.

• If a NetlPC intrinsic was issued that received a condition code indicating an error, use the
I PCCHECK intrinsic to obtain additional details. Always check for the PM error code; this is
essential to identify the cause if the Network Transport is unable to complete a request.

• If a file system intrinsic was issued that received a condition code indicating an I/O error
occurred, use the rCHECK intrinsic to obtain additional details.

• If a PTOP intrinsic received a condition code indicating an error, use the PCHECK intrinsic.

If the condition code indicates an error, refer to Section 2, "NS3000/V Network Services Error Messages"
section of this manual for an explanation and recovery for the error. You may also refer to the
IMAGE/3000 Reference Manual for ROBA, and the MPE File System Reference Manual for RFA.

Command Errors

If the user is using the interactive capabilities of NS3000/V and associated links and receives an error,
refer to the "NS3000/V Network Services Error Messages" (Section 2) section of this manual. The
command errors fit into four categories:

• Syntax errors or invalid options. These errors result from user errors when issuing the command.
They are readily corrected by checking for the correct syntax and reissuing the command.

• Warnings. Warnings are issued when a command is still executable but the results may not be
what you intended. These result from cases where conflicting options are specified. The warning
informs you which option was actually used (or not used).

• Resource Errors. These errors occur when a system resource needed for the execution of the
command is not available. If they occur, you can wait and reissue the command later, when the
resource may be available. If resource errors happen frequently the configuration or resource
allocation of the system may be inadequate. The network manager may need to investigate
further.
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• Internal Errors. These errors indicate that the software is malfunctioning. If they ever occur,
notify your HP representative. The network manager should follow the steps outlined in
"Submitting an SR" at the end of this section.

For syntax errors and warnings) consult the reference pages on that command for the correct syntax and
options. Refer to the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual, Volume 1 or to the NS3000/V
User/Programmer Reference Manual. The network manager needs to take the appropriate action if users
receive resource or internal errors when issuing commands.

Line Opening Errors

There are several reasons why a DSlINE command for opening a communications line might be rejected.
Some line-opening errors actually occur when a REMOTE HEllO (or DSCOPY, or programmatic
RPMCREATE) FOPEN, POPEN) or DOPEN) is executed, not when the DSlINE is done. The following list
summarizes the likely causes of line opening failures:

• The user made a syntax error in the DSlINE command.

• The user specified an erroneous nodename or enlJid in the DSlINE command. The node name
must match the one configured with NMMGR both in the Network Directory and the
Configuration file. Make sure that all users know the correct node names. You may want to
post a map with the configured node names for all the nodes on the network. The connect node
names can be checked in the Network Director (if one is being used).

For DS-Compatible Links, the user specified an erroneous line or DS X.25 nodename for the
dsdelJice parameter. These must match the device class name for the IODSO or IODSX entry
configured with SYSDUMP. The X. 25 nodename must match one configured in the database
configured with NETCONF. Make sure that all users know the correct device class and X.25
nodenames. You may want to include these configured items on the network map.

• The line was not opened by the local console operator) the remote console operator or any
intermediate nodes. Check that all required commands have been issued on the local, remote and
intermediate nodes. The network interfaces, the LAN802.3 NI, the X.25 NI, the Loopback NI,
Router NI, and Gateway Half NI must be initialized with NETCONTROl START commands. The
Network Services must be initialized with the NSCONTROl START command. Some links may
also need to be started by NETCONTROl ADDlINK commands. Links can be configured not to be
started when a NETCONTROl START command is executed and be started via NETCONTROL
ADDlINK. Links may have been closed by NETCONTROL DEllINK or may have been closed
because an irrecoverable error was detected on the line. Any DS-Compatible Links must be
initialized with DSCONTROl commands.

• The remote node may not be operational.

• The remote operator may have lowered the session limit. This would cause a failure in a
REMOTE HEllO or a DSCOPY or RPMCREATE that tried to automatically log on to a session.

• The local console operator may have used the service list of the NSCONTROL command to limit the
Network Services to incoming users only. On the remote node, the operator may have limited the
Network Services to outgoing only. This would cause a REMOTE HELLO, DSCOPY, remote FOPEN
or DOPEN, POPEN, or RPMCREATE to fail, depending on which services were not started.

For the DS-Compatible Links, the operator may have used the SLAVE option on the DSCONTROL
command to limit access to incoming users only) or the MASTER option to prohibit access to the
node.
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• If the line is a dial up line a failure in a REMOTE HELLO, DSCOPYor RPMCREATE can be caused
by the following:

• If manual dial, the console operator never dialed the number or rejected the dial request by
replying "no" to the request.

• If auto dial, the number was busy, wrong, or was never answered at the remote computer.

• The security strings did not match at either the local or remote node (if security was enabled).

• The IP address of the remote node was not configured in the NSCONF file as a candidate for
use of this link.

• If the link is a shared dialup link, a failure will occur if the link is connected to a node
different than the one issued in the DSLINE command.

• When a REMOTE HELLO is issued which causes the phone to be dialed, there is a window in
which subsequent REMOTE HELLOs from other users will be rejected. The window is from the
time the auto dial starts (or dial request) to when the connection is established.

• A REMOTE HELLO, DSCOPY or RPMCREATE will fail if the IP address of the remote node
configured in the Network Directory does not match the IP address of the remote node
configured in the NS Configuration file.

• All virtual terminals on the remote node are already in use, which means there are no remote
resources available to establish a remote session. This would cause a failure in a REMOTE HELLO
or a DSCOPY or RPMCREATE that tried to automatically log on to a session.

• Someone has exclusive access to the SPecified line or the user requested exclusive access to a line
that is already in use.

• Someone is exclusively accessing a server program. For example, someone is executing the STORE
command or a SYSDUMP system backup on DSSERVER. NET. SYS.

• There is a hardware problem - the communications device is not responding correctly.

Line Closing Errors

There are several reasons why a DSLINE command for closing a communications line might be rejected.
The following list summarizes the likely causes of line closing failures:

• The user made a syntax error in the DSLINE command.

• The user specified an erroneous nodename or envid in the DSLINE command. The nodename
must match the one configured with NMMGR. Make sure that all users know the correct
nodenames. You may want to post a map with the configured nodenames for all the nodes on the
network.

For DS-Compatible Links, the user specified an erroneous line or X.25 nodename for the
dsdevice parameter. These must match the device class name for the 10DSO or IODSX entry
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configured with SYSDUMP. The X.25 nodename must match one configured in the database
configured with NETCONF. Make sure that all users know the correct device class and X.25
nodenames. You may want to include these configured items as well on the network map.

• The remote node may not be operational.

• There is a hardware problem -- the communications device is not responding correctly.

NMS Utility Errors

A File System error (FSERR) may have occurred while attempting to access the configuration file. Try to
access the configuration file under the same user id using NMMGR. Use the NMMGR Error screen to
find out what the underlying FSERR is. Correct the problem and retry.
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NODAL PROBLEMS

The first step in investigating nodal problems is to examine any error message returned. Error messages ~
returned by NS3000/V and associated links are listed in the follow sections of this manual, along with
their meaning and recommended recovery action. If you have received a specific error message, find it in
the manual and take the action recommended. Only if there is no clear error or the recommended action
does not correct the problem is it necessary to investigate further. Follow the strategy shown in Figure
1-2.

Recent Changes

If you begin experiencing problems immediately following either a new installation or changes to the
software or hardware, often you can easily identify what is causing the problem. Tables 1-1, 1-2t and
1- 3 show the symptoms and possible causes for a new installation, for changed softwaret and for changed
hardwaret respectively. Once you have identified the possible cause, you may need to iSolate the actual
cause. Proceed to Investigate the Software or Investigate the Link t depending on the nature of the
possible cause. For more information on some of the possible causes, including what to do when you have
isolated the actual cause, proceed to Determine the Action. If the recommended action is to contact an
HP representative, use the guidelines in Submitting an SR.

TABLE 1-1. SYMPTOMS FOR A NEW INSTALLATION

Product Symptom Possible Causes

All NS links Console locked or hung, System Software installation invalid.
Failures.

System Failure 969/970 Configuration incorrect, serious
internal error.

DS Compatible Console locked or hung, System Software installation invalid.
Links Failures

DSCONTROL command hangs. Configuration incorrect.

CSERR 161 (X. 2'5 Link) Cable problems, PDN or remote in
hardwired connection not responding.
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TABLE 1-2. SYMPTOMS FOR CHANGED SOFTWARE

Troubleshooting

Product Symptom Possible Causes

All NS services System Failure 969/970. Configuration file invalid; serious
and links internal error.

DSCOPY command aborts. NFTCAT2.NET.SYSisbad
(incompatible version or MAKECAT
was not done).

CS/3000 CSERR 6-7, 8-10, 14-19 Configuration incorrect.

CSERR 11-13, 57-58, 153, Operator procedure wrong.
158,201, 205-207

CSERR 153, 157-159, Remote device problem.
203-204,207-217

CSERR 154,207-209, Hardware problem.
212-214,217

CSERR 6-7, 156
Software problem.

DS Services and DSCONTROL command fails with Software installation invalid.
DS Compatible CIERR 4152 or 4153.
Links

DSCONTROL hangs. MPE or NETCONF (X. 25)
configuration incorrect.

Line closes or poor response. Configuration incorrect.

Sessions hang. DSMON bad, programs not
compatible with new, or MPE
version incorrect.

System Failures. Software installation invalid.
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TABLE 1-3. SYMPTOMS FOR CHANGED HARDWARE

Product Symptom Possible Causes

All NS services CSERR 121 (recoverable); unable to INP, ATP or LANIC not properly
and links use NS over LAN. connected to coax, or coax not

properly installed (missing or bad
terminators).

CSERR 161 Cable problems, remote not
responding.

CS/3000 CSERR 84-109, 111, 154, Hardware problem.
201-209, 212-214, 217

DS Services Line closes. Modem or line problems.
and DS
Compatible Poor response. Configuration not updated.
Links

REMOTE HELLO fails or remote Line problems.
system shuts line.

System Failures. Configuration incorrect.

CSERR 161 (X. 2SLink) Cable problems, PDN or remote not
responding.
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No Changes

If you begin experiencing problems and nothing has been changed, you can use Table 1-4 to identify what
is causing the problem. Table 1-4 shows the symptoms and possible causes for an installation with no
changes. Once you have identified the possible cause, you may need to isolate the actual cause. Proceed
to "Investigate the Software" or "Investigate the Link", depending on the nature of the possible cause. For
more information on some of the possible causes, including what to do when you have isolated the actual
cause, proceed to "Determine the Action". If the recommended action is to contact HP, use the guidelines
in Submitting an SR.

TABLE 1-4. SYMPTOMS FOR NO CHANGES

Product Symptom Possible Causes

All NS services Unable to use services or a warning NSCONTROL has not been done or
and links that old services are being used. network has been shut down, or

NSCONTROL has been executed
limiting the number of active servers..

Can't connect to remote system. See "Line Opening Errors. II

DS Services Console locked or hung. Terminal or MPE problems (not DS).
and DS
Compatible DSLINE command fails. Line not open or open one-way.
Links

DSCOPYaborts. Line errors.

DSCOPY fails. User errors, wrong file type, or copy
in wrong direction.

Hung session, cannot abort. User error, PTOP program logic,
subsystem or application program
problem.

Line closes.
Line errors.

NFT errors 101-110. Resource or internal software errors.

Poor response. Line errors.

REMOTE command fails. User error, MPE problem, or lack of
virtual terminals.

Remote system shuts line. Line problems or hardware failures.

System failures. Software problems or missing patches
or fixes. Take a memory dump.

Transfer only one-way. Remote configuration problem.
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INVESTIGATE THE LINK

The following is a strategy to use to identify and solve link problems. You should use this strategy if you .~
are not sure what is causing the problem because many times errors in the upper level software are due to
hardware problems. You can also use this strategy if you have identified a hardware-related possible
cause and need to isolate the actual cause.

IEEE 802.3 Link Problems

For problems that involve an IEEE 802.3 link) use the following strategy where applicable:

• Issue the SHOWCOM ldev; ERROR command. Inspect the output and attempt to identify the
problem. Refer to Section 9 and to the LAN/3000 Diagnostic and Troubleshooting Guide for a
detailed analysis of the fields displayed. Retain a copy of the output from this command for your
Hewlett-Packard representative.

• For links that involve connections to personel computers (PCs) refer to the StarLAN or ThinLAN
manuals under "Related Publications" in the Preface of this manual.

• Use the LAN Node Diagnostic (LANDIAG). LANDIAG is an on-line diagnostic tool. It verifies
the LANIC components by running the LANIC self-test) then a series of tests that test the MAU
and AUI as well. LANDIAG extends the testing as far into the LAN as possible, depending on
which equipment is connected to the LANIC. It includes the Remote Node Test (N 17) that sends
test frames between nodes. Refer to the LAN/3000 Diagnostic and Troubleshooting Guide for
instructions.

• If a LANIC failure has taken place, give the file LAN LOGxx. PUB.SYS to your Hewlett-Packard ~

representative for additionalanalysis."

If the problem is easily reproducible) and link level tracing was inactive when the problem took
place, turn on trace using the MPE command LINKCONTROL. When the problem has been
reproduced, turn off trace and give this trace file to your Hewlett-Packard representative for
additional analysis. If a LANIC failure takes place while trace is active, give the file
LAN LOGxx. PUB.SYS to your HP representative as well.

• If any Link Manager log messages, configured as SUB0008, CLASOOOO (for ~the LAN Link), or
CLAS0001 (for the PC Link Manager), appear on the console, issue the MPE command
SWITCHNMLOG and save the log file. You can use NMDUMP to format the file. The log message
contains an error code) such as a CSERR or NMERR. Information on the cause and recovery of
these errors can be found in the Fundamental Data Communications Handbook for CS errors and
the NMERR message table in Section 3 ("Node Management Errors") of this manual. Keep a copy
of the log file and the output for your Hewlett-Packard representative to study if it is necessary
to submit an SR.

• If link level logging is not enabled, enable it through NMMGR so that the information will be
available if this problem can be repeated.
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NS Point-to-Point 3000/V Link and NS X.25 3000/V Link Problems

The NS Point-to-Point 3000/V link and the NS X.25 3000/V link is connected with an Intelligent
Network Processor (INP). For problems that involve the INP, use the following strategy where applicable:

• Issue the SHOWCOM ldelJ; ERRORS command. Inspect the output and attempt to identify the
problem. Refer to the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual, Volume 1 for a detailed
analysis of the fields displayed. Retain a copy of the output from this command for your
Hewlett - Packard representative.

• Use the INP Diagnostic/Support Monitor (DSM). DSM is an on-line diagnostic tool. It verifies
the INP components by running the INP self -test, then extends the testing as far into the
communications network as possible, depending on which equipment is connected to the INP.
Refer to the INP Diagnostic Procedures Manual for instructions.

• If an INP failure has taken place, give the file INPLOGxx. PUB.SYS to your Hewlett-Packard
representative for additional analysis.

• If the problem is easily reproducible, and link level tracing was inactive when the problem took
place, turn on trace using the MPE command LINKCONTROL. When the problem has been
reproduced, turn off trace. Use the CSDUMP or DSDUMP utilities to format the file. Refer to
the DSN/DS Network Administrator Reference Manual for instructions on formatting and
analyzing the output. Save both the raw trace file and the formatted output for your
Hewlett-Packard representative for analysis. It is important to save any INP dump file
(INPLOGnnn. PUB.SYS) that is created while link level tracing was enabled. Send both the INP
dump file and the link trace file to your Hewlett-Packard representative for additional analysis.

• If any Link Manager log messages, configured as SUBOOOB, CLASOOOO, appear on the console,
issue the MPE command SWITCHNMLOG and save the log file. You can use NMDUMP to format
the file. The log message contains an error code, such as a CSERR or NMERR. Information on
the cause and recovery of these errors can be found in the Fundamental Data Communications
Handbook for CS errors and NMERR message table in Section 3 (IINode Management Errorsll

) of
this manual. Keep a copy of the log file and the output for your Hewlett-Packard representative
to study if it is necessary to submit an SR.

• Check the MPE log file for I/O error logging. Use LISTLOG 5 to format the log file. Keep a
copy of the file and the output for your Hewlett-Packard representative to study.

Asynchronous 3000/V Link Problems

The Asynchronous 3000/V Link is connected with an Advanced Terminal Processor (ATP). For problems
with the link or ATP, use the following strategy where applicable:

o Issue the SHOWCOM ldelJ; ERROR command. Inspect the output and attempt to identify the
problem. (Refer to NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual, Volume 1 for a description
of the fields displayed). Retain a copy of the output from this command for your
Hewlett-Packard representative.

• Use the diagnostic tool TERMDSM to list port state information in order to analyze the nature of
port failures. These failures will cause an IIATP Failure on ldev nnnll message on the console.
Refer to the Terminal Online Diagnostic/Support (TERMDSM) Reference Manual for a
description of the commands to run the diagnostic tests.
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• If a link failure has taken place, give the file LINKTxx. PUB. SYS to your Hewlett-Packard
representative for additional analysis.

• If the problem is easily reproducible, and link level tracing was inactive when the problem took ~
place, turn on trace using the MPE command LINKCONTROL. When the problem has been
reproduced, turn off trace and give this trace file to your Hewlett-Packard representative for
additional analysis. If a link failure takes place while trace is active, give the file
lINKTxx. PUB.SYS to your HP representative as well.

• If any Link Manager log messages, configured as SUBOOOB, ClAS0001 (PC Link Manager) apPear
on the console, issue the MPE command SWITCHNMLOG and save the log file. You can use
NMDUMP to format the file. Refer to NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual, Volume
1 for information on using NMDUMP, and information on MPE commands mentioned here. The
log message contains an error code, such as a CSERR or NMERR. Information on the cause and
recovery of these errors can be found in the Fundamental Data Communications Handbook for CS
errors and the NMERR message table in Section 3 ("Node Management Errors") of this manual.
Keep a copy of the log file and the output for your Hewlett-Packard representative to study if it
is necessary to submit an SR.

• If link level logging is not enabled, enable it through NMMGR so that the information will be
available if this problem can be repeated.

DS-Compatible Link Problems

For DS-compatible link problems that involve the Intelligent Network Processor (INP), use the following
strategy where applicable:

• Issue the SHOWCOM ldelJ, ERRORS command. Inspect the output and attempt to identify the
problem. Refer to the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual, Volume 1 for a detailed
anaiysis of the fields displayed. Retain a copy of the output from this command for your
Hewlett- Packard representative.

• Use the INP Diagnostic/Support Monitor (DSM). DSM is an on-line diagnostic tool. It verifies
the INP components by running the INP self-test, then extends the testing as far into the
communications network as possible, depending on which equipment is connected to the INP.
Refer to the INP Diagnostic Procedures Manual for instructions.

• If an INP failure has taken place, give the file I NPLOGxx. PUB.SYS to your Hewlett-Packard
representative for additional analysis.

• If the problem is easily reproducible, and. link level tracing was inactive when the problem took
place, turn on trace using the MPE command DSCONTROL. When the problem has been
reproduced, turn off trace. Use the CSDUMP or DSDUMP utilities to format the file. Refer to
the DSN/DS Network Administrator Reference Manual for instructions on formatting and
analyzing the output. Save both the raw trace file and the formatted output for your
Hewlett-Packard representative for analysis. It is important to save any INP dump file
(INPlOGnnn. PUB.SYS) that is created while link level tracing was enabled. Send both the INP
dump file and the link file to your Hewlett-Packard representative for additional analysis.

• Check the MPE log file for I/O error logging. Use LISTLOG5 to format the log file. Keep a
copy of the file and the output for your Hewlett-Packard representative to study.
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INVESTIGATE THE SOFTWARE

Follow the strategy described below to identify and solve any problems that might involve software.

• There may be version incompatibilities between different software subsystems. This is essential to
check if new software has recently been installed on your node. Use the software verification
utilities, NMMAINT, DSLIST and CSLIST, described in the NS3000/V Network Manager
Reference Manual, Volume 1 to display the version identification numbers of the software
modules. Compare the first five characters of these version IDs with those listed as compatible
with each other in the SYSTEM STATUS BULLETIN, Software Release Bulletin, NOON files or
other HP source. If a discrepancy is found, locate a known set of compatible software and install
it.

• Issue the SHOWCOM; ERRORS command. Inspect the output and attempt to identify the problem.
Refer to the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual, Volume 1 and to the LAN/3000
Diagnostic and Troubleshooting Guide for a detailed analysis of the fields displayed. Retain a
copy of the output from this command for your Hewlett-Packard representative.

• Check the configuration file. Use NMMGR to print the data screens. Inspect the output and
attempt to identify the problem. Follow the suggestions provided in the section "Corrupt
Configuration Files" later in this section. Retain a copy of the output for your Hewlett-Packard
representative.

• In general, the log files are the best source of information. They should be checked for any
problem encountered. Use the command SWITCHNMLOG to isolate the specific log file
immediately after the problem occurs. Use the time range option of NMDUMP whenever
possible to further narrow the focus on when the problem occurred. Inspect the formatted
output and attempt to identify the problem. Retain a copy of the output from the log file for
your HP representative.

• If the cause of the problem cannot be isolated with any other means) or if the recommended
action has not resolved a problem, then use the line tests described in the NS3000/V Network
Manager Reference Manual, Volume 1. The intent is to verify each component of the hardware
and software individually in hopes of isolating the faulty component. Inspect the output and
attempt to identify the problem. Retain a copy of the output from these tests for your UP
representative.

• If the problem is easily repeated and NMS tracing was inactive when the problem took place) turn
on trace using the MPE command NETCONTROL TRACE. When the problem has been reproduced,
turn off trace and give this trace file to your UP representative for additional analysis.

• If the problem causes a system failure, take a full memory dump of the system that includes the
monitor. Use the NSDPAN utility to format the dump. This utility is customized to save virtual
memory and to format the data structures used by the Network Transport. The memory dump
must be accompanied by a copy of the file LOADMAP. PUB;SYS and the I/O configuration.
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DETERMINE THE ACTION

Once you, have identified the cause of a problem, whether from the error descriptions in the following ~
sections of this manual, from the Change Tables of Nodal Problems, or from investigating the software or
the link, you need to resolve the problem. In some cases you may need to investigate further to determine
exactly what is needed. The possible causes and their associated actions are described for:

• Invalid Software Installation

• MPE Configuration Incorrect

• Insufficient MPE Resources

• Corrupt Configuration File

• Corrupt Network Directory File

• Incompatible Configuration File Version

• Insufficient Configuration File Values

• Retransmission Timeout Errors

• Shutdown Errors

Invalid Software Installation

A software installation may be invalid. Use the following three programs to get a listing of all software
modules and their version IDs.

• Run NMMAI NT • PUB. SYS to obtain a listing of version IDs for NMS and for all of the NMS
dependent subsystems. Locate the overall version IDs for each subsystem. Check that these
subsystems are the correct version for operation with the associated link.

• CSLIST. Check that the CS/3000 subsystem is the correct version for operation with the
associated link. Check the download files (CSDLAN 1 . PUB. SYS for the LANIC,
CSDLAPB2. PUB.SYS (OS X. 25) and CSDBSC2. PUB.SYS (Bisync) for the INP).

• DSLIST. Check for correct versions and no error messages.

Check that all required modules are present. Check the version IDs with the SYSTEM STATUS
BULLETIN or other UP source to be sure the versions of software you have are supported with the
version of MPE you have. If there is a problem found with any of these checks, you have an incorrect
software version installed. Locate a known valid version of the suspect software (perhaps from one of
your system backup tapes) and install correctly.
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MPE Configuration Incorrect

Refer to the "System Configuration" section of the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual,
Volume 1; obtain an I/O listing of the system; check that the drivers are correctly configured.

Insufficient MPE Resources

There may be insufficient MPE resources, such as configured table sizes. Refer to the recommendations
for system tables provided in the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual, Volume 1. Check if
the MPE configuration has enough virtual memory and enough CST, DST and PCB table entries
configured. (If possible, run OPT. PUB. SYS in the "NT" or MPE tables context to check MPE table
utilization). Reconfigure MPE to fix any problems found and restart the system.

Corrupt Configuration File

The configuration file is possibly corrupt. If the error persists, use NMMGR to manually check the
configuration file (if possible). Compare the configuration file to the sample files provided with the NS
links. Investigate any discrepancies. Check to see that all data records have been created. If bad records
seem to be localized to a particular item, delete that item and reconfigure it. If necessary, RESTORE. a
known good backup copy of the file.

Corrupt Network Directory File

If the network directory file is open in NMMGR during a system failure, starting the network transport
with: NETCONTROL START does not recover the network directory file. Run NMMGR in maintenance
mode as follows:

:FILE NMMGRCMD=$STDINX
:RUN NMMGR.PUB.SYS

NM Configuration Manager 32098-20012 A.02.00 (C) Hewlett Packard Co. 1986
NMMGR>OPENDIR NSDIR.NET.SYS
NETWORK DIRECTORY: Recovering file NSDIR.NET.SYS
NMMGR>EXIT

After recovering the file, stop and restart the network transport as described in Commands, section I,
Volume II, of the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual.

Incompatible Configuration File Version

Run the NMMGRVER program to convert the old configuration file to the new format. See Appendix C
in Volume I of the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual for instructions in using the
NMMGRVER program.

Insufficient Configuration File Values

Only change the configured values in the configuration file for a persistent or widespread problem. The
configured values apply to communication over all the connections and with all the remote nodes in the
catenet. The default values are calculated to provide good performance in a variety of situations.
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Changes to these values may improve one situation but affect other situations adversely. If the
recommended action for a particular error or log message is to change the configured value, do so only for
a extremely high number of log messages or for repeated error messages. Consult your UP representative ~

for more information. J

Retransmission Timeout Errors

The Network Transport provides reliable end-to-end communication. As part of ensuring reliable receipt
of packets, the transport protocol TCP keeps track of the packets transmitted. If TCP does not receive an
acknowledgment within the configured time period, TCP retransmits the packet. If the packet is
retransmitted the maximum number of times configured and is still unacknowledged, then TCP logs a
retransmission timeout error and aborts the connection. The transport protocol PXP may also log a
retransmission timeout error. This occurs in much the same way as described for TCP, although PXP
retransmits requests, not packets, and waits for replies, not acknowledgments. PXP is only used whenever
an I PCLOOKUP is issued as part of a NetiPC application, and only communicates with the Socket Registry.

Retransmission timeouts can occur for the following reasons:

• Packets were transmitted to a remote node which was not active or which terminated before the
packet arrived.

• Excessive node loads during connection establishment.

• Congestion or lack of buffers on the remote node.

• Possible link or configuration problems.

If a retransmission error is returned in a log message or in an I PCCHECK error code for NetIPC !~
applications, first check that the remote node is up and that its transport has been started. If so, check if
the retransmission timeout error is an isolated event or an ongoing problem. Examine a formatted log file
for the period up to and including the error - check the Network Transport log class 6 for Statistics and
log class 3 for non-critical errors.

If the problem is ongoing, then take the appropriate action:

• If the log messages show initial TCP connection failures due to a heavily loaded remote node,
configure a longer Initial Retransmission Interval for the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) Configuration Screen. This is in the NETXPORT branch of the NMMGR network
configuration.

• If there are I PCLOOKUP failures, and the log messages show PXP timeouts due to a heavily loaded
remote node, configure a longer Default Retransmission Interval for the PXP data screen.
This is also in the NETXPORT branch.

• If unable to detect a problem on the local node, then check the remote node for log messages that
IP is Unable to Deliver Packet. If so, on the remote node -- configure a higher
Number of Buffers for the link data screen corresponding to the protocol used. (Section 7,
Volume I, of the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual describes the link data screens.)
This is in the LINKCONF branch of the NMMGR network configuration.

• If none of the above are identified as causing the problem, then the remote node may not have
. enough buffers. Execute the SHOWCOM ldelJ;ERROR command and examine the

BUff OVERfLOWS field. A large number here probably means that not enough inbound buffers
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were configured. If this is the case, configure more buffers or reads with the IEEE 802.3 Link
Data Screen, using the Initial Buffers or Maximum Reads Outstanding fields.

A large number in the BUFF OVERFLOWS field could also mean that the node is A) too busy or B)
does not have enough real memory.

• If the problem affects established connections and none of the above conditions apply, then
configure a longer Retransmission Interval Upper Bound or a higher number of
Max imum Ret ransmiss ions Per Packet for the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
Configuration Screen.

NetlPC Shutdown Errors

The NetiPC call I PCSHUTDOWN releases a descriptor and any resources associated with it. Since system
resources are used as long as call sockets and destination sockets exist, it is important to release the sockets
whenever they are no longer needed. Before a process terminates, it should terminate its connection with
I PCSHUTDOWN. Because this termination takes effect very quickly, all of the data that is in transit on the
connection is lost when the connection is shut down. As a result, the processes that share a connection must
cooperate to ensure that no data is lost.

Indications of a faulty shutdown procedure on an individual or application level are:

• If you receive log messages or NetiPC error codes where the recommended action for some of the
log messages is to increase the number of TCP connections, and the connections are not currently
active.

• If the TCP PM log message is location code 55, class 3, which indicates that a packet was received
after the I PCSHUTDOWN call but before the TCP connection was fully deleted.

Indication of a faulty shutdown procedure on a nodal level is an incomplete shutdown of the Network
Transport.
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Network Transport Shutdown

Shutting down the Network Transport via the NETCONTROL STOP command requires that all NetiPC call
sockets, all TCP connections) and all PXP sockets are closed. An error (Transport Shutting) is returned to
all open sockets. Until this error is received by the user and the reply sent to TCP/PXP by NetlPC) the
Network Transport does not terminate. The Network Services shut down completely even if an
NSCONTROL ABORT has not been issued. However, it is important that user applications always have a
send or receive posted on any open socket so that the shutdown error is delivered to them.

The only way to tell if the Network Transport has completely shut down is check the log file for the
Control Process; Transport Stopped and the TCP SIP; General Protocol Stop (location code
43, class 4) nodal log messages. If these messages have not been logged, the Network Transport is waiting
for an open socket and cannot completely terminate.

The Network Transport may be reintialized even though the "old" transport has not completely
terminated. The two versions do not interfere with each other and the old one goes away when its last
open socket is finally closed. This old transport does not use any CPU and does not retain "ownership" of
the LAN (IEEE 802.3 or IEEE 802.3/Ethernet) NI) but the data structures that wait on the open
connection do use virtual memory.

If you find any of these indications) check any NetlPC applications for faulty shutdown procedure; refer
to the NetIPC3000/V Programmer's Reference Manual.

JAN 89
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SUBMITTING AN SR

For further assistance from HP, document the problem as an SR (Service Request) and forward it to your
HP Service Representative. Include the following information where applicable:

• A characterization of the problem. Describe the events leading up to and including the problem.
Attempt to describe the source of the problem. Describe the symptoms of the problem and what
led up to the problem.

Your characterization should include: MPE commands; communication subsystem commands; job
streams; result codes and messages; and data that can reproduce the problem.

Illustrate as clearly as possible the context of any message(s). Prepare copies of information
displayed at the system console and user terminal.

• Obtain the version, update and fix information for all software as described in the NS3000/V
Network Manager Reference Manual. Volume 1. Use the following three programs:

• NMMAINT. PUB.SYS for NS3000/V, NS X. 25, IEEE 802.3, and Asynchronous 3000/V links,

• DSLIST. PUB. SYS for the OS-Compatible links,

• CSLIST. PUB. SYS for CS and for the INP and LANIC download file's.

This allows Hewlett-Packard to determine if the problem is already known, and if the correct
software is installed at your site.

• Record all error messages and numbers that appear at the user terminal and the system console.

• Run NMDUMP. PUB. SYS to format the NM log file (NMLGnnnn. PUB. SYS) that was active when the
problem occurred. You may need to issue the MPE command SWITCHNMLOG to free the NM log
file.

Using NMDUMP, format the log file for NETXPORT (3), NETIPC (5), Network Services (6) and Link
Manager (8) information. Inspect the formatted output and try to locate errors. Prepare the
formatted output and a copy of the log file for your Hewlett-Packard representative to further
analyze.

• Prepare a listing of the configuration file and the MPE I/O configuration you are using for your
Hewlett-Packard representative to further analyze. Inspect the output and try to locate errors.

• Run LISTLOG5. PUB.SYS to format the system log file (LOGnnnn.pub. sys). You may need to
issue the MPE command SWITCH LOG to free the system log file. Check this listing for apparent
errors. Create a copy of this file for your Hewlett-Packard representative to further analyze.

• Try to determine the general area within the software where you think the problem exists. Refer
to the appropriate reference manual and follow the guidelines on gathering information for
problems:

• The NS3000/V User/Programmer Reference Manual (32344-90001) for NS3000/V.

• The LAN/3000 Diagnostic and Troubleshooting Guide for the IEEE 802.3 links.
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II The DSN/DS HP 3000 to HP 3000 Network Administrator Reference Manual
(32189-90002) DS-Compatible links.

.. The INP Diagnostic Procedures Manual (30010-90002) for the Point-to-Point (using INP)
and the DS compatible link (using INP).

• Issue the MPE command SHOWCOM ldelJ; ERROR, where ldelJ is the logical device number of the
LANIC being used. This provides a listing of the status of the LANIC. Repeat the command for
each DS-Compatible link or Point-to-Point 3000/V Link with an INP installed, where ldev is
the logical device number of the INP. Retain this output for your Hewlett-Packard
representative to further analyze.

• Document your interim t or IIworkaround" solution. The cause of the problem can sometimes be
found by comparing the circumstances in which it occurs with the circumstances in which it does
not occur.

• Create copies of any NS3000/V or NetlPC user trace, Network Transport trace and
communication link trace files that were active when the problem occurred for your
Hewlett-Packard representative to further analyze.

• If the problem involves NMMGR, give a copy of NMMGRF. PUB. SYS to your Hewlett-Packard
representative.

• In the event of a system failure, a full memory dump must be taken. Always send the
unformatted memory dump, a listing of the configuration file, a copy of the file
LOADMAP. PUB.SYS, and the I/O configuration to HP.

NOTE

You may need to modify your NSDPAN file to accommodate group and
account passwords or printer environments.
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The following is a list of error codes and messages for NS3000/V Network Services. The messages are
grouped into several categories and listed in numerical sequence within each category. In most categories,
in addition to the error number and message, you will find the possible cause(s) of the error and the
action(s) you can take to recover from the error. This additional information is not displayed on
$STDlIST when the error message is printed.

Included in this list of Network Service errors are "DS-Compatible" errors. These appear only when the
error occurs in a DS service over a point-to-point or X.25 link. If "OS-Compatible" is not specified, an
error may be applicable to services over "OS-Compatible" as well as "NS-Compatible" links.

Some Command Interpreter errors (CIERRs) and "DS-Compatible" errors (DSERRs) generate different
error codes depending on whether the link between two nodes is "NS-Compatible" or "OS-Compatible"
and the type of service used. Refer to Appendix A for a complete list of corresponding NS and DS error
codes.

NETWORK SERVICES CI ERRORS (CIERRS)

These errors are reported by the Command Interpreter when an error is detected in the : OSLINE or
: REMOTE or : NSCONTROl commands. (Note that: NETCONTROl is not included; : NETCONTROL has its own
set of errors.) A CI error is displayed on $STDlIST during the execution of the command. Some CI errors
display a pointer (A.) to the error in the command. For the Network Service commands, more than one CI
error may be displayed (although only in a session; a job aborts when the first CI error is detected). These
CI errors are held in CATALOG. PUB.SVS, message set 2 (CI errors). When a CI error is detected, the CIERR
job control word is set to the error number.

The CI errors fit into four categories:

I. Syntax errors or invalid options: These errors result from user errors when issuing the command,
and can be readily corrected.

2. Warnings: Warnings are issued when a command is still executable, but the results may not be
what you intended. These result from cases where conflicting options are specified. The warning
informs you which option was actually used (or not used).

3. Resource errors: These errors occur when a system resource needed for the execution of the
command is not available. They should be rare. If they occur, you can wait and reissue the
command later, when the resource may be available. If resource errors happen frequently, the
configuration or resource allocation of the system may be inadequate. The system manager and
SE should then look into the problem. Resource errors are also logged using Network
Management logging, to log class 6, subclass 2.

4. Internal errors: These errors indicate that the Network Service software is malfunctioning. If
they ever occur, an SE should be notified. Internal errors are also logged using Network
Management logging, to log class 6, subclass 3.
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OS-COMPATIBLE CI ERRORS

1300 REMOTE JOBS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH username. (CIERR 1300)

1301 DSLINE CANNOT CONTAIN BOTH OPEN AND CLOSE. (CIERR 1301)

1302 DSLINE REQUIRES AT LEAST ONE PARAMETER. (CIERR 1302)

1303 DSNUMBER SPECIFICATION MUST BE A NUMBER FROM 1 THRU 255.
(CIERR 1303)

1304 DSLINE dsnum DOES NOT IDENTIFY AN OPEN OS LINE. (CIERR 1304)

1305 EXPECTED LINEBUF, PHNUM, LOCID, REMID, OPEN, CLOSE,
QUIET, COMP, NOCOMP, OR EXCLUSIVE. (CIERR 1305)

1306 MULTIPLE USE OF option IS NOT ALLOWED. (CIERR 1306)

1307 THE SYNTAX FOR option REQUIRES AN = SIGN FOLLOWED BY DATA.
(CIERR 1307)

1308 PHNUM IS 1 TO 20 DIGITS AND DASHES. (CIERR 1308)

1309 option LIST CAN CONTAIN ONLY ONE ELEMENT. (CIERR 1309)

1310 THE SPECIFIED LOGICAL DEVICE IS NOT OPEN. (CIERR 1310)

1311 THE FIRST CHARACTER OF AN 10 SEQUENCE MUST BE A II OR A (
(CIERR 1311)

1312 THE 10 SEQUENCE MUST TERMINATE WITH A). (CIERR 1312)

1313 THE 10 SEQUENCE MUST TERMINATE WITH A ". (CIERR 1313)

1314 A NUMERIC 10 SEQUENCE ELEMENT MUST BE 1 THRU 255 (OR
%377) . (CIERR 131 4) '.

1315 LINEBUF MUST BE A NUMERIC VALUE FROM 304 THRU 4096.
(CIERR 1315)

1316 UNABLE TO COMPLETE THE REMOTE COMMAND. (CIERR 1316)

1317 NOT A CURRENTLY AVAILABLE DSLINE. (CIERR 1317)

1318 USE OF EXCLUSIVE REQUIRES BOTH NS AND CS CAPABILITY.
(CIERR 1318)

1319 THE OS LINE dsnum IS IN USE BY A PROGRAM OR SUBSYSTEM AND
CANNOT BE CLOSED. (CIERR 1319)
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~' 1320 EXPECTED A RESPONSE OF YES, Y, NO, OR N. (CIERR 1320)

1321 UNABLE TO OPEN THE OS LINE ON DEVICE ldev. (CIERR 1321)

1322 @IS INVALID IN THIS CONTEXT. (CIERR 1322)

1323 A DSLINE OPEN REQUIRES A VALID OS DEVICE NAME AS THE
FIRST PARAMETER. (CIERR 1323)

1324 FROM ADDRESS MUST BE BETWEEN 1 AND 14 CHARACTERS INCLUSIVE.
(CIERR 1324)

1325 TO ADDRESS MUST BE BETWEEN 1 AND 14 CHARACTERS INCLUSIVE.
(CIERR 1325)

1326 FROM AND TO ADDRESS MUST BE A DECIMAL NUMBER. (CIERR 1326)

1389 INVALID OR MISSING DELIMITER FOR SELECTION SIGNAL SEQUENCE.
(CIERR 1389)

1390 SELECTION SIGNAL SEQUENCE MUST BE FROM 1 TO 30 CHARACTERS.
(CIERR 1390)

1391 BOTH QUEUE AND NOQUEUE SPECIFIED; NOQUEUE USED. (CIWARN 1391)

1392 ONLY n WORDS WERE ALLOCATED FOR THE LINE BUFFER.
(CIWARN 1392)

1393 COMPRESSION REQUEST NOT HONORED. REMOTE DOES NOT SUPPORT
THIS FEATURE. (CIWARN 1393)

1394 COMPRESSION PARAMETER RESPECIFIES AND OVERRIDES PREVIOUS
COMPRESSION PARAMETER. (CIWARN 1394)

1395 OPEN PARAMETERS ENTERED ON A CLOSE REQUEST ARE IGNORED
(CIERR 1395)

1396 AN ID LIST MUST CONTAIN 255 OR LESS ELEMENTS.
(CIWARN 1396)

1397 AN UNNECESSARY DELIMITER IS IGNORED. (CIWARN 1397)

1398 THERE ARE NO OS LINES OPEN. (CIWARN 1398)

1399 MULTIPLE USE OF option IS REDUNDANT AND IGNORED. (CIWARN 1399)
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS)

CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

INTERNAL OS ERROR - NO The NS Keyword Table was See "Submitting an SRIt at the
KEYWORD TABLE. not allocated during system beginning of this manual
(CIERR 5000) startup or prior to an NS

command execution.

INTERNAL OS ERROR - NO The NS global data segment See "Submitting an SRIt at the
ASGLOBAL DST. was not allocated during beginning of this manual
(CIERR 5001) system startup, or has been

lost.

INVALID ASCAT.NET.SYS The ASCAT. NET. SYS Check that the message sets of
MESSAGE CATALOG. message catalog exists, but is the ASCAT. NET. SYS catalog
(CIERR 5002) not in the proper format. It are correct. Run the

may have been overwritten by MAKECAT utility to prepare
a file that is not a properly the message catalog properly.
prepared message catalog.

INTERNAL OS ERROR The NS Keyword Table is not See "Submitting an SR" at the
'~-COULD NOT ALLOCATE large enough to contain all beginning of this manual

KEYWORD BUfFER. the keywords from the
(CIERR 5003) ASCAT. NET. SYS catalog.

ASCAT.NET.SYS MESSAGE The ASCAT.NET.SYS catalog Inform your system manager;
CATALOG DOES NOT EXIST file is missing; the NS install ASCAT. NET. SYS from
(CIERR 5004) command keywords cannot be the NS product tape.

loaded.

INTERNAL OS ERROR - The NS Keyword Table extra Inform your system manager;
COULD NOT CREATE data segment could not be increase the number of
KEYWORD TABLE. allocated, because of insuff- configured DSTs or obtain
(CIERR 5005) icient memory or free DSTs. more memory. ,

NONNUMERIC CHARACTER IN Syntax error in an Correct the syntax error and
ENVIRONMENT NUMBER. environment number HLxxx reissue the command.
(CIERR 5006) (in :DSLINE) or xxx (in

:REMOTE), where one or
more x is not numeric.

NONALPHANUMERIC Syntax error in an Correct the syntax error and
CHARACTER IN environment identifier in a reissue the command.
ENVIRONMENT 10 OR NODE :DSLINE or :REMOTE, where
NAME. one or more characters are
(CIERR 5007) not alphanumeric or, for

:DSLINE only, special
~characters @ H • or 1.
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message

fILE NAME PART LONGER
THAN 8 CHARACTERS.
(CIERR 5008)

NONALPHANUMERIC
CHARACTER IN FILE NAME.
(CIERR 5009)

EXPECTED, ; OR
RETURN.
(CIERR 5010)

EXPECTED ON OR OFF.
(CIERR 5011)

EXPECTED TRACE SERVICE:
ALL, VT, NFT, RFA,
PTOP, RPM.
(CIERR 5012)

EXPECTED MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF TRACE RECORDS.
(CIERR 5013)

EXPECTED MAXIMUM LENGTH
OF TRACE DATA.
(CIERR 5014)

EXPECTED TRANS OPTION.
(CIERR 5015)

Meaning/Cause

The file, group, or account
portion of a file name is
longer than the allowed
maximum length.

There is a character in a file
name that is not an alphabetic
or numeric (or special
character . or f).

An invalid delimiter was
found after a parameter for a
command option.

In a :DSLINE TRACE option,
the first parameter was not
ON (enable tracing) or OFF
(disable tracing).

In a :DSLINE TRACE option,
the second parameter was not
the name of the service to be
traced.

In a :DSLINE TRACE option,
the third parameter was not
the number of trace records
in the trace file, an integer
between 0 and 32767.

In a :DSLINE TRACE option,
the fourth parameter was not
the length of the trace record,
an integer between 0 and
32767.

In the :DSLINE TRACE
option, the fifth parameter
was not TRANS, which selects
transport tracing.

Action

Correct the file name and
reissue the command.

Correct the file name and
reissue the command.

Correct the syntax error and
reissue the command.

Correct the option parameter
and reissue the command.

Correct the option parameter
and reissue the command.

Correct the option parameter
and reissue the command.

Correct the option parameter
and reissue the command.

Correct the option parameter
and reissue the command.
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

EXPECTED =. A III was not found between Correct the syntax and reissue
(CIERR 5016) the option keyword and a list the command.

of positional parameters.

TOO MANY PARAMETERS IN More than the five defined Correct the command and
TRACE OPTION. parameters were specified in a reissue.
(CIERR 5017) :DSLINE TRACE option.

EXPECTED " OR ' A string starting with a II or ' Correct the command and
(CIERR 5018) was not ended with a II or '. reissue.

(You must use the same
delimiter for starting and
ending the string.)

EXPECTED; OR RETURN. An unexpected character was Correct the syntax and reissue
(CIERR 5019) found after a command the command.

option.

QUIET OVERRIDES Two or more QUIET options None.
PREVIOUS QUIET OPTION. were specified.
(CIWARN 5020)

PROMPT OVERRIDES Two or more PROMPT None (unless you do not want
PREVIOUS PROMPT OPTION. options were specified. The the last prompt; then correct
(CIWARN 5021) prompt string from the last and reissue the command).

PROMPT is used.

LOGON OVERRIDES Two or more LOGON options None (unless you do not want
PREVIOUS LOGON OPTION. were specified. The logon the last logon; then correct
(CIWARN 5022) from the last LOGON will be and reissue the command).

used.

COMP OVERRIDES PREVIOUS Two or more COMP and/or None (unless you do not want
COMP OR NOCOMP OPTION. NOCOMP options were the COMP option; then
(CIWARN 5023) specified. The COMP option correct and reissue the

will take effect. command).

NOCOMP OVERRIDES Two or more COMP and/or None (unless you do not want
PREVIOUS COMP OR NOCOMP NOCOMP options were the NOCOMP option; then
OPTION. specified. The NOCOMP correct and reissue the
(CIWARN 5024) option will take effect. command).

TOO MANY TRACE OPTIONS There were more than 10 Consolidate the TRACE
(MAXIMUM OF" 10). TRACE options specified in a options into less than 10, or
(CIERR 5025) :DSLINE command. break the :DSLINE command

into two or more :DSLINE
commands, each with less
than 10 TRACE options.
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

DS/3000 OSLINE OPTION A :DSLINE command for an None.
IS IGNORED FOR NS NODE. NS node environment
(CIWARN 5026) specified a DS/3000 option

that is not supported for the
NS node. The unsupported
DS options are LOCID)
REMID) PHNUM) LINEBUF)
EXCLUSIVE, SELECT)
FROMADR, FROMADDR)
TOADR, TOADDR) QUEUE,
and NOQUEUE.

INVALID DSLINE OPTION; An unknown option keyword Correct or delete the option
EXPECTED QUIET, PROMPT, was found in a :DSLINE. and reissue the command.
LOGON, COMP, NOCOMP,
CLOSE, RESET, SHOW, OR
TRACE.
(CIERR 5027)

INTERNAL OS ERROR - The port used for See IISubmitting an SR" at the
COULD NOT ADD VTREQ communication between the beginning of this manual
PORT. CI and the Virtual Terminal
(CIERR 5028) server could not be added to

the MPE port dictionary.

INTERNAL OS ERROR - The VT service request could See IISubmitting an SR" at the
COULD NOT SEND SERVICE not be sent to the DSDAD beginning of this manual
REQUEST. process port.
(CIERR 5029)

INTERNAL OS ERROR - The Start VT port message See C1Submitting an SRII at the
COULD NOT SEND START VT could not be sent to the beginning of this manual
MSG. Virtual Terminal server
(CIERR 5030) process.

INTERNAL OS ERROR - A port to be used for See "Submitting an SR" at the
COULD NOT CREATE VT REQ communication between the beginning of this manual
PORT. CI and the Virtual Terminal
(CIERR 5031) server process could not be

created.

INTERNAL OS ERROR - A port data segment entry See "Submitting an SRIt at the
COULD NOT GET PORT DST. could not be allocated for the beginning of this manual
(CIERR 5032) port between the CI and the

Virtual Terminal server.
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

INTERNAL OS ERROR - The Virtual Terminal service See ItSubmitting an SRII at the
COULD NOT START VT. could not be initiated. beginning of this manual
(CIERR 5033)

INTERNAL OS ERROR - A port message with an See IISubmitting an SR" at the
RECEIVED BAD PORT unexpected function code was beginning of this manual
MESSAGE. received from the Virtual
(CIERR 5034) Terminal server process.

VT SERVER NOT AVAILABLE The Virtual Terminal server Depending on the cause:
NOW. process could not be created.
(CIERR 5035) There may be several reasons: 1. Restore the

DSSERVER. NET. SYS
1. The DSSERVER.NET.SYS program from the NS3000/V
program is missing. product tape.

2. The number of created 2. Wait for the number of
DSSERVER processes is at the DSSERVERs to decrease, or
allowed maximum. The increase the maximum
:NSCONTROL number of DSSERVERs by
STATUS=SERVERS command :NSCONTROL
will tell you the current and SERVERaDSSERVER,,<new
maximum number of max> (Only users with NM
DSSERVERs. capability can use the

:NSCONTROL command.)
3. The DSSERVER process
aborted during its 3. See "Submitting an SR" at
initialization. the beginning of this manual

LOCAL VT SERVICE HAS The local Virtual Terminal Issue
NOT BEEN STARTED. service (VTL) has not been
(CIERR 5036) started via an :NSCONTROL :NSCONTROL START or

command.
:NSCONTROL START=VTL

to start the local VT service,
or wait until the service is
started. (Only users with NM
capability can use the
:NSCONTROL command.)
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

LOCAL VT SERVICE HAS An :NSCONTROL ABORT Issue
BEEN ABORTED. has been issued. This
(CIERR 5037) immediately terminates all :NSCONTROL START or

network services. including
the local Virtual Terminal :NSCONTROL STARTcVTL
service.

to start the local VT service,
or wait until the service is
started. (Only users with NM
capability can use the
:NSCONTROL command.)

VIRTUAL TERMINAL An error was detected by the Some of the VT errors are
SERVICE DETECTED AN Virtual Terminal server normal responses (e. g.
ERROR. process. The error message REMOTE NOT ACCEPTING
(CIERR 5038) for the VT error will precede SERVICE REQUESTS) and

the CI error message. some are internal errors (e.g.
UNEXPECTED/BAD
RESPONSE FROM VT).
Look up the VT error message
for the appropriate action to
take.

INTERNAL OS ERROR - A port message with the See "Submitting an SR" at the
COULD NOT SEND REMOTE remote command could not be beginning of this manual
COMMAND. sent from the CI to the
(CIERR 5039) Virtual Terminal server

process.

INVALID TRACE Information in a :DSLINE Correct the TRACE option
INFORMATION. TRACE option was incorrect. and reissue the command.
(CIERR 5040) A DS error will also be

displayed.

COULD NOT USE This CI error is returned for a Correct the command, based
ENVIRONMENT. number of errors detected on the DS errors, and reissue.
(CIERR 5041) when the environment in a

:DSLINE or :REMOTE
command cannot be used.
One or more DS errors will
accompany this CI error to
more fully describe the error
or errors.
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

2-10

Message

COULD NOT USE GENERIC
ENVIRONMENT.
(CIERR 5042)

ALL DSLINE OPTIONS BUT
CLOSE ARE IGNORED.
(CIWARN 5043)

ALL DSLINE OPTIONS BUT
RESET ARE IGNORED.
(CIWARN 5044)

DSLINE OPTION OVERRIDES
PREVIOUS DSLINE OPTION.
(CIWARN 5045)

DSLINE OPTION IGNORED.
(CIWARN 5046)

GENERIC ENVIRONMENT ID
NOT ALLOWED HERE.
(CIERR 5047)

NO DEFAULT ENVIRONMENT
FROM PREVIOUS :DSLINE
OR :REMOTE
(CIERR 5048)

Meaning/Cause

This CI error is returned for a
number of errors detected
when a generic environment
in a :DSLINE command
cannot be used. One or more
DS errors will accompany this
CI error to more fully
describe the error or errors.

Other options besides CLOSE
were specified in a :DSLINE
command.

Other options besides RESET
were specified in a :DSLINE
command.

More than one DSLINE
option was included in a
:REMOTE HELLO command.
The last DSLINE option
is used.

Both the :envid and
DSLINE=envid options were
specified in a :REMOTE
HELLO command. The :envid
is used to select the
environment.

A generic environment id
(with the wild card characters
@, # , and/or 1) was used in the
:envid or DSLINEaenvid
option of a :REMOTE
command.

A :REMOTE or :DSLINE
command was issued without
an environment id or
environment number, and
there is no default
environment set by a previous
command.

Action

Correct the command, based
on the DS errors, and reissue.

None (the selected
environment is closed).

None (the selected generic
environment is closed).

None (the :REMOTE HELLO
will be executed).

None (the :REMOTE HELLO
will be executed).

Correct the command and
reissue. If you want to
execute a :REMOTE command
for a set of environments, you
must issue a separate
:REMOTE for each
environment.

Insert an environment id or
number into the command
and reissue.
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

INVALID NSCONTROL An unknown option keyword Correct or delete the keyword
OPTION: EXPECTED START, was found in an and reissue the command.
STOP, ABORT, SERVER, ;NSCONTROL command.
LOG, DEBUG, STATUS OR
VERSION. (CIERR 5049)

TOO MANY NSCONTROL The information in the Consolidate options in the
OPTIONS. ;NSCONTROL command is command, or break the
(CIERR 5050) too large to be sent to the command into two or more

DSDAD process for :NSCONTROL commands.
processing.

EXPECTED SERVER PROGRAM The first parameter of a Correct the SERVER option
FILE NAME. SERVER option in an and reissue the command.
(CIERR 5051) :NSCONTROL command was

not a program name.

EXPECTED MINIMUM NUMBER The second parameter of a Correct the SERVER option
Of SERVERS (>= 0 AND SERVER option in an and reissue the command.
(32767) . :NSCONTROL command was
(CIERR 5052) not the minimum number of

servers, a positive integer.

EXPECTED DEBUG OPTION. The fourth parameter of a Correct the SERVER option
CIERR 5053) SERVER option in an and reissue the command.

;NSCONTROL command was
not DEBUG or NODEBUG.

TOO MANY SERVER There were more than four Correct the SERVER option
PARAMETERS; EXPECTED AT defined parameters for a and reissue the command.
MOST FOUR. SERVER option in an
(CIERR 5054) :NSCONTROL command.

TOO MANY LOG There were more than three Correct the LOG option and
PARAMETERS; EXPECTED AT defined parameters for a LOG reissue the command.
MOST THREE. option in an :NSCONTROL
(CIERR 5055) command.

EXPECTED ON OR OFF. The first parameter of a log Correct the LOG option and
CIERR 5056) option in an ;NSCONTROL reissue the command.

command was not ON (enable
logging) or OFF (disable
logging).
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

EXPECTED MODULE TO BE The second parameter of a Correct the LOG option and
LOGGED; EXPECTED DSDAD, LOG option in an reissue the command.
DSSERVER, :NSCONTROL command was
ENV, OR VT. (CIERR 5057) not the name of a module to

be logged.

EXPECTED HIGH OR LOW. The parameter of a log option Correct the LOG option and
(CIERR 5058) in an :NSCONTROL reissue the command.

command was not HIGH (log
all events) or LOW (log a
subset of events).

INTERNAL OS ERROR-COULD The port message with the See ·'Submitting an SRII at the
NOT SEND CONTROL :NSCONTROL information beginning of this manual.
MESSAGE. could not be sent from the CI
(CIERR 5060) to the DSDAD process.

DSDAD.NET.SYS DOES NOT The DSDAD. NET. SYS Restore the DSDAD. NET. SYS
EXIST. program file is missing. file from the NS product
(CIERR 5061) tape.

INVALID CONTROL OPTION. This CI error is returned for Correct the error, based on
(CIERR 5062) errors detected during the the DS error(s), and reissue the

processing of an command.
:NSCONTROL command.
One or more DS errors will
accompany this CI error to
more fully describe the error
or errors.

INVALID SERVER PIN. The server process id number Correct the PIN and reissue
CIERR 5063) (PIN) in a DEBUG option in the command.

an :NSCONTROL command is
not numeric.

PROMPT MUST BE 8 The prompt string in a Shorten the prompt string and
CHARACTERS OR LESS. :DSLINE PROMPT option is reissue the command.
(CIERR 5064) longer than the maximum of

8 characters.

LOGON MUST BE 54 The logon string in a Shorten the logon string and
CHARACTERS OR LESS. :DSLINE LOGON option is reissue the command.
(CIERR 5065) longer than the maximum of

54 characters.
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

INTERNAL ERROR - DSLINE The OSLINE Job Control See ''Submitting an SR" at the
JCW NOT fOUND. Word, set to the DSLINE beginning of this manual.
(CIERR 5067) number by the DS software,

could not be found.

OPTION IS NOT SUPPORTED An NS option that is not Delete the option and reissue
BY OS. supported by the OS software the command.
(CIERR 5068) was specified in a : DSLINE

for a OS node. The NS
options which are not
supported by OS are:
PROMPT t LOGON t and TRACE.

TRACE OPTION IS IGNORED A :OSLINE with a generic None.
fOR OS NODE. enviroment including a DS
(CIWARN 5069) node contained a TRACE

option. The
ENVIRONMENT message
following the warning will
identify the DS node.

PROMPT OPTION IS Same as for CIWARN 5069 None.
IGNORED fOR OS NODE. except that a PROMPT option
(CIWARN 5070) was found.

LOGON OPTION IS IGNORED Same as for CIWARN 5069 None.
fOR OS NODE. except that a LOGON option
(CIWARN 5071) was contained.

REMOTE COMMANDS NOT When there is a Wait for the PTOP or RPM
ALLOWED DURING PTOP OR PTOP-or-RPM-created process to terminate. A PTOP
RPM USE. process active in the remote slave or dependent RPM son
(CIERR 5072) environment, remote in the remote session can be

commands cannot be issued to terminated by abortina the
the remote session. local PTOP master or RPM

father process. An
independent RPM Son can be
terminated by a
:DSLINE CLOSE (and by
answering YES to ABORT
RPM PROCESS? question).
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

ABORT DOES NOT ACCEPT Parameters were specified for Delete the parameters and
ANY PARAMETERS. an :NSCONTROL ABORT reissue the command.
(CIERR 5013) option.

EXPECTED ONE or USERS t The parameter for a SHOW Correct the SHOW command
SERVICES t SERVERS t OR option in an :NSCONTROL and reissue the parameteR.
ALL. command was not one of the
(CIERR 5014) defined choices.

EXPECTED MAXIMUM NUMBER The third parameter of a Correct the SERVER option
or SERVERS (>= 0 AND SERVER option in an and reissue the command.
(32161). :NSCONTROL command was
(CIERR 5015) not a maximum number of

servers, a positive integer.

WILD CARD CHARACTERS A wild card character (@, #, Correct the node name and
NOT ALLOWED IN NODE or 1) was used in a node name. reissue the command.
NAME. Node names cannot be
(CIERR 5016) generic.

NETWORK SERVICE The version or update, or fix List the versions for the NS
SOFTWARE VERSIONS DO levels of the Network Service software modules, using
NOT MATCH. software modules are not :NSCONTROL
(CIERR 5011) compatible. NS cannot be VERSION=MOD or :RUN

initiated if its software is NMAINT. PUB. SYS. Identify
incompatible. the incompatible software

modules, and replace with the
assistance of your SEe

PM CAPABILITY NEEDED TO An :NSCONTROL DEBUG or Execute the command from a
USE DEBUG OPTION. :NSCONTROL user with PM capability.
(CIERR 5018) SERVERc",DEBUG command

was executed, but the user
does not have PRIVILEGED
MODE (PM) capability. These
commands cause a privileged
breakpoint to be activated.

SYSTEM CONSOLE NEEDED An :NSCONTROL DEBUG or Execute the command from
TO USE DEBUG OPTION. :NSCONTROL the system console.
(CIERR 5019) SERVER=",DEBUG command

was executed from a terminal
other than the system console.
These commands cause a
breakpoint to appear at the
system console.
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message

EXPECTED GENERIC
ENVIRONMENT 10.
(CIERR 5080)

INVALID VERSION OPTION:
EXPECTED MOD.
(CIERR 5081)

REMOTE HELLO FAILED.
(CIERR 5082)

NS3000/V HAS NOT BEEN
STARTED BY AN
:NSCONTROL START.
(CIWARN 5083)

INVALID ENVIRONMENT
NUMBER.
(CIERR 5084)

LOGON STRING EXPECTED.
(CIERR 5085)

EXPECTED SERVICE NAME:
VT, VTR, VTL, VTRL,
NFT, NFTL, RFA, RFAL,
PTOP, PTOPL, RPM, OR
RPML. (CIERR 5086)

EXPECTED ENVIRONMENT 10
OR NODE NAME.
(CIERR 5087)

Meaning/Cause

In a :DSLINE RESET, the
environment id was not
generic.

In a :NSCONTROL VERSION
command, an invalid option
for VERSION was specified.
VERSION=MOD is the only
allowed option.

In a :REMOTE HELLO
command, the Virtual
Terminal service was set up,
but the logon failed on the
remote node. The Virtual
Terminal service is then
terminated.

An :NSCONTROL STOP or
ABORT command was issued
when the NS subsystem had
not been started with
:NSCONTROL START.

Environment number
specified in :DSLINE
command is greater than
32767 or the number was
specified as #L.

The :DSLINE LOGON::: option
was specified without a logon
sequence following the equal
sign (=).

The :NSCONTROL START=
or :NSCONTROL STOP:::
command was issued with no
service names specified.

The command :REMOTE
HELLO;DSLINE= was issued
without an envid:;;Jnode
name or node name.

Action

Correct the command and
reissue.

Correct the command and
reissue.

Check that the logon is valid,
and the jobfence and session
limits on the remote node,
before reissuing the :REMOTE
HELLO.

None.

Specify environment number
as a decimal integer between
land 32767, inclusive, using
the syntax #Ln.

Reissue command with logon
sequence included.

Reissue command, specifying
one or more services (as listed
in the error message).

Reissue the command, and
include the envid=nodename
or nodename following the
equal sign (=).
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

REMOTE SESSION CANNOT The :REMOTE HELLO or Wait until all other services in
LOGOFF WITH ACTIVE :REMOTE BYE command was the session stop and then
SERVICES. (CIERR 5088) given on a remote session reissue the :REMOTE HELLO

which was being used by some or :REMOTE BYE command.
other service (i. e., RFA, RPM,
or PTOP).

ANOTHER PROCESS IS The REMOTE command was Wait until the other process
EXECUTING A REMOTE given in an environment completes and then reissue the
COMMAND IN THIS where another process was REMOTE command.
ENVIRONMENT (CIERR 5089) executing the REMOTE

command.

UNSUPPORTED PROTOCOL The :DSLINE Reissue the command,
DOMAIN (CIERR 5090) ENVID=NODE;PROTOCOL= specifying a supported

command was issued with an protocol domain.
unsupported protocol domain.

THIS OPTION CANNOT BE Some DSLINE options (ex. Delete the duplicated option
REPEATED (CIERR 5091) PROTOCOL) should not be and reissue the DSLINE

specified more than once in a command.
DSLINE command.

PROTOCOL OPTION IS The :DSLINE ;PROTOCOL Reissue the :DSLINE
IGNORED IN THIS option was executed in an command.
EXISTING ENVIRONMENT existing environment. The
(CIWARN 5092) PROTOCOL option is allowed

only in a new environment.

SERVER NAME MUST NOT In the :NSCONTROL TRACE Correct the server name and
EXCEED EIGHT CHARACTERS = command, an invalid server reissue the command.
(CIERR 5093) name was specified.

MAY 89
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

EXPECTED SERVER NAME OR The :NSCONTROL Reissue the command,
PIN # (CIERR 5094) TRACE=ON or :NSCONTROL specifying either the server

TRACE=OFF option was name or the PIN N.
specified without a server
name or PIN N.

EXPECTED SERVICE NAME The :NSCONTROL Reissue the command,
OR NET= (CIERR 5096) START/STOP = or specifying one or more

:NSCONTROL START/STOP services or NET= parameters.
= service name) option was
specified without a service
name or NET= keyword.

EXPECTED NET= (CIERR The :NSCONTROL START or Reissue the command)
5097) :NSCONTROL STOP specifying the NET=

command was issued without parameter.
specifying the NET::
parameter.

EXPECTED NETWORK NAME Network name was not Reissue the command)
(CIERR 5098) specified after keyword NET= specifying one or more

in the :NSCONTROL START network names.
or :NSCONTROL STOP
command.

MAY 89
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CI ERRORS AND MESSAGES (CIERRS) (cont'd)

2-16

Message

UNABLE TO STORE
NFT PORT 10 IN PORT
DICTIONARY (CIERR 5100)

ERROR OCCURRED WHEN
SETTING UP NFT SERVER
(CIERR 5101)

NFT SERVER WAS ABORTED
(CIERR 5102)

CRITICAL INTERNAL NFT
ERROR (CIERR 5103)

ATTEMPT TO PLACE NFT
SERVER INTO REQUESTORS
ENVIRONMENT FAILED.
(CIERR 5104)

UNABLE TO CONTACT NFT
SERVER. (CIERR 5105)

NO NFT SERVERS ARE
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE.
(CIERR 5106)

NS NFT NOT STARTED VIA
NSCONTROL, 05/3000
NFT WILL BE USED
(CIWARN 5107)

Meaning/Cause

Internal Resource Error.

Probable internal error.

NFT server process
terminated abnormally.

Probable internal error.

Probable internal error.

Probable internal error.

Maximum allowable limit of
NFT Servers reached on
system.

User has not issued the
:NSCONTROL command to
start Network Services. The
system invokes DS/3000 as a
non-LAN link substitute.

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

Examine the logging
information returned at the
system console. If you cannot
correct the problem, see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

Wait until fewer DSCOPY
applications are running on
the system, or ask the system
manager to raise the
maximum allowable limit of
NFT Servers (via the
:NSCONTROL command).
Try again.

If you want to use NS/NFT,
not DS/NFT, leave the
DSCOPY subsystem and then
tell the system manager to
start Network Services (via
the :NSCONTRO~command).
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MISCELLANEOUS DS-COMPATIBLE ERRORS (DSERRS)

Some of these same error codes are also used for Network Service Remote File Access and
Process-to-Process Communications errors over a Local Area Network link. See "Remote File Access
Errors" and "Process-to-Process Communications Errors"listed later in this section.

201 REMOTE DID NOT RESPOND WITH THE CORRECT REMOTE 10.
(DSERR 201)

202 SPECIFIED PHONE NUMBER IS INVALID. (DSERR 202)

204 UNABLE TO ALLOCATE AN EXTRA DATA SEGMENT FOR DS/3000.
(DSERR 204)
Cause: Lack of memory or lack of Data Segment Table (DST) entries.
Action: Wait until memory or DST entries become available, or ask

the system manager to increase the system's memory or
number of DST entries.

205 UNABLE TO EXPAND THE DS/3000 EXTRA DATA SEGMENT.
(DSERR 205)

212 FILE NUMBER FROM IOWAIT NOT A OS LINE NUMBER. (DSWARN 212)
Cause: Because GET calls IOWAIT(O), a non PTOP completion

can also prematurely finish the GET.
For example, the slave accesses the file system
via NOWAIT I/O.

Action: Reissue the GET within the progam.

213 EXCLUSIVE USE OF A OS LINE REQUIRES BOTH NO AND CS
CAPABILITY. (DSERR 213)

214 THE REQUESTED OS LINE HAS NOT BEEN OPENED WITH A USER
:DSLINE COMMAND OR A REQUIRED :REMOTE HELLO HAS NOT BEEN DONE.
(DSERR 214)
Action: Ensure that the :DSLINE and :REMOTE HELLO commands executed

successfully.

215 DSLINE CANNOT BE ISSUED BACK TO THE MASTER COMPUTER.
(DSERR 215)
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216 MESSAGE REJECTED BY THE REMOTE COMPUTER. (DSERR 216)
Cause: Slave terminated prematurely or PTOP failed internally.

The DSSERVER process reJects a PTOP request message for
the following reasons:
-slave was not active when the message was received.
-null virtual terminal could not be opened during POPEN.
-slave was not in proper internal state for receiving
messages.

-PTOP message was corrupted.
Action: Ensure that the slave has not terminated.

Contact your SE if the error reoccurs often.

217 INSUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF USER STACK AVAILABLE. (DSERR 217)
Cause: PTOP program could not expand its stack to accommodate

requirements of PTOP.
Action: Increase stack size and/or maxdata of the program.

Rerun the program.

221 INVALID OS MESSAGE FORMAT. INTERNAL OS ERROR. (OSERR 221)
Cause: Master program received invalid PTOP message format.

Possible internal error.
Action: Generate trace of PTOP message via the :DSLINE command.

Contact your SEe

224 FILE EQUATIONS FOR A REMOTE FILE CONSTITUTE A LOOP.
(DSERR 224)

227 REMOTE HELLO MUST BE DONE TO INITIATE REMOTE SESSION.
(DSERR 227)
Cause: HELLO command not issued.
Action: Ensure that REMOTE session is established during PTOP.

228 EXCEEDED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VIRTUAL CHANNELS PER JOB.
(DSERR 228)

231 INVALID FACILITY IN CONNECTION REQUEST. (DSERR 231)

232 THE REMOTE COMPUTER IS NOT OBTAINABLE. (DSERR 232)

233 VIRTUAL CIRCUIT IS NOT AVAILABLE. (DSERR 233)

234 QUEUEING IS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE REQUEST. (OSERR 234)

235 OS MESSAGE SEQUENCING ERROR. (DSERR 235)

236 COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE HAS DETECTED AN ERROR. (DSERR 236)
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231 CANNOT CURRENTLY GAIN ACCESS TO THE TRACE fILE. (DSERR 231)

238 COMMUNICATIONS INTERfACE ERROR. INTERNAL fAILURE.
(DSERR 238)

239 COMMUNICATIONS INTERfACE ERROR. TRACE MALfUNCTION.
(DSERR 239)

240 LOCAL COMMUNICATION LINE WAS NOT OPENED BY OPERATOR.
(DSERR 240)

241 OS LINE IN USE EXCLUSIVELY OR BY ANOTHER SUBSYSTEM.
(DSERR 241)
Cause: NETCONTROL command not issued by the system operator.
Action: Contact the system operator.

242 INTERNAL OS SOfTWARE ERROR ENCOUNTERED. (DSERR 242)
Cause: Internal software error.
Action: Check the log file for an expanded error description.

Contact your SE.

243 REMOTE OR PDN IS NOT RESPONDING. (DSERR 243)
Cause: Remote computer or session went down. Consequently, the local

PTOP master program no longer waits for a response.
Action: Ensure that the remote compute and remote session are

operating. Restart the master program. Check the
log file for expanded error descriptions.

244 COMMUNICATIONS INTERfACE ERROR. LINE RESET OCCURRED.
(DSERR 244)

245 COMMUNICATIONS INTERfACE ERROR. RECEIVE TIMEOUT.
(DSERR 245)

246 COMMUNICATIONS INTERfACE ERROR. REMOTE DISCONNECTED.
(DSERR 246)
Cause: Error detected at NetIPC level. Communication

with the remote slave program is aborted.
Action: Terminate program and check the log file for

an expanded error description.

241 COMMUNICATIONS INTERfACE ERROR. LOCAL TIME OUT. (DSERR 247)

248 COMMUNICATIONS INTERfACE ERROR. CONNECT TIME OUT.
(DSERR 248)

249 COMMUNICATIONS INTERfACE ERROR. REMOTE REJECTED
CONNECTION. (DSERR 249)
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250 COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. CARRIER LOST. (DSERR 250)

251 COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. LOCAL DATA SET FOR THE
OS LINE WENT NOT READY. (DSERR 251)

252 COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. HARDWARE FAILURE.
(DSERR 252)

253 COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. NEGATIVE RESPONSE TO THE
DIAL REQUEST BY THE OPERATOR. (DSERR 253)

254 COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. INVALID I/O CONFIGURATION.
(DSERR 254)

255 COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. UNANTICIPATED CONDITION.
(DSERR 255)
Cause: Either an error reported by NetIPC could not be mapped into

a PTOP error, or the slave program could not be created.
Internal software error.

Action: Terminate the program and check the log file for an
expanded error description.

256 REQUEST QUEUED BEHIND PREVIOUS REQUES1. (DSERR 253)
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r' PROGRAM-TO-PROGRAM COMMUNICATION ERRORS (DSERRS)

203 REMOTE ABORT/RESUME NOT VALID WHEN DOING PROGRAM-TO-
PROGRAM COMMUNICATION. USE LOCAL ABORT/RESUME. (DSWARN 203)

204 UNABLE TO ALLOCATE AN EXTRA DATA SEGMENT FOR DS/3000.
(DSERR 204)
Cause: Lack of memory or lack of Data Segment Table (DST)

entries.
Action: Wait until memory or DST entries become available,

or ask the system manager to increase the system's memory
or number of DST entries.

206 SLAVE PTOP FUNCTION ISSUED FROM A MASTER PROGRAM. (DSERR 206)

207 SLAVE PTOP FUNCTION OUT OF SEQUENCE. (DSERR 207)
Cause: GET command was attempted before an ACCEPT or

REJECT had been issued for the previous GET.
Or perhaps ACCEPT or REJECT was attempted before
any GET had been issued.

Action: Correct program and rerun.

208 MASTER PTOP FUNCTION ISSUED BY A SLAVE PROGRAM. (DSERR 208)
Cause: Slave PTOP program tried to execute a PTOP master function,

such as PREAD, PWRITE, or PCONTROL. Or perhaps a master
PTOP program tried to execute the above commands without first
issuing a POPEN command.

Action: Correct program and rerun.

209 SLAVE PROGRAM DOES NOT EXIST OR IS NOT PROGRAM fILE. (DSERR 209)
Cause: Slave program's CREATE command failed.
Action: Check the parameters passed in the POPEN call.

210 WARNING -- INVALID MAXDATA OR DLSIZE fOR A SLAVE PROGRAM.
SYSTEM DEfAULTS ARE IN EFFECT. (DSWARN 210)

211 SLAVE ISSUED A REJECT TO A MASTER PTOP OPERATION. (DSWARN 211)

212 fILE NUMBER fROM IOWAIT NOT A OS LINE NUMBER. (DSWARN 212)
Cause: Because GET calls IOWAIT(O), a non PTOP completion

can also prematurely finish the GET.
For example, the slave accesses the file system
via NOWAIT I/O.

Action: Reissue the GET within the progam.

214 THE REQUESTED OS LINE HAS NOT BEEN OPENED WITH A USER
:DSLINE COMMAND OR A REQUIRED :REMOTE HELLO HAS NOT BEEN DONE.
(DSERR 214)
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Action: Ensure that the :DSLINE and :REMOTE HELLO commands executed
successfully.

216 MESSAGE REJECTED BY THE REMOTE COMPUTER. (DSERR 216)
Cause: Slave terminated prematurely or PTOP failed internally.

The DSSERVER process rejects a PTOP request mesage for
the following reasons:
-slave was not active when the message was received.
-null virtual terminal could not be opened during POPEN.
-slave was not in proper internal state for receiving
messages.

-PTOP message was corrupted.
Action: Ensure that the slave has not terminated.

Contact your SE if the error reoccurs often.

217 INSUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF USER STACK AVAILABLE. (DSERR 217)
Cause: PTOP program could not expand its stack to accomodate

requirements of PTOP.
Action: Increase stack size and/or maxdata of the program.

Rerun the program.

218 INVALID PTOP FUNCTION REQUESTED. (DSERR 218)

219 MULTIPLE POPEN. ONLY ONE MASTER PTOP OPERATION CAN BE
ACTIVE ON A OS LINE. (DSERR 219)
Cause: An RPM or PTOP created process already exists in the

remote session specified by the "dsdevice" parameter.
Only one RPM or PTOP process can exist in a single remote
session.

Action: Terminate the first RPM or PTOP process. or change the "dsdevice"
parameter to a different remote session.

220 PROGRAM EXECUTING GET WAS NOT CREATED BY POPEN. (DSERR 220)

222 MASTER PTOP FUNCTION ISSUED PRIOR TO A POPEN. (DSERR 222)

223 REQUEST TO SEND MORE DATA THAN SPECIFIED IN POPEN. (DSERR 223)
Cause: -Illegal value specified in "bufsize" parameter of POPEN.

or
-"tcount" parameter in PWRITE or PREAD was larger than
the value specified in "bufsize" parameter of POPEN.
or

-a request arrived to send or receive more data
than the amount specified in the POPEN Ilbufsize" parameter.

Action: -Assign Ilbufsize" parameter in POPEN to a value between
1 and 16383.
or

-reduce "tcount" parameter of PWRITE or PREAD to less than
the "bufsize" parameter value of POPEN.
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221 INVALID OS MESSAGE fORMAT. INTERNAL OS ERROR. (DSERR 221)
Cause: Master program received invalid PTOP message format.

Possible internal error.
Action: Generate trace of PTOP message via the :DSLINE command.

Contact your SEe

224 fILE EQUATIONS fOR A REMOTE fILE CONSTITUTE A LOOP.
(DSERR 224)

225 CANNOT ISSUE POPEN TO A SLAVE SESSION IN BREAK MODE. (DSERR 225)

226 SLAVE PROGRAM HAS TERMINATED BEfORE EXECUTING GET. (DSERR 226)

221 REMOTE HELLO MUST BE DONE TO INITIATE REMOTE SESSION.
(DSERR 221)
Cause: HELLO command not issued.
Action: Ensure that REMOTE session is established during PTOP.

240 LINE WAS
Cause:

Action:

NOT OPENED BY OPERATOR. (DSERR 240)
Local PTOP service (PTOPL) not started, or was
started and aborted. Error only occurs during POPEN call.
Ask system manager to start local PTOP service via
:NSCONTROL START=PTOPL or :NSCONTROL START commands.

243 REMOTE OR PDN IS NOT RESPONDING. (DSERR 243)
Cause: Remote computer or session went down. Consequently, the local

PTOP master program no longer waits for a response.
Action: Ensure that the remote compute and remote session are

operating. Restart the master program. Check the
log file for expanded error descriptions.

246 COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. REMOTE DISCONNECTED.
(DSERR 246)
Cause: Error detected at NetIPC level. Communication

with the remote slave program is aborted.
Action: Terminate program and check the log file for

an expanded error description.

255 COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE ERROR. UNANTICIPATED CONDITION.
(DSERR 255)
Cause: Either an error reported by NetIPC could not be mapped into

a PTOP error, or the slave program could not be created.
Internal software error.

Action: Terminate the program and check the log file for an
expanded error description.
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NETWORK SERVICES ENVIRONMENT ERROR MESSAGES (DSERRS)

Environment error messages are produced when an error is detected in the definition of an environment
by a : DSLINE or a : REMOTE command. They are displayed on $STDLIST during the execution of the
command, usually preceding a CI error or ENVIRONMENT message. These error messages are found in
CATALOG. PUB. SYS, message set 16 (DS errors). When an environment error is detected, the DSERR job
control word is set to the error number. The environment error message is not displayed if the command
is executed through the COMMAND instrinsic.

NETWORK SERVICES ENVIRONMENT ERROR MESSAGES (DSERRS)

.~

Message Meaning/Cause Action

NO ENVIRONMENT FOR A :DSLINE envid; RESET was Correct envid and reissue.
envid (DSERR 620) executed, and there is no

generic environment for
envid.

ENVIRONMENT TABLE IS The session environment table Delete any unused
FULL. (DSERR 622) is full; there is no room for environments, turn off any

additional information on unused service tracing, and
new environments or tracing. reissue the command.

NO DEFAULT ENVIRONMENT A command using a default Insert an environment id into
SET BY A :DSLINE OR environment was executed, the command and reissue.
: REMOTE. (DSERR 623) but no default environment

~was set by a previous :DSLINE
or :REMOTE command.

NO ENVIRONMENT FOR An environment number was Correct the environment
'enlJnum. (DSERR 624) used in a :DSLINE or nurnber and reissue the

:REMOTE and the envnum command. The :DSLINE
does not correspond to any @. @. @ command can be used
existing environments. to get a list of environments

and their numbers.

ACTIVE SERVICES FOR A :DSLINE CLOSE was Terminate the service or
envid; CLOSE IGNORED. executed for an environment, services, and reissue the
(DSERR 625) identified by envid, that has command. The :DSLINE

one or more active services SHOW command will display
(RFA, RDBA, PTOP, or RPM). which services are active for
The environment is not closed, an environment.
and the services continue to
be active.

CANNOT OPEN TRACE FILE A :DSLINE TRACE=ON was Check the parameters for the
filename. (DSERR 627) issued, but the indicated trace TRACE option, correct if in

file cannot be opened. error, and reissue the
command.
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NETWORK SERVICES ENVIRONMENT ERROR MESSAGES (DSERRS) (cont'd)

Message

CANNOT CLOSE TRACE FILE
filename. (DSERR 628)

CANNOT OBTAIN DATA
SEGMENT FOR ENVIRONMENT
TABLE. (DSERR 629)

CANNOT CHANGE NODE NAME
FROM nodename WHILE
ACTIVE SERVICES.
(DSERR 630)

INVALID ENVIRONMENT 10
OR NODE NAME LENGTH.
(DSERR 631)

10 OR NODE IN name DOES
NOT BEGIN WITH AN
ALPHA. (OSERR 632)

10 OR NODE IN name IS
GREATER THAN 16
CHARACTERS. (DSERR 633)

10 OR NODE IN name
CONTAINS A
NONALPHANUMERIC
CHARACTER. (OSERR 634)

Meaning/Cause

A :DSLINE TRACE=OFF was
issued, but the indicated trace
file cannot be closed.

An extra data segment was
not available for the session
environment table, because of
a lack of memory or DST
entries. No environments can
be defined. •

A :DSLINE envid=nodename
was executed for an
environment for which one or
more services have been
established on a remote node
other than nodename. The
environment's node cannot be
changed until the services are
finished.

A fully qualified environment
or node name in a command
was longer than the allowed
maximum of 50 characters.

The first part of a (fully
qualified) environment id or
node name does not begin
with an alphabetic character.

The first part of a (fully
qualified) environment id or
node name is longer than the
allowed 16 characters.

The first part of a (fully
qualified) environment id or
node name contains a
character that is not
alphabetic or numeric.

Action

Check the parameters for the
TRACE option, correct if in
error, and reissue the
command.

Wait and reissue the
command later, when memory
or DST entries may become
available. If this error occurs
frequently, there may be
insufficient DST entries or
memory. The system
manager may have to increase
the DSTs or memory.

Wait for the services to
terminate, or terminate the
services. The :DSLINE SHOW
command can be used to
determine the active services
for the environment.

Shorten the name and reissue
the command.

Correct the name and reissue
the command.

Shorten the name and reissue
the command.

Correct the name and reissue
the command.
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NETWORK SERVICES ENVIRONMENT ERROR MESSAGES (DSERRS) (cont'd)

2-26

Message

EXPECTED A DOMAIN AFTER
THE NODE OR 10 IN name.
(DSERR 635)

DOMAIN IN name DOES NOT
BEGIN WITH AN ALPHA.
(DSERR 636)

DOMAIN IN name IS
GREATER THAN 16
CHARACTERS. (DSERR 637)

DOMAIN IN name CONTAINS
A NONALPHANUMERIC
CHARACTER. (DSERR 638)

EXPECTED ORGANIZATION
AFTER DOMAIN IN name.
(DSERR 639)

ORGANIZATION IN name
DOES NOT BEGIN WITH AN
ALPHA. (DSERR 640)

ORGANIZATION IN name IS
GREATER THAN 16
CHARACTERS. (DSERR 641)

ORGANIZATION IN name
CONTAINS A
NONALPHANUMERIC
CHARACTER. (DSERR 642)

Meaning/Cause

Something other than a
domain followed the node or
id part of· name.

The second (domain) part of a
(fully qualified) environment
id or node name does not
begin with an alphabetic
character.

The second (domain) part of a
(fully qualified) environment
id or node name is longer than
the allowed 16 characters.

The second (domain) part of a
(fully qualified) environment
id or node name contains a
character that is not
alphabetic or numeric.

Something other than an
organization followed the
domain part of a (fully
qualified) environment id or
node name.

The third (organization) part
of a (fully qualified)
environment id or node name
does not begin with an
alphabetic character.

The third (organization) part
of a (fully qualified)
environment id or node name
is longer than· the allowed 16
characters.

The third (organization) part
of a (fully qualified)
environment id or node name
contains a character that is
not alphabetic or numeric.

Action

Correct the name and reissue
the command.

Correct the name and reissue
the command.

Correct the name and reissue
the command.

Correct the name and reissue
the command.

Correct the name and reissue
the command.

Correct the name and reissue
the command.

Correct the name and reissue
the command.

Correct the name and reissue
the command.
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NETWORK SERVICES ENVIRONMENT ERROR MESSAGES (DSERRS) (cont'd)

Message

TOO MANY HIERARCHY
LEVELS IN name;
EXPECTED
NAME.DOMAIN.ORG (DSERR
643)

TRANSPORT NOT
INITIALIZED. (DSERR
644)

UNKNOWN NODE nodename.
(DSERR 645)

lde~ IS NOT A NODE NAME
OR OS LOGICAL DEVICE.
(DSERR 646)

ALREADY LOGGED ON AS
user.acct (DSERR 647)

Meaning/Cause

The fully qualified
environment id or node name
has more than three parts.

A :DSLINE or :REMOTE
command has been issued and
the Network Transport has
not been started by a
: NETCONTROL command.

A :DSLINE or :REMOTE
command was issued for a
non-existent node. Also) this
error may be displayed when
a valid NS node name is used,
but the NS transport has not
been started.

A logical device number (ldev)
was included in a :DSLINE
command, but the ldev is not
for a DS logical device.

A :DSLINE with a LOGON
option has been issued for an
environment that has its
remote session logged on.

Action

Correct the name and reissue
the command.

Wait until the transport is
started, or issue a
:NETCONTROL to start the
transport. (Only users with
NM capability can use the
:NETCONTROL command.)

If the node name is invalid,
correct the name and reissue
the command. If the node
name is valid, wait for the
transport to be started or start
the transport with the
:NETCONTROL command.

Correct the ldev and reissue
the command.

Wait for the remote session to
be logged off, or log off the
remote session (e. g. by
terminating any services using
the environment).
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NETWORK FILE TRANSFER ERRORS

Network File Transfer errors are organized into three separate error sets:

• DS-Compatible errors: DS NFT service over a DS point-to-point or DS X. 25 link;

• NFT/3000 errors: NS NFT service over a Local Area Network link (HP 3000-specific~

• Standard NFT errors: NS NFT service over a Local Area Network link.

DS-Compatible errors returned after a DSCOPY intrinsic call are returned as negative values. NFT/3000
errors and generic NFT errors may be distinguished in the following way: bit 2 of the DSCOPY resul t
parameter or of the NFTERR JCW indicates the appropriate error set (on=NFT/3000; off=generic). The
DSCOPYMSG intrinsic is able to determine the correct error set.

OS-Compatible NFT Errors (NFTERRs)

This list of DS NFT errors includes general DSCOPY errors (NFTERRs 4-42), DSCOPY intrinsic errors
(NFTERRs 80- 86), and DSCOPY internal errors (NFTERRs 101-1 10).

o SUCCEEDED.
1 SUCCESSFULLY INITIATED.
4 UNABLE TO OPEN TRANSACTION FILE. (NFTERR 4)
5 UNABLE TO OPEN LIST FILE (DSCOPYL). (NFTERR 5)
6 I/O ERROR ON TRANSACTION FILE. (NFTERR 6)
1 TRANSACTION RECORD > 200 CHARS LONG. (NFTERR 7)
9 TEMPORARY TRANSACTION FILE FULL. (NFTERR 9)
10 PARAMETERS IMPLY CONFLICTING MODES. (NFTERR 10)
11 CAN'T "RUN" COPY PROCESS IN THIS MODE. (NFTERR 11)
13 UNRECOGNIZED PARAMETER. (NFTERR 13)
14 CONFLICTING OPTIONS HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED. (NFTERR 14)
16 UNIMPLEMENTED FEATURE. (NFTERR 16) .
17 CANNOT CONTACT REMOTE NODE. (NFTERR 17)
18 FILE SYSTEM ERROR ON SOURCE FILE. (NFTERR 18)
19 FILE SYSTEM ERROR ON TARGET FILE. (NFTERR 19)
21 ILLEGAL DSLINE NAME. (NFTERR 21)
24 UNSUPPORTED STANDARD DEVICE TYPE. (NFTERR 24)
25 CAN'T FIND OR OPEN THE SOURCE FILE. (NFTERR 25)
26 CAN'T CREATE OR OPEN THE TARGET FILE. (NFTERR 26)
27 CANNOT CONTACT REMOTE SYSTEM. (NFTERR 27)
28 SOURCE AND TARGET FILES CANNOT BE ACCESSED THROUGH REMOTE FILE ACCESS.

(NFTERR 28)
29 COMMUNICATION I/O ERROR. (NFTERR 29)
30 INSUFFICIENT CAPABILITIES. (NFTERR 30)
33 NO SOURCE FILE WAS SPECIFIED. (NFTERR 33)
36 05/3000 HAS NOT BEEN INSTALLED ON THIS SYSTEM. (NFTERR 36)
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37 REMOTE SYSTEM UNABLE TO USE TRANSPARENT MODE. (NFTERR 37)
38 CAN'T FIND THE EXTRA DATA SEGMENT, USE THE DSCOPY INTRINSIC

TO INVOKE NFT. (NFTERR 38)
39 INVALID EXTRA DATA SEGMENT CONTENTS, USE THE DSCOPY INTRINSIC

TO INVOKE NFT. (NFTERR 39)
40 NEGOTIATIONS FAILED, NO COpy CAN BE PERFORMED. (NFTERR 40)
41 FILE TRANSFER ABORTED. (NFTERR 41)
42 COPY CANCELLED BY USER. (NFTERR 42)
80 BOUNDS VIOLATION. (NFTERR 80)
81 SPLIT STACK MODE CALLS NOT ALLOWED. (NFTERR 81)
82 FIRST PARAMETER VALUE IS OUT OF RANGE (-1:6). (NFTERR 82)
83 SECOND PARAMETER TOO SHORT TO CONTAIN VERSION STRING. (NFTERR 83)
84 NFT PROCESS IS BUSY, CAN'T START NEW TRANSACTION. (NFTERR 84)
85 NFT PROCESS IS NOT RUNNING. (NFTERR 85)
86· ILLEGAL BASIC CALLING SEQUENCE. (NFTERR 86)
101 INTERNAL ERROR ON REMOTE SYSTEM. (NFTERR 101)
102 REMOTE SYSTEM NFT VERSION IS INCOMPATIBLE. (NFTERR 102)
103 INTERNAL - STRING STORAGE OVERFLOW. (NFTERR 103)
104 UNABLE TO CREATE TEMPORARY TRANSACTION FILE. (NFTERR 104)
105 AN UNEXPECTED MESSAGE WAS RECEIVED. (NFTERR 105)
106 AN ILLEGAL VALUE WAS RECEIVED IN A MESSAGE. (NFTERR 106)
107 A MESSAGE RECEIVED IN INVALID FORMAT. (NFTERR 107)
108 A REQUIRED ELEMENT WAS MISSING FROM A RECEIVED MESSAGE. (NFTERR 108)
109 NFT PROCESS CREATE FAILED. (NFTERR 109)
110 ATTEMPT TO GET EXTRA DATA SEGMENT FAILED. (NFTERR 110)
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NS/NFT Errors

In the descriptions of the following error messages and warnings. many references are made to qualifying
error-message strings. These strings are returned with the NFT errors described below to further qualify
errors that occur.

NS/NFTERR MESSAGES

Message Meaning/Cause Action

NO ERRORS WERE Transfer succeeded. None.
DETECTED.
(NS/NFTERR 0)

INTERNAL NFT ERROR. An internal NFT error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
(NS/NFTERR 1) occurred. beginning of this manual.

UNABLE TO LOGON TO Error in logging on to the Check the logon string or
SOURCE NODE. source computer, or no logon provide a logon string and try
(NS/NFTERR 2) string supplied where again.

required.

UNABLE TO LOGON TO Error in logging on to the Check the logon string or
TARGET NODE. target computer, or no logon provide a logon string and try
(NS/NFTERR 3) string where required. again.

UNABLE TO ACCESS SOURCE An unexpected file system Verify that the source file is
FILE/DEVICE. error occurred in opening or accessible. Also, refer to the
(NS/NFTERR 4) accessing the source file. qualifying file system error

string.

UNABLE TO CONNECT TO A connection could not be Verify that the
SOURCE NODE. established to the computer source-computer name is
(NS/NFTERR 5) where the source file resides. correct, that the source

Either the source-computer computer is connected to the
name is incorrect, the source network, and that there ar~

computer is not connected to sufficient resources to
the network, or there are establish a connection. Also,
insufficient resources. refer to the qualifying error

string. Check the log file for
PM errors.
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NS/NFTERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

r Message Meaning/Cause Action

UNABLE TO CONNECT TO A connection could not be Verify that the
TARGET NODE. established to the computer target -computer name is
(NS/NFTERR 6) where the target file resides. correct, that the target

Either the target-computer computer is connected to the
name is incorrect, or the network, and that there are
target computer is not sufficient resources to
connected to the network, or establish a connection. Also,
there are insufficient refer to the qualifying error
resources. string. Check the log file for

PM errors.

INSUffICIENT RESOURCES Insufficient resources at the Verify that there are
ARE AVAILABLE ON SOURCE source computer to carry out sufficient resources on the
NODE. the file transfer. source computer and try
(NS/NfTERR 7) again. Verify that DST tables

are available. Check that
the configured maximum
number of DST table entries
is large enough.

INSUffICIENT RESOURCES Insufficient resources at the Verify that there are
ARE AVAILABLE ON TARGET target computer to carry out sufficient resources on the
NODE. the file transfer. target computer and try
(NS/NfTERR 8) again. Verify that DST tables

are available. Check that the
configured maximum number
of DST table entries is large
enough.

SOURCE fILE WAS NOT Source file specified does not Verify that the source file
fOUND. exist. name is correct.
(NS/NfTERR 9)

TARGET fILE NOT fOUND. The target file does not exist Verify that the target file
(NS/NfTERR 10) and APPend was specified. name is correct.

TRANSfER STOPPED PER Acknowledges the user's None. This is an
USER REQUEST. Abort or Cancel request. informational message only.
(NS/NfTERR 11)

REQUESTED DATA TYPE WAS Consumer mainframe refused Consult NS3000/V
REfUSED. (NS/NfTERR 14) the data type offered by the User/ Programmer Reference

producer mainframe. Manual for the use of the
ASC (ASCII) and BIN (binary)
option.

~J.
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NS/NFTERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

REQUESTED RECORD TYPE Consumer mainframe refused Consult the N S 3000IV
WAS REFUSED. the record type offered by the UserI Programmer Reference
(NS/NFTERR 15) producer mainframe. Manual for the use of the FIX

(fixed) and VAR (variable)
options.

REQUESTED FILE TYPE WAS Consumer mainframe refused Consult the NS3000lV
REFUSED. the file type offered by the UserI Programmer Reference
(NS/NFTERR 16) producer mainframe. Manual for the use of the DIR

(direct) and SEQ (sequential)
options.

REQUESTED RECORD SIZE Consumer mainframe refused Consult the NS3000lV
WAS REFUSED. the record size offered by the UserI Programmer Reference
(NS/NFTERR 11) producer mainframe. Manual for the RSIZE option.

REQUESTED fILE SIZE WAS Consumer mainframe refused Consult the NS3000lV
REFUSED. the file size offered by the UserI Programmer Reference
(NS/NfTERR 18) producer mainframe. Manual for the FSIZE option.

CONFLICTING ATTRIBUTES If an overwrite operation is Try the REP (replace option)
OR OPTIONS. attempted and the files or remove the offending file
(NS/NFTERR 19) involved do not have equation.

compatible attributes, this
error will result. Also, if a
file equation has been issued
to change the characteristics
of the target file to be
incompatible with those of
the source file, this error is
returned.

TARGET RECORD SIZE IS Requested RSIZE is too large. Specify a smaller record size.
INVALID.
(NS/NfTERR 20)

TARGET fILE SIZE IS Requested FSIZE is too large. Specify a smaller file size.
INVALID.
(NS/NFTERR 21)
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NS/NFTERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

DUPLICATE TARGET FILE.
(NS/NFTERR 22)

NEED PASSWORD TO ACCESS
SOURCE FILE.
(NS/NFTERR 23)

NEED PASSWORD TO ACCESS
TARGET FILE.
(NS/NFTERR 24)

CONNECTION TO SOURCE
NODE HAS GONE DOWN.
(NS/NFTERR 26)

CONNECTION TO TARGET
NODE HAS GONE DOWN.
(NS/NFTERR 27)

UNABLE TO PURGE TARGET
FILE.
(NS/NFTERR 28)

INVALID TARGET FILE 10.
(NS/NFTERR 29)

Meaning/Cause

The target file exists and
neither REPLACE nor
OVERWRITE was specified.

Source file could not be
accessed without proper
password.

Target file could not be
accessed without proper
password.

An error was detected on the
connection to the computer
where the source files reside.
If the file-producer program
is still active on the source
computer, it will attempt to
carry out the remainder of
the user-file copy command
(perhaps causing several file
transfers to occur if wildcards
were given). If the file
producer is no longer active,
the remaining files were not
transferred.

An error was detected on the
connection to the computer
where the target files are to
be created. If this error
occurs while the file producer
is in the middle of copying
several files, the current file
may not have been copied
successfully and an attempt
will not be made to copy the
remainder of the files.

The existing target file could
not be purged.

The target file name is not
valid for the target computer.

Action

Verify that the target file
name is correct, and specify
OVERWRITE or REPLACE.

Specify the password and the
source-file name and try
again.

Specify the password and the
target -file name and try
again.

Determine which, if any, of
the files were not transferred.
Transfer these files by
specifying the proper
command and trying again.

Specify a command to copy
the remainder of the files, and
try again.

Refer to the qualifying file
system error string to
determine what to do.

Check the target file name
syntax and try again.
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NS/NFTERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

UNABLE TO PURGE SOURCE The source file could not be Refer to the qualifying file
FILE. purged after successfully system error string to
(NS/NFTWARN 30) copying the file (the MOVE determine what to do.

option was given).

READ FROM SOURCE FILE An unexpected file system Refer to the qualifying file
FAILED. error occurred while reading system error string to
(NS/NFTERR 31) from the source file. determine what to do.

WRITE TO TARGET FILE An unexpected file system Refer to the qualifying file
FAILED. error occurred while writing system error string to
(NS/NFTERR 32) data to the target file. determine what to do.

UNABLE TO CREATE OR An unexpected file system Refer to the qualifying file
OPEN TARGET FILE. error occurred in creating or system error string to
(NS/NFTERR 33) opening the target file. determine what to do.

INVALID OR UNSUPPORTED A request was made to send a Copy the non-disc device file
SOURCE DEVICE. file to a non-disc device. to a disc file using a system
(NS/NFTERR 34) Such transfers are not utility program, and then use

supported. DSCOPY to copy that file to
the target computer.

INVALID OR UNSUPPORTED A request was made to send a Copy the file to disc on the
TARGET DEVICE. file to a non-disc device. target computer using
(NS/NFTERR 35) Such transfers are not DSCOPY and then to the

supported. non-disc device using a
system utility program.

UNABLE TO CLOSE TARGET An unexpected file system Refer to the qualifying file
FILE. error occurred in closing the system error string to
(NS/NFTERR 36) target file. determine what to do.

INCORRECT SOURCE FILE The given source file password Specify the correct source file
PASSWORD. was incorrect. password and try again.
(NS/NFTERR 38)
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NS/NFTERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

INCORRECT TARGET fILE The given target file password Specify the correct target file
PASSWORD. was incorrect. password and try again.
(NS/NfTERR 39)

INVALID CHARACTERS IN Some non- MPE systems allow None.
TARGET fILE NAME WERE characters in their file names
REMOVED. that are not legal in MPE.
(NfTWARN 41) These characters are removed.

TARGET FILE NAME HAS Some non- MPE systems allow None.
BEEN TRUNCATED. file names to be longer than 8
(NfTWARN 42) characters. These file names

are truncated.

SOURCE AND TARGET fILE If interchange mode is used) None.
ATTRIBUTES DIfER. source file attributes may
(NfTWARN 43) differ from target file

attributes.

RECORD (S) WERE When the target record siz.e is None.
TRUNCATED TO fIT smaller than the source record
MAXIMUM TARGET fILE siz.e the source record will be
RECORD SIZE. truncated to fit the target file
(NfTWARN 44) record size.

COMPRESSION WILL NOT BE The source and/or the target None.
DONE fOR THE CURRENT computer does not support
TRANSfER. data compression (the
(NFTWARN 45) COMPRESS option~ or the

transfer is local. File transfer
will continue without data
compression.

UNABLE TO TURN ON Indicates that an internal See USubmitting an SRu at the
TRACING. error has occurred. File beginning of this manual.
(NfTWARN 46) transfer will continue without

tracing.

INVALID USE Of STRIP The STRIP option may not be Do not use the STRIP option
OPTION. used with files that have a with variable length records.
(NFTWARN 47) variable length record

structure.
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NS/NFTERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

UNABLE TO ACCESS TARGET An unexpected file system Verify that the target file is
FILE/DEVICE. error occurred in accessing accessible, reset previously
(NS/NFTERR 48) the target file. This may given file equations, and

mean that a file equation specify attributes which do
specified access options which not conflict with those desired
conflict with those desired by by NFT. Also, refer to the
NFT. qualifying file system error

string.

INVALID SOURCE FILE 10. The source file name is Check the source file name
(NS/NFTERR 49) invalid on the source syntax and try again.

computer.

APPEND NOT SUPPORTED. Target mainframe does not None.
(NS/NFTERR 51) support the APP (append)

option.

OVERWRITE NOT Target mainframe does not None.
SUPPORTED. support the OVER(overwrite)
(NS/NFTERR 52) option.

ERROR IN GENERATING An error occurred while a Verify that the generic source
LIST OF FILES MATCHING generic source file file specification does match
REQUEST. specification was being up with existing files.
(NS/NFTERR 54) processed.

INCOMING CONNECTION HAS An incoming connection to an This error will appear only in
GONE DOWN. NFT server program has gone a log file. See "Submitting an
(NS/NFTERR 57) down for an unknown reason. SR" at the beginning of this

manual.

MOVE NOT SUPPORTED Source mainframe does not None.
(NFTWARN 58) support the MOVE option.

The transfer will take place,
but the source file will not be
purged.
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NS/NFTERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

UNABLE TO OPEN
CHECKPOINT/RESTART
FILE.
(NS/NFTERR 59)

UNABLE TO RETRIEVE
RESTART INFORMATION.
(NS/NFTERR 60)

UNABLE TO STORE
CHECKPOINT INFORMATION.
(NS/NFTERR 61)

Meaning/Cause

NFr is unable to open the file
containing the information
needed to restart a
checkpointed transfer. This
may be caused by a number of
factors, including:

If CHECKPT is specified:

99 restart files already exist
in the group and account of
one of the roles (initiator,
producer, or consumer).

If RESTART is specified:

1. The file does not exist.
2. The file is being accessed

exclusively.
3. The user is logged on to a

different group and
account when attempting
to restart than when
checkpointing.

NFT fails to obtain valid
information from the
checkpointing/restart file and
cannot restart the transfer.
Causes for this include:

1. An FREAD error from the
restart file.

2. The restart file is in an
inconsistent state and
contains incomplete or
invalid data.

NFT fails to store valid
information to the
checkpoint/restart file. This
error is returned only if the
data transfer portion of the
NFT transaction has begun
and an FWRITE error to the
checkpoint/restart file has
occurred.

Action

If checkpointing, be sure there
are not 99 restart files in the
any of the necessary groups
and accounts.

If restarting, be sure you are
logged on as the same user,
group, and account as when
checkpointinge

The file transfer must be
restarted from scratch.

You may attempt a restart of
the transfer. If this fails
consistently, there may be a
problem with the file system.
See ''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NS/NFTERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

UNABLE TO RESTART This error is returned when Make sure the generic listf
TRANSFER. NFT is attempting to restart a file (GENSETn) exists in the
(NSNFTERR 62) generic transfer and is unable producer's group and account

to open the generic listf file, and is not accessed
i. e. the file which contains exclusively.
the list of files to be
transferred. This would occur
if the file is opened
exclusively or has been
purged.

SOURCE AND TARGET This error is returned when a Restart the transfer from
CHECKPOINTS DO NOT restart is attempted and the scratch. If the problem occurs
MATCH. producer and consumer again, see "Submitting an SRu

(NS/NFTERR 63) checkpoints do not match, i. e. at the beginning of this
they are "out of step". This manual.
will occur only if the
checkpoint restart file(s) have
been corrupted, or if a serious
internal NFT error has
occurred.

UNABLE TO INITIATE This warning is returned for a After the warning is issued,
CHECKPOINTING. variety of reasons, including: the file transfer will continue
(NFTWARN 64) with no checkpointing taking

1. A checkpoint/restart file place. You have the option of
cannot be opened or aborting the transfer using
created. control-yo

2. The restart id file cannot
be opened or created.

3. Information cannot be
written to the
checkpoint/restart file, the
generic listf file, or the
restart id file.

4. Checkpointing is being
attempted on a circular
file, a message file, or a
variable length record file
in interchange mode.

S. Checkpointing is being
attempted to a node which
does not supported
checkpointing.
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NS/NFfERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

CHECKPOINTING WILL NOT This warning is returned if After the warning is issued.
BE DONE fOR LOCAL checkpointing is specified for the file transfer will continue
TRANSFERS. a transfer for which the with no checkpointing taking
(NFTWARN 65) producer and consumer place. You have the option of

environments are equivalent, aborting the transfer using
i. e. the producer·s user, control-yo
group, account, and node
name are the same as the
consumer·s.
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NFT/3000 Errors

NFT/3000 ERRORS

Message Meaning/Cause Action

NO ERRORS WERE No errors. None.
DETECTED.
(NfT/3000 ERR 0)

UNABLE TO OPEN NFT If NFT is unable to open its Make sure that
MESSAGE CATALOG. message catalog it will print NFTCAT2.NET.SYS is
(NFT/3000 ERR 1) an error message to the system present and not being accessed

console, log the error to the exclusively by some other
NM logging facility and user. If so, then try running
terminateo This error code MAKECAT to ensure that the
will not actually be returned file is in message catalog
to the user. format. If the console

message says that the version
number in the message
catalog is not current then
obtain the proper version.
Examine the NM log file to
see which file system error
occurred when the FOPEN
was attempted.

ATTEMPTED READ fROM Read from the command Look for a file equation for
INPUT FILE FAILED. input file (formal designator DSCOPYI. Make sure it is
(NFT/3000 ERR 2) DSCOPYI) failed. what was intended.

UNABLE TO OPEN FOPEN of the secondary Look for a file equation for
SECONDARY OUTPUT FILE. output file (formal designator DSCOPYL. Make sure it is
(NfT/3000 WARN 3) DSCOPYL) failed. correct. If primary output is

not enabled, check the NM
log file for the file system
error which occurred.

UNABLE TO OPEN INPUT FOPEN of the command Look for a file equation for
fILE. input file (formal designator DSCOPYI. Ensure that it
(NfT/3000 ERR 4) DSCOPYI) failed. refers to a valid file (or

$STDIN).

COMMAND LINE IS TOO Input command length Ensure that the command
LONG. exceeded the allowed input file is correct. If the
(NFT/3000 ERR 5) maximum ("'200 bytes). command is truly too long,

global specifications may be
used to shorten it.
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NFT/3000 ERRORS (cont'd)

~r

Message

CALL TO GENMESSAGE
fAILED.
(NfT/3000 ERR 6)

KEYWORD DICTIONARY IS
TOO LONG.
(NfT/3000 ERR 8)

COMMAND LINE CONTAINS
TOO MANY PARAMETERS.
(NFT/3000 ERR 9)

NO SOURCE FILE WAS
SPECIFIED.
(NFT/3000 ERR 10)

NO CLOSING QUOTE WAS
SPECIFIED.
(NFT/3000 ERR 11)

, IS AN INVALID
DELIMITER BETWEEN
SOURCE AND TARGET
(NfT/3000 ERR 12)

, IS INVALID DELIMITER
BETWEEN TARGET AND
KEYWORDS.
(NFT 3000 ERR 13)

UNKNOWN KEYWORD: !
(NfT/3000 ERR 14)

REMOTE ENVIRONMENT
SPECIFIED BY USER DOES
NOT EXIST.
(NFT/3000 ERR 15)

Meaning/Cause

DSCOPYMSG intrinsic could
not retrieve the specified
error string from the NFT
message catalog.

Probable internal error.

Too many delimiters were in
the command line (each
delimiter corresponds to one
parameter).

Usually a typographical error.

A matching pair of quotes
was not found.

Usually a typographical error.

Usually a typographical error.

Usually a typographical error.

The session associated with
the specified node or
environment cannot be found.
Either the session was aborted
externally or an internal error
occurred.

Action

See action for error 111.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

If the command line was
entered properly, try using
global specifications to reduce
the number of parameters.

Retype command and retry.

Quotes surrounding a
parameter must be of the
same type ("11 or Jt).

Retype command and retry.

Retype command and retry.

Retype command and retry.

Ask your system manager if
your session was aborted. If
not, check the NM log file for
additional error information.
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NFT/3000 ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

RESTART 10 fILE NAME IS Restart 10 file name exceeds Correct the file name and
TOO LONG. the length of a legal MPE file respecify the command.
(NFT/3000 ERR 16) name.

INVALID FSIZE. FSIZE specified contains Retype the command with the
(NFT/3000 ERR 19) non-numeric characters or is correct FSIZE.

too large.

INVALID CHECKPOINT Checkpoint interval specified Retype the command with the
INTERVAL. contains non-numeric correct checkpoint interval.
(NFT/3000 ERR 20) characters or is too large.

! IS AN INVALID Typographical error. See the N S3000IV
DELIMITER AS USED IN UserI Programmer Reference
CHECKPOINT SPEC. Manual for correct delimiters.
(NFT/3000 ERR 21)

fILE 10 IS TOO LONG. Usually a typographical error. Retype command and retry.
(NFT/3000 ERR 22)

MISSING RIGHT BRACKET Typographical error. Retype command and retry.
IN lOG-ON
SPECIFICATION.
(NFT/3000 ERR 23)

INVALID RECORD NUMBER Record number specified for Retype the command with the
FOR RESTART 10 FILE. restart id file contains correct record number for the
(NFT/3000 ERR 24) non-numeric characters or is restart ide

too large.

SCHAR AND ICHAR NOT SCHAR and ICHAR may not Specify these options for
ALLOWED AS GLOBAL follow "+" on command line. every transfer.
SPECS.
(NFT/3000 ERR 25)

INVALID RESTART SPEC. RESTART option syntax is See the N S3000IV
(NFT/3000 ERR 26) incorrect. UserI Programmer Reference

Manual for correct syntax.

FILE 10 NOT ALLOWED AS File 10 cannot follow "+" on Retype commmand and retry.
GLOBAL SPECIfICATION. command line. All other
(NFT/3000 ERR 27) specifications may be made

global.
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NFT/3000 ERRORS (cont'd)

Message

REP(LACE) OVERRIDES
APP(END) AND
OVER(WRITE).
(NFT/3000 WARN 28)

APP(END) OVERRIDES
REP(LACE AND
OVER(WRITE).
(NFT/3000 WARN 29)

OVER(WRITE) OVERRIDES
APP(END) AND REP(LACE).
(NFT/3000 WARN 31)

INVALID RSIZE.
(NFT/3000 ERR 34)

EQUALS SIGN MUST FOLLOW
t (NFT/3000 ERR 35)

! OVERRIDES PREVIOUS
RECORD TYPE.
(NFT/3000 WARN 36)

! OVERRIDES PREVIOUS
FILE TYPE.
(NFT/3000 WARN 37)

! OVERRIDES PREVIOUS
DATA TYPE.
(NFT/3000 WARN 38)

INVALID FILE 10: !
(NFT/3000 ERR 40)

INVALID NODE SPEC: !
(NFT/3000 ERR 41)

Meaning/Cause

Reminds user of REP option's
consequences. Note that APP
is currently unsupported.

APP (append) was specified
after REP (replace) or OVER
(overwrite), therefore it takes
effect during the transfer.

Reminds user of OVER
option's consequences. Note
that APP is currently
unsupported.

RSIZE specified contains
non-numeric characters or is
too large.

Equals sign not following
SDEV, TDEV, or FCODE
option.

Either FIX or VAR was
specified when the other was
already specified in the
command line or globally.

Either SEQ or DIR was
specified when the other was
already specified in the
command line or globally.

Either BIN or ASC was
specified when the other was
already specified in the
command line or globally.

Usually caused by blank
characters in the file ID, or by
omitting a delimiter or
parameter.

Usually caused by blank
characters in the node (or
environment) specification.

Action

None.

None.

None.

Retype the command with the
correct RSIZE.

Retype command and retry.

None.

None.

None.

Retype the command and
retry.

Retype the command and
retry.
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NFT/3000 ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

INVALID DEVICE SPEC: ! Usually caused by blank Retype the command and
(NfT/3000 ERR 42) characters in the device retry.

specification.

CREATION Of IPC SOCKET Probable internal error. See ClSubmitting an SR" at the
fAILED. beginning of this manual.
(NfT/3000 ERR 43)

NO LOGON fOR REMOTE A node or environment was Specify a logon string in the
ENVIRONMENT. specified without a logon DSCOPY command line or
(NfT/3000 ERR 44) specification and without a perform a

pre-existing remote session. :DSLINE/:REMOTE HELLO
before issuing the DSCOPY
command.

ATTEMPT TO GET SOCKET Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
ENDPOINT FAILED. beginning of this manual.
(NfT/3000 ERR 45)

VARIABLE LENGTH RECORDS The DIR option can not be Retry.
CANNOT BE DIRECTLY used on variable record files
ACCESSED. or with the VAR option.
(NfT/3000 ERR 46)

BUffER MANAGER ERROR. Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(NfT/3000 ERR 47) beginning of this manual.

ATTEMPT TO PLACE NfT Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
SERVER BACK IN SYSTEM beginning of this manual.
ENVIRONMENT FAILED.
(NFT/3000 ERR 48)

ATTEMPT TO PLACE NfT When an NFT process is Make sure that the sessions
SERVER IN USER'S initiated it attempts to place involving file transfer haven't
ENVIRONMENT FAILED. itself into the appropriate been aborted. If the sessions
(NFT/3000 ERR 49) user session (or job). The are present, see "Submitting

error results when this an SRIt at the beginning of
attempt fails. this manual.

INTERNAL ERROR - SEND Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
QUEUE OVERFLOW. beginning of this manual.
(NFT/3000 ERR 50)
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NFT/3000 ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

SOURCE AND TARGET fILE For certain operations (such as If overwrite was attempted
ATTRIBUTES MUST MATCH. overwrite) the attributes (data but the source and target files
(NFT/3000 ERR 51) type, file type, etc) of both aren't compatible, try using

files involved must match. the replace option (REP); or
When they don't this error use: FCOPY to copy the files.
results.

FSIZE SPEC IS IGNORED The FSIZE option cannot be None.
IF TARGET EXISTS. used with the OVER
(NFT/3000 WARN 52) (overwrite) or APP (append)

option.

INTERNAL ERROR - Internal error. See "Submitting an SRII at the
COMPLETION QUEUE beginning of this manual.
OVERFLOW.
(NFT/3000 ERR 53)

UNABLE TO OBTAIN DATA Probable system resource See "Submitting an SRII at the
SEGMENT FOR INTERNAL problem. beginning of this manual.
IPC.
(NFT/3000 ERR 54)

UNABLE TO FIND AFT Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SRIt at the
ENTRY FOR INTERNAL IPC. beginning of this manual.
(NFT/3000 ERR 55)

CREATION OF INTERNAL Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
IPC PORT FAILED. beginning of this manual.
(NFT/3000 ERR 56)

ATTEMPT TO RECEIVE NFT Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
SERVICE REQUEST fAILED. beginning of this manual.
(NFT/3000 ERR 57)

UNKNOWN INTERNAL Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SRIt at the
MESSAGE WAS RECEIVED. beginning of this manual.
(NfT/3000 ERR 58)

NFT SERVER WAS ABORTED. An internal error or external Check NM log file. See
(NFT/3000 ERR 60) request (ABORTJOB) may "Submitting an SR" at the

have aborted the NFT server. beginning of this manual if an
internal error is indicated.

INTERNAL ERROR - Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SRII at the
WARNING QUEUE OVERFLOW. beginning of this manual.
(NfT/3000 ERR 61)
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NFT/3000 ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

NEW SIZE SPECIFICATION The size specified in the None.
OVERRIDES PREVIOUS transfer overrides the global
SETIING. specification.
(NFT/3000 WARN 62)

UNSUPPORTED KEYWORD: ! Keyword specified is not Retry.
(NFT/3000 ERR 63) currently supported by

NFT/3000.

UNABLE TO CREATE NFT needs a temporary file to Check file space availablet

GENERIC TEMP FILE. hold file names in a generic increase it if necessary (and
(NFT/3000 ERR 65) set. This error results when possible). Check for

NFT is unable to create this temporary files named
file. The cause may be a lack GENSET@. Purge these and
of disc spacet duplicate file try the transfer again.
name, etc.

SOURCE DEVICE SPEC An existing global None.
OVERRIDES GLOBAL SPEC. specification conflicts with a
(NFT/3000 WARN 66) specification in the current

transfer. The specification in
the current transfer will
override the global
specification for the current
transfer only. ..

TARGET NODE SPEC See "cause" for warning #66. None.
OVERRIDES GLOBAL SPEC.
(NFT/3000 WARN 67)

SOURCE NODE SPEC See "cause" for warning #66. None.
OVERRIDES GLOBAL SPEC.
(NFT/3000 WARN 68)

TARGET NODE SPEC See cause for warning #66. None.
OVERRIDES GLOBAL SPEC.
(NFT/3000 WARN 69)

SOURCE LOGON SPEC See "cause" for warning #66. None.
OVERRIDES GLOBAL SPEC.
(NFT/3000 WARN 70)
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NFT/3000 ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

TARGET LOGON SPEC See "cause" for warning #66. None.
OVERRIDES GLOBAL SPEC.
(NFT/3000 WARN 71)

UNABLE TO CONTACT NFT Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
SERVER. beginning of this manual.
(NFT/3000 ERR 72)

UNABLE TO STORE NFT Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
PORT 10 IN PORT beginning of this manual.
DICTIONARY.
(NFT/3000 ERR 73)

ERROR OCCURRED WHEN Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
SETTING UP NFT SERVER. beginning of this manual.
(NFT/3000 ERR 74)

NO NFT SERVERS ARE The number of active NFT Adjust the maximum number
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE. servers (set via NSCONTROL) of NFT servers allowed via
(NFT/3000 ERR 75) has reached its limit. NSCONTROL. If this isn't

possible, try to invoke NFT
again, a server may have
terminated.

MESSAGE FILE MAY NOT BE MPE message file cannot be Retry.
TRANSFERRED IN transferred using any of the
INTERCHANGE MODE. options which invoke
(NFT/3000 ERR 76) interchange mode.

UNABLE TO OBTAIN All available If this happens often, ask the
PSEUDO-TERMINAL FOR pseudo-terminals are in use. system manager to configure
LOGON. more pseudo-terminals.
(NFT/3000 ERR 77)

NFT TERMINATION FAILED. Probable internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(NFT/3000 ERR 78) beginning of this manual.

LOGON ID IS TOO LONG. Usually a typographical error. Retype command and retry.
(NFT/3000 ERR 79)

NODE NAME IS TOO LONG. Usually a typographical error. Retype command and retry.
(NFT/3000 ERR 80)
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NFT/3000 ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

FILE PASSWORD IS TOO Usually a typographical error. Correct command and retry.
LONG.
(NFT/3000 ERR 81)

DEVICE NAME IS TOO Usually a typographical error. Retype command and retry.
LONG.
(NFT/3000 ERR 82)

INSUffICIENT BUffER Probable system resource See l'Submltting an SRII at the
SPACE fOR USER REQUEST. problem. beginning of this manual.
(NFT/3000 ERR 84)

PM CAPABILITY IS To enter debug in NFT, Contact your system operator.
REQUIRED fOR DEBUG. privileged mode (PM)
(NFT/3000 ERR 85) capability is required.

CI COMMAND EXECUTION Usually accompanied by an Fix the MPE error.
fAILED. MPE error.
(NFT/3000 ERR 86)

NEW SOURCE fILE CODE Reminder to user. None.
OVERRIDES PREVIOUS
SETIING.
(NFT/3000 WARN 87)

INVALID FCODE. File code contains The file code must be
(NFT/3000 ERR 88) non-numeric characters or is specified as a number.

too large.

SM or PM CAPABILITY The user specified a negative Make sure. that the source file
REQUIRED TO COPY file code but didn't have is accessed from a session (or
PRIVILEGED FILES. system manager or privileged job) whose user has system
(NfT/3000 ERR 89) mode capability. manager or privileged mode

capability.

INVALID DATA MESSAGE Probable internal error. See l'Submitting an SRII at the
WAS RECEIVED. beginning of this manual.
(NfT/3000 ERR 90)

UNABLE TO OBTAIN INfO Probable internal error. See l'Submitting an SRII at the
ON NEWLY CREATED beginning of this manual.
SESSION.
(NFT/3000 ERR 91)
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NFT/3000 ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

INVALID STRING An invalid character(s) Respecify the :DSCOPY
fOLLOWING RIGHT follows the right bracket in command, using correct
BRACKET. the logon part of the delimiters. Refer to the
(NfT/3000 ERR 92) :DSCOPY command. NS3000lV

UserI Programmer Reference
Manual for correct syntax.

INVALID STRING An invalid character(s) Respecify the :DSCOPY
FOLLOWING CLOSING follows a closing quote. Only command, using correct
QUOTE. the appropriate delimiter is characters as delimiters. Refer
(NfT/3000 ERR 93) allowed following a file name, to the NS3000lV

node name, or logon enclosed UserI Programmer Reference
in quotes. Manual for correct syntax.

AUTOLOGON DISABLED; USE The programmatic logon Logon to the remote
:REMOTE HELLO FOR facility has been turned off environment using the
REMOTE SESSION. by the network manager. REMOTE HELLO command.
(NfT/3000 ERR 103) Specify this remote

environment in the NFl
command.

RESTART KEYWORD NOT User is attempting a restart Only use the RESTART
ALLOWED IN DSCOPYI from the DSCOPYI command keyword when DSCOPYI has
fILE. file. This is not allowed. not been redirected to a file.
(NfT/3000 ERR 104)

ERROR IN RETRIEVING An error occurred while Verify that the restart id file
RESTART ID NUMBER fROM attempting to obtain the name and record number are
RESTART ID FILE. restart id from the specified correct.
(NfT/3000 ERR 105) file.

! IS AN INVALID Typographical error. See the N S 3000IV
DELIMITER AS USED IN UserI Programmer Reference
RESTART SPEC. Manual for correct delimiters.
(NFT/3000 ERR 106)
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NETWORK INTERPROCESS COMMUNICATION ERRORS (SOCKERRS) ~

NetlPC errors are (32-bit) integers that are returned in the resul t parameter of NetIPC intrinsics when
the intrinsic execution fails. (A result of 0 indicates that the intrinsic succeeded.) In addition, NetlPC
errors and Transport Protocol (Transmission Control Protocol, and X. 25 protocol) errors are returned in
the I PCCHECK intrinsic: NetIPC errors in the ipcerr parameter and Transport Protocol errors in the
pmerr parameter.

NetIPe ERRORS (SOCKERRS)

Message Cause Action

0 SUCCESSFUL No error was detected. None.
COMPLETION.
(SOCKERR 0)

1 INSUFFICIENT STACK Area between Sand Z : PREP your program file with
SPACE. registers is not sufficient for a greater MAXDATA value.

(SOCKERR 1) execution of the intrinsic.

3 PARAMETER BOUNDS A specified parameter is out Check all parameters to make
VIOLATION. of bounds. certain they are between the
(SOCKERR 3) user's DL and S registers. If

an array is specified, make
certain all of it is within
bounds.

4 TRANSPORT HAS NOT A : NETCONTROL was not Notify your operator.
BEEN INITIALIZED. issued to bring up the
(SOCKERR 4) transport.

5 INVALID SOCKET Specified socket type Check and modify your socket
TYPE. parameter is of an unknown type parameter.

(SOCKERR 5) value.

6 INVALID PROTOCOL. Specified protocol parameter Check and modify protocol
(SOCKERR 6) is of an unknown value. parameter.

7 ERROR DETECTED IN An unsupported bit in the Make certain the bit is off
flags PARAMETER. flags parameter was set, or a before calling the intrinsic.
(SOCKERR 7) nonprivileged user set a

privileged bit.
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NetIPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

8 INVALID OPTION IN An unsupported option was Check your opt record and
THE opt RECORD. specified in the opt record, or remove or modify the option.
(SOCKERR 8) a nonprivileged user

attempted to specify a
privileged option.

9 PROTOCOL IS NOT A : NETCONTROL has not been Notify your operator.
ACTIVE. issued to activate the

(SOCKERR 9) requested protocol module.

10 PROTOCOL DOES NOT The type of socket you are Use a different socket type or
SUPPORT THE trying to create is not protocol.
SPECIFIED SOCKET supported by the protocol to
TYPE. be used.

(SOCKERR 10)

13 UNABLE TO ALLOCATE No addresses were available Wait a while and try again.
AN ADDRESS. for dynamic allocation. See "Submitting an SRIt

•

(SOCKERR 13)

14 ADDRESS OPTION The address option in the opt Check the values being placed
ERROR. record has an error in it (e. g., in the opt record.

(SOCKERR 14) invalid length or is in the
privileged range).

15 ATTEMPT TO EXCEED User has already reached the Shut down any sockets which
LIMIT OF SOCKETS limit of 64 sockets per are not being used or have
PER PROCESS. process. been aborted.
(SOCKERR 15)

16 PATH 1. Transport's path cache or 1. Contact your operator to
DESCRIPTORS OR path descriptor table is full. see if the table can be
PATH DESCRIPTOR expanded.
EXTENSIONS
UNAVAILABLE. 2. Network Interface (NI) was 2. Start the NI.
(SOCKERR 16) not started.

3. IP address is incorrect 3. Use NMMGR to correct
either in the network the network directory or
directory, or the routing configuration file. (After
information in the correcting the configuration
configuration file. file you must issue a

:NSCONTROL UPDATE.)
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NetIPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

18 FORMAT OF THE opt NetlPC was unable to parse Check your IN ITOPT and
RECORD IS the specified opt record. ADDOPT calls.
INCORRECT.
(SOCKERR 18)

19 ERROR DETECTED WITH Maximum message size option Check the values being placed
MAXIMUM MESSAGE in the opt record had an error in the opt record.
SIZE OPTION. associated with it (e. g., too
(SOCKERR 19) many bytes specified, invalid

message size value).

20 ERROR WITH DATA Data offset option in the opt Check the values being placed
OFFSET OPTION. record had an error associated in the opt record.
(SOCKERR 20) with it (e. g., too many bytes

specified).

21 DUPLICATE opt The same opt record option Remove the redundant call.
RECORD OPTION was specified twice.
SPECIFIED.
(SOCKERR 21)

24 ERROR DETECTED IN Maximum connection requests Check the values being placed
MAXIMUM CONNECTION queued option in the opt in the opt record.
REQUESTS QUEUED record had an error associated
OPTION. with it (e.g., too many bytes

(SOCKERR 24) specified, bad value).

25 SOCKETS NOT Error occurred attempting to Try again. If it still fails, see
INITIALIZED; NO initialize NetIPC, or network "Submitting an SR".
GLOBAL DATA management is still
SEGMENT. initializing.

(SOCKERR 25)

26 UNABLE TO ALLOCATE The attempt to create a data Contact your operator to see
A DATA SEGMENT. segment failed because the if these tables can be
(SOCKERR 26) DST table was full or there expanded.

was not enough virtual
memory.
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NetlPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message I Cause Action

21 REQUIRED PARAMETER A required parameter was not Check your calling sequence.
NOT SPECIFIED. supplied in an option variable
(SOCKERR 21) intrinsic call.

28 INVALID NAME Specified name length was too Check your name length
LENGTH. large or negative. parameter. Shorten the name

(SOCKERR 28) if necessary.

29 INVALID DESCRIPTOR. Specified descriptor is not a Check the value being
(SOCKERR 29) valid socket, connection, or specified.

destination descriptor.

30 UNABLE TO NAME The socket descriptor given in Check if the correct
CONNECTION SOCKETS. the I PCNAME call was for a descriptor was specified.
(SOCKERR 30) VC socket; VC sockets may

not be named.

31 DUPLICATE NAME. Specified name was previously Use a different name.
(SOCKERR 31) given.

32 NOT CALLABLE IN The particular NetIPC Recode to call the intrinsic
SPLIT STACK. intrinsic cannot be called from the stack. Vectored
(SOCKERR 32) from split stack. data may be required.

33 INVALID NAME. Name is too long or has a Check the name's length.
(SOCKERR 33) negative length. Shorten the name if

necessary.

34 CRITICAL ERROR NetIPC previously detected The socket can no longer be
PREVIOUSLY and reported an irrecoverable used. Call I PCSH UTDOWN to
REPORTED; MUST error; most likely it was clean up.
SHUTDOWN SOCKET. initiated by the protocol
(SOCKERR 34) module.
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NetIPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

35 ATTEMPT TO EXCEED A socket can have only four Use no more than four names.
LIMIT Of NAMES PER names; the caller attempted to
SOCKET. give it a fifth.

(SOCKERR 35)

36 TABLE Of NAMES IS Socket registry or give table is Shut down unused sockets,
fULL. full. call I PCNAMERASE on any

(SOCKERR 36) sockets that no longer need to
be looked up, or get given
sockets. See if the operator
can configure more PCBs. See
·'Submitting an SRI!.

37 NAME NOT fOUND. Name was not previously Check names specified, make
(SOCKERR 37) specified in an I PCNAME or sure names were· properly

I PCGIVE call; I PCNAMERASE agreed on, determine if a
or I PCGET was previously timing problem exists.
issued with the name; or
socket no longer exists.

38 USER DOES NOT OWN Attempted to erase a name of Have the owner of the socket
THE SOCKET. a socket you do not own. call I PCNAMERASE.
(SOCKERR 38)

39 INVALID NODE NAME Syntax of the node name is Check the node name being
SYNTAX. invalid. supplied.

(SOCKERR 39)

40 UNKNOWN NODE. Unable to resolve the Check the node name to see if
(SOCKERR 40) specified node name as an NS it is correct. The node name

node name. may be valid but the specified
node's transport may not be
active.

41 ATTEMPT TO EXCEED User has already reached the Call I PCSHUTDOWN on any
PROCESS LIMIT OF limit of 261 destination unneeded destination
DESTINATION descriptors per process. descriptors.
DESCRIPTORS.

(SOCKERR 41)
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NetiPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

43 UNABLE TO CONTACT Send to remote socket registry Contact your operator. If
THE REMOTE REGISTRY process failed. This is often unable to resolve the problem,
SERVER. caused by the fact that the see "Submitting an SRII.

(SOCKERR 43) PXP protocol module is not
active on the local node.

44 NO RESPONSE fROM No reply was received from Contact your operator. If
REMOTE REGISTRY the remote registry process. unable to resolve the problem,
SERVER. This is often due to the see IISubmitting an SRII.

(SOCKERR 44) remote node not having
initialized its tranport.

46 UNABLE TO INTERPRET Unable to interpret the See "Submitting an SRII.
RECEIVED PATH information returned by the
REPORT. remote socket registry process

(SOCKERR 46) regarding the looked-up
socket.

47 INVALID MESSAGE The message received from See "Submitting an SR".
RECEIVED fROM the remote registry process
REMOTE SERVER. does not appear to be a valid
(SOCKERR 47) socket registry message.

50 INVALID DATA Specified data length Check and modify the value.
LENGTH. parameter is too long or

(SOCKERR 50) negative.

51 INVALID DESTINATION Supplied destination Verify that you are passing an
DESCRIPTOR. descriptor value is not that of active destination descriptor.
(SOCKERR 51) a valid destination descriptor.

52 SOURCE AND The source socket is not of the Validate that you are using
DESTINATION SOCKET same protocol as the socket the correct destination
PROTOCOL MISMATCH. described by the destination descriptor. Make certain both
(SOCKERR 52) descriptor. processes have agreed on the

same protocol. Determine the
correct socket was looked up.
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NetiPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

53 SOURCE AND The source socket cannot be Validate that you are using
DESTINATION SOCKET used for communication with the correct destination
TYPE MISMATCH. the socket described by the descriptor. Make certain both
(SOCKERR 53) destination descriptor. processes have agreed on the

same method of
communication. Determine
the correct socket was looked
up.

54 INVALID CALL SOCKET Specified descriptor is not for Validate the value being
DESCRIPTOR. a call socket. passed.
(SOCKERR 54)

55 EXCEEDED PROTOCOL Protocol module being used Contact your operator; the
MODULE'S SOCKET cannot create any more limit may be configurable.
LIMIT. sockets.

,

(SOCKERR 55)

57 ATTEMPT TO EXCEED User tried to send data too Call IOWAIT to complete a
LIMIT or NOWAIT many times in nowait mode send. The limit is 7.
SENDS OUTSTANDING. without calling IOWAIT.
(SOCKERR 57)

58 ATTEMPT TO EXCEED User tried to issue too many Call IOWAIT to complete a
LIMIT or' NOWAIT consecutive nowait receives receive. The limit is 1.
RECEIVES without calling IOWAIT.
OUTSTANDING.
(SOCKERR 58)

59 SOCKET TIMEOUT. The socket timer popped If this is not desired) call
(SOCKERR 59) before data was received. I PCCONTROL to increase or

disable the timeout.

60 UNABLE TO ALLOCATE User has no space for Close unnecessary files or
AN AFT. allocating an active file table sockets. Run the :PREP

(SOCKERR 60) entry (socket descriptor). program with a greater
MAXDATA segment size.
Run the program with the
NOCB option.
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NetIPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

62 CONNECTION REQUEST User called IPCCONNECT Call I PCRECV.
PENDING; CALL without a subsequent
IPCRECV TO I PCRECV before issuing the
COMPLETE. current request.

(SOCKERR 62)

63 WAITING I PCRECV called with deferred The call I PCCONTROL with
CONFIRMATION; CALL connection option. accept/reject option.
IPCCONTROL TO I PCCONTROL has not been
ACCEPT/REJECT. called to accept/reject.

(SOCKERR 63)

64 REMOTE ABORTED THE Remote protocol module Call IPCSHUTDOWN to clean
CONNECTION. aborted the connection. This up your end of the
(SOCKERR 64) will occur when a peer has connection.

called I PCSHUTDOWN on the
connection.

65 CONNECTION ABORTED Local protocol module Call I PCSHUTDOWN to clean
BY LOCAL PROTOCOL encountered some error which up your end of the
MODULE. caused it to abort the connection. See "Submitting

(SOCKERR 65) connection. an SR."

66 INVALID CONNECTION Supplied value is not that of a Check the value being given.
DESCRIPTOR. valid VC socket (connection)
(SOCKERR 66) descriptor.

67 CONNECTION FAILURE An event occurred which Call IPCSHUTDOWN to clean
DETECTED. caused the local protocol up your end of the

(SOCKERR 67) module to determine that the connection.
connection is no longer up
(e. g., retransmitted data was
never acknowledged).

68 RECEIVED A GRACEFUL Informational message. Do not attempt to receive any
RELEASE OF THE more data.
CONNECTION.

(SOCKERR 68)
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NetiPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

69 MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE Bits in the flags parameter Check and clear the
flags OPTIONS were set which indicate appropriate bits.
SPECIfIED. requests for mutually
(SOCKERR 69) exclusive options.

70 CAN'T GIVE SHARED Transferring connections and Only attempt to transfer or
CONNECTIONS. shared connections are share connections.
(SOCKERR 70) mutually exclusive actions.

71 I/O OUTSTANDING. Attempted an operation with Call IOWAIT to complete the
(SOCKERR 71) nowait I/O outstanding. I/O or IPCCONTROL to abort

any receives.

74 INVALID IPCCONTROL Request code is unknown or a Validate the value being
REQUEST CODE. nonprivileged user requested a passed.
(SOCKERR 74) privileged option.

75 UNABLE TO CREATE A Unable to create an entity Contact your operator to see
PORT fOR LOW LEVEL used for communication if the number of PCBs could
I/O. between NetIPC and the be increased. (Number of

(SOCKERR 75) protocol module. This error connections divided by two is
might occur if you are trying a good estimate). See
to open a large number of IISubmitting an SRIt.
connections and do not have
enough PCBs configured.

76 INVALID TIMEOUT Value specified for the Modify the value.
VALUE. timeout is negative.

(SOCKERR 76)

77 INVALID WAIT/NOWAIT Mode of socket cannot be Use I PCCONTROL to specify
MODE. used. correct mode.

(SOCKERR 77)
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NetlPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

78 TRACING NOT Attempted to turn off trace Remove the call.
ENABLED. when tracing was not on.

(SOCKERR 78)

79 INVALID TRACE fILE Requested trace file name is Validate and modify the trace
NAME. not valid. file name.

(SOCKERR 79)

80 ERROR IN TRACE DATA An error was detected in the Modify the values being used.
LENGTH OPTION. option specifying the
(SOCKERR 80) maximum amount of data to

be traced (e. g.) negative value)
too large) too many bytes used
to specify the value).

81 ERROR IN NUMBER Of An error was detected in the Modify the values being used.
TRACE fILE RECORDS option specifying the
OPTION. maximum amount of records

(SOCKERR 81) to be in the trace file (e. g. )
negative or too large a value)
too many bytes used to specify
the value).

82 TRACING,ALREADY Attempted to turn on tracing Remove the call or turn off
ENABLED. when tracing already enabled. trace before the call.

(SOCKERR 82)

83 ATTEMPT TO TURN ON Network Management was Call I PCCHECK; the protocol
TRACE fAILED. unable to enable tracing. module error returned will be
(SOCKERR 83) the Network Management

error number. Consult your
Network Management
manual for the appropriate
action to take.

84 PROCESS HAS NO I PCCHECK was called) but the None) but no NetlPC or
LOCAL SOCKET DATA user had no sockets or protocol module errors are
STRUCTURES. destination descriptors) and available.
(SOCKERR 84) therefore no data structure

for retaining error codes.
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NetlPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

85 INVALID SOCKET I PCERRMSG was called with Check the value being passed.
ERROR NUMBER. an invalid NetlPC error code.
(SOCKERR 85)

86 UNABLE TO OPEN The error message catalog Notify your operator.
ERROR CATALOG does not exist, it is opened
SOCKCAT.NET.SYS. exclusively, or the caller does
(SOCKERR 86) not have access rights to the

file.

81 GENMESSAGE FAILURE; MAKECAT was not successfully Notify your operator.
NOT A MESSAGE run on the message catalog
CATALOG. SOCKCAT. NET. SYS.

(SOCKERR 81)

88 INVALID REQUEST Internal error. See "Submitting an SRIt.
SOCKET DESCRIPTOR.

(SOCKERR 88)

89 INVALID REPLY Internal error. See "Submitting an SRIt.
SOCKET DESCRIPTOR

(SOCKERR 88)

91 WOULD EXCEED LIMIT Internal error. See ''Submitting an SR".
Of REPLIES
EXPECTED.

(SOCKERR 91)

92 MUST REPLY TO Internal error. See "Submitting an SRIt
•

BEFORE RECEIVING
ANOTHER REQUEST.

(SOCKERR 92)
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NetiPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

93 INVALID SEQUENCE Internal error. See "Submitting an SR".
NUMBER.

(SOCKERR 93)

94 NO OUTSTANDING Internal error. See "Submitting an SR".
REQESTS.

(SOCKERR 94)

95 RECEIVED AN Internal error. See ''Submitting an SR".
UNSOLICITED REPLY.

(SOCKERR 95)

97 WOULD EXCEED LIMIT Internal error. See l'Submitting an SRI'.
OF SHARED
CONNECTIONS.

(SOCKERR 97) ~

96 INTERNAL BUFFER Attempted use of the buffer See l'Submitting an SR".
MANAGER ERROR. manager by NetlPC or the
(SOCKERR 96) protocol module resulted in an

error.

98 INVALID DATA Data segment index value in Check the value being
SEGMENT INDEX IN the vectored data array is not supplied.
VECTORED DATA. valid.
(SOCKERR 98)

99 INVALID BYTE COUNT The count of data in the Check the values being given.
IN VECTORED DATA. vectored data array is invalid.
(SOCKERR 99)

100 TOO MANY VECTORED More than two data locations Limit the number to two per
DATA DESCRIPTORS. were specified in the vectored operation. Use multiple sends
(SOCKERR 100) data array. or receives if necessary.
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NetIPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

101 INVALID VECTORED Type of vectored data is Check the value being used.
DATA TYPE. unknown (must be a 0, 1, or 2)
(SOCKERR 101) or the data type is for a data

segment (lor 2) and the user
is not privileged.

102 UNABLE TO 1. Protocol module does not Check command sequence.
GRACEFULLY RELEASE support graceful release.
THE CONNECTION.
(SOCKERR 102) 2. Process tried to release

connection that was not in
correct state.

3. Output pending.

103 USER DATA NOT User data option is not Do not use user data option.
,

SUPPORTED DURING supported for I PCRECV or
CONNECTION I PCCONNECT.
ESTABLISHMENT.
(SOCKERR 103)

104 CAN'T NAME A Internal error. See "Submitting an SR".
REQUEST SOCKET.
(SOCKERR 104)

105 NO REPLY RECEIVED. Internal error. See "Submitting an SR".
(SOCKERR 105)

106 ADDRESS CURRENTLY Address being specified for If you are a privileged user
IN USE BY ANOTHER use is already being used. trying to specify a well
SOCKET. known address, or try again
(SOCKERR 106) later. If you are

nonprivileged, then see
"Submitting an SR".

107 TRANSPORT IS GOING The transport is being shut Call I PCSHUTDOWN on all
DOWN. down. I sockets and destination
(SOCKERR 107) descriptors.

108 USER HAS RELEASED Process tried to send after Check command sequence.
CONNECTION; UNABLE initiating a graceful release.
TO SEND DATA.
(SOCKERR 108)
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NetIPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

109 PEER HAD RELEASED Process tried to receive after Check command sequence.
THE CONNECTION; remote initiated graceful
UNABLE TO RECEIVE release.
DATA.
(SOCKERR 109)

110 UNANTICIPATED NetiPC received a protocol Call IPCCHECK to get the
ERROR. module error which it was protocol module error. Call
(SOCKERR 110) unable to map. I PCSH UTOOWN to clean up.

See "Submitting an SR".

111 INTERNAL SOFTWARE Internal error. See "Submitting an SR".
ERROR DETECTED.
(SOCKERR 111)

,

112 NOT PERMITTED WITH Internal error. See "Submitting an SR".
SOFTWARE
INTERRUPTS
ENABLED.
(SOCKERR 112)

113 INVALID SOFTWARE Internal error. See "Submitting an SR".
INTERRUPT
PROCEDURE LABEL.
(SOCKERR 113)

114 CREATION OF SOCKET Possible causes include:
REGISTRY PROCESS
FAILED. I. Resource limitations or 1. Retry later.
(SOCKERR 114)

2. Socket registry program 2. Contact your HP
missing. representative for

assistance.
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NetIPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

116 DESTINATION The transport was unable to
UNREACHABLE. route the packet to the
(SOCKERR 116) destination.

This may be caused by:

1. Network Interface (NI) 1. Start the NI.
was not started or

2. IP address is incorrect 2. Use NMMGR to correct
either in the network the network directory or
directory, or the routing configuration file. (After
information in the correcting the
configuration file. configuration file you must

issue a :NETCONTROL
UPDATE.) ~

117 ATTEMPT TO Protocol module was unable Notify your operator.
ESTABLISH to set up the requested
CONNECTION fAILED. connection. This may be
(SOCKERR 117) caused by the remote protocol

module not being active.

118 INCOMPATIBLE NetiPC software was Notify your operator.
VERSIONS. incompatible with the
(SOCKERR 118) software being executed by

the remote registry process.

119 ERROR IN BURST An unsupported option was Check your opt record and
SIZE OPTION. specified in the opt record, or remove or modify the option.
(SOCKERR 119) a nonprivileged user

attempted to specify a
privileged option.

120 ERROR IN WINDOW An unsupported option was Check your opt record and
UPDATE THRESHOLD specified in the opt record, or remove or modify the option.
OPTION. (SOCKERR a nonprivileged user
120) attempted to specify a

privileged option.
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NetiPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

124 ENTRY NUMBER NOT User error. Entry number of Correct and reissue command.
VALID fOR option is either negative or
SPECIfIED OPT higher than specified in the
RECORD. INITOPT opt value.
(SOCKERR 124)

125 INVALID OPTION User error. Data length for Correct and reissue command.
DATA LENGTH. option either negative or too
(SOCKERR 125) high.

126 INVALID NUMBER Of Number of option entries is Correct the entry by making
EVENTUAL OPT either too high or negative. the number positive or
RECORD ENTRIES. Either an internal restriction smaller in value.
(SOCKERR 126) or a user mistake.

127 UNABLE TO READ The option record indicates Check entry number, make l

ENTRY fROM OPT that the entry is not valid or sure the option record has not
RECORD. the buffer supplied by the been written over and check
(SOCKERR 127) user was too small to hold all output buffer length.

of the data.

131 PROTOCOL MODULE Protocol module is Retry later when the system
DOES NOT HAVE temporarily out of buffers or load is lighter.
SUffICIENT internal data descriptors.
RESOURCES.
(SOCKERR 131)

141 X.25 NETWORK NAME Using direct access to X. 25, The network name (option
INCORRECTLY network name not specified or code 140) must be specified in
SPECIfIED. incorrect. the I PCCREATE call for X. 25
(SOCKERR 141) access. Network name must

be 1 to 8 characters in length.

142 INVALID CALL USER The length of the call user Check length of call user data
DATA OPT RECORD data is invalid for the opt in the opt array. It must
ENTRY. transport protocol type. be greater than I for
(SOCKERR 142) IPCCONNECTand 4 for

I PCRECVCN. The maximum
length is protocol specific.

143 INVALID fACILITIES The facility set passed as a Use SVC or PVC facility sets
SET OPT RECORD parameter has not been found defined in configuration.
ENTRY. in the internal facility table
(SOCKERR 143) for a switched virtual circuit

(SVC) or permanent virtual
circuit (PVC).
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NetiPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

144 INVALID CALLING The user may request the The length of the option
NODE OPT ENTRY. address of the calling node. entry must be exactly 8 bytes.
(SOCKERR 144) Address of 8 bytes will be

returned.

145 INVALID REASON A reason code (option 143) Omit the invalid reason code
CODE. (SOCKERR was specified for an from the IPCSHUTDOWN call.
145) I PCSH UTDOWN on a

connection that is not using
direct access to X. 25.

146 RESET EVENT 1. A reset packet was sent I. Re-issue the call if
OCCURRED ON X.25 internally because of an necessary. Check buffer
CONNECTION. internal error or because of usage and adjust buffer
(SOCKERR 146) resource shortage (mainly configuration to usage.

buffers). 2. Use I PCCONTROL request
2. An unsolicitated reset 12 to retrieve

packet was received. cause/diagnosic field.

151 COULD NOT OBTAIN A The attempt to obtain a See "Submitting an SRII
•

SEMAPHORE. semaphore before sending a
(SOCKERR 151) message to the protocol

module failed.

153 SOCKET IS ALREADY A single socket per network Wait for catch-all socket to
IN USE. (SOCKERR interface can be created with be released.
153) the catch-all capability.

155 INVALID X.25 fLAG For direct access to X. 25 Check the call containing the
OPT RECORD ENTRY. (level 3) the opt record flags opt record flags parameter
(SOCKERR 155) (code 144) parameter in and correct the entry.

IPCCREATE,IPCCONNECT,
I PCRECVCN or I PCSEND is
improperly set, or the length
is incorrect.

156 INTERRUPT EVENT An interrupt packet was Use IPCCONTROL request 12
OCCURRED ON X.25 received. to retrieve interrupt data.
CONNECTION.
(SOCKERR 156)

157 ALL OUTGOING No more free LCN one-way Wait for LCN to be free and
SWITCHED VIRTUAL outgoing or two-ways SVC. re -issue call.
CIRCUITS ARE BUSY.
(SOCKERR 157)
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NetIPC ERRORS (SOCKERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

158 CONNECTION REQUEST The remote node received the The call may be retried later.
REJECTED BY connection request and Use I PCCONTROL request 12
REMOTE. rejected it. (An outgoing call to retrieve cause/diagnostic
(SOCKERR 158) packet was answered by a field.

clear packet.)

159 INVALID X.25 D BIT User requested an X.2S Use a facility set allowing
SETTING. (SOCKERR packet to be sent with the D- bit usage.
159) D-bit set while the facility

set in use does not allow it.

160 INCOMPATIBLE WITH The user requested an Verify the sequence of
PROTOCOL STATE. operation which is not intrinsic calls.
(SOCKERR 160) supported by the protocol

module.

162 X.25 PERMANENT The permanent virtual circuit Check if the PVC is
VIRTUAL CIRCUIT (PVC) was not found. configured.
DOES NOT EXIST.
(SOCKERR 162)

163 PERMANENT VIRTUAL A connection request was Select a different PVC or
CIRCUIT ALREADY issued on a PVC which is in retry later.
ESTABLISHED. use by another process.
(SOCKERR 163)

164 ADDRESS VALUE IS Address specified in opt Specify an address in the
OUT OF RANGE. parameter is out of range. range 30767 to 32767.
(SOCKERR 164)

165 INVALID ADDRESS An invalid address length was The address length is 2 bytes.
LENGTH. (SOCKERR specified in the opt (For non-privileged users)
165) parameter.

166 CONNECTION NOT IN Attempt was made to accept Use flags parameter in
VIRTUAL CIRCUIT or reject a connection that is I PCRECVCN to defer
WAIT CONFIRM open or in the process of acceptence or rejection of the
STATE. closing. connection request.
(SOCKERR 166)

167 TIMEOUT NOT Attempt to set a send time Use I PCCONTROL to disallow
ALLOWED ON SHARED out on a shared connection. sharing of the connection or
CONNECTION. do not attempt to set send
(SOCKERR 167) time out on this connection.

168 RESTART EVENT Connection has been aborted Issue an I PCSHUTDOWN on the
OCCURRED ON X.25 because a restart packet was virtual circuit. Wait for the
CONNECTION. received or was sent. Restart procedure to
(SOCKERR 168) complete.
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VIRTUAL TERMINAL ERRORS (VT ERRORS)

VTERRORS

Message

RESOURCE NOT RELEASED
ON TERMINATION
(VT WARNING 1)

INVALID STATUS FOUND
(VT ERROR 2)

ILLEGAL STATUS STATE
(VT ERROR 3)

VTS MESSAGE DOES NOT
INCLUDE PARAMETERS
(VT WARNING 4)

VTS MESSAGE CONTAINS AN
INVALID PARAMETER
(VT ERROR 5)

VTS MESSAGE HAS INVALID
FORMAT
(VT ERROR 6)

UNEXPECTED/BAD RESPONSE
FROM VT
(VT WARNING 7)
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Meaning/Cause

During the termination
process a resource was not
released with a good
disposition.

Conflicting states existed in
the VT status mask. The
transition to a new state could
not be made.

A VT routine requested an
illegal option for altering the
current state.

The VTS protocol message has
no request parameters. This
may be an error in the data
transmission or a mismatch in
versions of the VT software.

The VTS protocol message
contains an invalid request.
This may be a transmission
error or a result of
incompatible versions of VT.

The VTS protocol message
could not be decoded; the
format was not recognized.
This results from
incompatible versions of the
software or an uncorrected
transmission error.

The VT "partnerll on the
remote machine could not
handle a request and has
generated an unexpected
protocol error. This is the
result of Virtual Terminal
error 4, 5 or 6 above.

Action

None; this is not a severe
problem since MPE forces
cleanup upon process
termination.

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See IISubmitting an SR" at the'
beginning of this manual.

Verify the VT versions on the
different nodes, retry the VT
session, and/or see
IISubmitting an SR".

Check the VT version
numbers using NMMAINT,
retry the VT session, and/or
see IISubmitting an SR".

Verify the VT software
version numbers, retry the VT
session, and/or see
IISubmitting an SRlt at the
beginning of this manual.

One of your commands was
probably not executed
correctly: terminate the
session and re -issue the
commands. If problem
persists, verify VT versions
and/or submit SR.
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VT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

VT SERVER NOT ADOPTED The VT process could not Terminate the session and log
(VT WARNING 8) initialize the environment on again.

properly, probably because of
poor timing or a resource
shortage.

SAVED READ DATA NOT Sequencing problem: VT did Reissue your command.
VALID not have read request from
(VT ERROR 9) the remote system to satisfy

your :REMOTE command.

BREAK NOT INVOKED The request for a break was None.
(VT WARNING 10) not recognized since it was

not enabled at the time of the
request.

VT TRACE STATE NOT The trace facility could not be Readjust the disc space
ALTERED enabled or disabled. When parameters and reissue the
(VT WARNING 11) you are starting the trace, this command.

indicates that the trace file
could not be opened. For
trace termination, the file did
not close successfully. In
either case there may not be
sufficient storage for the file
or the user's limit may have
been exceeded.

VT DATA AREA NOT Information could not be The VT can continue to
UPDATED added to a VT function; however, it would be
(VT ERROR 12) environment-related table, best to terminate the remote

usually because of ill timing session and begin again.
or a resource shortage.

RETRIEVE OF DSLINE DATA The DSLINE table was not Terminate the remote session.
FAILED accessible to the VT service,
(VT ERROR 13) probably because of a timing

problem in the subsystems.

BUFFER/STORAGE NOT An internal buffer could not If the problem reoccurs, dump
RELEASED be returned to the buffer the system and see
(VT WARNING 14) pool. "Submitting an SR" at the

beginning of this manual.
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VT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

FILE SYSTEM REQUEST The terminal did not respond Verify that the terminal is
FAILED while VT was attempting configured correctly and
(VT WARNING 15) terminal identification. reissue the remote request.

CR/LF SWITCH FAILED The file system did not honor This may affect the actions of
(VT WARNING 16) the request to alter the issuing the remote application

of line feed on receipt of a program: if problems occur,
carriage return. reestablish the remote session.

SET READ TIMEOUT FAILED Setting of a timed read failed. This may affect the actions of
(VT WARNING 17) the remote application

program: if problems occur,
reestablish the remote session~

SET ECHO FAILED The echo setting was not This will affect the remote
(VT WARNING 18) altered as requested by the program: terminate the

application program. program and rerun it.

SET PRE/POST SPACE Space control was not altered. Line feeds will not be issued
FAILED as requested: rerun the
(VT WARNING 19) remote program.

GENMESSAGE fAILED A preemptive write could not None.
(VT WARNING 20) be issued.

FWRITE TO TERMINAL Data could not be written to Reconfigure the terminal to
FAILED the terminal. respond to the attached CPU.
(VT WARNING 21)

GET TERM-TYPE fAILED Could not retrieve the Reattempt to establish the
(VT WARNING 22) terminal type from the file remote session. If it fails

system. again, insure that the
terminal is properly
configured for MPE.
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VT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message

SET EOR FAILED
(VT WARNING 23)

SET EDIT MODE FAILED
(VT WARNING 24)

SET DRIVER MODE FAILED
(VT WARNING 25)

TERMINAL NOT ALLOCATED
(VT WARNING 26)

SET TERMINAL TYPE
FAILED
(VT WARNING 27)

TERMINAL PARITY NOT
ALTERED
(VT WARNING 28)

TERMINAL OPEN FAILED
(VT ERROR 29)

END OF FILE ENCOUNTERED
(VT ERROR 30)

Meaning/Cause

End-of- Record setting failed.

The mode required by the
remote program was not set
by MPE.

The file system did not alter
the setting of the
driver/terminal handshake
mode.

The terminal could not be
allocated for access.

The terminal type was not
reset as requested.

The parity setting for
reads/writes to the terminal
was not altered.

The terminal could not be
opened for VT access.

A hardware EOF was set on
the terminal.

Action

Terminate the remote
program. reset the terminal,
and run the program again.

Terminate the remote
program and attempt to rerun
it.

Terminate the remote
program.

Check the MPE configuration;
retry the remote session.

Terminate the remote
program and rerun it.

Terminate the remote
program, check the terminal's
configuration, and rerun the
program.

Verify that your terminal is
correctly configured in
SYSDUMP as a valid MPE
terminal.

Reestablish your local session.
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VT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

FATAL INTERNAL ERROR The VT could not continue Verify the NS version
OCCURRED because of a VTS protocol numbers, and if they are
(VT ERROR 31) error or a corrupt data compatible, see "Submitting

structure. an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.

REMOTE SESSION LOGON The remote logon was started; Reattempt the remote logon.
FAILED however, it did not succeed
(VT ERROR 32) for one of several reasons:

1) logon timed out;

2) break during logon;

3) remote CI aborted;

4) loss of communication to
the remote system.

REMOTE SESSION ABORTED Some action on the remote Reestablish remote session.
(VT ERROR 33) system, probably an operator

command, forced the session
to be aborted.

CANNOT ACCESS SESSION The session device is: Check the above and
DEVICE reattempt logon.
(VT ERROR 34) 1) incorrectly configured,

2) not a terminal,

3) not accessible through the
file system.

VT INITIALIZATION VT could not initialize itself Reattempt the logon; if it
FAILED because of an internal error fails, see IISubmitting an SRII

(VT ERROR 35) or a resource shortage. at the beginning of this
manual.

VT NEGOTIATIONS FAILED The remote system could not Verify the VT version
(VT ERROR 36) support a VT option or the numbers and submit an SR.

two systems have
incompatible software
versions.
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VT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message

VTS MESSAGE PROTOCOL
ERROR
(VT ERROR 37)

INVALID REMOTE NODE
REQUESTED
(VT ERROR 38)

REMOTE NOT ACCEPTING
SERVICE REQUESTS
(VT ERROR 39)

REMOTE NOT RESPONDING,
DATA SEND FAILED
(VT ERROR 40)

REMOTE NOT RESPONDING,
RECEIVE FAILED
(VT ERROR 41)

REMOTE NOT RESPONDING,
CONNECTION CLOSED
(VT WARNING 42)

VT COULD NOT SECURE
BUFFER SPACE
(VT ERROR 43)

VT-CI ERROR, MISSING
DATA STRUCTURE
(VT ERROR 44)

Meaning/Cause

The local and remote VT code
are different versions, or a
data transmission error
occurred.

The node name specified is
not valid.

The remote machine has no
VT servers available.

The connection to the remote
machine has failed; the session
is terminated.

The connection to the remote
machine has failed; the session
is terminated.

The remote VT closed the
connection; the session has
been terminated.

There is insufficient buffer
space because of a shortage of
stack space or extra data
segments. The VT could not
be started.

There is an error in the
interaction between the CI
and VT.

Action

Reattempt session
establishment. If the error
reoccurs, verify the version
numbers using NMMAINT
and see "Submitting an SR".

Check the validity of the
node name and insure that it
is installed in the Node
Management Tables. If valid
and installed, see "Submitting
an SR".

Enable/increase the number
of VT servers on the remote
machine.

Attempt to re-Iogon to the
remote machine.

Attempt to re-Iogon to the
remote machine.

Attempt a re-Iogon to the
remote machine.

Check the nurnber of users on
the system and available data
segments; adjust as required.
Reattempt the command. If
problem persists, see
"Submitting an SR".

Verify the version numbers of
the NS subsystem for the CI
and VT. See "Submitting an
SR. II
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VT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

DUPLICATE VT DATA Internal data structure When possible, dump the
STRUCTURE allocation error. system and forward it to your
(VT ERROR 45) SE.

REMOTE VT REQUESTED A condition on the remote None; this is a valid action.
STOP system forced the VT to
(VT ERROR 46) terminate.

VT RESTART ATTEMPT An error occurred while Close the DSLINE, reopen it,
fAILED trying to restart the VT and initiate a new remote
(VT ERROR 47) because of old data or a session.

non-responding remote node.

VT TERMINATED NORMALLY No error. None.
(VT INfORMATIONAL
MESSAGE 48)

CANNOT ACCESS TERMINAL The device specified for access Verify that the node name
fOR REVERSE-VT is not available. and device are valid.
(VT ERROR 49)

VT TERMINATED, PSEUDO All available pseudo terminals Try the remote request later.
TERMINAL UNAVAILABLE are currently active.
(VT ERROR 50)

VT TERMINATED, COULD A file system error has Save the Node Management
NOT fOPEN TERMINAL occurred; the terminal was logfile, and if the problem
(VT ERROR 51) not accessible by the VT reoccurs, see "Submitting an

program. SR" at the beginning of this
manual.
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VT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

VT TERMINATED, INVALID Your session device is not an Verify the configuration in
DEVICE FOR SESSION acceptable MPE session SYSDUMP.
(VT ERROR 52) device.

NO DEVICE STRING The device string was omitted Insert a device string.
SPECIFIED FOR in the FOPEN or file
REVERSE-VT equation.
(VT ERROR 53)

INVALID TERMINAL SPEED The terminal did not respond Set the hardware to the speed
FOR REVERSE-VT since the speed configured in configured in SYSDUMP.
(VT ERROR 54) SYSDUMP and the

hardware-configured speed do
not match.

VT TERMINATED BECAUSE The connection to the remote If the remote NS has not gone
CONNECTION FAILED. machine failed either because down, check the transport
(VT ERROR 55) the remote's NS was taken retransmission timers.

down (i. e., NETCONTROL
STOP) or the transmission
encountered a problem.

SET QUI ESE loa FAILED The ATTACHIO failed with See "Submitting an SR" at the
(VT WARN 58) an abnormal completion code. beginning of this manual.

SET $BACK ENVIRONMENT Could not set the $BACK info Close the DSLINE, re-open
INFO FAILED to the environment table. the line, and then initiate a
(VT ERROR 59) new remote session.

FAILED TO CLEAR LOCAL The local VT failed to clear The flush state will be cleared
TERMINAL'S FLUSH STATE the terminal out of the flush if BREAK was pressed. Press
(VT ERROR 60) state when the system issued ENTER to get the prompt

an IOQ (25). The CI prompt back.
may be lost if the VT is
operating more than one hop
away and BREAK is pressed.

MAY 89
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NETWORK SERVICES INFORMATION MESSAGES

These messages, displayed on $STDLIST during the execution of a :DSLINE command) give the user
information about the environment(s) affected by the command. They are held in CATALOG.PUB.SYS)
message set 16 (DS set).

NETWORK SERVICES INFORMATION MESSAGES

.~
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Message

500 ENVIRONMENT envum:
envid

501 ENVIRONMENT enVum:
envid=nodename

502 NO ENVIRONMENTS

503 ABORT REMOTE
SESSION ON envid ?

504 PLEASE ANSWER YES
OR NO:

Meaning/Cause

The defined or affected environment has been assigned an
environment number envum and environment ID envid.
Envid will be fully qualified with domain and organization
names. The node name for the environment is the same as
the environment ID. If the :DSLINE specified a generic
environment ID) there will be one ENVIRONMENT message
displayed for each affected environment.

The defined or affected environment has been assigned an
environment number envum and environment ID envid.
Envid will be fully qualified with domain and or
ganization names. The environment is on nodename, which
is different from envid. If the node is an NS node,
nodename is fully qualified. If the node is a DS/3000 node,
nodename will not be qualified. If the :DSLINE specified a
generic environment ID, there will be one ENVIRONMENT
message displayed for each affected environment.

A :DSLINE with a generic environment 10 was executed,
and there were no environments with IDs that matched the
generic ID. The :DSLINE then has no effect.

A :DSLINE CLOSE has been issued for an environment that
has a Virtual Terminal remote session. Envid is the
environment ID for the environment. This message expects a
YES (or Y), or NO (or N) response from the user. If the user
replies YES, the remote session will be aborted and the
environment will be closed. If NO, the remote session will
remain and the environment will not be closed. If a
:DSLINE CLOSE with a generic environment is executed,
there will be.one ABORT REMOTE SESSION message for
each matching environment with a remote session.

A question (such as ABORT REMOTE SESSION) has been
asked, and the user has replied with something other than
YES or NO. This prompt will be displayed until the user
replies YES, Y, No, or N.
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NETWORK SERVICES INFORMATION MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

505 KILL RPM PROCESS ON
enlJid ?

506 GENERIC ENVIRONMENT
enlJid

507 NO GENERIC
ENVIRONMENTS

508 REMOTE SESSION
ABORTED.

510 TRACE FILE FOR ALL
SERVICES TO enVid IS
filename

511 TRACE FILE FOR VT
TO enlJid IS filename

512 TRACE FILE FOR NFT
TO envid IS filename

513 TRACE FILE FOR RFA
TO envid IS filename

Meaning/Cause

A :DSLINE CLOSE has been issued for an environment that
includes an RPM-created process. Envid is the environment
ID for the environment. This message expects a YES (or Y),
or NO (or N) response from the user. If the user replies YES)
an RPMKILL will be issued for the process, and the close of
the environment will continue. If NO, the RPM process will
remain and the environment will not be closed. If a
:DSLINE CLOSE with a generic environment is executed,
there will be one KILL RPM PROCESS for each matching
environment with an RPM process.

A generic environment has been established by a :DSLINE
for the specified envid pattern, which includes wild card
characters @) #) and/or 1. All existing environments with
IDs that match the generic envid will acquire the
characteristics specified in the :DSLINE command. (The
affected environments will be listed.) In addition, all future
environments with IDs that match the generic pattern will
assume the :DSLINE options as defaults. (These default
options can be explicitly overridden) though.) The generic
environment will be in effect until it is reset by a :DSLINE
RESET command.

For a :DSLINE or :DSLINE SHOW) there are no currently
defined generic environments with IDs that match the
specified pattern.

During a :DSLINE CLOSE) the ABORT REMOTE SESSION
ON envid? question has been asked) and the reply was yes.
The remote session on the specified environment has been
aborted.

See Meaning/Cause for Message # 516

See Meaning/Cause for Message # 516

See Meaning/Cause for Message # 516

See Meaning/Cause for Message # 516
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NETWORK SERVICES INFORMATION MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause

514 TRACE FILE FOR ROSA See Meaning/Cause for Message 1/516
TO envid IS filename

515 TRACE FILE FOR RPM See Meaning/Cause for Message 1/516
TO envid IS filename

516 TRACE FILE FOR PTOP A :DSLINE with a TRACE=ON or TRACE=OFF option has
·TO envid IS filename been executed. These messages indicate which service to

what environment is being (or has been) traced, and the fully
qualified name of the trace file. There will be one TRACE
message for each TRACE option in the command. If a
:DSLINE with a generic environment ID turns tracing on or
off for a set of environments, there will be one TRACE
message for each environment.
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~ REMOTE FILE ACCESS ERRORS

The following error codes refer to Network Service Remote File Access over Local Area Network
(NS-Compatible) links. These error codes are also used, with different meanings, for miscellaneous
DS-Compatible errors over point-to-point or X.25 links. (See "Miscellaneous OS-Compatible Errors"
earlier in this section.)

REMOTE FILE ACCESS ERRORS

Message Meaning/Cause Action

201 ERROR IN ACCESSING Internal inconsistency in table Release the environment and
DSLINE/ENVIRONMENT or in RFA services data set it up again.
TABLE. structures.

204 UNABLE TO System does not have enough See your system manager.
CREATE/EXPAND virtual memory or maximum
EXTRA DATA SEGMENT DST size is too small for this
BUffERS fOR RfA. RFA application.

205 UNABLE TO Internal inconsistency in See "Submitting an SR" at the
ALLOCATE/MANAGE AS'BUFFER'MANAGER beginning of this manual.
BUffERS fOR RfA. while being used by RFA.

214 ILLEGAL USE Of Node doesn't exist or node Correct node name.
NODE NAME. name is invalid.

217 NOT ENOUGH STACK the MPE : PREP command Run the program again with
SPACE fOR RfA. allocated the default 2000 additional words

; MAXDATA or STACK values to allocated in the
the program, which are too ;STACK=stacksize
small. parameter of : PREP.

224 fILE EQUATIONS fOR File equations on the remote Correct file equations.
REMOTE fILE machine loop back to the
CONSTITUTE AN local side causing reverse
INfINITE LOOP. RFA.

239 Network Serv ice Tracing malfunction See lISubmitting an SR" at the
TRACING beginning of this manual.
MALfUNCTION.

242 INTERNAL ERROR. Myriad possibilities. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

246 REMOTE NODE Remote node is no longer Contact the system operator
DISCONNECTED running on the nework. of the remote node.
CONNECTION.
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REMOTE FILE ACCESS ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

249 REMOTE SESSION RFA initiation failed. Ensure that the remote system
ENVIRONMENT COULD is running. If so, then see
NOT ADOPT RfA l'Submitting an SRIt at the
SERVER. beginning of this manual.

255 TRANSPORT ERROR ON Connection aborted by Ensure that the remote system
CONNECTION. (PC/transport. is running; if so, then see

IISubmitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.
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REMOTE PROCESS MANAGEMENT ERRORS

RPM errors are (32-bit) integers that are returned in the resul t parameter of the intrinsics RPMCREATE,
RPMKILL, and RPMGETSTRING when the intrinsic execution fails. (A resul t of 0 indicates that the
intrinsic succeeded.) There are two ranges of RPM errors returned by the UP 3000 implementation of
RPM. The first range (0-99) includes generic RPM errors. The second range (l 00-199) includes errors
specific to the UP 3000 implementation.

REMOTE PROCESS MANAGEMENT ERRORS

Message

o NO ERROR

Meaning/Cause

Successful execution None

Action

1 NETWORK DOWN

2 ILLEGAL PROGRAM NAME
LENGTH

3 ILLEGAL FLAG

4 ILLEGAL OPTION

5 ILLEGAL OPTION
FORMAT

The transport is not available
for use by RPM.

The program namelen
parameter in an RPMCREATE
call is greater than the
allowed maximum of 256
(characters).

An RPMCREATE call includes a
flags parameter with one or
more undefined flag bits set.

An RPMCREATE call includes
an opt parameter with one or
more invalid options.

The opt parameter in an
RPMCREATE call is not
forma tted correctly.

Wait until the transport is
available.

Shorten the program name.

Correct the flags parameter.
The defined flags are:
bit 0 - No dsline

(3000-specific)
bit 1 - Wait until son dies

(3000-specific)
bit 31 - Dependent

Correct the opt parameter.
The valid options are:
20000 RPM string
22001-22012,

22100 MPE options

Correct the opt format; use
the INITOPT and ADDOPT
intrinsics to format the opt
array.
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REMOTE PROCESS MANAGEMENT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message

6 INVALID LOGIN

7 INVALID PROGRAM
NAME

2-82

Meaning/Cause

This may be caused by several
conditions relating to the
login (Env) and paSSlAJOrd
parameters of RPMCREATE:

I. The login parameter is
syntactically incorrect for the
remote machine. For the
3000, the logon syntax is:
useri/userpass][. group
[/grouppassJ[. aect

[/acctpassJ)]

2. The paSSlIJord parameter
is syntactically incorrect for
the remote machine. For the
3000, the password syntax is:
[use rpassni!~grouppass]

[,acetpassl

3. The login and password
are syntactically correct, but
the login (on the 3000, user,
group, or account) is not
defined on the remote
machine.

4. The login and password
parameters do not supply
required passwords for the
login.

5. The login and password
parameters were correct, but
the logon failed for some
reason (on the 3000: jobfence
too high, session limit
exceeded).

The program indicated by the
progname (and namelen)
parameters of an RPMCREATE
was not found on the remote
computer.

Action

Correct the login and
password parameters, if
necessary. If login and
paSSlAJOrd are correct,
determine the reason for the
remote logon failure: possibly
wait until the remote logon
resources are available.

Correct the progname (and
namelen) parameters, if
necessary. Make sure the
program file exists on the
remote node. Note that, if
the program name is not fully
qualified, the logon group and
account (determined by
login) will be used.
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REMOTE PROCESS MANAGEMENT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

8 INVALID PROGRAM The program descriptor (pel) Depending on the cause:
DESCRIPTOR parameter of an RPMKI LL

contained a program 1. Correct the program
descriptor that was not descriptor. Don't issue an
defined on the remote node. RPMKI LL when the
There are two cases in which RPMCREATE failed.
this can happen:

2. Don't issue an RPMKI LL if
1. The pd value was not the created process is supposed
generated by RPM on the to terminate itself. Don't
remote node. This would issue more than one RPMKILL
happen if the program for the same process.
descriptor were incorrect or
corrupted, or the RPMCREATE
that was to return the
descriptor failed.

2. The pd value was
generated for a program on
the remote node, but the
program terminated itself, or
was terminated by an abort or
an RPMKI LL. In this case the
program's descriptor is deleted
when the program terminates,
and a later RPMKI LL receives
the Invalid Program
Descriptor error.
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REMOTE PROCESS MANAGEMENT ERRORS (~nt'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

9 REMOTE PROCESS LIMIT A resource needed to create Wait for the reSource(s) to
the process is not available. become available. If the
On a remote HP 3000 (or the Remote Process Limit error
local HP 3000 if the created occurs often, resources like
process is local), this can the number of PCB and DST
include: entries or number of

configured pseudo terminals
1. Process Control Block entry may have to be increased.
for created process

2. stack space for created
process

3. RPM Table entry for
created process

4. pseudo terminal for created
session

On the local HP 3000, some
resources needed for a
process creating a dependent
process may not be available:

5. RPM Table entry for
creator process

6. AFT entry in creator
process' stack
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REMOTE PROCESS MANAGEMENT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message

10 REMOTE MEMORY
LIMIT

11 PROGRAM ACCESS
ERROR

12 UNKNOWN ERROR

13 PROTOCOL ERROR

14 NETWORK ERROR

Meaning/Cause

Memory was not available for
storage of data. The possible
reasons for this include:

1. RPM String could not be
stored

2. buffers in the RPM server
could not be allocated

The program to be created by
an RPMCREATE could not be
accessed. This may be due to
one of the following reasons:

1. The program file is secured
against access from the login
user and account.

2. The program file has a
lockword that was not
specified in progname.

3. The program name in
progname is not syntactically
correct.

Internal software error. For
example, the RPM Table
(which is always supposed to
be there) was not found.

An RPM message is incorrect
or has been corrupted.

An error occurred in using a
transport connection to send
or receive an RPM message.
The transport error will be
logged by Network
Management logging, log class
6, subclass 5.

Action

Wait until the resource(s)
become available.

Depending on the cause:

1. Change the program file's
security or the login user
and account to allow Execute
access to the program.

2. Insert the program file's
lockword into the progname
parameter. The syntax is:

progname/lockword
[ . 9rou P[ .acct] ]

3. Correct the syntax of the
progname.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Turn on tracing for RPM and
submit an SR.

Examine the log file and
submit an SR.
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REMOTE PROCESS MANAGEMENT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

15 INCOMPATIBLE The versions of the RPM Check the versions of the
VERSIONS software on the local and RPM software on the local

remote computers are and remote computers. On a
incompatible. 3000, the RPM version can be

obtained by running
NMMAI NT •PUB. SYS, or by
:NSCONTROL VERSION=MOn
The RPM version is listed as
ASRPMVERS. Update the
software on the local or
remote nodes to compatible
versions.

16 UNSUPPORTED OPTION A legal option specified in the Modify the option, or update
opt parameter of the the remote RPM software to a
RPMCREATE is not supported version that supports the
by the remote RPM software. option.

11 RPMCREATE LENGTH An RPMCREATE resulted in a Decrease the size of the
ERROR message that could not be RPMCREATE message by

handled by the remote node shortening the program name
RPM software. or the lengths of options.

18 ILLEGAL OPTION The value of an option in the Check the options for
PARAMETER opt parameter of an validity. In some cases (like

RPMCREATE was invalid. the Initial Stack Size option),
the option value might exceed
maximum configured limits
for the remote system.

19 INVALID NODE NAME The node name specified by Correct the Location and
the Location and LocLen LocLen parameters.
parameters of an RPMCREATE
call is not a valid node. It
may be syntactically
incorrect, or it may not be
defined in the network.
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REMOTE PROCESS MANAGEMENT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

20 NO RPM STRING A program called the Either add the RPM string to
RPMGETSTRI NG intrinsic, but the creating process'
there was no RPM string to be RPMCREATE call, or remove
passed to the program. This the RPMGETSTRING from the
could be caused by: created program.

1. The program was not
created by an RPMCREATE
(but by a :RUN, CREATE, or
CREATE PROCESS).

2. The creating process did
not pass an RPM string in the
opt parameter in its
RPMCREATE call.

3. The created process has
called RPMGETSTRING more
times than the number of
RPM strings passed by the
creating process.

22 REMOTE SON ABORTED The remote process Check the remote program to
terminated abnormally. ascertain what caused the

premature termination.

100 INSUFFICIENT STACK The program calling Increase the stack size and/or
SPACE RPMCREATE, RPMKILL, or maxdata of the program and

RPMGETSTRI NG could not rerun.
expand its stack to
accommodate the
requirements of the RPM
software.

101 NOT AT THE STACK RPMCREATE,RPMKILL,or Switch the DB register to the
RPMGETSTRING was called process stack before calling
when the DB register was not any RPM intrinsic.
at the process' stack C'split-
stack mode").
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REMOTE PROCESS MANAGEMENT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

102 PARAMETER OUT Of A parameter for an Check each parameter of the
BOUNDS RPMCREATE,RPMKILL,or call to make sure it is between

RPMGETSTRING call was not the DL and S registers. For
fully within the stack of the arrays, also check that the end
calling process. of the array (beginning +

length) is also between DL
and S.

103 PROGRAM DOES NOT A program without PH : PREP the program with
HAVE PH (Process Handling) capability CAP=PH... and rerun. (Only
CAPABILITY called RPMCREATE or users with PH capability can

RPMKI LL. : PRE P a program with
CAP=PH.)

104 REQUIRED A required parameter for Add the required parameter
PARAMETER RPMCREATE or RPMKI LL has to the call.
OMITTED been omitted. The required

parameters are:
RPMCREATE
- progname
- namelen
RPMKILL
-pd

106 RPM OR PTOP An RPM- or PTOP-created Terminate the first RPM or
PROCESS AT location process already exists in the PTOP process, or change the

remote session specified by the location to a different
locat ion parameter. remote session. By means of
Because of the design of the the environment facility of
RPM and PTOP services, only Network Services, it is possible
one RPM or PTOP process can to have more than one remote
exist in a remote session. session on the same remote

node. Use :DSLI NE commands
to set up the environments;
for example:
:DSLINE S1=NODE
:DSLINE S2=NODE
Then use the different
environment ids (S I and 52)
in the locat ion parameter
of the RPMCREATE(s) (and of a
POPEN).
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REMOTE PROCESS MANAGEMENT ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

107 LOGON TIME OUT The logon of the remote Increase the timeout with the
session for an RPMCREATE did Logon TimeOut option; the
not complete in a set amount timeout depends on factors
of time. This time can be set like the load on the remote
by the Logon TimeOut option system and set -up and
in an RPMCREATE; if the execution time of UDCs for
Logon TimeOut is not set) a the remote session. But be
default of 1 hour (3600.0 forewarned that it is possible
seconds) is used. to have a logon UDC that

never completes (for example)
one that runs a program that
does not terminate») so in this
case no logon timeout is
sufficient.

108 LOCAL RPM SERVICE The local RPM service Start the local RPM service
NOT STARTED (RPML) has not been started) with :NSCONTROL

or has been stopped and START=RPML or :NSCONTROL
aborted. START. (Only users with NM

capability can use the
:NSCONTROL command.)

111 RPMDAD CREATE ERROR The remote node was unable Check to verify that
to create the RPMDAD process. RPMDAD. PUB. SYS exists on

the remote node. Also check
that the process limit has not
been exceeded on the remote
node.

113 BAD RPMCONTROL RPMCONTROL was unable to Call RPMCONTROL again with
STATE suspend the remote process. the suspend option) or attempt

Possible reasons include: to use another method of
synchronization such as

I. System process had NetlPC.
impeded the remote process.

2. Process is waiting for a
system resource.
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NETWORK TRANSPORT PROTOCOL ERRORS

The following errors are returned by Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Packet Exchange Protocol
(PXP) as the 32-bit integer "PMERRII parameter in calls to IPCCHECK. They are also found in the
IIparm" field of the TCP/PXP Statistics, PM Deactivated and PM Deactivated with Error logging entries.

NOTE

The Network Transport is technically not part of network services; it is a
subsystem of the NS links. However it is included here because it is
available to you the user.

NETWORK TRANSPORT PROTOCOL ERRORS

Message Meaning/Cause Action

0 NO ERROR IPCCHECK has been called None.
when no PMERR has
occurred. Als~ returned
when a connection or socket is
closed at the local user's
request. This code is also
returned when a connection is
shut down gracefully at either
end.

1 INTERNAL ERROR An internal error, e. g. See "Submitting an SR" at the
corrupted data structures, has beginning of this manual.
been detected.

2 MAX SOCKETS OPEN Maximum number of call Configure a greater number
sockets allowed by TCP are of connections in the TCP
currently open. configuration screen.

3 SHUT PENDING Protocol module (PM) had Close the socket.
previously returned an error
stating that a socket should be
closed, however the user still
attempted to access that
socket.
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NETWORK TRANSPORT PROTOCOL ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

4 NODE SHUT PENDING User attempted to open or use Close the socket.
a socket after a
NETCONTROL STOP had
been issued.

5 PORT CREATE FAILED Protocol module (PM) failed Ensure that enough Data
in an attempt to create a Segment Tables Entries
port. (DST's) are configured. If so,

then see "Submitting an SR"
at the beginning of this
manual.

6 LOCAL FAILURE PM detected a protocol error See "Submitting an SR" at the
and aborted the connection. beginning of this manual.

7 MAXIMUM CONNECTIONS Maximum number of Configure a greater number
OPEN connections allowed by TCP of connections in the TCP

are currently open. configuration screen.

8 REMOTE ABORT The remote side of the TCP TCP returns this error code
connection has closed the normally, whenever the
connection. However, this remote session is aborted (as
does not imply that the opposed to gracefully closed.)
shutdown was caused by an The local side of the
error condition. connection receives no clues

to the reason for the remote
session's closure. If you
suspect a remote error then
examine the remote node's
Node Managment (NMLGx:.cx:x)
logfile.

9 PACKET SECURITY Security/Precedence fields of See "Submitting an SR" at the
MISMATCH the received packet do not beginning of this manual.

agree with fields of the local
TCP.
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NETWORK TRANSPORT PROTOCOL ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

10 RETRANSMISSION A packet was transmitted the Ensure that the remote node
TIMEOUT maximum number of times, is up and that its transport

yet the PM has not received has started. If so, then take
acknowledgement. Timeouts one of the following actions:
are caused by several TCP connection set-up may
conditions: fail when the remote node is

heavily loaded. If this
Unacknowledged packets problem persists, configure a
outstanding to a remote node larger "Initial Retransmission
which closed or whose Interval" in the TCP
transport has not been configuration screen. PXP
started. Excessive system loads may also Time Out when the
during the connection set-up remote node is heavily loaded.
stages. Packets lost due to If this problem persists,
congestion or lack of buffers configure a larger
on the remote node. "Retransmission Interval" in

the PXP configuration screen.
Execute SHOWCOM command
on remote node and examine
BUFF' OVERF'LOWS field.
Occasional buffer overflows
do not signify a problem.
However, if buffers have
overflowed often, or if a series
of SHOWCOMs executed over
several minutes show that
field is increasing, see
"Submitting an SR." Examine
remote node's console and log
file. If Internet Protocol (IP) is
logging "Unable to Deliver
Packet" messages then
configure more inbound
buffers in remote node's link
configuration data screen. If
none of the above conditions
apply, increase TCP
retransmission interval
upperbound or maximum
retransmissions parameter.
Increase these values in TCP
configuration screen. If all
else fails see "Submitting an
SR. II
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NETWORK TRANSPORT PROTOCOL ERRORS (cont'd)

Message

11 CONNECTION
ASSURANCE TIMEOUT

13 DESTINATION NOT
FOUND IN IP "DIRECTLY
CONNECTED NETWORK"
TABLE

14 NO AVAILABLE PATH
DESCRIPTORS

15 LOOPBACK NETWORK NOT
STARTED

16 PXP REQUEST FAILURE

Meaning/Cause

TCP has not received
acknowledgment of its
connection assurance (CA)
packets. CA packets are sent
at intervals over any idle
connection to ensure that the
remote node is operating.
Causes for this error message
are the same as those for error
10.

Network Interface not started
on local node or the address is
incorrect in the network
directory or configuration
file.

User has exceeded the
configured number of path
descriptor elements.

User attempted to use the
loopback network when it had
not been started.

A PXP protocol failure has
been detected.

Action

Essentially the same as error
10. If reconfiguration is
required, the user should
increase the CA maximum
number and CA
retransmission interval.

Ensure that both local and
remote networks are started
with the: NETCONTROL
command. If so, check that
the home addresses of local
and remote configuration files
both specify the same IP
network number. Also check
local network directory.

Configure more outbound
destinations in the Global
configuration screen of the
NETXPORT branch.

Use the : NETCONTROL
command to start the
loopback network interface.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NETWORK TRANSPORT PROTOCOL ERRORS (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

11 PROBE OR DIAL 10 The Probe or DIAL ID failure Refer to the appropriate
FAILURE. occurred. If the connection logging location code section

was attempted over a LAN an (Probe or Dial ID) and follow
error will be logged to the that action.
console (See Probe logging
location codes). If connection
was attempted over a
point-to-point link then the
Dial ID protocol will have
logged an error to the console.
(See DiallD logging location
codes).

18 DIAL REQUEST WAS Connection was attempted None.
REJECTED BY THE over a point-to-point link
OPERATOR. that request manual dialing

by the console operator. The
operator then replied 'no' to
the dial request message on
the console. (The protocols
map path result error 21 into
this PMERR).

19 DUPLICATE CONNECTION User attempted to open a Ensure the user code does not
REQUESTED. connection that already exists. have multiple IPC connect

calls with the same socket
address.

20 ERROR DETECTED ON An error was detected on the Refer to the section on
LINK DEVICE. link device (LANIC, INP) investigating link problems in

etc.). (The protocols map the Introduction Section of
path result error 22 into this this manuaI.
PMERR).

21 BUSY/NO ANSWER/WRONG The link device detected one Determine why the remote
NUMBER. of these conditions when system could not be dialed.

attempting to dial a remote The remote system could be
system. (The protocols map down or the remote link could
path result error 23 into this already be in use by another
PMERR). system.
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NETWORK TRANSPORT PROTOCOL ERRORS (cont'd)

Message

22 DEVICE CLOSE~

23 DIAL REQUEST
PENDING, PLEASE WAIT
AND TRY AGAIN.

24 PATH VERIFY ERROR.

25 FASTPATH LAN DOWN.

Meaning/Cause

The device was closed by the
operator via :NETCONTROL
DELLINK. (The protocols
map path result error 24 into
this PMERR).

Another user has caused the
outbound link to establish
connection via dial-up. This
message will occur in the time
window starting when actual
connection to the remote
system is initiated to when
DIAL ID protocol has finished
its handshake. (The protocol
maps path result error 25 into
this PMERR).

The connection was aborted
because a link error occurred
on the dial link. This error
can occur only on connections
that are over dial-up links.
(The protocol maps path result
error 26 into this PMERR)

The LAN link was down
when TCP attempted to send
an outbound packet.

Action

Re-enable the link via
:NETCONTROL ADDLINK.

Re -attempt connection after
dial-up has completed for the
other user.

Re-establish the connection
via REMOTE HELLO,
DSCOPY, etc.

Refer to the section on
investigating the link in the
Introduction section of this
manual.
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FPARSE ERROR MESSAGES

An fPARSE error code is a 32-bit negative integer returned in the resul t parameter of the fPARSE
intrinsic. The fPARSE intrinsic parses a file designator to determine if it is syntactically correct. If so,
then the result parameter returns a positive value. For more fPARSE infornlation, see the "Remote File
Access" section of the NS3000/V User/Programmer Reference Manual.

FPARSE ERROR MESSAGES

fPARSE error codes Meaning/Cause

-1 Bad item values

-2 Parameter bounds violation

-3 Illegal delimiter--misuse of ". ", "/", or ":"

-4 User specified only one of items array or vector array.

-5 Illegal item value in items array

-6 Item list not terminated by the 0 terminator

-7 Undefined system file

-8 "*FDesigll has lockword specified

-9 NS not present, but user specified envid

-101 First character of filename not alpha

-102 Filename expected in the string

-103 Filename identifier too long

-104 First character of lockword not alpha

-105 Lockword expected in the string

-106 Lockword identifier too long

-107 First character of groupname not alpha
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FPARSE ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

f PARSE error codes Meaning/Cause

-108 Groupname expected in the string

-109 Groupname identifier too long

-110 First character of accountname not alpha

-111 Accountname expected in the string

-112 Accountname identifier too long

-113 First character of envidname not alpha

-114 Envidname expected in the string

-115 Envidname identifier too long
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The Network Manager uses Node Management Services (NMS) to configure, initialize, and maintain
NS3000/V on the HP 3000. The Node Management Services messages are arranged as follows:

• NETXPORTERR messages are returned to $STDLIST when executing the : NETCONTROL
command. The : NETCONTROL command initiates, terminates, and controls the operation of
the Network Transport subsystem of the links.

• NMCNERR messages are written to the console by NMMON and NMLOGMON. NMMON
and NMLOGMON are internal processes of the Node Management Services subsystem..

• NMDUMP messages are returned to $STDLIST when initiating NMDUMP, the NMS
Trace/Log File Analyzer. NMDUMP formats logging and tracing records stored on disc files.
See the "Log and Trace Files" section in Volume II of the NS3000/V Network Manager
·Reference Manual for information on NMDUMP.

• NMERR Messages, NMFSERR Messages, and NMGRERR Messages. NMGRERRs are
returned in the message field of the NMMGR Open Configuration Screen. NMERRs and
NMFSERRs are lower-level messages displayed in the Error Information Screen of NMMGR
utility. See liThe Error Information Screen" later in this section for details. For a description
of NMMGR see the uNMS Configurator (NMMGR)U section in Volume I of the NS3000/V
Network Manager Reference Manual. NMERRs are also returned by other subsystems when
the subsystems encounter errors using Node Management Services.

• NDIERR messages are returned in the message field of the Network Directory Main, Network
Directory Select Node Name, and Network Directory Data Configuration screens. These
errors can occur as a result of issuing commands from the maintenance mode interface. See
the "Network Directory" section in Volume I of the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference
Manual for more information.

• NMGRVER messages are returned to $STDLIST when running the NMMGRVER conversion
utility of NMS. NMMGRVER converts a configuration file created with earlier versions of
NMMGR to the format required by NMMGR version A. 01. 00. See Appendix C in Volume I
of the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual for more information on the
NMMGRVER conversion utility.

• NCMS messages are returned by the Network Control Management Server (NCMS). These
messages can be displayed on the console if you have the OpenView NS Monitor applications,
OpenView Core software, and the Network Control Server (NCS) software (provided with
FOS)) installed and active on your network. See the OpenView NS Monitor Applications
Manager's Guide (part number 32051-90002) for more information.
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Node Management Error Messages

• NCSCONTROL messages can be returned to the console after you have issued an NCSCONTROL
command. NCSCONTROL controls whether or not a node is monitored using the OpenView NS
Diagnostic Monitor and/or OpenView NS Performah.;e Monitor Applications. See the
OpenView NS Monitor Applications Manager's Guide (part number 32051-90002) for more
information.

• NSCONTROL messages are DSERR messages returned to $STDLIST by the : NSCONTROL
Command. : NSCONTROL initiates, terminates, and controls the operation of the Network
Services subsystem of NS3000/V.

• VALERR messages are returned to $STDLIST as a result of using the configuration validation
screen of NMMGR. See the NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual for information
on using this screen.
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NETCONTROL ERRORS (NETXPORTERRS)

NETCONTROL ERRORS (NETXPORTERRS)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

TRANSPORT NOT ACTIVE. Issued : NETCONTROL Issue : NETCONTROL START.
(NETXPORTWARN 0001) STATUS command on inactive

transport.

TRACE FILE IS !. Informative message. None.
(NETXPORT 2000)

TOO MANY PARMS IN Certain NETCONTROL Check NS3000IV Network
COMMAND LINE. functions and entities are Manager Reference Manual
(NETXPORTERR 4000) mutually exclusive and cannot for proper syntax. Correct

be combined on the same and retry.
command line. Multiples of
the same function are not
allowed.

EXPECTED START KEYWORD Transport has not been Issue NETCONTROL START
(NETXPORTERR 4001) started, start command needs command.

to be issued.

EXPECTED STATUS KEYWORD Typographical error. Type the word ALL after
ALL STATUS=. Correct and retry.
(NETXPORTERR 4002)

EXPECTED SEMICOLON Typographical error. There Check NS3000IV Network
(NETXPORTERR 4003) must be a blank between Manager Reference Manual

NETCONTROL and the first for proper syntax. Correct
entity or function on the and retry.
command line. All following
entities or functions must be
separated by semicolons.

INVALID NETCONTROL Only the keywords listed are Check the NS3000IV
KEYWORD: allowed. Network Manager Reference
EXPECTED START, STOP, Manual for proper syntax.
TRACEON, TRACEOFr, Correct and retry.
MONON, MONOFF, STATUS,
VERSION, NET, OR NI.
(NETXPORTERR 4004)

EXPECTED COMMA. Trace options are positional. Check the NS3000IV
(NETXPORTERR 4005) They must be separated by Network Manager Reference

commas. Manual for proper syntax.
Correct and retry.
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NETCONTROL ERRORS (NETXPORTERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

EXPECTED EQUAL. For TRACEON=Type, the type Check the N S3000IV
(NETXPORTERR 4006) is a required parameter) one Network Manager Reference

of H)D)M)B)N,S. Manual for proper syntax.
Correct and retry.

EXPECTED LINK NAME. A :NETCONTROL LINK Re-enter the command with
(NETXPORTERR 4007) command was entered an appropriate link name

without a corresponding from the configuration file.
configured link name.

KEYWORD SPECIFIED Certain NETCONTROL Check the N S3000IV
REDUNDANTLY. functions and entities are Network Manager Reference
(NETXPORTERR 4008) mutually exclusive and cannot Manual for proper syntax.

be combined on the same Correct and retry.
command line. Multiples of
the same function are not
allowed.

BOTH START AND STOP Both parameters not allowed Pick appropriate command.
ISSUED. in a single : NETCONTROL Correct and retry.
(NETXPORTERR 4009) command.

TRACE ENTITY SPECIFIED Certain NETCONTROL Check the N S3000IV
REDUNDANTLY. functions and entities are Network Manager Reference
(NETXPORTERR 4010) mutually exclusive and cannot Manual for proper syntax.

be combined on the same Correct and retry.
command line. Multiples of
the same function are not
allowed.

INVALID TRACE TYPE. Usually a typographical error. Check the· N S3000IV
EXPECTED COMBINATION Recommended combination Network Manager Reference
Of D,H,M,B,N,S. for trace type is HMO. Manual for proper syntax.
(NETXPORTERR 4011) Correct and retry.

INVALID TRACE Usually a typographical error. Check the N S3000IV
DESTINATION. DEFAULT: Disc. Network Manager Reference
EXPECTED DISC OR TAPE. Manual for proper syntax.
(NETXPORTERR 4012) Correct and retry.

INVALID FILE NAME. Usually a typographical error. Check the NS3000IV
(NETXPORTERR 4013) Network Manager Reference

Manual for proper syntax.
Ensure file exists. Correct
and retry.
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NETCONTROL ERRORS (NETXPORTERRS) (cont'd)

3-4

Message

INVALID RECORD SIZE,
MUST BE > 5 AND < 1024.
(NETXPORTERR 4014)

INVALID FILE SIZE,
MUST BE > THAN 32
AND < 32000.
(NETXPORTERR 4015)

CONTROL PROCESS NOT
STARTED (NMERR= ! )
(NETXPORTERR 4016)

DATA DICTIONARY FULL,
TRY AGAIN.
(NETXPORTERR 4017)

EXPECTED STOP KEYWORD.
(NETXPORTERR 4018)

BAD NAME. NAME
MUST BE ALPHANUMERIC
WITH FIRST CHARACTER
ALPHA.
(NETXPORTERR 4019)

CONTROL PROCESS
TIMEOUT,
TRY AGAIN.
(NETXPORTERR 4020)

TRACE OPEN ERROR.
(NETXPORTERR 4021)

TRANSPORT IS ACTIVE,
CONFIGURATION FILE
IS NOT ALLOWED.
(NETXPORTERR 4022)

Meaning/Cause

Trace file record size specified
in command line parameter is
too large or too small.

Trace file size specified in
command line parameter is
too large or too small.

User issued a command when
the transport was not active.

Data dictionary full.

User typed an illegal
command. NET=niName
must be combined with
START or STOP.

Usually a typographical error.
Only valid MPE filenames
allowed.

Usually a temporary timeout
on a loaded system.

Usually, you're trying to open
a trace on an already opened
trace file.

The configuration file may
only be specified on the
initiation command that
creates the control process.

Action

Correct with valid value;
retry.

Correct with valid value;
retry.

Issue : NETCONTROL START.
Then retry command.

Wait, then reissue command.
If the problem persists, then
see "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Check N S 3000IV Network
Manager Reference Manual
for proper syntax. Correct
and retry.

Correct name using an
alphanumeric character for
the first character, and retry
command.

Wait and try again; if
problem persists, then see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Ensure that the trace file
exists and is open. If it exists
and is not open, then see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Shut down the transport;
then issue the command
NETCONTROL START; with
CONF=jilename.
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NETCONTROL ERRORS (NETXPORTERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

BAD DEBUG VALUE, Invalid DEBUG value The DEBUG keyword
EXPECTED command is not for customer
SET(O-31) OR RST(0-31). use. Contact your HP
(NETXPORTERR 4023) representative.

BOTH MONON AND MONOff The MONON and MONOff Pick the appropriate MON
ISSUED. parameters cannot appear on parameter; reissue the
(NETXPORTERR 4024) the same command line. : NETCONTROL command.

NET NOT ALLOWED WITH The two entities (NET and Pick appropriate entity and
PROT. PROn cannot be used reissue command.
(NETXPORTERR 4025) together.

EXPECTED VERSION User typed an illegal Type word MOD after
KEYWORD MOD. command. VERSION=.
(NETXPORTERR 4026)

PARAMETER NOT Only NET=niName is allowed Check NS3000/V Network
ALLOWED WITH STOP. with STOP. Manager Reference Manual
(NETXPORTERR 4027) for proper syntax. Correct

and retry.

fOPEN fAILED ON Usually appears with an MPE Fix the MPE error. Ensure
NETMSG.NET.SYS. command. that the NETMSG file exists; if
(NETXPORTERR 4028) it does, then see lesubmitting

an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.

MESSAGE CATALOG ERROR Usually appears with an MPE Fix the MPE error. Ensure
ON NETMSG.NET.SYS command. that the NETMSG file exists; if
(NETXPORTERR 4029) it does, then see "Submitting

an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.

GATE + NET fUNCTIONS You entered both the Gate Determine which function
ENTERED, ONLY ONE and Net options in the should be used and re-enter
ALLOWED. (NETXPORTERR :NETCONTROL command. the command with either the
4030) This is not permitted. Gate or Net option set, but

not both.

TRACEON + TRACEOff NOT Both the traceon and traceoff Determine which function
ALLOWED ON SAME LINE. options were entered in the should be used and re-enter
(NETXPORTERR 4031) :NETCONTROL command. the command with either the

This is not permitted. traceon or traceoff option set,
but not both.
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NETCONTROL ERRORS (NETXPORTERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

OBJECT REQUIRED FOR Certain NETCONTROL Check NS3000/V Network
ONE OR MORE functions and entities are Manager Reference Manual
FUNCTION KEYWORDS. mutually exclusive and cannot for proper syntax. Correct
(NETXPORTERR 4032) be combined on the same and retry.

command line. Multiples of
the same function are not
allowed.

NO FUNCTION User typed an illegal Check N S3000/V Network
KEYWORD ENTERED. command. Specifying an Manager Reference Manual
(NETXPORTERR 4033) entity requires a function to for proper syntax. Correct

act on it. and retry.

TRACE PREVIOUSLY Informative message. None.
ENABLED.
(NETXPORTERR 4034)

ENTITY WAS NOT TRACING. Informative message. None.
(NETXPORTERR 4035)

MONITOR PREVIOUSLY Informative message. None.
ENABLED.
(NETXPORTERR 4036)

ENTITY WAS NOT Informative message. None.
MONITORING.
(NETXPORTERR 4037)

VERSION ERROR : VERSION Either there is no version See "Submitting an SR" at the
PARAMETER ALLOWED ONLY. stamp, or the software beginning of this manual.
(NETXPORTERR 4038) installation is bad.

INTERNAL FIX NUMBERS The version numbers of the Issue the :NETCONTROL
DIFFER. (NETXPORTERR Network Transport software VERSION=MOD command to
4039) • modules do not match. identify the unmatched

versions. Then refer to
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NETCONTROL ERRORS (NETXPORTERRS) (cont'd)

Message

VERSION ERROR:
FIX NUMBERS DIFFER
(NETXPORTERR 4040)

VERSION ERROR:
UPDATE NUMBERS DIFFER
(NETXPORTERR 4041)

VERSION ERROR:
VERSION NUMBERS DIFFER.
(NETXPORTERR 4042)

VERSION ERROR: MISSING
REQUIRED MODULE (S).
(NETXPORTERR 4043)

VERSION ERROR:
BAD MODULE (S).
(NETXPORTERR 4044)

ALREADY STARTED.
(NETXPORTERR 4045)

NOT STARTED.
(NETXPORTERR 4046)

! : TOO MANY MESSAGES
TO BE DISPLAYED.
(NETXPORTERR 4041)

PROTOCOL IS NOT ACTIVE.
(NETXPORTERR 4048)

Meaning/Cause

Network Transport software
module version numbers do
not match.

Network Transport software
module version numbers do
not match.

Network Transport software
module version numbers do
not match.

Either missing software
module or possible internal
error.

There may be no version
stamp; file label may be
overwritten, or possible bad
software installation.

:NETCONTROL START
command issued for an
already active entity.

:NETCONTROL STOP
command issued for an
inactive entity.

Error message buffer filled.

Trace issued on an inactive
protocol.

Action

Issue the
:NETCONTROL VERSION=MOD
command to see which
numbers do not match, then
see ItSubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Issue the
:NETCONTROL VERSION=MOD
command to see which
numbers do not match, then
see 'Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Issue the
:NETCONTROL VERSION=MOD
command to see which
numbers do not match, then
see "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Issue the NETCONTROL
VERSION=MOD command to
find out which module is
missing.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

None.

None.

Fix error messages that were
displayed; retry command

Check configuration file. All
protocols must be configured.
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NETCONTROL ERRORS (NETXPORTERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

THIS COMBINATION Of Certain NETCONTROL Check NS3000/V Network
fUNCTIONS AND ENTITIES functions and entities are Manager Reference Manual
NOT ALLOWED. mutually exclusive and cannot for proper syntax. Correct
(NETXPORTERR 4049) be combined on the same and retry.

command line. Multiples of
the same function are not
allowed.

! NOT CONfIGURED. The protocol or NI(named) is Alter the configuration file
(NETXPORTERR 4050) not configured. appropriately, shut down the

transport, and reconfigure.

NAME LONGER THAN Usually a command line Rename if necessary; retype
8 CHARACTERS. syntax error. and retry.
(NETXPORTERR 4051)

COMMAND NOT EXECUTED Missing software modules or Issue the
DUE TO VERSION module version number :NETCONTROL VERSION=MOD
MISMATCH. mismatch. command for more
(NETXPORTERR 4052) information. See "Submitting

an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.

DEVICE NOT CONfIGURED. The specified device has not Check .the configuration file
(NETXPORTERR 4053) been configured. and, if necessary, configure

the device.

THE ENTITY IS Issued a NETCONTROL STATUS None.
NOT ACTIVE. command on an inactive
(NETXPORTERR 4054) entity.

INTERNAL ERROR :NETCONTROL STATUS Wait and try again; if
ON STATUS. error. problem persists, see
(NETXPORTERR 4055) "Submitting an SR" at the

beginning of this manual.

DEVICE ALREADY STARTED. :NETCONTROL ADDLINK None.
(NETXPORTERR 4056) command issued for a device

already started.

DEVICE NOT STARTED. :NETCONTROL DELLINK None.
(NETXPORTERR 4057) command issued for an

inactive device.
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NETCONTROL ERRORS (NETXPORTERRS) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

NETWORK NOT STARTED••. :NETCONTROL START was Install X. 25 or use a different
X.25 NOT INSTALLED. issued for an X. 25 network, network type.
(NETXPORTERR 4058) but the X. 25 software is not

installed.

BAD UPDATE VALUE. You supplied an invalid Re-enter the command with a
EXPECTED INTERNET OR option to the UPDATE valid update option.
MAPPING. (NETXPORTERR command.
4059)

THIS TYPE Of UPDATE IS The NETCONTROL Check the update options for
NOT ALLOWED fOR THIS UPDATE command you this entity and re-enter the
ENTRY. (NETXPORTERR issued was invalid. appropriate command.
4060)

CONfIGURATION fILE NOT Validation errors occurred on Correct the invalid
VALID. a NETCONTROL START or parameters in your
(NETXPORTERR 4061) UPDATE commands. configuration file and try

again.

UNABLE TO LOCK Unable to lock the Wait and try again; if
CONfIGURATION fILE. configuration file for problem persists see
NMERR=! execution of a NETCONTROL "Submitting an SR" at the
(NETXPORTERR 4062) START or UPDATE. beginning of this manual.
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NMCNERR ERRORS

The first seven NMCNERR messages are written to the console by the NMMON process. The remainder
of NMCNERR messages are written by one of the NMLOGMON processes to the console. "NM Log
Monitor" messages are returned by the "Main Log Monitor"; this is the first NMLOGMON process created
and later handles most tracing. "NM Log Process" messages are returned by the "Log type Monitor," which
is the NMLOGMON process that handles logging.

NMCNERR MESSAGES

3-10

Message

NMMON: Unable to
allocate area for port
table. (NMCNERR 1)

NMMON: Unable to obtain
port data segment.
(NMCNERR 2)

NMMON: Unable to create
port in data segment.
(NMCNERR 3)

NMMON: Unable to add
port dictionary entry.
(NMCNERR 4)

NMMON: CREATE PROCESS
error' on
NMfILE.PUB.SYS.
(NMCNERR 5)

Meaning/Cause

NMMON is unable to expand
the DL-DB area in its stack.

INITPORTDST returned a
DST number of O. The
system is unable to allocate
any extra data segments.

CREATEPORT returned a
PORTID of O.

DICTADD returned a
non-zero result.

CREATEPROCESS failed for
NMFILE.

1. The NMfILE. PUB.SYS
program file might not be
present, or might be
corrupted.

2. The NMfI LE program file
might not be Load-able.
This could happen if the
NMS software is not
correctly installed, or if
there is a mismatch
between NMFlLE and SL
module versions, or there
are other MPE limitations
such as insufficient table
space.

Action

See l'Submitting an SRtI at the
beginning of this manual.

See ItInsufficient MPE
Resourcesu at the beginning of
this manual.

See l'Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. See IIlnvalid Software
Installation" at the
beginning of this manual.

2. See IIlnvalid Software
Installation" at the
beginning of this manual.
See '1nsufficient MPE
Resources" at the beginning
of this manual.
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NMCNERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

~ Message Meaning/cause I Action

NMMON: CREATEPROCESS CREATEPROCESS failed for
error' on NMLOGMON.
NMLOGON.PUB.SYS.
(NMCNERR 6) I. The NMLOGMON. PUB. SYS 1. See IIInvalid &>ftware

program file might not be Installationll at the
present, or might be beginning of this manual.
corrupted.

2. The NMLOGMON program 2. See uInvalid Software
file might not be Installation" at the
Load-able. This could beginning of this manual
happen if the NMS See '1nsufficient MPE
software is not correctly Resources" at the beginning
installed, or if there is a of this manual.
mismatch between
NMLOGMON and SL
module versions, or there
are other MPE limitations
such as insufficient table
space.

NMMON: NMS version A version problem has been See IIlnvalid Software

r' mismatch. NMS-based detected with the NMS Installationll at the beginning
datacomm unavailable. software on the system. of this manual.
(NMCNERR 7) Rather than continue and

possibly cause system integrity
problems, NMMON has
stopped NMS and NMS-based
datacomm initialization. All
datacomm services that
depend on NMS services are
unavailable.

NM Log Monitor: Another A main Log Monitor process See '-Submitting an SRII at the
MainLogMonitor exists. has found its entry already beginning of this manual.
This one terminating. exists in the port dictionary.
(NMCNERR 16)

NM Log Monitor: Unable INITPORTDST returned a See ulnsufficient MPE
to obtain port data DST number of O. The Resources" at the beginning of
segment. (NMCNERR 17) system is unable to allocate this manual.

any extra data segments.

NM Log Monitor: Unable CREATEPORT returned a See 'rsubmitting an SRIt at the
to create port in data PORTIDof O. beginning of this manual.
segment. (NMCNERR 18)

~
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Message

NM Log Monitor: Unable
to add port dictionary
entry. (NMCNERR 19)

NM Log Monitor: Unable
to add to NM Monitor
port table. (NMCNERR
20)

NM Log Monitor: Unable
to create user logging
data segment. (NMCNERR
21)

NM Log Monitor: Unable
to create trace
dictionary data
segment. (NMCNERR 22)

NM Log Monitor:
Input/Output error in
accessing the system
disc cold load area.
(NMCNERR 23)

NM Log Monitor: Illegal
parameter passed;
create failed.
(NMCNERR 24)

NM Log Monitor:
CREATE PROCESS error ,
on NMLOGON.PUB.SYS.
(NMCNERR 25)

NM Log Monitor:
Internal error trying
to set up NMS logging.
(NMCNERR 26)

3-12

NMCNERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

DICTADD returned a
non-zero result.

NMMONADDID failed for
MainLogMonitor.

Main Log Monitor is unable
to acquire an extra data
segment.

Main Log Monitor is unable
to acquire an extra data
segment.

An error occurred trying to
access the system disc cold
load area, which stores the
next NMLGnnnn and
NMTCnnnn file numbers.
Check for other error
indications that may affect
this area of disc, such as disc
I/O errors.

Create failed.

NM Log Process not created.

Written by Main LogMon to
console. Error occurred
trying to set up tables for
NMS logging process (Log
Proc).

Action

See "Submitting an SRI' at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Insufficient MPE
ResourcesU at the beginning of
this manual.

See "Insufficient MPE
Resourcesll at the beginning of
this manual.

See "Submitting an SRu at the
beginning of this manual.

See 'asubmitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.



Message

NM Log Process: Unable
to obtain port data
segment. (NMCNERR 30)

NM Log Process: Unable
to create port in data
segment. (NMCNERR 31)

NM Log Process: Unable
to add port dictionary
entry. (NMCNERR 32)

NM log Process: Unable
to add to NM Monitor
port table. (NMCNERR
33)

NM Log Process: Unable
to create logging
buffer data segment.
(NMCNERR 34)

NMlG FILE NUMBER nnnn
ERROR 'nnn. NM lOGGING
STOPPED. (NMCNERR 36)

NMlG FILE NUMBER ! ON.
(NMCNERR 36)

NMlG FILE NUMBER nnnn
ERROR 'nnn. NM lOGGING
SUSPENDED. (NMCNERR 38)

NMCNERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

INITPORTDST returned a
DST number of O. The
system is unable to allocate
any extra data segments.

CREATEPORT returned a
PORTID of O.

DICTADD returned a
non-zero result.

NMMONADDID failed for
MainLogMonitor.

NM Log Process is unable to
acquire an extra data
segment.

1. If ERROR H is > 1, this is
the file system error that
occurred when accessing
file NMlGnnnn, where nnnn
is the file number
specified.

2. If ERROR H is 1, refer to
NMCNERR 23.

Logging is now being directed
to log file NMLGxxxx, where
xxxx is specified in the •
message.

1. If ERROR His> 1, this is
the file system error that

.occurred when accessing
file NMLGnnnn, where nnnn
is the file number
specified.

2. If ERROR H is I, refer to
NMCNERR 23.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

See IIInsufficient MPE
Resourcesll at the beginning of
this manual.

See "Submitting an SRI! at the
beginning of this manual.

See 'tgubmitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See IIInsufficient MPE
Resourcesll at the beginning of
this manual.

1. Correct this problem, then
type RESUMEN lOG.

This is an informative
message.

1. Correct this problem, then
type RESUMEN lOG.
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NMCNERR MESSAGES (eont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action ~

UNABLE TO ACCESS NMLG The log buffer indicates the Try RESUMENMLOG. If
FILE NUMBER nnnn. logging state is normal or sus- SHOWNMLOG after this gives
(NMCNERR 42) pended, but it contains a this message again, try

current file number of zero, re- booting the system to force
or FFILEINFO returned a <> logging to open a new
condition on the file. NMLGnnnn file.

NM Log Process: Unable NM Log Process is unable to see ulnsufficient MPE
to create log acquire an extra data Resourcesuat the beginning of
dictionary data segment. this manual.
segment. (NMCNERR 44)

NM Log Process: Cannot A request to write a The SUBSVSnLOGFORMA
format log msg. Cannot formatted log message procedure, where n is the
access formatter for specifies a subsystem number subsystem number specified in
subsystem nne (NMCNERR that Log Process was unable the message, either did not
45) to LOADPROC the formatter exist in SL. PUB. SVS or could

for when Log Process first not be loaded when NM Log
started. Process started. Check that

subsystem n is completely,
correctly installed. See chart
below.

.~
/

NMCNERR MESSAGES (eont'd)

nn Subsystem

0 Node Management Services (32099-110I 7)
1 SNA Transport (32099-11015)
2 SNA/NRJE (Product #30245)
3 Network Transport (Product #30242)
4 . Port Translator (32099-11017)
5 Sockets
6 Network Services (Product #32344)
7 Buffer Manager (32099-11016)
8 Link Manager (part of Node Management Services)
9 Reserved for future use
10 Reserved for future use
11 SNA/IMF
12/15 Reserved for future use
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Message

NM Log Process: Cannot
format log msg. Unknown
subsystem nne (NMCNERR
46)

NMLG FILES mmmm THRU
nnnn SKIPPED. (NMCNMSG
47)

NMLG FILES 0000 THRU
9999 ALL USED, NONE
AVAILABLE FOR NEXT
LOGFILE. (NMCNERR 48)

MainLogMon: NMGLOBAL
file found, purged (not
needed for this
version). (NMCNMSG 49)

NM Log Process: Cannot
access NMCAT.PUB.SYS to
format a log mag.
(NMCNERR 50)

NM Log process: Logging
class nn not configured
for subsystem nn in nn
(NMCNERR 51)

NMCNERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

A request to write a
formatted log message
specifies a subsystem number
outside the bounds 0 <= n <=
15.

NM log files nrmrn thru nnnn
were skipped over when NM
Log Process tried to open a
new disc log file. Files nrmrn
thru nnnn already exist. This
is an information message
only; no error occurred.

NM Log Process finds that
files NMLGOOOO thru
NMLG9999 all already exist.
It is more likely that a
directory problem or an
internal problem exists.

Privileged file
NMGLOBAL . PU B. SYS was
found. This file is not needed
in this version of NMS
software. The file
information is transferred to
the Cold Load area of disc,
and the file is purged.

NM log process could not
openothe message catalog to
format a logging message.

Console message written by
NMS logging server process.
The subsystem has tried to
write a log message to a class
not configured by the
specified configuration file.
The log message is considered
lost.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

This is an internal error. See
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

None.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

None. Informative message.

See "Invalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual.

Stop all instances of that
subsystem from running on
the system. Using NMMGR,
add the specified logging class
under that subsystem ID in
the logging configuration file
of the specified configuration
file, and retry.
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NMDUMP ERROR MESSAGES

NMDUMPERR MESSAGES

3-16

Message

Unable to retrieve text
of message It of set It
from the message
catalog. (NMDUMPERR 0)

Data type must be 1 or
2. (NMDUMPERR 1)

Invalid subsystem ID
entered. (NMDUMPERR 2)

Input must be YES or
NO. (~MDUMPERR 3)

Meaning/Cause

This message is actually not
returned by the message
catalog, but by the program, if
the error message requested to
be returned cannot be
retrieved by the program.

(I) There is no message
catalog, NMCAT. PUB. SYS.

(2) The message catalog is not
valid (corrupt).

(3) The version of the NMS
message catalog on the system
is not compatible with the
current NMS software.

(4)'File system error.

(5) Problem accessing and
retrieving information from
message catalog.

(6) An interna! error in the
NMDUMP program.

User responded incorrectly to
prompt for data type.

User responded incorrectly to
prompt for subsystem 10.

User responded incorrectly to
a prompt requiring a Y or N
answer. "Y", "YES", "y", "yes"
are allowed for Y. "N", "NO",
"n", "no" are allowed for N.

Action

(1,2) Verify that the message
catalog exists and is valid.

(3) Verify that the version of
NMCAT. PUB. SYS is
compatible with the current
NMS software.

(4,5,6) See ''Submitting an SR"
at the beginning of this
manual.

Correct input and re-enter.

Correct input and re-enter.

Correct input and re-enter.
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NMDUMPERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

ERROR - file is not of
log type. (NMDUMPERR 4)

ERROR - file is not of
trace type. (NMDUMPERR
5)

Invalid date and time
string entered.
(NMDUMPERR 6)

Meaning/Cause

User specified that she wanted
to format a log file, but the
input file specified was not
type NLOG.

User specified that she wanted
to format a trace file, but the
input file specified was not
type NTRAC.

( 1) User entered an invalid
date and/or time.

(2) User entered the date
and/or time in improper
format. For files that have
the same starting and
finishing date enter the time
in the form HH:MM, using the
conventions for a 24-hour
clock. (For example, 3:25 PM
is 15:25 on a 25 - hour
clock.) For files that have
different starting and
finishing dates, enter the date
and time in the form
MM/DD/YY, HH:MM (for
example, 7/25/85, 18:30).

Action

(1) Check spelling of file
name.

(2) Check file's type code.

(3) Correct input and
re-enter.

( I) Check spelling of
filename.

(2) Check file's type code.

(3) Correct input and
re-enter.

Correct input and re-enter.

Time not within time
range of file.
(NMDUMPERR 7)

Finishing time earlier
than starting time.
(NMDUMPERR 8)

User entered a date and/or Correct input and re-enter.
time that is beyond the time
range of the input file.

User entered a finishing date Correct input and re-enter.
and time that was earlier than
the starting date and time.

Unable to dynamically
load formatter for
subsystemid!. Will
output this
subsystemid's entries
in dump format.
(NMDUMPWARN 9)

NMDUMP could not
LOADPROC the trace or log
formatter procedure because
the procedure is not in an SL
accessible to NMDUMP.

Obtain a k.nown good copy of
the trace or log formatter
procedures and install them in
SL. PUB.SYS.
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NMDUMPERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

ERROR - unexpected end EOP was reached at an
of input data file. unexpected point in the input
(NMDUMPERR 20) file.

(I) There was a system failure
while tracing/logging was (1) Attempt to re-Iog or
enabled and the file was re-trace the error situation.
closed improperly.

(2) An internal error in the (2) See "Submitting an SR" at -
NMS trace/log facility or the the beginning of this manual.
NMDUMP facility.

(3) Data file has become (3) Attempt to recreate the
corrupt. trace or log file.

ERROR occurred during Bad status was returned from
output of file header. NMWRITE when trying to
(NMDUMPERR 21) output the file header to the

output file.

(I) A file system error (1a) Attempt to find out what
occurred. file system error occurred.

(lb) Rerun NMDUMP and see
if error occurs.

(2) An internal error in (2) Rerun NMDUMP. If the
NMWRITE. same problem occurs. see

t-Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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Message Meaning/Cause Action

No data records, from There were no data records in
the subsystems the input file that had a
selected, were found in subsystem ID which matched
the input file. one of the subsystems selected
(NMDUMPERR 22) by the user.

(1) No records were (I) None
logged/traced to the file from
the selected subsystems.

(2) If the input file is a log (2) Check the logging
file, logging for the configuration portion of
subsystems selected may not NMCONFIG.PUB.SYS to
be enabled. ensure that logging to disc is

enabled for the subsystem(s)
and log class(es) desired. If it
is not, make the appropriate
changes to the configuration
file through
NMMGR.. PUB. SYS.

(3) An internal error in the (3) See '-Submitting an SR." at
NMS trace/log facility or the the beginning of this manual.
NMDUMP facility.
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NMDUMPERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

No data records, from There were no data records in
the subsystem selected, the input file that had a
were found within the subsystem ID which matched
time selected .• one of the subsystems selected
(NMDUMPWARN 23) by the user.

(I) No records were (1) None
logged/traced to the file from
the selected subsystems during
the time range specified.

(2) If the input file is a log (2) Check the logging
file, logging for the configuration portion of
subsystems selected may not NMCONFIG.PUB.SYS to
be enabled. ensure that logging to disc is

enabled for the Btlbsystem(s)
and log claSS<es) desired. If it
is not, make the appropriate
changes to the configuration
file through
NMMGR.PUB.SYS.

(3) An internal error in the (3) See "Submitting an SR" at
NMS trace/log facility or the the beginning of this manual.
NMDUMP facility.

ERROR - invalid data NMDUMP did not find
record in trace file. appropriate data record
(NMDUMPERR 24) information where expected.

(I) There was a system failure (I) Attempt to re-trace the
while tracing was enabled and error situation.
the file was closed
improperly.

(2) An internal error in the (2) See "Submitting an SR" at
NMS trace facility or the the beginning of this manual.
NMDUMP facility.

(3) Data file has become (3) Attempt to recreate the
corrupt. trace file.
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Message Meaning/Cause Action

ERROR - invalid data NMDUMP did not find
record in log file. appropriate data record
(NMDUMPERR 25) information where expected.

(1) There was a system failure (1) Attempt to re-trace the
while logging was enabled and error situation.
the file was closed
improperly.

(2) An internal error in the (2) See '-Submitting an SR" at
NMS log facility or the the beginning of this manual.
NMDUMP facility.

(3) Data file has become (3) Attempt to recreate the
corrupt. log file.

ERROR - invalid trace NMDUMP did not find
data file. (NMDUMPERR appropriate data record
26) header information where

expected.

(1) There was a system failure (1) Attempt to re-trace the
while tracing was enabled and error situation.
the file was closed
improperly.

(2) An internal error in the (2) See "Submitting an SR" at
NMS trace facility or the the beginning of this manual.
NMDUMP facility.

(3) Data file has become (3) Attempt to recreate the
corrupt. trace file.
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NMDUMPERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

3-22

Message

ERROR - invalid log
data file. (NMDUMPERR
21)

EOF was reached on the
output file. The output
listing Is incomplete.
(NMDUMPWARN 28)

ERROR occurred during
output of formatted
data record.
(NMDUMPERR 29)

MeaninllCause

NMDUMP did not find
appropriate data record
header information where
expected.

(1) There was a system failure
while logging was enabled and
the file was closed
improperly.

(2) An intemal error in the
NMS log facility or the
NMDUMP facility.

(3) Data file has become
corrupt.

The output disc file was not
built large enough to hold the
full dump listing.

Bad status was returned from
a subsystem formatter when
trying to output a data record
with the help of NMWRITE.

(1) A file system error
occurred when NMWRITE
was trying to write to the
output file. (A probable file
system error in this case
would be "out of disc space".)

(2) An intemal error in
NMWRITE.

Action

(I) Attempt to re-trace the
error situation.

(2) See "Submitting an SR" in
the front of this manual.

(3) Attempt to recreate the
log file.

(1) Redirect the output to a
non-disc file, or

(2) Increase the number of
records in the output file with
a FILE equation or BUILD
command.

(1a) Verify that the system is
at least NOT "out of space".

(lb) Re-run NMDUMP and
see if the same error occurs.

(2) Re-run NMDUMP. If the
same problem occurs, see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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Message Meaning/Cause Action

Invalid trace (1) An internal error in the (1) No action is actually
destination specified NMS trace facility which needed. NMDUMP recoven
in global header. caused bad data to be written from such an error in the data
Reassigned according to to the data file. file. However, you may wish
file Characteristics. to file an SR regarding the
(NMDUMPWARN 30) trace facility. If so, see

''Submitting an SRu at the
beginning of this manual.

(2) Data file has become (2) No action is actually
corrupt. needed. NMDUMP recovers

from such an error in the data
file. However, you may
attempt to recreate the data
file.

No data records are in If the file is a log file, the
the input file. block word count of the first
(NMDUMPWARN 31) block in the file a 0, or the

record length of the first data
record III O. If the file is a
trace file, the record length of
the first disc trace (start or
continuation) record a O.

(1) No data records were (1) None
logged/traced to the data file.

(2) An internal error occurred (2) See ''Submitting an SRU at
in the NMS trace/log facility the beginning of this manual
or the NMDUMP facility.

(3) Data file has become (3) Attempt to recreate the
corrupt. data file.
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NMDUMPERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

No additional data
records are in the
input file. (NMDUMPWARN
32)

An out-or-range block
length was found. It
was reassigned the
maximum allowable
value, 1024.
(NMDUMPWARN 33)

3-24

Meaning/Cause

If a log file, the block word
count of a block, other than
the first, aD, or the record
length of a data record, other
than the first, =0. If a trace
file, the record length of a
disc tract (start or
continuation) record, other
than the first, aD.

(1) It is the end of file.

(2) An internal error in the
NMS trace/log facility or the
NMDUMP facility.

(3) Data file has become
corrupt.

The block word count of a log
file is beyond the maximum
allowable value. The value
was reassigned by NMDUMP.

(1) An internal error in the
NMS log facility which
caused bad data to be written
to the log data file.

(2) Log data file has become
corrupt.

Action

(1) None

(2) See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this manual.

(3) Attempt to recreate the
data file.

(1) No action is actually
needed. NMDUMP recovers
from such an error in the data
file. However, you may want
to submit an SR regarding the
log facility. If so, see
"Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

(2) No action is actually
needed. NMDUMP recovers
from such an error in the data
file. However, you may
attempt to recreate the data
file.
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Message Meaning/Cause Action

An out-or-range data A data record length (beyond
record length was the maximum allowable
found. It was value) was found in the log
reassigned the maximum file. Its value was reassigned
allowable value. 2046. byNMDUMP.
(NMDUMPWARN 34)

(1) An internal error in the
NMS log facility which (1) No action is actually
caused bad data to be writen needed. NMDUMP recovers
to the log data file. from such an error in the data

file. However, you may wish
to submit an SR regarding the
log facility. If so, see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

(2) Log data file has become (2) No action is actuallu
corrupt. needed. NMDUMP recovers

from such an error in the data
file. However, you may
attempt to recreate the data
file.

An out-of-range start A data record length (beyond
data record length was the maximum allowable
found. It was value) was found in the trace
reassigned the maximum file. Its value was reassigned
allowable value. 8192. byNMDUMP.
(NMDUMPWARN 35)

(1) An internal error in the (1) No action actually needed.
NMS trace facility which NMDUMP recovers from such
caused bad data to be written an error in the data file.
to the trace data file. However, an SR may be filed

against the log facility. Refer
to "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

(2) Trace data file has become (2) No action is actually
corrupt. needed. NMDUMP recovers

from such an error in the data
file. However, you may
attempt to recreate the data
file.
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NMDUMPERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/cause Action

An out-of-range (1) An internal error in the (I) No action is actually
continuaton data record NMS trace facility which needed. NMDUMP recovers
length was found. It caused bad data to be written from such an error in the data
was reassigned the to the trace data file. file. However. an SR may be
maximum allowable filed against the log facility.
value. (NMDUMPWARN 36) Refer to "Submitting an SRIt

at the beginning of this
manual.

(2) Trace data file has become (2) No action is actually
corrupt. needed. NMDUMP recovers

from such an error in the data
file. However. you may
attempt to recreate the data
file.
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THE ERROR INFORMATION SCREEN

The Error Information Screen displays the last error that NMMGR encountered and the associated error
messages, if any. It does not display the prompts that are a result of entering invalid data types in fields.
This screen is displayed when you type ERRORS in the command window of any screen and press I ENTER I.

The most recent sequence of errors is:

Cannot compress NM configuration file. (NMGRERR 24)

Unable to rename old datafile prior to replacement. (NMFSERR 27)

USER IS NOT CREATOR (FSERR 94)

File: NETCONF.PUB.SYS

Figure 3-1. Error Information Screen

In the example shown in Figure 3-1, a user tried to open the NETCONF. PUB. SYS utility used to configure
the DS X.25 link instead of a copy of the NSCONF. NET. SYS configuration file used for the ThickLAN
link. The first line shows the NMMGR error that was originally displayed in the message field of the
Open Configuration File screen. The other error messages displayed are from the NMS File System. In
examining these error messages, the user finds that the file code of the file specified is not correct, which
helps to identify why NMMGR was unable to open the configuration file.

In most cases, the NMMGR error message displayed in the screen message line contains sufficient
information to correct the error and continue operation; you do not need to use the Error Information
Screen. However, if you do not know the cause of the error, or if a more serious error is encountered, you
may use the Error Information Screen to check if there are any other error messages associated with the
NMMGR error. There can be up to five levels of error messages displayed in the Error Information
Screen depending on where in the underlying software the error occurred. An example of the hierarchy
of errors returned by NMS is shown in Figure 3-2. The top level is the NMMGR error message. The
middle levels are from the configuration file access software provided by NMS. It is also used by
subsystems, such as the Network Transport, when accessing the configuration file during operation. In
other cases, there may be an error returned by the MPE File System if there is an error while reading or
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writing the configuration file; or an error may be returned by VPLUS/3000 if there is an error in screen
processing.

Subsystem

NMMGR

NMS
F'ile System

MPE
F'ile System

Error
Returned

NMGRERR

j

NMERR

1
NMF'SERR

F'SERR

Figure 3-Z. The Hierarchy of Errors

Once you have the NMS error message name and number, you refer to the appropriate table in this section
for the cause and recovery of any NMS error messages from the upper two levels of the hierarchy. If the
error is returned by another subsystem, such as F'SERRs, CIERRs, or other non-Node-Management errors,
see the appropriate reference manual for MPE or associated subsystems. F'SERRs are not listed in this
manual.
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NMERR MESSAGES

Node Management Error Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Invalid parameter The caller of an NMS See ·'Submitting an SRII at the
specified. (NMERR 1) procedure has passed an beginning of this manual.

invalid value for one or more
of the parameters.

Invalid SubsystemID The caller of an NMS See USubmitting an SRII at the
parameter. (NMERR 2) procedure has passed an beginning of this manual.

invalid value for the
parameter SubsystemlD.
Returned by
NMOPENTRACE,
NMOPENLOG,
NMGETTRACEID,
NMVERSCHECK. This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.

Inval id UserID The caller of an NMS See IlSubmitting an SRII at the
parameter. (NMERR 3) procedure has passed an beginning of this manual.

invalid value for the
parameter UserlD. Returned
by NMOPENTRACE,
NMGETTRACEID This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.

Invalid TraceElement The caller of an NMS See ''Submitting an SRu at the
parameter. (NMERR 5) procedure passed an invalid beginning of this manual.

value to the the TraceElement
parameter. Returned by
NMOPENTRACE,
NMGETTRACE This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Invalid Dest parameter. The caller of an NMS See "Submitting an SRu at the
(NMERR 6) procedure passed an invalid beginning of this manual.

value to the Dest parameter.
Returned by
NMOPENTRACE. This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.

Invalid TraceID The caller of an NMS See "Submitting an SR" at the
parameter. (NMERR 7) procedure passed an invalid beginning of this manual.

value to the TracelD
parameter. Returned by
NMWRITETRACE»
NMCLOSETRACE. This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.

Invalid InfoMode The caller of an NMS See "Submitting an SR" at the
parameter. (NMERR 8) procedure passed an invalid beginning of this manual.

value to the InfoMode
parameter. Returned by
NMWRITETRACE. This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.

Invalid Mode parameter. The caller of an NMS See "Submitting an SR" at the
(NMERR 9) procedure passed an invalid beginning of this manual.

value to the Mode parameter.
Returned by
NMWRITETRACE,
NMCLOSETRACE,
NMOPENLOG,
NMWRITELOG,
NMCLOSELOG. This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.
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r

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Invalid fileName~ The caller of an NMS
RecordSize t and/or procedure passed an invalid
fileSize parameter. value to the FileName,
(NMERR 10) RecordSize, and/or FileSize

parameters. Returned by
NMOPENTRACE,
NMCONFOPEN.

1. An invalid file name, 1. Correct and retry.
record size, or filesize was
specified by the user in a
CI command, subsystem
command, or NMMGR
screen or in a configuration
file.

2. One or more of these 2. See "Submitting an SRnat
parameters are being passed the beginning of this
incorrectly by the calling manual.
subsystem.

Invalid LogID The caller of an NMS See nSubmitting an SR" at the
parameter. (NMERR 11) procedure passed an invalid beginning of this manual.

value to the LogID
parameter. Returned by
NMWRITELOG,
NMCLOSELOG. This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.

Invalid LogClass The caller of an NMS See nSubmitting an SR" at the
parameter. (NMERR 12) procedure passed an invalid beginning of this manual.

value to the LogClass
parameter. Returned by
NMWRITELOG. This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.

Invalid LogDataMode The caller of an NMS See "Submitting an SRII at the
parameter. (NMERR 13) procedure passed an invalid beginning of this manual.

value to the LogDataMode
parameter. Returned by
NMWriteLog. This is usually
an internal error in the
calling subsystem.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Unable to create new Returned by: See "NMS Utility Error" at
datafile. (NMERR 15) NMCONFOPEN. the beginning of this manual.

NMCONFOPEN detected an
error on MIDASOPEN,
attempted on the user's stack,
on a new file that was to be
created. A File System error
occurred. (Normal File
System restrictions apply
when creating NM files.)

Unable to open the Returned by:
datafile. (NMERR 16) NMCONFOPEN or

NMOPENTRACE.

1. A File System error 1. See uNMS Utility Error" at
occurred. (Normal File the beginning of this manual.
System restrictions apply
when accessing NM files.)

2. An internal error 2. See "Submitting an SRuat
occurred. the beginning of this manual.

Unable to close the Returned by:
datafile. (NMERR 17) NMCONFCLOSE or

NMOPENTRACE.

1. For NMCONFCLOSE, 1. See "Submitting an SRuat
NMFILE detected an error on the beginning of this manual.
MIDASCLOSE.

2. For NMOPENTRACE, an 2. If these are not the
error occurred on an problem, then see
FCLOSE call that was uSubmitting an SR" at the
trying to save the new trace beginning of this manual.
file as a permanent file.
Usually this is due to such
file system errors as: user
out of disc space, user lacks
SF (save files) capability,
directory out of space.
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Message Meaning/Cause Action

Unable to write to I. Returned by: I. See IINMS Utility Errorll at
datafile. (NMERR 18) NMCONFADDATA, the beginning of this

NMCONFUPDATEDATA, manual. See IICorrupt
NMCONFRENAMEPATH, Configuration File" at the
NMCONFADDPATH, beginning of this manual.
NMCONFPURGEDATA,
NMCONFPURGEPATH.
NMFILE detected file
system or configuration file
error while processing
write request.

2. Returned by: 2. If error persists and no
NMOPENTRACE, File System error is
NMWRITETRACE, detectable, then do the
NMCLOSETRACE, following: see "Submitting
NMWRITELOG, an SR" at the beginning of
NMCLOSELOG. NMS this manual.
Tracing or Logging could
not write to a trace or log
file. Check for File System
errors such as out of file,
group, account, or system
disc space, or I/O errors.

Unable to read from Returned by: See "NMS Utility Error" at
datafile. (NMERR 19) NMCONFGETDATA, the beginning of this manual

NMCONFNEXTPATH, or "Corrupt Configuration
NMCONFDATALENGTH, File" at the beginning of this
NMCONFFILEINFO. manual.
NMFILE detected file system
or configuration file error
while processing a read
request.

Unable to obtain data Returned by: See "Insufficient MPE
segment for tracing. NMOPENTRACE. Main Resourcesll at the beginning of
(NMERR 20) NMLogMon was unable to get this manual.

an extra data segment, or if
internal tracing was specified,
was unable to lock the extra
data segment it did get.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Must have 1 <= data A call to See "Submitting an SRII at the
length <= 8192 bytes. NMCONFADDDATA or beginning of this manual.
(NMERR 21) NMCONFUPDATEDATA

cannot send more than 8192
bytes of data. This is
probably an internal error in
the calling subsystem.

Multiple accesses to a The trace entity passed to
trace entity are not NMOPENTRACE is a
supported. (NMERR 25) duplicate trace entry. NMS

tracing will not support
multiple NMOPENTRACE
calls for the same trace
entity. A trace entity is a
unique combination of the
parameters SubSystemID,
TraceElement, and
TraceType.

I. A user entered a command l. Do not request a trace
requesting a particular when that trace is already
kind of trace when this active.
trace is already active.

2. An internal error has 2. See USubmitting an SR" at
occurred. the beginning of this manual.

Trace entity is not A request was made for the See "Submitting an SRu at the
currently being traced. TraceID of a trace entity that beginning of this manual.
(NMERR 26) is not currently active.

Returned by
NMGETTRACEID. (A trace
entity is composed of a
SubSystemID, TraceElement,
and TraceType).

Request can not be A nowait type request cannot Normally this is not an error
completed immediately. be processed immediately. condition.
(NMERR 27) Returned by some of the

NMnnTRACE and
NMnnLOG procedures when
the MODE parameter is set to
1 (nowait mode) and NMS
Tracing or NMS Logging
cannot process the request
immediately.
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Message

Subsystem not
configured in logging
configuration. (NMERR
28)

LogClass not configured
in configuration file.
(NMERR 29)

Unable to reposition
trace to beginning of
file. (NMERR 31)

This program may not be
run as a user process.
(NMERR 32)

Unable to access
logging configuration
file. (NMERR 33)

NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Returned by: NMOPENLOG
or NMOPENLOG2. The
SubSystemID passed to the
open log intrinsic cannot be
found in the LOGGING part
of NMCONFIG.PUB.SYS
(NMOPENLOG) or the
specified config file
(NMOPENLOG2). 1. The
subsystem has not been
configured for logging, or the
entry is spelled wrong. or the
configuration file has been
corrupted.

NMS logging cannot find the
specified log class in the
config file
NMCONFIG.PUB.SY&
Returned by NMWRITELOG.
The log class specified for the
calling subsystem is not
configured correctly in
NMCONFIG.PUB.SY&

FCONTROL 5 failed.

User attempted to RUN one of
the NMS program files that
are not allowed to be RUN.
These program files include
LINKMGR.PUB.SYS,
NMFILE.PUB.SYS,
NMLOGMON.PUB.SYS.
PCMANAGE.PUB.SYS

Returned by: NMOPENLOG
or NMOPENLOG2. An
unexpected error occurred
while NMS logging was trying
to read the logging
configuration data in
NMCONFIG.PUB.SYS
(NMOPENLOG) or the
specified config file
(NMOPENLOG 2).

Node Management Error Messages

Action

Manually check the
configuration file using
NMMGR and ensure the
logging entry for that
subsystem is configured
properly. Refer to the
appropriate reference manual
for assistance.

Use NMMGR to manually
check and correct the logging
configuration in
NMCONFIG. PUB.SYS. Make
sure the class name is spelled
correctly. Refer to the
appropriate reference manual
for assistance.

See IISubmitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

None.

See IICorrupt Configuration
Filell at the beginning of this
manual.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Invalid reference Condition code I~U returned See ''Submitting an SR" at the
parameter specified. from an internal"data beginning of this manual.
(NMERR 34) segment movell routine within

the parameter-copying
routines of NMFI LE. One of
the move routines between
data segments (MBFDS,

.-
MFDS, MBTDS, MTDS)
returned a bad condition
code. An attempt to write to
this parameter would cause a
bounds violation. Returned
by:

NMCONFOPEN,
NMCONFGETDATA,
NMCONFNEXTPATH,
NMCONFDATALENGTH,
NMCONFFILEINFO,
NMCONFGETERROR,
NMCONFADDATA,
NMCONFUPDATEDAT~

NMCONFPURGEDATA,
NMCONFADDPATH,
NMCONFPURGEPATH,
NMCONFRENAMEPATH.
Also returned by
NMMONSTARTREQ,
NMOPENLINK,
NMMANAGELINK,
NMLINKINFO, and
NMLINKDIAL. These are
internal errors.
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Message Meaning/Cause Action

Internal error: Invalid Condition code Il~' returned See ''Submitting an SR" at the
data segment number. from an internal data segment beginning of this manual.
(NMERR 35) move routine within the

parameter copying portions of
NMFILE. One of the move
routines between data
segments (MBFDS, MFDS,
MBTDS, MTDS) returned a
bad condition code. An
invalid DST number was
specified. Returned by:

NMCONFOPEN, See "Submitting an SR" at the
NMCONFGETDATA, beginning of this manual.
NMCONFNEXTPATH,
NMCONFDATALENGTH,
NMCONFFILEINFO,
NMCONFGETERROR,
NMCONFADDATA,
NMCONFUPDATEDATA,
NMCONFPURGEDATA,
NMCONFADDPATH,
NMCONFPURGEPATH,
NMCONFRENAMEPATH.
Also returned by
NMMONSTARTREQ,
NMOPENLINK,
NMMANAGELINK,
NMLINKINFO, and
NMLINKDIAL. These are
internal errors.

Unable to find port for Returned by See IlInvalid Software
NM Monitor process. NMMONADDID, Installationll at the beginning
(NMERR 36) NMMONADDID2, and of this manual. See

NMMONMAINTREQ. IlSubmitting an SRIl at the
NMMON does not have an beginning of this manual.
entry in Port Dictionary.
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Message

Calls from split stack
are not supported.
(NMERR 31)

Parameter length out of
range. (NMERR 38)

System shutdown in
progress. Can't
complete request.
(NMERR 39)
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Meaning/Cause

Returned by
NMMONADDID,
NMMONSTARTREQ,
NMMONMAINTREQ,
NMOPENLINK,
NMCLOSELINK,
NMMANAGELINK,
NMLINKINFO,
NMLINKDIAL, and
NMADDID2. Also, all
NMCONF intrinsics return
this.

Attempt to call above
procedures in Split stack.
Caused by an internal
problem, or bad software
installation.

Returned by
NMMONSTARTREQ and
NMOPENLINK. Length
given for string parameter
negative or too long. Caused
by an internal problem, or bad
software· installation.

Returned by
NMMONADDID,
NMMONSTARTREQ,
NMMONMAINTREQ,
NMOPENLINK,
NMCLOSELINK,
NMMANAGELINK,
NMCONFOPEN,
NMLINKINFO and
NMLINKDIAL. NMMON,
NMFILE and Link Manager
are in the process of shutting
down.

Action

See "Invalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual. See
c'Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

See UInvalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual. See
''Submitting an SRu at the
beginning of this manual.

None. This is normally not
an error condition.



Message

Port table full.
Unable to expand
capacity. (NMERR 40)

Port identifier not
found in port table.
(NMERR 41)

Unable to create
specified system
process. (NMERR 42)

Unable to obtain data
segment for port.
(NMERR 43)

Unable to create IPC
port. (NMERR 44)

Add to NM Monitor port
table failed. (NMERR
45)

NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Returned by
NMMONADDID,
NMMONADDID2. NMMON
cannot expand its DL DB area
to accomodate addition.
Internal problem, or bad
software installation.

Returned by
NMMONDELETEID. Port
ID to be deleted does not exist
in NMMON's table,
NMMONADDID was not
called for this ID. Caused by
an internal problem, or bad
software installation.

Returned by
NMMONSTARTREQ. Error
calling CREATEPROCESS
intrinsic. Caused by not
enough MPE resources in
system, an internal error, a
loader error, or bad software
installation.

Returned by NMOPENLINK.
Link Manager found an error
calling procedure
INITPORTDST'.

Returned by NMOPENLINK.
Link Manager found an error
calling CREATEPORT.

Returned by NMOPENLINK.
Error calling procedure
NMMONADDID (see
NMERR 40 above). Caused
by an internal error, or bad
software installation.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

See IIlnvalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual. See
IISubmitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Invalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual. See
IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Insufficient MPE
Resources" at the beginning of
this manual. See "Invalid
Software Installation" at the
beginning of this manual. See
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Insufficient MPE
Resources" at the beginning of
this manual. See "Invalid
Software Installation" at the
beginning of this manual. See
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Invalid Software
InstallationII at the beginning
of this manual. See
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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Message

Add to I PC port
dictionary failed.
(NMERR 46)

Unable to access
message catalog
NMCAT.PUB.SYS. (NMERR
47)

Unable to open $STDIN
for process. (NMERR 48)

Unable to open $STDLIST
for process. (NMERR 49)

Unable to find port for
Link Manager process.
(NMERR 50)

Length of data to be
logged not in range 1
<= LogDataSize <= 2034
bytes. (NMERR 51)
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Returned by NMOPENLINK.
Error calling procedure
DICTADD to add Link
Manager in Port Dictionary.
Caused by an internal error,
or bad software installation.

Returned by Version
Checking Routines. Unable
to FOPEN file
NMCAT.PUB.SYS. Caused
by a bad software installation.

Returned by NMOPENLINK.
Unable to FOPEN $STDIN
for Link Manager process.
Caused by an internal error.

Returned by NMOPENLINK.
Unable to FOPEN $STDLIST
for Link Manager process.
Caused by an internal error.

Returned by NMOPENLINK.
Link Manager does not have
an entry in Port Dictionary.
Caused by an internal
problem, or bad software
installation.

Probably an internal error.
Returned by NMWriteLog.
Caller has requested that
either too much or too little
data be logged by NMS
logging.

Action

See "Invalid Software
Installationll at the beginning
of this manual. See
"Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

See IIlnvalid Software
Installationll at the beginning
of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Invalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual. See
''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.



Message

Invalid NMCONF
pathname.
Non-printable
characters not allowed.
(NMERR 53)

Invalid transaction
number. (NMERR 54)

NMTC files 0000 thru
9999 all used, none
available for next
tracefile. (NMERR 55)

Invalid infolen, must
be in range: 1 <=
infolen <= 8. (NMERR
56)

Duplicate identifier
already exists. (NMERR
51)

NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Returned by most NMCONF
intrinsics. Caller has sent
NMCONF intrinsic a
pathname with non-printable
character(s). May be a
subsystem problem.

Returned by most of the
NMCONF procedures.

NMS Trace finds that files
NMTCOOOO thru NMTC9999
all already exist. It is more
likely that a directory
problem or an internal
problem exists.

Returned by:
NMCONFFILEINFO.

Returned by:
NMCONFADDPATH,
NMCONFRENAMEPATH.
NMFILE detected NMFSERR
21 on MIDASADDPATH.

1. User of configuration
program entered erroneous
information.

2. Configuration file has
internal error.

3. Internal software error.

Node Management Error Messages

Recovery

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. Enter corect data
specifications.

2. See "Corrupt Configuration
File" at the beginning of this
manual.

3. See "Submitting an SRIt at
the beginning of this manual.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Recovery

Unable to find Returned by:
identifier in path NMCONFGETDATA,
name. (NMERR 58) NMCONFADDPATH,

NMCONFPURGEPATH,
NMCONFNEXTPATH,
NMCONFADDDATA,
NMCONFUPDATEDATA
NMCONFDATALENGTH,
NMCONFRENAMEPATH,
NMCONFPURGEDATA.
NMFILE detected NMFSERR
9.

1. Erroneous pathname. 1. Enter correct pathname.

2. Configuration database 2. See "Corrupt Configuration
has internal error. File" at the beginning of this

manual.

3. Internal error. 3. See l'Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

Path depth < minimum or Returned by: See "Submitting an SRIt at the
) maximum allowed. NMCONFNEXTPATH. beginning of this manual.
(NMERR 59) Procedure received a path

depth < 0, or> 256.
Returned by:
NMCONFADDDATA,
NMCONFUPDATEDAT~

NMCONFGETDATA,
NMCONFDATALENGTH,
NMCONFPURGEDATA,
NMCONFRENAMEPATH,
NMCONFPURGEPATH,
NMCONFADDPATH.
Procedure received a path
depth < 1, or > 256. Internal
error in the calling program.
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Message

Unable to find NM Log
Monitor. (NMERR 60)

DB register at
absolute. (NMERR 61)

NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd~

Meaning/Cause

An NM Trace or Logging
procedure is unable to locate
the server trace or log process
(NMLogMon). Returned by
NMOPENTRACE,
NMGETTRACEID,
NMWRITETRACE
NMCLOSETRACE,
NMOPENLOG,
NMWRITELOG,
NMCLOSELOG, and by the
SHOWNMLOG CI command.

1. The trace or log server
process creation failed at
system startup due to a bad
software installation, a
loader error, or an internal
error.

2. An =SHUTDOWN or
NMMAINT,SHUTDOWN
has been executed prior to
the Trace or Logging
procedure call. The server
process has already shut
down. This is not an error
condition.

Caller's DB register is at an
absolute DB location
(WHERES'DB returned a <
condition code). This is not
allowed in the called
procedure. Returned by those
trace and log procedures that
can otherwise be called in
split stack mode.

This is probably an internal
error by the calling
subsystem.

Node Management Error Messages

Recovery

1. See "Invalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual. See
"Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

2. None

See ''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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Message

NM trace dictionary
table is full. (NMERR
62)

NM log table is full.
(NMERR 63)

Specified file is a
system file. (NMERR 64)

Specified file is a
back referenced file.
(NMERR 65)
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

An unexpectedly large
number of NMOPENTRACE
calls have been made, each
specifying a different
combination of SubSystemID,
TraceType, and
TraceElement. If this is being
done by user request, turn off
some of the traces, then retry.
If this is not being done by
user request, then this is an
internal error.

An unexpectedly large
number of NMOPENTRACE
calls have been made, each
specifying internal memory
tracing or a different
destination filename. If this
is being done by user request,
turn off some of the traces,
then retry. If this is not
being done by user request,
then this is an internal error.

The file name (FileName)
parameter of the
NMOPENTRACE procedure
contains a system file name
(the first ASCII character is
U$"). User specified an
incorrect filename either in
the command that starts
tracing, or in the
configuration file.

The file name (FileName)
parameter of the
NMOPENTRACE procedure
contains a back referenced
file name (the first ASCII
character is n<tn). User
specified an incorrect
filename either in the
command that starts trace for
that subsystem, or in
configuration file for that
subsystem.

Recovery

See nSubmitting an SRnat the
beginning of this manual.

See ''Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

Specify a valid file name and
retry.

Specify a valid file name and
retry.



Message

User logging entries
are not available.
(NMERR 67)

Unable to create the
trace process. (NMERR
69)

Unable to initialize
the trace process.
(NMERR 70)

NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

The LogBuf XDS used for a
particular NMS trace file or
for NMS logging has no more
available entries to add one
more user. An additional
entry is used for tracing
whenever additional traces
are requested to go to an
existing open trace file. An
additional entry is used for
logging whenever a subsystem
opens a log file.

I. The user has requested an
unexpectedly large number of
concurrent traces to go to the
same trace file.

2. An internal error has
occurred.

The tracing subsystem is
unable to create a trace server
process for the
NMOPENTRACE request
(NMMONSTARTREQ failed).

The tracing subsystem is
unable to initialize the trace
server process for the
NMOPENTRACE request
(unable to create a port,
acquire a data segment, etc. ).

Node Management Error Messages

Recovery

I. Turn off some of the
traces and retry.

2. See "Submitting an SRIt at
the beginning of this
manual.

See "Invalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual. See
"Insufficient MPE Resources"
at the beginning of this
manual. See "Submitting an
SR" at the beginning of this
manual.

See "Invalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual. See
"Insufficient MPE Resources"
at the beginning of this
manual. See ''Submitting an
SR" at the beginning of this
manual.
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Message

logging has stopped.
(NMERR 71)

This command has no
parameter. (NMERR 72)

Invalid logging
configuration file.
(NMERR 73)

NM Log dictionary table
is full. (NMERR 74)
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

An I/O error or File System
error occured earlier and
logging is not currently
happening. Returned by
NMOPENLOG.

Parameters were specified for
an NMS command that does
not requre any parameters.
Returned by SHOWNMLOG,
RESUMENMLOG, and
SWITCHNMLOG.

User entered parameters for
an NMS CI'command
SHOWNMLOG,SWITCHNMLOG,or
RESUMENMLOG.

Returned by: NMOPENLOG,
NMOPENLOG2,
NMCONFIG.PUB.SYS
(NMOPENLOG) or the
specified config file
(NMOPENLOG 2) contains
invalid logging configuration
data.

Network management logging
facility has a log dictionary
table with a fixed number of
available entries. If no free
entries are available to
complete the caller request
this error message is returned.

1. Incompatible software
versions installed.

2. Internal error.

Recovery

Enter the SHOWNMLOG
command to find out the
status of the log file and the
type of error. Correct the
error, and restart logging with
a RESUMENMLOG or a
SWITCHNMLOG command.
Then retry the action that led
to this error.

Enter the command name
alone without any other text
on the $STDIN or $STDINX
record.

See "Corrupt Configuration
File" at the beginning of this
manual.

1. See "Invalid Software
InstallationU at the beginning
of this manual.

2. See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this manual.



NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Node Management Error Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Recovery

Data i8 already Returned by: If data base corruption is
associated with this NMCONFADDDATA. suspected, then see ItNMS
identifier. (NMERR 75) NMFILE detected NMFSERR UTILITY ERRORS" at the

12. Attempt to add data to a beginning of this manual. If
path location where data an internal error is suspected,
already exists. This may not then see "Submitting an SR"
necessarily be an error if the at the beginning of this
calling program is trying to manual.
determine if data already
exists at that location. This
could also be caused by data
base corruption, or by an
internal error.

File associated with Returned by: If an internal error is
this transaction is not NMCONFUNLOCKFILE. suspected, do the following:
locked. (NMERR 76) NMFILE determined that an see "Submitting an SRIt at the

NMCONFUNLOCKFILE was beginning of this manual.
attempted on a transaction
without a corresponding
NMCONFLOCKFILE. This is
not necessarily an error if the
intent of the caller was to
determine the lock status of
the file. This could also be
caused by an internal error.

File associated with Returned by: Wait until the file is unlocked
this transaction is NMCONFADDDATA, by the other user(s) before
locked. (NMERR 77) NMCONFUPDATEDATA, proceeding.

NMCONFPURGEDATA,
NMCONFADDPATH,
NMCONFPURGEPATH,
NMCONFRENAMEPATH.
Attempt to write to a locked
file.
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Message

No data associated with
this identifier.
(NMERR 78)

Buffer length parameter
out of allowable range.
(NMERR 82)

Transaction table is
full. (NMERR 83)

Data structures
internal error in
NMFILE (NMERR 85)

Invalid path type
value, must be 1 or 2.
(NMERR 90)

Unable to purge
datafile. (NMERR 92)
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Meaning/Cause

Returned by:
NMCONFGETDATA,
NMCONFDATALENGTH,
NMCONFPURGEDATA,
NMCONFUPDATEDATA.
NMFILE detected NMFSERR
I 8. This may not be an error
if the call to these procedures
was using this return to test if
data was associated with the
identifier. If it was an error,
it could be due to corruption
of the database.

Returned by
NMCONFGETDATA.
Length parameter is longer
than maximum allowed.
Probable internal error by
caller.

Returned by:
NMCONFOPEN. NMFILE
cannot open a new file
because the maximum
allowable transaction has been
reached. This is probably due
to corruption of the
configuration data file.

Returned by most NMCONF
procedures in NMFILE.
Internal error.

Returned by:
NMCONFNEXTPATH.
NMCONFNEXTPATH
detected invalid path type
value. Internal error by the
calling subsystem.

Returned by
NMCONFPURGE. File
system error.

Recovery

If file corruption is suspected,
then: See "Corrupt
Configuration File" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. Retry later.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See IlSubmiUing an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Try to purge the file from a
CI session, and note the error.
Correct this and retry.



Message

No identifiers beyond
this point in datafile.
(NMERR 94)

Read truncated to
capacity of buffer.
(NMERR 95)

File code mismatch.
(NMERR 96)

Unable to find port for
NMFILE process.
(NMERR 97)

NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Returned by:
NMCONFNEXTPATH.
NMFILE detected warning
NMFSWARN 23, in
MIDASNEXTPATH. This
may not be an error if the
caller's intention is to search
the data file. Otherwise it
might indicate corruption of
the file.

Returned by:
NMCONFGETDATA.
NMFILE detected
NMFWARN 19 on
MIDASGETDATA. This is
probably an internal error by
the calling subsystem.

Returned by:
NMCONFOPEN. NMFILE
detected NMFSWARN 6 on
MIDASOPEN.

1. Trying to open a file
which is not a valid
configuration file.

2. Corruption of file.

3. Internal error.

Returned by all NMCONF
procedures. Error detected on
DICTSEND to NMFILE.

Node Management Error Messages

Recovery

If file corruption is suspected,
then: see "Corrupt
Configuration File" at the
beginning of this manual. If
this is not a problem, it may
be due to incompatible
software modules, or an
internal error by the calling
subsystem. See "Invalid
Software Installation" at the
beginning of this manual. See
''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. Check to see if the file is
configuration file.

2. See "Corrupt Configuration
File" at the beginning of this
manual.

3. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See ltSubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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Message

SUBSYSTEM DOES NOT
SUPPORT VERSION
CHECKING. (NMERR 100)

FIX LEVELS DIFFER IN
ONE OR MORE MODULES.
(NMERR 101)
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Returned by
NMVERSCHECK. Coding
error by caller of
NMVERSCHECK. The
SUBSYSID parameter must
refer to a subsystem number
that has a second level version
cross check routine.

Returned by
NMSUBSYSVERS)
SUBSYSOVERS) other
subsystem level 2 version
check procedures. There is a
version mismatch between the
various modules of the
subsystem.

1. Incorrect software
installation.

2. Someone has RESTOREd
one or more of the subsystem)s
modules from a backup tape
that had a different version)
but either did not restore all
of the modules and/or did not
bring in the SL modules.

3. Someone has LOADed the
system from a backup tape
that had a different version
of software) but did not also
RESTORE other necessary
modules.

Action

See IIInvalid Software
Installation)" and "Submitting
an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.

1. Get a known good
installation tape) and follow
the installation procedures
carefully.

2. To correctly go back to an
earlier version on a backup
tape) the tape must be a
SYSDUMP tape) and you must
load the system from the tape
to bring in the SL modules,
and RESTORE all of the
PUB. SYS modules.

3. Correct as in 2 above.



NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Node Management Error Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Action

UPDATE LEVELS DIFFER IN There is a version mismatch
ONE OR MORE MODULES. between the various modules
(NMERR 102) of the Node Management

Services subsystem. Returned
byNMVERS.

1. Incorrect installation of 1. Get a known good
NMS software. installation tape, and follow

the installation procedures
carefully.

2. Someone has RESTOREd one 2. To correctly go back to an
or more of the NMS PUB.SYS earlier version on a backup
modules from a backup tape tape, the tape must be a
that had a different version SYSDUMP tape, and you must
of NMS, but either did not LOAD the system from the
restore all of the PUB. SYS tape to bring in the SL
modules and/or did not bring modules, and RESTORE all of
in the SL modules. the PUB.SYS modules.

3. Someone has LOADed the 3. Correct as in 2 above.
system from a backup tape
that had a different version
of NMS software, but did not
also RESTORE the NMS
PUB. SYS modules.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

VERSION LEVELS DIFFER There is a version mismatch
IN ONE OR MORE MODULES. between the various modules
(NMERR 103) of the Node Management

Services subsystem. Returned
byNMVERS.

1. Incorrect installation of 1. Get a known good
NMS software. installation tape, and follow

the installation procedures
carefully.

2. Someone has RESTOREd 2. To correctly go back to an
one or more of the NMS earlier version on a backup
PUB. SYS modules from a tape, the tape must be a
backup tape that had a SYSDUMP tape, and you must
different version of NMS, but LOAD the system from the
either did not restore all of tape to bring in the SL
the PUB. SYS modules and/or modules, and RESTORE all of
did not bring in the SL the PUB. SYS modules.
modules.

3. Someone has LOADed the 3. Correct as in 2 above.
subsystem from a backup tape
that had a different version
of NMS software, but did not
also RESTORE the NMS
PUB. SYS modules.

ONE OR MORE SUBSYSTEM Returned by Get a known good installation
MODULES ARE MISSING. NMSUBSYSVERS, tape and follow the
(NMERR 104) SUBSYSOVERS, other installation procedures

subsystem level 2 version carefully. Run
check procedures. A module NMAINT. PUB. SYS to see
required for normal operation which module is missing.
of the subsystem is missing.
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Node Management Error Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Action

ONE OR MORE SUBSYSTEM Returned by
MODULES ARE INVALID. NMSUBSYSVERS,
(NMERR 105) SUBSYSOVERS, or other

subsystem level 2 version
check procedures. An error
has occurred trying to read
the version ID of one or more
of the subsystem's modules.

1. An I/O error, disc error, or 1. Correct this problem and
similar error has prevented retry.
reading the version stamp
correctly.

2. Some of the program files 2. Install these files properly.
and data files have the
version stamp located in the
last user label record.
Perhaps the file was copied
without copying its user label
records properly. For NMS,
these files include NMMGR.
NMMGRF. NMDUMP. and
NMCAT.

3. There is a mismatch in 3. Install a consistent version
versions between the of the subsystem software and
subsystem version check try again.
procedure and one or more of
the subsystem's other modules;
and the method for reading
the lJersionid for that
module has changed across
these versions.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action ~

MODULE'FLAGS parameter The MODULE FLAGS MODE See "Submitting an SRIt at the
invalid. (NMERR 106) field (bits 7:6) is not in the beginning of this manual.

range 0 to 5, or the TYPE
field (bits 13:3) is not in the
range 0 to 2. Returned by
NMSUBSYSVERS,
SUBSYSOVERS, and other
subsystem level 2 version
check procedures. Probable
internal error by caller.

FLAGS options are Some mutually incompatible See '-Submitting an SRII at the
incompatible. (NMERR option bits were set in the beginning of this manual.
107) FLAGS parameter. Returned

by NMSUBSYSVERS,
SUBSYSOVERS, and other
subsystem level 2 version
check procedures.

UNABLE TO CREATE THE A non-zero result code was
LINK MANAGER PROCESS. returned by
(NMERR 130) NMMONSTARTREQ to

NMOPENLINK. Returned by
~NMOPENLINK. ,

1. Loader error trying to load 1. Try to ALLOCATE
the link manager program LINKMGR.PUB.SYS(or
file. (For the PC Link PCMANAGE.PUB.SYS for
Manager, file: the PC links manager). If this
PCMANAGE.PUB.SYS; for fails, correct the problem
other links, file: according to the error
LINKMGR. PUB. SYS. messages given. If this

succeeds, retry the action that
led to the problem. If this
error reoccurs, follow steps 2
and 3 below.
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2. Insufficient MPE resources.

3. Internal error.

2. See ulnsufficient MPE
Resourcesuat the beginning of
this manual.

3. See l'Submitting an SRIt at
the beginning of this manual.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

r
Message Meaning/Cause Action

INVALID ITEM DETECTED Error reading and/or See "Corrupt Configuration
IN CONFIGURATION interpreting data from File" at the beginning of this
RECORD. (NMERR 131) configuration file. Returned manual.

by NMOPENLINK.

LINK IN EXCLUSIVE USE Link has already been opened
BY ANOTHER SUBSYSTEM. by another process. Returned
(NMERR 132) by NMOPENLINK.

1. Another process has this 1. Shut down the other
link opened. process to free the link.

2. A link manager process 2. See "Submitting an SR" at
that had this link previously the beginning of this manual.
did not close it when If possible, include a memory
expected. This is an internal dump with the SR.
error.

LINK MUST BE IN USE NMOPENLINK has not been See "Submitting an SR" at the
BEFORE EXECUTING called successfully yet. beginning of this manual.
FUNCTION. (NMERR 134) Returned by

NMCLOSELINK,

~
NMMANAGELINK,
NMLINKINFO, and
NMLINKDIAL. This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.

REQUIRED ITEMS MISSING Error reading data from See "Corrupt Configuration
IN CONFIGURATION configuration file. Returned File" at the beginning of this
RECORD. (NMERR 135) by NMOPENLINK. manual.

Configuration file is not
valid.

PARAMETER INFORMATION Information buffer given by See "Submitting an SR" at the
EXCEEDS PERMISSABLE caller exceeds 128 words in beginning of this manual.
LENGTH. (NMERR 136) length. Returned by

NMMANAGELINK and
NMLINKDIAL. This is
usually an internal error in
the calling subsystem.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

LINK MUST BE ACTIVATED NMOPENLINK has not been See "Submitting an SRu at the
BEFORE EXECUTING exec~ted successfully for this beginning of this manual.
FUNCTION. (NMERR 137) link. Returned by

NMCLOSELINK,
NMMANAGELINK,
NMLINKINFO and
NMLINKDIAL This is usually
an internal error in the
calling subsystem.

OPEN REQUEST TO Call to procedure COPEN Read the CS error number
COMMUNICATIONS BOARD failed. CS error is logged. from the NMLog (check
FAILED. (NMERR 140) Returned by NMOPENLINK. NMCONFIG. PUB. SYS to see

where SUB0008 CLASOOOO
log messages are sent.)
Correct the CS error and
retry.

CLOSE REQUEST TO Call to procedure CCLOSE Read the CS error number
COMMUNICATIONS BOARD failed. CS error is logged. from the NMLog (check
FAILED. (NMERR 141) Returned by NMCONFIG.PUB.SYS to see

NNMCLOSELINK. where SUB0008 CLASOOOO
log messages are sent.)
Correct the CS error.

STATUS REQUEST TO Call to procedure
COMMUNICATIONS BOARD TRAN'GETINFO failed.
FAILED. (NMERR 142) Returned by NMLINKINFO.

1. Bad software installation. 1. See "Invalid Software
Make sure that the versions of Installation" at the beginning
NMS software and port of this manual.
translator software are
compatible.

2. An internal error occurred. 2. See "Submitting an SRI! at
the beginning of this manual.
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Node Management Error Messages

l\'lessage Meaning/Cause Action

CONTROL REQUEST TO Call to procedure
COMMUNICATIONS BOARD CCONTROL or similar
FAILED. (NMERR 143) control procedure failed.

Returned by NMOPENLINK
and NMMANAGELINK.

1. Possible hardware or line 1. The CS error number
problems, detectable by CS. might be accessible by the

SHOWCOM command. Correct
and retry.

2. Bad software installation. 2. See "Invalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual.

3. An internal error occurred. 3. See 'Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

UNABLE TO INITIALIZE Call to procedure
PORT TRANSLATOR. TRAN'OPEN failed.
(NMERR 144) Returned by NMOPENLINK.

1. Bad software installation. 1. See "Invalid Software
Make sure that the versions of Installation" at the beginning
NMS software and port of this manual.
translator software are
compatible.

2. An internal error occurred. 2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.
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Message

UNABLE TO SHUTDOWN PORT
TRANSLATOR. (NMERR 145)

USER SPECIfIED BUfFER
INADEQUATE FOR REQUEST.
(NMERR 146)

LINK MANAGER BUffER
AREA INADEQUATE fOR
REQUEST. (NMERR 147)
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Meaning/Cause

Call to TRAN'CLOSE failed.
Returned by NMOPENLINK
or NMCLOSELINK.

1. Bad software installation.
Make sure that the versions of
NMS software and port
translator software are
compatible.

2. An internal error occurred.

Caller did not supply a buffer
large enough for returned
data. Returned by
NMLINKINFO.

1. Bad software installation.
Make sure that the versions of
NMS software and port
translator software are
compatible.

2. An internal error occurred.

Link Manager's internal
buffer is not large enough to
handle this request. Returned
by NMLINKINFO.

1. Bad software installation.
Make sure that the versions of
NMS software and port
translator software are
compatible.

2. An internal error occurred.

Action

1. See "Invalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual.

2. See ''Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

1. See IIInvalid Software
. Installation" at the beginning

of this manual.

2. See "Submitting an SRIt at
the beginning of this manual.

1. See IIlnvalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.
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Node Management Error Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Action

SPECIFIED ITEM CODE IS No information item
OUT OF RANGE. (NMERR corresponds to the given item
148) code. Returned by

NMLINKINFO.

1. Bad software installation. 1. See "Invalid Software
Make sure that the versions of InstallationU at the beginning
NMS software and port of this manual.
translator software are
compatible.

2. An internal error occurred. 2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

DIAL REQUEST TO Error calling procedure
COMMUNICATIONS BOARD TRAN'CONFIGDIAL.
FAILED. (NMERR 149) Returned by NMLINKDIAL.

1. Bad software installation.. 1. See "Invalid Software
Make sure that the versions of InstallationU at the beginning
NMS software and port of this manual.
translator software are
compatible.

2. An internal error occurred. 2. See "Submitting an SRu at
the beginning of this manual.

ADDING THE MULTICAST Error calling procedure See Itlnvalid Software
ADDRESS TO MCTABLE MCADDENTRY. Returned Installation" at the beginning
FAILED. (NMERR 150) by NMOPENLINK. of this manual. See

"Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

DELETING MULTICAST Error calling procedure See "Invalid Software
ADDRESS FROM MCTABLE MNDELETEENTRY. Installationfl at the beginning
FAILED. (NMERR 151) Returned by NMOPENLINK of this manual. See

or NMCLOSELINK. 'tgubmitting an SRu at the
beginning of this manual.

GETTING MULTICAST Error calling procedure See "Invalid Software
ADDRESSES FROM MCTABLE MCGETLIST. Retumed by Installationfl at the beginning
FAILED. (NMERR 152) NMOPENLINK or of this manual. See

NMCLOSELINK. flSubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

DOWNLOADING MULTICAST Error calling procedure See IIInvalid Software
ADDRESS(ES) FAILED. TRAN'CONFIGADDR. Installation" at the beginning
(NMERR 153) Returned by NMOPENLINK. of this manual. See

"Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

DIAL FACILITY IS NOT Call to LINKDAILREQ See "Invalid Software
SUPPORTED. (NMERR 154) failed. Returned by Installation" at the beginning

NMLINKDIAL. of this manual. See
''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

MULTICAST ADDRESSES Call to LINKDOWNMC See "Invalid Software
DOWNLOADING IS NOT failed. Returned by Installation" at the beginning
SUPPORTED. (NMERR 155) NMLINKDOWNMC. of this manual. See

"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

INVALID PARMARRAY CODE. The caller of an See "Invalid Software
(NMERR 156) NMOPENLINK2 procedure Installation" at the beginning

has passed an invalid itern of this manual. See
code in the parameter "Submitting an SR" at the
ParmArray. Returned by beginning of this manual.
NMOPENLINK2.

This is usually an internal
error in the calling system.

UNABLE TO LOCK THE LINK A call to LockSeg to lock the
MANAGER PORT DST. link Manager's port DST
(NMERR 159) failed. Returned by

NMOPENLINK.

I. Bad software installation. I. See uInvalid Software
Make sure that the version Installationuat the
of NMS software and port beginning of manual.
translator software are
compatible.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
2. An internal error the beginning of this

occurred. manual.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

r Message Meaning/Cause Action

NUMBER OF PARAMETERS More commands are found in Correct the command and try
EXCEEDS MAXIMUM Of 20. the LINKCONTROL command again.
(NMERR 160) than are permitted.

EXPECTS LINK NAME Expects to find the link name Correct the command and try
PARAMETER. (NMERR 161) in this command. again.

EXPECTS A NAME FROM ONE The link name specified was Correct the command and try
TO EIGHT CHARACTERS longer than the length again.
LONG. (NMERR 162) allowed.

EXPECTS ALPHANUMERIC Link name must be Correct the command and try
NAME STARTING WITH alphanumeric and begin with again.
ALPHABETIC. (NMERR 163) alphabetic.

EXPECTS A SEMICOLON Expects to find a semicolon Correct and try again.
AFTER LINK NAME following the link name.
PARAMETER. (NMERR 164)

r EXPECTS TRACE KEYWORD. Expects to find the IITRACE" Correct the command and try
(NMERR 165) keyword in this position. again.

EXPECTS AN EQUALS SIGN Expects to find an equals sign Correct and try again.
AfTER TRACE after the "TRACE" keyword.
KEYWORD. (NMERR 166)

EXPECTS AN OCTAL OR
DECIMAL. (NMERR 167)

Keyword DEBUG is followed
by an octal or decimal
number.

The DEBUG keyword
command is not for customer
use. Contact your HP
representative.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action ~

UNABLE TO ACCESS ! First parameter is the Correct the problem within
SUBSYSTEM MESSAGE subsystem name or subsysid. the message catalog and retry.
CATALOG! • (NMERR 200) Second parameter is the

message catalog file name.
Returned by a datacomm
subsystem message-generating
routine. The specified
subsystem encountered an
error trying to access an error
message in the specified
message catalog file.
Something is wrong with the
specified message catalog file
- either it 1) does not exist, 2)
is the wrong version, or 3) is
inaccessable due to someone
else :STOREing it or accessing
it exclusively. It is also
possible that some other I/O
error has occurred.

ERROR ACCESSING Returned by Look for one or more of
NMCAT.PUB.SYS SET=! NMPRINTERRMSG. Usually NMERR 202 through 205

~MSG=! • (NMERR 201) followed by one or more of following this message, and
messages 202 through 205 take the remedial action
below, which further clarifies suggested below.
the error. NOTE: This
message is actually
hard-coded in
NMPRINTERRMSG and is
included here only for
documentation purposes.

rOPEN rSERR ! ON Returned by Correct the FOPEN problem
NMCAT.PUB.SYS. (NMERR NMPRINTERRMSG. Usually and retry.
202) followed by the text of the

FSError message.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

r Message Meaning/Cause Action

ENCOUNTERED GENMESSAGE Returned by . If the error number is 1 or 2,
ERROR ,. (NMERR 203) NMPRINTERRMSG. If see the NMERR 204 message

error number is 1 or 2, and comments. If the error
NMERR 204 follows with a number is not 1 or 2, look up
further description. the error number in the MPE
Otherwise the error is Intrinsics Manual under
described in the MPE GENMESSAGE. It is likely
Intrinsics Manual under that the problem is due to a
GENMESSAGE. bad software installation. If

this is consistent with the
GENMESSAGE error, see
"Corrupt Configuration File"
at the beginning of this
manual. Otherwise, correct
the problem that is causing
the GENMESSAGE error and
try again.

GENMESSAGE ENCOUNTERED Returned by Correct the FS error and
rSERR !. (NMERR 204) NMPRINTERRMSG. This retry.

message follows the NMERR
203 message, and is usually

r followed by the text of the
FSError message as well.

rClOSE rSERR , ON Returned by Correct the FS error and
NMCAT.PUB.SYS. (NMERR NMPRINTERRMSG after retry.
205) printing a message from

NMCAT.PUB.SYS. The
FCLOSEof
NMCAT. PUB. SYS failed.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

! : ERROR TRYING TO First parameter is Subsys Note that this message is
ACCESS ! MSGNUM ! (module) name. Second usually followed by one or
SETNUM !. (NMERR 206) parameter is Subsys message more of messages NMERR

catalog name. Third 207 through 210.
parameter is message number.
Fourth parameter is set
number.

Returned by a subsystem
message-generating routine
when it was unable to access
the specified message catalog.

ENCOUNTERED rOPEN rSERR First parameter is FSERR Correct the FOPEN error and
! ON I. (NMERR 207) number. Second parameter is retry.

message catalog name.

Returned by a subsystem
message-generating routine
when it was unable to FOPEN
the specified message catalog.
Usually preceded by message
NMERR 206.

ENCOUNTERED GENMESSAGE First parameter is the If the error number is one or
ERROR ,. (NMERR 208) GENMESSAGE errnum. 2, see the NMERR 209

message and comments. If
Returned by a subsystem the error number is not 1 or
message-generating routine, 2, look up the error number
usually following NMERR in the MPE Intrinsics Manual
206. If the error number is I under GENMESSAGE. It is
or 2, NMERR 209 follows likely that the problem is due
with a further description. to a bad software installation.
Otherwise the error is If this is consistent with the
described in the MPE GENMESSAGE error, see
Intrinsics Manual under "Corrupt Configuration Filell

GENMESSAGE. at the beginning of this
manual. Otherwise, correct
the problem that is causing
the GENMESSAGE error and
try again.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

r".
Message Meaning/Cause Action

GENMESSAGE ENCOUNTERED First parameter is the FSERR Correct the FS error and
rSERR !. (NMERR 209) number. retry.

Returned by a subsystem
message-generating routine.
This message usually follows
NMERR 208, and is usually
followed by the text of the
FSError message as well (by
calling the intrinsic FErrMsg).

ENCOUNTERED FCLOSE First parameter is the FSERR Correct the FS error and
rSERR! ON !. (NMERR number. Second parameter is retry.
210) the message catalog name.

Returned by a subsystem
message-generating routine
after reading a message from
the specified message catalog.
The FCLOSE of the message
catalog failed.

r-. CONFIG FILE INTERNAL Corrupt configuration file. See uCorrupt Configuration
ERROR DETECTED AND Fileuat the beginning of this\.
RECOVERY FAILED. (NMERR manual.
220)
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Node Management Error Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Action

NO ASNP DEVICES ARE The PC Link Manager could 1. Check SYSTEM
PRESENT WITHIN THE not find any device types 42 configuration to verify
SYSTEM. (NMERR 250) in the system. Returned by that there are ASNP

NMOPENLINK. devices configured (Device
type 42).

2. See IIMPE Configuration
Incorrect" at the beginning
of this manual.

INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES The PC Link Manager was 1. See "Insufficient MPE
TO CONTINUE. (NMERR unable to obtain the necessary Resources" at the beginning
251) DST resources. Returned by of this manual.

NMOPENLINK.
2. See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this manual.

DEVICE NOT IN INTERNAL The PC Link Manager has no 1. See IIInvalid Software
TABLES. (NMERR 252) record of the device in its Installationll at the beginning

internal tables. The device of this manual.
may not be a device type 42.
Returned by NMOPENLINK, 2. See IISubmitting an SR" at
NMCLOSELINK, the beginning of this manual.
NMMANAGELINK,
NMLINKINFO or
NMSHOWCOM.

UNABLE TO OBTAIN Call to procedure 1. See IIlnvalid Software
SHOWCOM INFORMATION. TRAN'SHOWCOM failed. Installationll at the beginning
(NMERR 253) Returned by NMSHOWCOM. of this manual.

2. See "Submitting an SR.u at
the beginning of this manual.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

~Message Meaning/Cause Action

TOO MANY ASNP DEVICES The number of ASNP devices Reconfigure fewer than 400
IN THE SYSTEM fOR THE in the system exceeds the ASNP devices.
PC LINK MANAGER TO maximum that the PC Link
HANDLE. (NMERR 254) Manager can handle.

Returned by NMOPENLINK.

User has configured more
than 400 ASNP devices in the
system configuration.
Current software only
supports up to 400 ASNP
devices.

THE PC LINK MANAGER A request for a I. See "Invalid Software
ENCOUNTERED A REQUEST non-supported function type Installation" at the beginning
fOR A NON-SUPPORTED was received by the PC Link of this manual.
fUNCTION. (NMERR 255) Manager. Returned by

NMLINKDOWNMC. 2. See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this manual.

THE PC LINK MANAGER The PC Link Manager has See IISubmitting an SRII at the
ENCOUNTERED AN INTERNAL suffered an internal error. beginning of this manual.
ERROR. (NMERR 256) Returned by NMOPENLINK,

~NMCLOSELINK,
NMMANAGELINK,
NMLINKINFO, and
NMSHOWCOM.

THE PC LINK MANAGER WAS The PC Link Manager See IISubmitting an SRII at the
UNABLE TO COMPLETE encountered an error during beginning of this manual.
EXECUTION. (NMERR 251) the setup to execute the

function. This is returned by
NMOPENLINK,
NMCLOSELINK,
NMMANAGELINK,
NMLINKINFO, and
NMSHOWCOM.

UNABLE TO DELETE THE The PC Link Manager See IISubmitting an SRu at the
LINKNAME fROM THE PORT encountered an error during beginning of this manual.
DICTIONARY. (NMERR 258) the deletion of the LinkName

from the port dictionary.
Returned by
NMCLOSELINK.

1
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Node Management Error Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Action

PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED The PC Link Manager 1. See "Invalid Software
WITH TRACE ENTRIES. encountered a problem while Installation" at the beginning
(NMERR 259) creating and moving a trace of this manual.

entry. Returned by
NMOPENLINK, 2. See ''Submitting an SR" at
NMCLOSELINK, or the beginning of this manual.
NMMANAGELINK.

FAILED TO UNLOCK THE The PC Link Manager was See "Submitting an SRIt at the
TRACE OST. (NMERR 260) unable to unlock the trace beginning of this manual.

DST. Returned by
NMCLOSELINK or
NMMANAGELINK.

FAILED TO LOCK THE The PC Link Manager was I. See "Insufficient MPE
TRACE OST. (NMERR 261) unable to lock the trace DST. Resources" at the beginning

Returned by NMOPENLINK of this manual.
or NMMANAGELINK.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

FAILED TO OBTAIN THE The PC Link Manager was 1. See Cllnsufficient MPE
TRACE DST. (NMERR 262) unable to obtain a DST for Resources" at the beginning

tracing. Returned by of this manual.
NMOPENLINK or
NMMANAGELINK. 2. See ''Submitting an SRIt at

the beginning of this manual.

OPEN REQUEST TO Call to procedure PCOPEN 1. Read the CS error number
COMMUNICATIONS BOARD failed. Returned by from the NMLog (check
FAILED. (NMERR 263) NMOPENLINK. NMCONFIG. PUB. SYS to see

where SUB0008 CLASOOO1
A CS error occurred. log messages are sent).

2. Correct the CS error and
retry.
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NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

CLOSE REQUEST TO call to procedure PCCLOSE I. Read the CS error number
COMMUNICATIONS BOARD failed. Returned by. from the NMLog (check
fAILED. (NMERR 264) NMCLOSELINK. NMCONFIG.PUB.SYS to see

where SUB0008 CLASOOOI
A CS error occurred. log messages are sent).

2. Correct the CS error and
retry.

CONTROL REQUEST TO Call to procedure
COMMUNICATIONS BOARD PCCONTROL failed.
fAILED. (NMERR 265) Returned by NMOPENLINK

and NMMANAGELINK.

1. Possible hardware or line 1. The CS error number
problems. might be accessible by the

SHOWCOM command. Correct
and retry.

2. Corrupt files. 2. See uInvalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual..

3. An internal error 3. See "Submitting an SRuat
occurred. the beginning of this

manual.
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Message

Will use LOGGING
configuration for this
subsystem that is
already active. (NMMSG
301 )

Do not allow more than
one outstanding dial
request. (NMERR 501)

The operator has
rejected the link dial
request. (NMERR 502)

NMERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Returned by NMOPENLOG,
NMOPENLOG2. The open
log was successful; logging
may proceed. There is
another openlog outstanding
for the same subsystem id, so
the configuration info already
in use will continue to be
used. This result code is
returned as a negative
number (- 30 1) to indicate it
is not an error and that the
openlog was, in fact,
successful.

You called an NMLINKDIAL
procedure before an active
dial was completed.

You entered a "noll response to
the console link dial request.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

None.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

This is an informative
message to let you know that
the link will not be
connected.
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NMFS ERROR MESSAGES

Message

Unable to create new
datafile. (NMFSERR 1)

Unable to write root
directory entry to
datafile. (NMFSERR 2)

Unable to close
datafile. (NMFSERR 3)

Unable to open
datafile. (NMFSERR 4)

Unable to retrieve
filecode from datafile.
(NMfSERR 5)
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Meaning/Cause

This error is due to a FOPEN
failure during
NMCONFOPEN. It could be
due to a faulty call to
NMCONFOPEN or an error
due to specific problems on
the system itself, such as
insufficient disc space, I/O
error on file label, etc.

This error happens when
there is an FWRITE during
the root set up of a
configuration file while
processing an
NMCONFOPEN.

This error is due to a FCLOSE
error during
NMCONFCLOSE.

This error happens when
FOPEN fails during a
NMCONFOPEN. It may also
happen when MIDAScompress
is called by the user interface.

1. File doem't exist.

2. File system error.

This error is:due to a
FGETINFO failure while
trying to read the file label in
NMCONFOPEN. This may
indicate that the file label has
been corrupted.

Action

See IINMS Utility Errors" at
the beginning of this manual.
See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See IINMS Utility Errors" at
the beginning of this manual.
See IISubmitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See IINMS Utility Errors" at
the beginning of this manual
See tlSubmitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

I. Create file first.

2. See tlNMS Utility Errors"
at the beginning of this
manual. See "Submitting
an SRII at the beginning of
this manual.

See tlNMS Utility Errors" at
the beginning of this manual.



Message

Datafile does not match
user specified
filecode. (NMFSWARN 6)

Unable to read root
directory entry in
datafile. (NMFSERR 7)

Unable to find root
directory entry in
datafile. (NMFSERR 8)

NMFSERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

This warning happens when a
caller of NMCONFOPEN
tries to open a file that does
not have a CONF file code.

( I) The data file specified is
not a configuration file (more
likely) or

(2) the data file label has been
corrupted in some way.

This error can be envoked by
most NMCONF intrinsics. It
is due to a FREADDIR error
while trying to read root of
data file.

Invoked by most NMCONF
intrinsics. Root record is not
in correct format in the data
file.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

See "Corrupt Configuration
File" at the beginning of this
manual. See "Submitting an
SR" at the beginning of this
manual.

See "Corrupt Configuration
File" at the beginning of this
manual. See "NMS Utility
Errors" at the beginning of
this manual.

See "NMS Utility Errors" at
the beginning of this manual.
See "Corrupt Configuration
File" at the beginning of this
manual.
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Message

Unable to find
identifier in pathname.
(NMFSERR 9)

Directory linkage error
in datafile. (NMFSERR
10)

Unable to read
directory entry in
datafile. (NMFSERR 11)

Data is already
associated with this
identifier. (NMFSERR
12)

Unable to retrieve
freespace pointer from
datafile. (NMFSERR 13)
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Meaning/Cause

This error is caused. by most
NMCONF intrinsics.
Pathway specified cannot be
found in data file.

1. User error. Make sure
pathname requested was
previously entered into the
file.

2. File possibly corrupted.

This error occurs when there
is a failure in an FREADDIR
while trying to read the data
file. The next link or the root
cannot be found. Specifically
an unexpected end of file was
found. Invoked by most
NMCONF intrinsics.

This error is similar to
NMFSERR 10 except that the
end of file was not the error
when FREADDIR was called.

This error is envoked by
NMCONF when data already
exists at the location where it
was to be added.

This error is envoked by most
NMCONF intrinsics when
trying to obtain the logical
EOF pointer with FGETINFO
and a failure occurs.

Action

1. Check spelling.

2. See IICorrupt Configuration
Filell at the beginning of this
manual.

See IICorrupt Configuration
Filell at the beginning of this
manual.

See "NMS Utility Errorsu at
the beginning of this manual.
See IlCorrupt Configuration
Filell at the beginning of this
manual.

See IlCorrupt Configuration
File" at the beginning of this
manual. See uInvalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual. See
''Submitting an SRit at the
beginning of this manual.

See "NMS Utility Errorsu at
the beginning of this manual.
See IlCorrupt Configuration
File" at the beginning of this
manual.



NMFSERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Node Management Error Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Action

filespace exhausted. This is caused when The file should be compressed
Unable to add entry. FGETINFO returns at this point or the procedure
(NMfSERR 14) insufficient file space left for calling NMCONFOPEN with

an additional entry in the createflag true should ask for
configuration file. more space.

Unable to write data This due to an FWRITEDIR See "NMS Utility Errors" at
record to datafile. failure. the beginning of this manual.
(NMfSERR 15)

Unable to- write This is due to an FWRITEDIR See "NMS Utility Erro~' at
directory entry to failure. the beginning of this manual.
datafile. (NMfSERR 16)

No data associated with Invoked by NMCONF See "NMS Utility Errors" at
this identifier. procedures. Request on data the beginning of this manual.
(NMfSERR 18) cannot be processed since no See "Corrupt Configuration

data exists for specified File" at the beginning of this
pathname. manual.

Read truncated to This error occurs when caller See "Submitting an SR" at the
capacity of data of NMCONFGETDATA beginning of this manual.
buffer. (NMfSWARN 19) specifies a buffer length

smaller than the actual data
entry size.

Unable to read data This error results from a See "NMS Utility Errors" at
record from datafile. failure of FREADDIR in the beginning of this manual.
(NMfSERR 20) many NMCONF intrinsics.

The failure is not an
end-of-file found.

Duplicate identifier This error is returned when See "NMS Utility Errort' at
already exists. trying to add a path that the beginning of this manual.
(NMfSERR 21) already exists. See "Submitting an SR" at the

beginning of this manual.
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Message

Resultant file size
beyond permissable
range. (NMFSERR 22)

No identifiers exist
beyond this path.
(NMFSWARN 23)

Pathname exceeds user
specified maximum
depth. (NMFSERR 24)

Identifier exceeds
maximum penmissable
length. (NMfSERR 25)

Pathname length
exhausted user
specified buffer.
(NMFSERR 26)
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Meaning/Cause

This error results in
MIDAScompress when the
spacebias + maximum file size
is greater that 64K. Check
the spacebias of
MIDAScompress call in user
interface. The file might also
be too large or the file label
might be corrupted.

This happens when
NMCONFnextpath is called
and no further path
identifiers exist. This may
not be an error. Applications
calling NMCONFnextpath
may use this to find the end
of a data branch. Otherwise,
it may indicate file
corruption.

This is returned by
MIDASparespath when the
user-specified pathname is
longer than the pathdepth.
No NMCONF intrinsic calls
this intrinsic.

This is returned by
MIDASparespath when the
pathname is too long. No
NMCONF intrinsic calls this
intrinsic.

This is returned by
MIDAStraverse when the
maxievel parameter is
exceeded by the pathlevel
parameter. This is probably
caused by an excessive
pathdepth parameter in the
MIDAScompress call. Check
calling programs.

Action

See, uNMS Utility Error!'· at
the beginning of this manual.
See "Submitting an SRuat the
beginning of this manual.

If this is the case, See uNMS
Utility Errorsu at the
beginning of this manual. and
See '-Submitting an SRU at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See ''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.



Message

Unable to rename old
datafile prior to
replacement. (NMFSERR
27)

Unable to purge old
datafile prior to
replacement. (NMFSWARN
28)

Datafile is empty.
(NMFSWARN 29)

Parameter out of range.
(NMFSERR 30)

Unable to open message
catalog NMCAT.PUB.SYS.
(NMFSERR 31)

Unable to read message
catalog NMCAT.PUB.SYS.
(NMFSERR 32)

Unable to close message
catalog NMCAT.PUB.SYS.
(NMFSERR 33)

NMFSERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

This is caused by an
FRENAME failure in
MIDAScompress. Currently
only returned by user
interface.

This is due to an FCLOSE
failure in MIDAScompress.
Currently returned only by
user interface.

This is returned by
MIDAScompress when
existing data file has no data
in it. This might not be an
error if compress is called
from the user interface but no
data was put into the file.

This is a generic error
returned from several MIDAS
intrinsics. No subsystems
should be calling MIDAS
directly.

Returned by MIDASerrmsg if
there is a failure to open
NMCAT. PUB.SYS. See if this
file is on the system. If it is)
it might be corrupted.

Returned by MIDASerrmsg.
The file might be corrupted.

Returned by MIDASerrmsg.
FCLOSE failure on the file.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

See "NMS Utility Errors" at
the beginning of this manual.

See "NMS Utility Errors" at
the beginning of this manual.

If the user suspects that there
should have been data, then
see "Corrupt Configuration
File" at the beginning of this
manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

If so) then See "Submitting an
SR" at the beginning of this
manual.

See "Invalid Software
Installation" at the beginning
of this manual.

See lISubmitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.
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NMMGR ERRORS

NMGRERR MESSAGES

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Terminal is of NMMGR was unable to open Check the VPLUS/3000 error
incorrect type or the user's terminal for block (if one is reported) for further
cannot be opened. mode access. This error can information.
(NMGRERR 1) occur at program statup or

when returning to a form
after a character mode
operation (e. g. execution an
MPE command). Possible
situations which may cause
this error include:

I. The user's terminal is not a 1. Check the terminal type.
block mode terminal See (VPLUS/3000
supported by VPLUS/3000. Reference Manager Part

No. 32209-90001)for
supported terminals.

2. A terminal I/O or internal 2. Check the version of
VPLUS/3000 error occurred. VPLUS/3000 and repeat

VPLUS/3000 installation if
necessary.
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Message Meaning/Cause Action

Form file is missing or NMMGR was unable to open Check the VPLUS/3000 error
cannot be opened. the forms file (if one is reported) for further
(NMGRERR 2) NMMGRF. PUB. SYS at program information.

startup. Possible situations
which may cause this error
include:

1. The file NMMGRF. PUB. SYS 1. Restore a backup version of
is missing. this file, or repeat installation

of Node Management if
necessary.

2. A file equation exists for 2. Check for file equations
NMMGRF. PUB. SYS. using LISTEQ and RESET if

necessary.

3. File NMMGRf. PUB. SYS is 3. Restore a backup version
not a valid VFAST or of this file, of Node
VFORM forms file, or it has Management if necessary.
become corrupted.

4. An internal VPLUS/3000 4. Check the version of
error occurred. VPLUS/3000 and repeat

VPLUS/3000 installation if
necessary.
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Message

That type is not
defined for this class
of items. (NMGRERR 3)

That function is not
implemented. (NMGRERR
4)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

The user entered a type name
in the TYPE field of a
type-select screen that is not
defined for this screen.

The user pressed an invalid
function key (with a blank
label).

Action

Check the subsystem manual
for correct type names and
try again.

Try to press the labeled
function key.

.Not a valid <NMMGR
cmd> or @<pathname> or
:<MPE cmd>. (NMGRERR 5)

End of file on $STOINX.
Cannot accept further
input. (NMGRERR 6)

Warning: Screen
changed. Use ("POATE to
save data. (NMGRWARN 7)

There are no entries at
this level to display.
(NMGRWARN B)
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The user typed an
unrecognizable command in
the command window and
pressed [ENTER I.

The user typed :EOF or :EOO in
response to the prompt "Press
Return when done viewing
screen contents. II

The user changed information
on a data screen and pressed a
key other than Q"p~Am~. This
warning preven"ts""acCl"dental
exit from the screen without
saving changes.

~~~m~~~e=B.~~l!!:liaA~~
key in a selection screen when
there are no items to be
displayed on this select screen.
Scrolling with these keys is
only necessary when there are
already items configured.

Check the spelling of the
command) and check the list
of valid commands in your
subsystem node management
or configuration manual.

This error is irrecoverable
since the terminal is closed for
further input. Run NMMGR
again to continue
configuration.

The user may ignore the
warning by pressing a key
other than ~:~~'1!i) or s/he
may save changes by pressing

~i.m~·

None.



Message

Internal NM
configuration file
error. (NMGRERR 9)

Unexpected type: NM
config file corrupt or
bad version. (NMGRERR
10)

Type must be present.
(NMGRERR 11)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

NMMGR has encountered an
unexpected condition in the
configuration file. Possible
situations which may cause
this error include:

1. Two or more users are
updating the same
configuration file
concurrently) and one
renames or deletes a path
which another is configuring.

2. An internal NMCONF
error occured.

NMMGR has encountered a
data record with a type code
(word H1) that is not
currently supported. The
configuration file may have
been corrupted by a file
system or disc error.

The user attempted to add a
new item in a typed-select
screen without specifying a
type.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

Check the NMCONF error (if
one is reported) for further
information.

1. Coordinate activity
between users.

2. Check the version of
NMCONF and repeat
installation of Node
Management if necessary.

Restore a back-up copy of the
configuration file if possible.

The type for a new item must
be specified. Check the
subsystem manual for correct
type names for this screen and
try again.
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Message

Unexpected data: NM
config file corrupt or
bad version. (NMGRERR
12)
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

NMMGR has encountered
unrecognizable data in the
configuration file. A file
system or disc error may have
corrupted the configuration
file. Possible situations which
may cause this error include:

I. A data record does not
match the expected format.

2. A data record has an
unexpected type code (word
# 1) or is missing a type code.

3. A path exists without a
data record to indicate its
type.

Action

Restore a back-up copy of the
configuration file if possible.



~.

Message

Maximum number of
allowed items already
configured. (NMGRERR
13)

Cannot build command
table; NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS
corrupt. (NMGRERR 14)

Missing data: NM config
file corrupt or bad
version. (NMGRERR 15)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

The user attempted to add
more items than the
maximum allowed at this
level.

The table of commands in the
NM catalog file
NMGRCAT. PUB. SYS is
corrupt or missing. Possible
situations which may cause
this error include:

1. The file
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYSis
missing.

2. A file equation exists for
NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS.

3. File NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS
is not a valid catalog file, or it
has become corrupted.

4. Set 7 of
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS(the
command set) is missing, or
some commands have been
deleted from this set.

NMMGR was unable to locate
type code in data record. See
explanation for error #2.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

Check the NMMGR manual
for these maximum values.

1. Restore a backup version of
this file, or repeat installation
of Node Management if
necessary.

2. Check for file equations
using lISTEQ command and
RESET is necessary.

3. Restore a backup version
of this file, or repeat
installation of Node
Management if necessary.

4. Restore a backup version
of this file, or repeat
installation of Node
Management if necessary.

Restore a back-up copy of the
configuration file if possible.
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Message

Cannot set up form for
next screen. (NMGRERR
16)

No errors have yet
occurred. (NMGRWARN 17)

MPE command error.
(NMGRERR 19)
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

NMMGR was unable to
display the form for the
screen which the user
selected. Possible situations
which may cause this error
include:

1. The forms file
NMMGRF'. PUB. SYS may be
missing or corrupt.

2. A terminal I/O error may
have occurred.

3. A data record may be
corrupted, making it
impossible for NMMGR to
display it. Also, see
explanation for error # 1O.

4. an internal VPLUS/3000
or NMCONF error may
have occurred.

s. The user typed :EOF: or
:EOD in response to the
prompt "Press RETURN when
done viewing screeen
contents". The terminal is
closed for further input.

The user has gone to the
ERRORS screen to check the
last error, but no errors have
occurred.

The user executed an MPE
command (by entering the
command preceded by a colon
and hitting ENTER), and the
command terminated in an
error state.

Action

Check the VPLUS/3000 or
NMCONF eror (if one is
reported) for further
information.

1. Restore a backup version
of this file, or repeat
installation of Node
Management is necessary.

2. Check a back-up copy of
the configuration file if
possible.

3. Restore a back-up copy of
the configuration file if
possible.

4. Check the version of
VPLUS/3000 and repeat
installation of VPLUS/3000
or Node Management if
necessary.

S. None.

None.

Use the Error Information
screen and check the
Command Interpreter error
(CIERR) for further
information.
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Message

Item does not exist:
use the ~ key to
create a new item.
(NMGRERR 20)

Item already exists.
(NMGRERR 21)

Cannot open NM
configuration file.
(NMGRERR 22)

Cannot reopen NM
configuration file.
(NMGRERR 23)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

The user tried to DELETE,
RENAME, or UPDATE an
item in a select screen, but the
item does not yet exist in the
configuration file.

The user tried to ADD an
item in a select screen, but the
item already exists.

NMMGR was unable to open
configuration file specified in
the open file screen. Possible
situation which may cause
this error include:

1. The NMFILE process may
not be running.

2. Another user or program
may have exclusive access
to this file.

3. An internal NMCONF
error may have occurred.

NMMGR was unable to
reopen the configuration file
after closing it for
compression.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

Use the ~~ key if you intend
to add th'e"new item;
otherwise check the spelling
of the item name.

Check the spelling of the item
name.

1. Restart the system to
bring this process up.

2. Check for this condition
using
LISTDIR5.PUB.SYS.

3. Check the version
of NMCONF and repeat
installation of Node
Management if
necessary.

Check the NMCONF or File
System error (if one is
reported) for further
information. This error is
fatal. The configuration file
cannot be recovered except by
running NMMGR again. See
the explanation for error
number 22.
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Message

Cannot compress NM
configuration file.
(NMGRERR 24)

NA or NM capability is
needed to run NMMGR.
(NMGRERR 25)
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

NMMGR was unable to
successfully compress the
configuration file. Possible
situations which may cause
this error include:

I. The configuration file is
being accessed by another
process. Compression requires
exclusive access to the
configuration file.

2. The user is not the creator
of the configuration file. In
this case, a security violating
error will be reported.

3. The user may have
specified a negative number
of additional records which
was too big. The resulting file
size may not be large enough
to contain the records of the
file.

4. A internal NMCONF or
File System error may have
occurred.

The user does not have the
correct capability required to
run NMMGR.

Action

Check the NMCONF, File
System, or other NMMGR
error errors (if reported) for
additional information.

I. Check for this condition
using LISTDIR5. PUB. SYS.
Try again later.

2. Only the creator of the
file can compress the file.

3. Try a different value.

4. See "Submitting an SRIt at
the beginning of this
manual.

Check the correct capability
list in your subsystem Node
Management manual or
Configuration manual. And,
Check user capability with
program LISTDIR5. PUB.SYS,
and contact the account
manager or system manager if
an additional capability is
needed.



NMGRERR MES$AGES (cont'd)
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Message Meaning/Cause Action

File already exists. The user tried to CREATE a Use the OPEN key to open an
Use OPEN FILE (f1). file, which already exists, in existing file. Or, use the
(NMGRERR 26) the OPEN FILE screen. create key to create a new

file.

Must specify new name The user tried to RENAME Enter a new name in the
for rename. (NMGRERR an item in a select screen newname field and try again.
27) without specifying the new

name.

File doesn't exist. The user tried to OPEN a file, Use the CREATE key to
Use CREATE FILE (f2). which does not exist, in the create a new file.
(NMGRERR 28) OPEN FILE screen.

That command is The user typed an ambiguous Make the prefix unambiguous
ambiguous -- use more command prefix in the by using more letters of the
letters. (NMGRERR 31) command window and hit command. Check the

ENTER. NMMGR manual for
unambiguous command
prefixes.

Maximum path depth 1. The user has entered a 1. Check the path name and
exceeded. (NMGRERR 32) pathname whose depth is try again.

greater that 8 in the
command window.

2. This error is an internal 2. See IISubmitting an SR" at
NMMGR error. NMMGR the beginning of this
generated a path name manual.
whose depth exceeds the
maximum allowable depth
for paths.

Path name format is NMMGR encounters a path
inval id. (NMGRERR 33) name whose format is not

recogniz.ed.

1. The user has entered an 1. Check your subsystem
incorrect path name in the node management or
window. configuration manual for

correct format of a path
name and check the
subsystem manual for valid
paths.

2. An internal NMMGR 2. See "Submitting an SR" at
error has occurred. the beginning of this

manual.
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Error occurred while An error occurred during Check the NMCONF or File
listing configuration output of the tree structure or System error to determine the
file. (NMGRERR 34) data records of a specific error.

configuration file. Potential
situations which may cause
this error include:

1. The configuration file 1. Restore a back-up copy of
may have corrupt data the configuration file if
records or invalid paths. See possible.
explanation for error # 12.

2. If the file FORMLIST is 2. Check the size of the file
equated to a disc file, the file and change file size
may be too small to specification if necessary.
accommodate the output
listing.

Invalid syntax for file The user attempted to OPEN Check the spelling and syntax
name. (NMGRERR 36) or CREATE a configuration of the file name.

file with an invalid file name.

ENTER executes The user pressed (ENTER I Make modifications to the
commands: the command without putting a command configuration file by using
field is blank. in the command window. the function keys.
(NMGRERR 31) NMMGR uses (ENTER] ONLY

for commands. Modifications
to the configuration file are
all made using function keys.
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

r·
Message Meaning/Cause Action

MPE command warning. The user executed an MPE Use the Error Information
(NMGRERR 38) command (by entering the screen and check the

command preceded by a colon Command Interpreter error
and hitting ENTER), and the (CIERR) for further
command terminated in a information.
warning state.

Unable to set The termination trap Check the MPE installation to
termination trap handling procedure for see that XDSNTRAP is
hand ler. (NMGRERR 39) program aborts cannot be set. present and working.

This error indicates an
internal MPE problem in the
procedure XDSNTRAP, which
places a termination
procedure PLABEL in the
process context for use by
MPE during process
termination.

Must open a file before The user is trying to view a Open the configuration or
using this command. configuration or directory directory file and enter the
(NMGRERR 40) screen without first opening command again.

tr'. the configuration or directory
file.

Internal error:
Unexpected screen
length. (NMGRERR 41)

Internal error:
Unexpected screen
contents. (NMGRERR 42)

NMMGR cannot properly
display a data field in the
configuration file on the
screen.

1. The configuration file is
corrupted.

2. The forms file is corrupted
or of bad version.

3. An internal NMMGR
error has occurred.

This is an internal NMMGR
error. NMMGR has
encountered unexpected data
from the screen.

1. Restore a back-up copy of
config file if possible.

2. Check that correct version
of NMMGRF. PUB. SYS is
installed.

3. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

Check to see that the correct
version of NMMGR is
installed. See "Submitting an
SRtl at the beginning of this
manual.
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Message

Internal error:
Unexpected data record
length. (NMGRERR 43)

Internal error:
Unexpected data record
contents. (NMGRERR 44)

Internal error:
Unexpected status code
from procedure.
(NMGRERR 45)

Specified path is not
in this configuration
file. (NMGRERR 46)

Internal error: No
child with this type is
in schema. (NMGRERR 47)

Internal error: Can't
find this path in the
schema. (NMGRERR 48)

Internal error: The
root node has no parent
node. (NMGRERR 49)
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

This is an internal NMMGR
error. NMMGR cannot
properly create a data record
from the input from the
screen.

NMMGR cannot properly
display a data field in the
configuration file on the
screen.

1. The configuration file is
corrupted.

1. Restore a back-up copy of
the configuration file if
possible.

This is an internal NMMGR
error. An unknown status
code is returned from a
procedure.

The user has entered a path
name in the command field
that is not in the
configuration file.

This is an internal NMMGR
error. NMMGR cannot match
a path name and a type code
to an internal table.

This is an internal NMMGR
error. NMMGR cannot match
a path name to an internal
table.

This is an NMMGR internal
error. NMMGR is scanning
the configuration file off the
boundary.

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

2. An NMMGR internal
error has occurred.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Check the path name entered
and try again.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.



Message

Internal error: The
schema has an invalid
format. (NMGRERR 50)

No screen for this
path. (NMGRERR 51)

Internal error: Cannot
create version stamps.
(NMGRERR 52)

Version mismatch found
on specified subsystem.
Please run NMMGRVER.
(NMGRERR 53)

Internal error: Version
checking routine
failed. (NMGRERR 54)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

This is an internal NMMGR
error. NMMGR cannot locate
a node in an internal table
describing the configuration
file structure.

There is no screen to display
that is associated with this
path name. A path exists in
the configuration file but is
not recognized by NMMGR.

NMMGR creates version
stamps for each subsystem in
configuration file at file
creation time, and in some
cases at file open time. This is
an internal NMMGR error.
NMMGR cannot create
version stamps in config file
due to an NMCONF error.
Check the NMCONF error
number for detail.

NMMGR checks version
stamps of each subsystem in
the configuration file at file
open time. Version checking
results show that there is
configuration data for at least
one subsystem in the
configuration file that is not
supported by this version of
NMMGR.

NMMGR checks version
stamps of each subsystem in
the configuration file at file
open time. An error has
occurred in the version
checking routine:

1. The configuration file
may have corrupt data
records or invalid paths.

2. An internal NMMGR
error has occurred.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

This path is for internal use
only. Check the pathname
and try again.

Purge this new file and try to
recreate it again. If error still
occurs, see "Submitting an SR"
at the beginning of this
manual..

Run the version control
program NMMGRVER to
update the file, or open
another file, or create a new
file.

Check the NMCONF or File
System error to determine the
specific error.

1. Restore a back-up copy of
configuration file if
possible.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.
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Message

Internal error:
Version-flag checking
failed. (NMGRERR 55)

Version mismatch found
on specified subsystem.
(NMGRERR 56)

Internal error: Unable
to get info on VPLUS
field. (NMGRERR 70)
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Unable to get vsflag status.
The possible causes include:

I. An internal NMMGR error
has occurred in the
vsflag check driver
parameter. Theparameters
file num, vsflag..fXlth,
and file type column do
not match-thosestored in the
vsflag array when it was
opened.

2. An internal NMMGR error
has occurred.

NMMGR checks version
stamps of each subsystem in
the configuration file at
accessing time. The result of
the version check shows that
the version stamp for the
specified subsystem in the
configuration file is not
supported by this version of
NMMGR.

NMMGR was unable to
retrieve information on the
screen field via VPLUS
utilities. Possible causes are:

I. The forms file
NMMGRF.PUB.SYS is
corrupted.

2. The forms file
NMMGRF.PUB.SYS and
NMMGR are of different
version.

3. An internal VPLUS or
NMMGR error has
occurred.

Action

See lISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Create a new configuration
file. The NMMGRVER
conversion utility cannot be
used to resolve this problem.

Check the VPLUS error
message to determine the
specific error.

1. Restore a back-up version
of this file, or repeat
installation of Node
Management if necessary.

2. Restore a back-up version
of NMMGRF, or repeat
installation of Node
Management if necessary.

3. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.



Message

Internal error: Unable
to get info on VPLUS
form. (NMGRERR 71)

Internal error: Data
field alignment error.
(NMGRERR 72)

Internal error: Data
field extraction is out
of bounds. (NMGRERR 73)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

NMMGR was unable to
retrieve information on the
screen via VPLUS utilities.
Possible causes are:

1. The forms file
NMMGRF.PUB.SYS is
corrupted.

2. The forms file
NMMGR.PUB.SYS and
NMMGR are of different
version.

3. An internal VPLUS or
NMMGR error has
occurred.

This is an NMMGR internal
conversion table error.

This is an NMMGR internal
conversion table error.
NMMGR cannot locate data
for a field to display on this
screen.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

Check the VPLUS error
message to determine the
specific error.

1,2,3. Same as 1,2, and 3 in
NMGRERR 70

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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Message

Internal error:
Conversion code not yet
implemented. (NMGRERR
74)

Internal error: String
overflow. (NMGRERR 75)

Internal error: Screen
conversion ptr is out
of bounds. (NMGRERR
76)

Internal error: Data
conversion ptr is out
of bounds. (NMGRERR 17)

Internal error: Missing
description for this
screen. (NMGRERR 78)

Internal error: Invalid
scr field position from
VPLUS. (NMGRERR 79)
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

This is an NMMGR internal
conversion table error.
NMMGR encountered an
unknown conversion code.

This is an internal NMMGR
error. A character string
passed to one of the
conversion routines is too
long.

This is an internal NMMGR
error. Possible causes are:

I. The VPLUS is not in the
correct version as specified
in your subsystem node
management or
configuration manual.

2. The forms file
NMMGRF. PUB. SYS and
NMMGR are not of the
same version.

3. An internal NMMGR or
VPLUS error has occurred.

This is an internal NMMGR
conversion table error.

This is an NMMGR internal
table error. The screen name
is not in an internal
conversion table.

This is an internal NMMGR
error. NMMGR cannot
properly locate field data
from this screen.

Action

See "Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

Contact your HP
representativet

Check the VPLUS error
number if any for detail.

1. Check the version of
VPLUS and repeat VPLUS
installation if necessary.

2. Restore a back-up version
of NMMGRF, or repeat
installation of Node
Management if necessary.

3. See "Submitting an SRIt at
the beginning of this
manual.

See 'tgubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.



NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)
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Message Meaning/Cause Action

Internal error: Data This is an internal NMMGR See "Submitting an SR" at the
field not on proper conversion table error. beginning of this manual.
unit boundry. (NMGRERR
80)

Cannot lock NM NMMGR was unable to Check the NMCONF File
configuration file. successfully lock the System error (if reported) for
(NMGRERR 81) configuration file. further information.

Otherwise, contact your HP
representative for assistance.

Cannot unlock NM NMMGR was unable to Check the NMCONF File
configuration file. successfully unlock the System error (if reported) for
(NMGRERR 82) configuration file. further information.

Otherwise, contact your HP
representative for assistance.

Cannot access the NMMGR NMMGR was not able to RESTORE the file
Help Catalog. (NMGRERR open the help catalog NMMGRHLP. PUB. SYS.
84) NMMGRHLP. PUB. SYS.

Incomplete summary Some configuration data Check the summary to ensure
printed. (NMGRERR 85) could not be found or printed that all required fields are

in the summary. The data configured.
that could not be found or
printed is replaced with
asterisks in the summary
printout.

Error in NMMGR help The MPE HELP subsystem I. Make sure that the file
catalog. (NMGRERR 88) could not use the help file NMMGRHLP.PUB.SYS is

NMMGRHLP. PUB. SYS. properly formatted (RUN
MAKECAT.PUB.SYS,HEL~.

2. RESTORE the file
NMMGRHLP. PUB. SYS.

Cannot invoke subsystem The subsystem summary Stream the install job
summary routine. output routine cannot be IOOINMAC. NMA. HPPL87 to
(NMGRERR 86) loadproced from the group, add routine to system SL.

account, or system SL.
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Message

Maximum page count
exceeded. (NMGRERR 94)

You must enter a
configuration file name
to open or create.
(NMGRERR 95)

You must enter a
directory file name to
open or create.
(NMGRERR 96)

There is no next screen
after this screen.
(NMGRERR 91)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

1. User attempted to go to
next page at the maximum
page count (256).

2. User attempted to do
"LAST PAGE" or
"CONDENSE PAGE". The
configuration file may have
Reachable Network paths in
excess of the maximum page
count.

The user pressed "Open
Config" or "Create Config"
but did not enter the
configuration file name on
the OPEN screen.

The user pressed "0pen
Directory" or "Create
Directory", but did not fill in
the Network Directory File
Name field on the OPEN
screen.

The user entered the NEXT
command but there is no next
screen.

Action

1. Use CONDENSE PAGE.

2. Restore the configuration
file with Reachable Network
paths within the maximum
page count.

Supply the configuration file
name.

Supply the network directory
file name.

None.

There is no entry to be
condensed. (NMGRERR 98)
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No reachable networks exist
in the file to be condensed.

None.
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Message

Netxport has locked the
file; cannot begin
guided task; wait
(NMGRERR 104)

The file has been
locked; type 'STOP' to
abort, or wait (NMGRERR
105)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Transport is being started
using the file NMMGR has
open as the active
configuration file. A guided
dynamic update cannot be
started until the transport has
been started.

Transport is being started
using the file NMMGR has
open as the active
configuration file. NMMGR
is processing a guided dynamic
update which cannot continue
until the transport has been
started.

Action

Wait until transport is started
and they try again.

Wait until the transport is
started and then try again.

The file has been
locked; cannot begin
guided task (NMGRERR
106)

Transport is using the file None.
NMMGR has open as the
active configuration file.
Guided configuration cannot
be performed on an active
configuration file; only guided
dynamic updates.

The file has been
locked; Type 'STOP' to
abort (NMGRERR 107)
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Transport is being started
using the file NMMGR has
open as the active
configuration file. NMMGR
is performing a guided
configuration which cannot
continue while the transport
is up. The file cannot be
modified except with guided
dynamic updates until the
transport is brought down.

Type 'STOP' in the command
window and press ENTER to
stop guided configuration.
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Message

The file has been
locked; cannot make any
modifications (NMGRERR
108)

The file has been
locked; subtree copy
aborted (NMGRERR 109)

Internal error: Cannot
check file lock status;
data not updated
(NMGRE.RR 110)

Enter a ni name into
the required field.
(NMGRERR 111)

The DELETE and RENAME
options are not allowed
in guided update.
(NMGRERR 112)

IP Address with node
portion of zeroes is
reserved for broadcast
(NMGRERR 113)

An Address Key is
required here (NMGRERR
114)

An X.25 Address is
required here (NMGRERR
115)

A Cefault Facility Set
is required here
(N~GRERR 116)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Transport is using the file
NMMGR has open as the
active configuration file. The
file cannot be changed except
with guided dynamic updates.

Transport is beening started
using the file NMMGR has
open as the active
configuration file. NMMGR
was processing a subtree copy.

NMMGR cannot determine
whether or not the transport
is using this file.

During guided configuration
for an NI, you neglected to
enter an NI name into the NI
field.

You are in guided update and
have attempted to delete or
rename an entry from the
Gateway Select screen.

You entered an IP address
with the node portion of the
IP address equal to zero.

You did not enter an X.25
address key.

You did not enter an X. 25
address.

You did not enter a default
facility set.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

None.

When the transport is no
longer running, purge the
subtree you were copying into
and restart the subtree copy.

1. If the transport is being
started or shut down wait
until it is finished and then
try again.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

Entel' the proper NI name
into the NI field.

Enter manual configuration
to perform this function.

Modify the node portion of
the IP address to a valid IP
address.

Enter an X. 25 address key.

Enter an X. 25 address.

Enter a default facility set.

OCT 88
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Message

Error in bu i ld
statement table.
(NMGRERR 200)

Internal error in
Guided config scanner.
(NMGRERR 201)

Aux NMCONF file already
open. (NMGRERR 202)

Cannot open source,
destination, or Aux
NMCONF file. (NMGRERR
203)

Aux NMCONF file not
opened. (NMGRERR 204)

Aux file does not
contain specified path.
(NMGRERR 205)
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Cause

This is an internal NMMGR
error. The number of
statements in an internal
table does not match the
number expected by
NMMGR.

This is an internal guided
configuration error caused by
a corrupt
NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS file.

This is an inlerna1guided
configuration error caused
when more than one
NMCONF file is opened by
the guided configuration open
statement.

This is cause when the
source/destination file or the
file NMAUXI.PUB.SYS is
missing, the wrong version, is
locked for exculsive access, or
corrupt during a subtree copy.

This is an internal guided
configuration error caused
when data is copied from the
auxiliary file to the user file
and the auxiliary file was not
opened.

This is guided configuration
error caused when
NMMGRCAT specifies a path
in the auxiliary file that does
not exist.

Action

I. Restore the file
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS

2. Run NMMAINT.PUB.SYS
to ma ke sure the version of
NMMGR is correct.

I. Restore NMMGRCAT and
retry.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See IISubmitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

1. If doing a subtree copy,
check to see that the source
and destination files really
exist.

2. If performing a guided
configuration task copy
NMAUXI.PUB.SYS from
backup tape, and run
NMMAINT.PUB.SYS to make
sure that you have the correct
version.

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Copy NMAUXl.PUB.SYS
from back-up tape, and run
NMAINT. PUB. SYS to make
sure that the version of
NMAUXI is the same as
NMMGR.



Message

Path to subtree in user
file does not exist.
(NMGRERR 206)

Internal error; Guided
token overflow.
(NMGRERR 207)

Unexpected Guided
Config error. Type
ERRORS. (NMGRERR 208)

Cannot Stop Guided
Configuration.
(NMGRERR 209)

Cannot perform NEXT
function. (NMGRERR 211)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Cause

This problem could be caused
by an old configuration file
that needs to be updated, or a
corrupt file.

This is an internal guided
configuration error.

An unexpected or internal
guided configuration error
occurred. A PC value is
specified at the end of this
error message. If the user is
unable to include the value
problem, the user should
submit an SR. Be sure to
include the value of the PC
with the SR.

The stop command is only
allowed on screens which
contain a "path". This is most
likely to occur when the user
types the command "STOP" on
the errors screen during
guided configuration.

This error occurs when the
user attempts to use the
NEXT command when no
selection screen has been
encountered.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

1. Run
NMMGRVER.PUB.SYS

2. Restore old configuration
file from a back-up tape.

3. Create a new
configuration file with
NMMGR.

1. Restore
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS from
a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual

1. Type the "ERROR"
command after this message is
displayed for clarification of
the error(s).

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

Move to a screen which
contains a "path" at the top of
the menu and retype the stop
command.

There is no need to use this
function at this time.
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Message

Function is not allowed
during Guided
configuration.
(NMGRERR 214)

Illegal vplu8 field
specified in Guided
config. (NMGRERR 215)

Illegal Guided config
variable name.
(NMGRERR 216)

Illegal path iden name
in Guided config.
(NMGRERR 217)

Max num of items that
can be put to a screen
exceeded. (NMGRERR
218)

String overflow.
(NMGRERR 219)
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Cause

The user has pressed a
function key that is not
allowed during guided
configuration. If the user is
on a data screen, it is possible
to advance by pressing the
Q;PI~~! function key.

This is an internal guided
configuration error that is
caused by missing information
in the forms file.

This is an interna) guided
configuration error.

This is an internal guided
configuration error.

This is an internal guided
configuration error.

This is an internal guided
configuration error.

Action

Press a labeled function key.

1. Restore
NMMGRF.PUB.SYS from
back-up tape, and run
NMAINT. PUB. SYS.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See ''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See ''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. Restore
NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS from
a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.



Message

Boolean logic error.
(NMGRERR 220)

Missing ENDIF'
statement. (NMGRERR
221 )

Select loops nested too
deep. (NMGRERR 222)

Select stack underflow
probably missing
SELECT. (NMGRERR 223)

Missing ENDSELECT
statement. (NMGRERR
224)

Unknown statement in
Guided Configuration
driver. (NMGRERR 226)

Command not allowed on
error or version
screen. (NMGRERR 227)

The network interface
data and the topology
key must match.
(NMGRERR 228)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Cause

This is an internal guided
configuration error.

This is an internal guided
configuration error.

This is an internal guided
configuration error.

This is an internal guided
configuration error.

This is an internal guided
configuration error.

This is an internal guided
configuration error.

Certain commands are only
allowed on states which
contain a path. This is likely
to occur when the user types
stop on the errors screen or
the version screen during
guided configuration.

The type of the network
interface does not match the
topology key which you
selected.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

I. Restore
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS from
back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

Move to a state which
contains a path and retype the
stop command.

1. Make sure you pressed the
corrected topology key.

2. Make sure you have the
correct network interface
name.

3. Check the type of the
network interface name by
going to NEXPORT. NI (do a
direct branch).
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

The Network interface The Network Interface must Check the type of the
is not allowed to have be of type router. network interface name by
mapping data updated. going to NETXPORT. NI (do a
(NMGRERR 229). direct branch).

The Network interface There is no Internet data to The user should not use this
may not be of type configure under the loopback. function with loopback.
LOOPBACK. (NMGRERR 230)

No network interface Check the type of the File an SR if the type is
found, or unknown type. network interface name by labeled as UNKNOWN. (See
(NMGRERR 231) going to NETXPORT. NI (do a "Submitting an SRu at the

direct branch). beginning of this manual).
The unknown type should be
deleted and the operation
retried.

Unable to open source File does not exist or is the I. If in Guided config, then
NMCONF file for copy. wrong version. NMAUXI. PUB. SYS could
(NMGRERR 232) not be opened.

2. If performing a
copysubtree then check the
source file to make sure it
exists and it is the correct
version.

Unable to open File does not exist or is wrong 1. If in Guided config, then
destination NMCONF file version. NMCONFIG.PUB.SYS or the
for copy. (NMGRERR 233) user file does not exist, or is

corrupt. You may check the
version by running
NMMAINT.PUB.SYS. You
may also run NMMGRVER to
determine if your file is
corrupt.

2. If performing a
copysubtree then check the
destination file to make sure
it exists. Check the version
and check to see if the file is
corrupt (as in part I).
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Message Meaning/Cause Action

No PC return value is There is an internal G-code See "Submitting an SRIt at the
on the Gosub stack. error. beginning of this manual.
(NMGRERR 234)

Illegal PC value There is an internal G-code See "Submitting an SR" at the
specified in statement. error. beginning of this manual.
(NMGRERR 235)

The Gosub stack is There is an internal G-code See ''Submitting an SR" at the
full. (NMGRERR 236) error. beginning of this manual.

The Network interface The operation is illegal if the Check to make sure that the
must be of type X.25. NI is not an X. 25 link. NI is an X. 25 link.
(NMGRERR 237)
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Message

The source path was not
found. (NMGRERR 280)

The destination path
was not found. (NMGRERR
281 )

The destination path
exists. Use the
overwrite option to
replace.
(NMGRERR 282)

Source and destination
do not map with each
other correctly.
(NMGRERR 283)
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Cause

The path to the subtree to
copy was not found.

The destination path, which is
created by substituting any
destination ids into the source
path, was not accessible. The
path in the file was not an
exact match, or is missing the
destination path.

The destination path already
exists in the file.

The source and destination
paths must start at the same
spot in the NMMGR schema.
Most likely the user
attempted to change the name
of an item in the destination
of a subtree copy.

Action

1. Check to make sure you
have the correct file.

2. Check the source path
spelling.

1. Check to make sure you
have the correct file.

2. Check the source and
destination path spelling.

Enter 'V' in the overwrite
option.

1. The user should check to
see if the item that was
changed was a select or type
select identifier. If not, that
will cause the subcopy to fail.

2. The user should check to
make sure that any
destination type select items
that were changed, were
changed to items of the same
type. (i. e. Ian to lan, instead
of Ian to router.)



NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)
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Message

Internal ERROR in
subtree copy. (NMGRERR
284)

A non select screen id
was changed in the
destination path.
(NMGRERR 285)

Illegal path name
ident i fier in
destination path name.
(NMGRERR 286)

Invalid destination
path -- path too long.
(NMGRERR 281)

Source path contains
empty path identifiers.
(NMGRERR 288)

Cause

Internal error.

Incorrect ids in the
destination path.

A path id in the destination
pathname is not legal.

The source and destination
paths must be the same
length. When entering data
on the subtree copy screen,
the source path may appear
longer, but should this be the
case, then the destination path
uses ids from the source path.
This error is generated in the
other case when the
destination path is longer
than the source path i. e.
source • netxport, destination
D netxport. ni.lan 1.

This occurs when the user
leaves path ids empty in the
middle of the source path
field on the copy sub screen.

I Action

See "Submittting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

Check ids in the destination
path. Make sure that they are
all select nodes.

I. Check the destination path
id for typing mistakes.

2. Check the NS3000IV
Netl.tJOrk Manager
Reference Manual for the
selection screen which
corresponds to the path which
is formed from the
destination id in error. The
documentation describes the
legal names.

The user should check to
make sure that he is not
missing path ids in the source
path.

The user should check the
source path, and fix the path,
such that none of the source
path ids are blank in the
middle of the source path.
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Message

The source and
destination may not be
the same file and path.
(NMGRERR 289)

The file does not exist
or cannot be opened.
(NMGRERR 290)

Source path is not
allowed to be copied.
(NMGRERR 291)

Internal NMMGR error:
cannot close current
Network Directory.
(NMGRERR 300)

Internal NMMGR error:
corrupt file likely.
(NMMGRERR 301)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Cause

The user is copying over his
source data, this is not
allowed.

A NMCONF file to be opened
for a copy could not be
accessed.

The source path is not
permitted to be copied by the
subtree command.

This is an internal error.

This an internal error.

Action

The user should select another
file to copy into, or the user
should choose another path to
copy into.

1. Check the spelling of the
filename.

2. Do a "listf <filename>" to
see if file exists.

None.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. The directory file is
probably corrupt and should
be replaced by a copy from a
back-up tape. Restore both
data and key files.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

.~

No next page of node
names. (NMMGRERR 302)

No previous page of
node names. (NMMGRERR
303)
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This is an informative None.
message that is issued when
the user hits ~~~il:ij~~~~and
there are no subsequent names
in the directory, or when the
name supplied does not exist.

This is an informative None.
message that is issued when
the user hits m~~lm~e~~~and
there are none, or when the
name supplied does not exist.



Message

A node with the same
name. type, and
global/local setting
already exists.
(NMGRERR 304)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

This is an informative
message that is issued when
the user tries to add a node
name that already exists into
the directory. The name is
probably misspelled, or the
wrong global/local setting was
given.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

1. Correct the node name
and/or global/local setting.

2. Correct the type.

3. Correct the enable flag.

Cannot find a node with
this name, type, and
setting. (NMGRWARN 305)

RENAME requires a new
node name and/or new
global/local setting.
(NMGRERR 306)

The current node name
entry has been deleted
by another user.
(NMGRERR 307)

Duplicate IP address.
(NMGRERR 308)

This is an informative
message that is issued when
the user tries to delete or
update a node name that does
not exist. The name is
probably misspelled, or the
wrong global/local setting was
given.

This is an informative
message that is issued when
the user tries to rename a
node name (global/local
setting), but both the new
node name and new
global/local setting, were
omitted.

The user attempted to delete
or update a network address,
or path data, but another user
who is modifying the same
directory file has just deleted
the entry.

The user attempted to add a
network address that already
exists in the current path
report.

1. Correct the node name
and/or global/local setting.

2. Correct the type.

3. Correct the enable flag.

Specify the missing
information.

Coordinate update activities
with other user(s).

1. Choose a different
network address.

2. Make sure you are
updating the correct node
name global/local setting.
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Message

Not enough room in the
path report list for
this addition.
(NMGRERR 321)

Internal NMMGR error 
corrupt path report
list data. (NMGRERR
322)

No directory file open.
(NMGRERR 323)

Cannot find this entry
in the directory.
(NMGRWARN 324)
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Meaning/Cause

This is an informative
message that is issued when
the user attempts to add or
update a path in a very large
path report list. This can
happen only on very large
gateway nodes. (e. g. node
with> 15 network addresses.)

Severe error indicating an
internal logic error.

Maintenance mode interface:
An informative message
issued when a user gives a
command prior to completing
a successful OPENDIR
command.

Maintenance mode interface:
An informative message
issued when no directory
entry (either global, iocal, or
neither - if no ;GLOBAL or
;LOCAL keyword given) could
be found in the directory
matching the specified node
name.

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
(Request an expansion on the
limit on path reports.)

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Open or create a directory file
using OPENDIR. then reissue
the command.

Correct the node name.



NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Node Management Error Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Cannot open source file Maintenance mode interface: Correct the filename.
/ wrong file type. An informative message
(NMGRERR 325) issued when an invalid file

was specified in a
MERGEDIR command.
Possible causes are:

1. Nonexistent file

2. Wrong type of file (not
directory or configuration
file)

3. Security violation

4. A system file name was
given (e.g. $null,$STDLIST)

5. Other file system problem

Cannot specify a node Maintenance mode interface: 1. Omit the node name from
name when source is a Informative message issued the command.
configuration file. when a user specified a node
(NMGRERR 326) name in conjunction with a 2. Use a directory file as the

configuration file in a source and retain the node
MERGEDIR command. name.

Local and global Maintenance mode interface: Explicitly state the entry to
entries exist for this An informative message be deleted using ;LOCAL or
node name; choose one. issued when the user has given ;GLOBAL
(NMGRERR 327) a DELETENODE command,

specifying a node name that is
not unique; e. g. both a local
and global entry exist for the
node name.

The node name must be 1. A node name was Correct the node name.
of the form expected, however, the data
NAME. DOMAIN.ORG. present did not conform to
(NMGRERR 328) the node name format.

2. The node name is more
than 50 characters long.
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

~
Message Meaning/Cause Action

The catalog file has an A internal error in NMMGR 1. Run NMMAINT.PUB.SYS
error in the Batch has occured. to make sure that you have
Command list. (NMGRERR the correct version of
329) NMMGR.

2. Restore the file
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS from
a back-up tape.

3. See ItSubmitting an SRU at
the beginning of this manual.

Extra data was The user specified too much Check syntax of command or
specified for this data. type "help" for more
command. (NMGRERR 330) information.

A key operator was The user specified both a Retype the command with
already specified. ;LOCAL and ;GLOBAL key only a ;LOCAL or ;GLOBAL.
(NMGRERR 332) operator.

A merge operator was The user specified more than Retype command with only
already specified. one merge operator (KEEP, one merge operator. )(NMGRERR 333) NOKEEP, TIMESTAMP).

Unknown command The user typed in an incorrect 1. If the command is an MPE
encountered. (NMGRERR command. command, the command must
334) start with a':'.

2. Check spelling of the
command name.

Internal Batch Mode An internal batch mode error See "Submitting an SR" at the
error. (NMGRERR 335) has occurred. beginning of this manual.
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Message

Unexpected semicolon
encountered. (NMGRERR
336)

Expected parameter
after command.
(NMGRERR 337)

Unknown or extra
keyword parameter
specifed. (NMGRERR 338)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

A semicolon was encountered
before other expected data
was entered.

I. OPENDIR: no options (no
semicolon) is allowed.

2. MERGEDIR: no filename
was specified.

3. LISTDIR: no options (no
semicolon) is allowed.

4. EXPANDDIR: no options
(no semicolon) is allowed.

A parameter is needed after
certain commands. This error
occurs if the user does not
specify that parm.

1. OPENDIR: needs a
filename.

2. MERGEDIR: needs a
filename.

3. EXPANDDIR: needs an
integer.

This occurs in DELETENODE
or MERGEDIR when the
keyword local, global, keep,
nokeep, or timestamp is
spelled incorrectly or you
have a duplicate type of
keyword (I. E. DELETENODE
a. b. c;local;global).
DELETENODE only allows
local or global keywords.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

Check syntax of the command
or type "help" for more
information.

Check syntax of the command
or type "help" for more
information.

1. Check spelling of
keywords.

2. Check for duplicate
keyword types.

3. Type "help" for correct
syntax.
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Message

Illegal configuration
file name. (NMGRERR
339)

Illegal directory file
name. (NMGRERR 340)

No keywords are allowed
for this command.
(NMGRERR 341)

NS node name can be
from 5 to 50 characters
in length. (NMGRERR
342)

Name segment in node
name must be from 1 to
16 chars in length.
(NMGRERR 343)

Domain segment in node
name must be from 1 to
16 chars in length.
(MNGRERR 344)

org segment in node
name must be from 1 to
16 chars in length.
(NMGRERR 345)

Each segment in the
node name must begin
with an alphabetic
char. (NMGRERR 346)

Node names may only be
composed of alpha,
numeric and II ","_".

(NMGRERR 347)-
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Meaning/Cause

Configuration file name is
invalid.

Directory name may be too
long, or contains illegal
characters.

This command does not allow
keywords.

The node name length is
wrong.

The name portion of the node
name is the incorrect length.

The domain portion of the
node name is the incorrect
length.

The org portion of the node
name is the incorrect length.

Each seg in node name
(name,domain, and org) must
begin with an alphabetic
character.

Illegal character specified.

Action

Check the file name for
validity. Also, make sure the
name is not too long.

Recheck file name specified.

Check syntax of the command
or type "help" for more
information.

Check the length of each
segment in the node name.
Each segment
(name,domain,org) must be
I -16 characters in length.

Fix the length of the name in
NAME. domain. org.

Fix the length of the domain
in name. DOMAIN. org.

Fix the length of the org in
name. domain. ORG.

Check to see that the first
char in each segment is in the
set l'A'.. 'Z').

Check each segment for an
illegal character.

~
/



Message

Expected- the
destination path and
file to be formatted as
PATH:FILE.
(NMGRERR 348)

Expected three filename
parameters :
streamfile, nodefile,
cmdfi Ie.
(NMGRERR 349)

Expected the source
path and file to be
formatted as PATH:fILE.
(NMGRERR 350)

Missing comma. (NMGRERR
351 )

Need to update data on
previous screen before
adding domain name.
(NMGRERR 352)

The specified path does
not point to a paged
data screen. (NMGRERR
353)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Incorrect format specified.

File name parameters
incorrectly specified.

Incorrect format specified.

The syntax of the command
requires a comma.

Data was not updated for this
node.

You did not access a paged
data screen which has only
one page.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

Check to make sure that the
three components: path, colon,
and file are present.

Check to make sure that there
are three filenames separated
by commas.

Check to make sure that the
three components: path, colon,
and file are present.

Reissue the command using a
comma.

Update the data for this node.

Check the path specified in
the PATHCONF command.
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Message

Entry selected is
empty. (NMGRERR 354)

Domain labels can only
end in an alphabetic
character or digit.
(NMGRERR 355)

Domain labels can only
begin with an
alphabetic character.
(NMGRERR 356)

Domain labels can only
consist of A... Z,
a ... z, 0 ••• 9 or -.
(NMGRERR 357)

Domain label lengths
cannot exceed 63
characters. (NMGRERR
358)

Domain name is empty.
(NMGRERR 359)

Domain screen can be
accessed only after an
NS nodename addition.
(NMGRERR 360)
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Cause

You selected a null selection
from the entry selection
window.

You entered a name which
contained a label that
terminated with an invalid
character.

You entered a domain name
which began with an invalid
character.

You entered a domain name
which contained an invalid
character.

The domain label length
exceeded 63 characters.

You selected an operation
which required a domain, yet
neglected to enter one.

You can only access the
domain screen provided you
got to the select screen via the
add function key and the add
just performed was that of an
NS node name.

1. If you got to the select
screen by pressing update
at the select screens, then
you cannot access the
domain screen.

2. You can only access the
domain screen immediately
following a NS nodemane
addition.

Action

Reselect from the entry
selection window.

Change the domain label to
terminate with a valid
character. Valid terminating
characters are A... 2,a.. Z, or
0... 9.

Change the domain label to
begin with an alphabetic
character.

Change the domain label
characters to consist of A... Z,
a... z., 0... 9, -.

Change the domain label
length to be from 1 to 63
characters.

Enter the required domain.

Access the domain screen
after you make the NS
nodename addition.



Message

Select an entry between
1 and 8, or enter the
full node name.
(NMGRERR 361)

User cannot add a
domain name to a record
already containing one.
(NMGRERR 362)

Entry field must
contain a value between
1 and 8. (NMGRERR 363)

Nodename too long. Max
for NS is 50; Max for
domain name is 255.
(NMGRERR 364)

rile name entered is
invalid; max length is
36 characters.
(NMGRERR 365)

Domain name entered
already exists.
(NMGRERR 366)

User is not allowed to
merge individual domain
entries.
(NMGRERR 367)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Cause

You pressed a key which
required that an entry
selection be provided.

You tried to go to the domain
screen after having just added
a domain entry.

The entry field was empty or
contained an incorrect value.

1. You entered a name that
exceeded 255 characters
for the DDN name.

2. You entered a name that
exceeded 50 characters for
the NS name.

You entered a file name that
exceeded 36 characters.

You entered a domain name
that already exists in the
directory.

The MERGEDIR command does
not permit the merging of a
single domain entry.
However, you can merge them
as a group. A group is
defined as all the global
domains or all the local
domains.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

You must either enter a
selection via the entry field or
you can enter the full node
name in the nodename field.

If you want to create another
domain entry, return to the
select screen.

Modify the entry field to
contain a value from 1 to 8.

1. Change the DDN to be
255 characters, or less.

2. Change the NS name to be
50 characters, or less.

Enter a file name that does
not exceed 36 characters.

Specify an alternative domain
name.

Reissue the command using
the described group
definitions.
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Message

User must enter: Node
Name, Type, Global and
Enable settings.
(NMGRERR 368)

User cannot select
using both Entry Number
Field and Name Field.
(NMGRERR 369)

The options when
merging from a config
file are LOCAL and
GLOBAL. (NMGRERR 370)

NMGRERRMESSAGES (cont'd)

Cause

You selected a function that
required the Node Name,
Type, Global, and Enable
settings.

You have entered a name into
the node name field and data
into the entry number field.
You can only specify one at a
time for the operation
selected (upate, delete).

You are using the
MERGEDIR command to
attempt a merge from a
config file. The only valid
options to specify in this
instance are LOCAL or
GLOBAL.

Action

Reselect the function with the
necessary information.

For the operation selected,
either complete the node
name field or the entry
number field, but not both at
the same time.

Reissue the command using
the valid options: LOCAL or
GLOBAL.

User must update data
prior to using NEXT
function. (NMGRERR 371)

Problem accessing the
existing directory
file. (MNGRERR 380)
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You are on the directory data
screen and you are trying to
use NEXT branching. You
must first update the current
data.

Maintenance mode interface:
an operation on the existing
directory file could not be
performed. The possible
operations are: FOPEN the
file as a KSAM file
exclusively, FGETINFO and
FGETKEYINFO on the file,
or FCLOSE the file with the
delete option.

To update current data, press
UPDATE. You can now use
NEXT branching.

Check the accompanying file
system error for more
information. If the error
reflects an exclusive access
violation (e. g. another process
has the file open, or the user
does not possess adequate
capabilities to open the file,
(etc.) then correct the
multiple access and/or correct
user capabilities.



NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Node Management Error Messages

~
\'

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Problem accessing the Maintenance mode interface: 1. Check the accompanying
new (expanded) An operation on a COpy of file system error for more
directory fi Ie. the existing directory file information. If the error
(NMGRERR 381) could not be performed. The reflects a security violation,

possible operations are: then you are most likely (a)
trying to access a file for

I. FOPEN the file (new) as a read/write access for which
KSAM file (opened with a you do not have adequate
temporary file name capabilitites, or (b) trying to
"ZTMPxxxxll). expand the file in a different

account than your logon
2. FWRITE to the file. account. Since the expand

operation involves a
3. FCLOSE with the save RENAME, you MUST be
option on. logged into the same account

as the directory file that you
4. FOPEN the data file in are trying to expand.
copy mode.

2. If the original directory
5. FREADLABEL the data file does not exist, but the
file. temporary files ("ZTMPxxxx"

and "ZTMPxxxK") do exist,
6. FWRITELABEL the data then the directory can be
file. recovered by building a new

KSAM file manually (use
7. FOPEN the key file in KSAMUTIL) with identical
copy mode. attributes as the original file.

Use FCOPY to copy the data
8. FREAD from the key file. and key files SEPARATELY

into the newly built KSAM
9. FUPDATE the key file. data and key files. Be sure to

use the ";NOKSAM" option of
10. FCLOSE the key file. FCOPY.

3. If the temporary files do
not exist, then the original
directory must be restored
from a back-up tape.
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Message

Incompatible version of
KSAM for file rename
operation. (NMGRERR
382)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Maintenance mode interface:
The location of internal
KSAM data and key
information has changed and
thus cannot be updated with
this version of the NMC
software.

Action

1. For an intermediate
solution, use KSAMUTIL to
build a larger (expanded) file
and use FCOPY to copy the
directory to the new file.

2. See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this manual.

Cannot specify a Maintenance mode interface: Supply a positive number of
negative number for The user gave a negative records.
expansion. (NMGRERR number of records to expand
383) the file.

Cannot open command The command file 1. Check for any file
file "NMMGRCMO". NMMGRCMD could not be equations set for
(NMGRERR 384) opened. "NMMGRCMD".

2. See the accompanying file
system error message for
problem resolution.

~
An NMMGR configuration Maintenance mode interface: Reissue the command with
file name must be An error message is issued the configuration file name.
specified. (NMGRERR when the configuration file
385) argument for the

OPENCONF command is
missing.

Invalid subsystem name, Maintenance mode interface: Reissue the comand with a
enter valid name (ie An error message is issued correct subsystem name.
NETXPORT) • (NMGRERR when an invalid subsystem
386) name is entered.

Unable to OPEN, and File system error. 1. Check to see if user is
unable to CREATE config allowed to access file.
file. (NMGRERR 387)

2. Check to see if user and
account capabilities of NA or
NM are set.
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Message

Attempted to access non
data or page data
screen with PATHCONf.
(NMGRERR 388)

Attempted to access a
field which does not
exist. (NMGRERR 389)

Path not specified, or
path specified does not
exist. (NMGRERR 390)

Version stamp in
VERSIONCONf does not

-match NMMGR version.
(NMGRERR 391)

VERSIONCONf must be
called before this
command may be called.
(NMGRERR 392)

Cannot open the
nodelist file. (NMGRERR
400)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Incorrect use of PATHCONF
command.

You are trying to access a
field N+k when there are only
N fields on the form.

PATHCONF was not
previously issued.

Version stamp must match
NMMGR version.

Tried to perform OPENCONF
before VERSIONCONF.

The nodelist file could not be
opened for read/write access.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

Make sure that the screen you
are trying to access is data or
paged data. This can be
checked by looking at the
screen and seeing if there is a
data flag in the upper right
corner of the screen. If not,
you are trying to access a
screen which has no data
fields.

1. Use NMMGR to go to the
path which you specified in
the PATHCONF command.
Make sure that your field
count matches the field
number you are trying to
access.

2. Make sure you are not
trying to use Vplus field
numbers to access the field.

1. Check to see if you set the
path with the PATHCONF
command.

2. Check to see if the path
that you specified exists in the
configuration file.

Change the version stamp in
your batch file to match the
version displayed on the
NMMGR banner line.

Call VERSIONCONF with the
version stamp which
NMMGR displays on the
banner line.

See the accompanying file
system error message for
resolution.
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Message

Record size of nodelist
file too small; must be
>= 80 bytes. (NMGRERR
401)

Filecode of nodelist
fi Ie non zero.
(NMGRERR 402)

FREADDIR failed trying
to read from nodelist
file. (NMGRERR 403)

FWRITEDIR failed trying
to write to nodelist
file. (NMGRERR 404)

Cannot close nodelist
file. (NMGRERR 405)

FCONTROL failed trying
to set EOF marker on
nodelist file.
(NMGRERR 406)

FPOINT failed on
nodelist file. (NMGRERR
407)
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

The record size of the nodelist
file is too small to be used.

The nodelist file supplied did
not have a 0 filecode; Le. it
was not a standard
EDITOR-type file.

Could not issue a directed
read to the nodelist file. The
file most likely has a
variable-length record
structure.

Could not issue a directed
write against the nodelist file.

Could not close the nodelist
file.

Internal error.

Could not set the record
pointer in the nodelist file.

Action

I. If creating the nodelist file
using the LISTDIR command,
then do not included a ;REC~

parameter in the file
equation.

2. Copy the nodelist file into
a file with a larger record
width.

I. If creating the nodelist file
using the LISTDIR command,
then do not include a ;CODE~

parameter in the file
equation.

2. Copy the nodelist file into
a file created with no file
code.

See the accompanying file
system error message for
resolution.

See the accompanying file
system error message for
resolution.

See the accompanying file
system error message for
resolution.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See the accompanying file
system error message for
resolution.



Message

FGETINFO failed on
nodelist file. (NMGRERR
408)

FREAD failed trying to
read from nodelist
file. (NMGRERR 409)

Cannot gain access to
the stream file.
(NMGRERR 410)

The stream file already
exists; choose another
name. (NMGRERR 411)

Cannot gain access to
the command file.
(NMGRERR 412)

The command file does
not exist.
(NMGRERR 413)

Internal catalog error:
job text identifier
table overflow.
(NMGRERR 414)

Internal catalog error:
incorrect format for
job text 10 entry.
(NMGRERR 415)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Internal error.

Could not read sequentially
from the nodelist file.

A check to verify that the
stream file does not already
exist could not be completed.

The stream file given already
exists as a permanent file. The
MAKESTREAM command
requires that this file not
exist.

A check to verify that the
command file does exist could
not be completed.

The command file given does
not exist.

Message catalog
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS
incorrect.

Message catalog
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS
incorrect.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See the accompanying file
system error message for
resolution.

See the accompanying file
system error message for
resolution.

I. Choose another file name.

2. Rename the existing file to
another name.

See the accompanying file
system error message for
resolution.

Supply the name of an
existing command file.

1. :RESTORE
NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS
from a backup tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

1. :RESTORE
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS
from a backup tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.
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NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Error converting a Message catalog 1; :RESTORE
catalog entry into a NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS
numeric value. incorrect. from a backup tape.
(NMGRERR 416)

2. See IISubmitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

Catalog entry value not Message catalog 1. :RESTORE
in range - 32768-32767. NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS
(NMGRERR 417) incorrect. from a backup tape.

2. See IISubmitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

Cannot read an entry Message catalog 1. :RESTORE
from the message NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS
catalog. (NMGRERR 418) incorrect. from a backup tape.

2. See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this
manual.

Cannot open the stream The stream file could not be See the accompanying file
file. (NMGRERR 419) opened. system error message for

resolution.
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Message

FWRITE failed trying to
write to the stream
file. (NMGRERR 420)

Cannot close the stream
file. (NMGRERR 421)

Missing equal sign.
(NMGRERR 500)

Missing or invalid
pathname parameter.
(NMGRERR 501)

Missing or invalid
field number. (NMGRERR
502)

Missing data. Data
follows a comma.
(NMGRERR 503)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

Could not write to the stream
file. Most likelYt the
end -of-file has been reached
and the file is full.

The stream file could not be
closed.

An equal sign was missing in
the command syntax.

The syntax of the command
requires a pathname
parameter.

I. The field number
parameter was not
specified.

2. The field number was not
terminated with a comma.

WRITECONF command did
not list data to be stored.

Node Management Error Messages

Action

1. See the accompanying file
system error message for
resolution.

2. If end-of-file has been
reachedt issue a file equation
for the stream file: FILE
yourfile;DISC=nnnn,32,1
where "yourfile" is the name
of the stream filet and Itnnnn"
is the number of records
needed in the file.
Approximately 150 records
should be allocated for each
node in the nodelist file. Note
that the stream file is created
as a variable-length file, so
fewer records should be
required per node. The file is
opened with a default of
5000 records. Retry the
MAKESTREAM command
with the new file equation.

See the accompanying file
system error message for
resolution.

Re-enter the command with
the proper syntax.

Check pathname and reissue
the command.

Check the field number on
the screen.

The syntax of the command
requires a data parameter.
The data may be enclosed in
quotes.
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Message

Invalid option
specified. (NMGRERR
504)

Missing or invalid
version string.
(NMGRERR 505)

Missing or invalid page
number. (NMGRERR 506)

Invalid path, a select
or type select path is
required. (NMGRERR
507)

Unable to open Formlist
as OLD or NEW. (NMGRERR
508)

The new data is larger
than the field size.
(NMGRERR 509)

NMGRERR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

An invalid option was
specified for the command.

Did not specify version
correctly.

The syntax of the command
requires a page number.

The path must be for a select
or type select screen.

File system error.

WRITECONF error.

Action

Use help to enter correct
option.

The syntax of the command
requires a valid version string
parameter.

The page number must be a
positive integer.

Check the path and reissue.

Check the file equation. See
if the file is locked open or
cannot be accessed. Check to
see if there is disk space.

1. Check to see that you are
accessing the correct field.

2. Reduce the size of the data
you are entering.

There are Vplus field
edit errors. (NMGRERR
510)

Field number must be a
positive integer.
(NMGRERR 511)

Missing closing quote.
(NMGRERR 512)
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UPDATECONF error. Examine all WRITECONF
statements before the screen
associated with the
UPDATECONF which caused
the error. One or more of
these fields does not match
the edits which are associated
with this field. Go to the
NMMGR screen which
corresponds to the path for
further explanation of the
Vplus error.

READCONF or WRITECONF Check to see if the field
error. number entered is greater

than zero.

A closing quote is needed. Retype the erroneous string
with a closing quote.
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r' NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES

NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES

~'
\..

Message Cause Action

Directory file not No directory file was opened. See "Submitting an SRII at the
open. (NDIERR 001) beginning of this manual.

Directory is not open The currently opened See IISubmitting an SRII at the
for write access. directory was not opened with beginning of this manual.
(NDIERR 002) write access.

FLOCK failed - internal This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SRII at the
error. (NDIERR 003) beginning of this manual.

Requires Network User does not have Network Change user capabilities.
Administrator Administrator capabilities.
capabi I i ty. (NDIERR
004)

Not enough room in The directory file is full. Expand the directory file
directory for new capacity using the NMMGR
ent ry. (NDIERR 006) maintenance mode

EXPANDDIR command.

FCONTROL/fUNLOCK failed This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SRII at the
- internal error. beginning of this manual.
(NDIERR 007)

Name type invalid; must This is an internal error. See IISubmitting an SR" at the
be 1 (NS name) or 5 beginning of this manual.
(domain name). (NDIERR
008)

Name length invalid for This is an internal error. See IISubmitting an SRII at the
name type. (NOIERR 009) beginning of this manual.

Path report list length This is an internal error. See IlSubmitting an SRII at the
cannot be negative. beginning of this manual.
(NDIERR 010)

Path report list length This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
) than NO' CREATE beginnng of this manual.
maximum. (NDIERR 011)
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Duplicate node name in
directory - cannot add
new entry. (NDIERR 012)

FFINDBYKEY failed 
corrupt file likely.
(NDIERR 013)

Directory file not
open. (NDIERR 020)

Cannot close directory
file - internal error.
(NDIERR 021)

Requires Node Manager
or Network
Administrator
capabi I i ty. (NDIERR
022)

Directory size too
small; must be > o.
(NDIERR 040)

Directory size too
large; must be <=
10 t 000 records.
(NDIERR 041)
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Cause

An entry with the same node
name and global/local flag
setting already exists in the
directory.

Possible corrupt network
directory file.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

User does not have Node
Manager or Network
Administrator capabilities.

This is an internal error.

Directory size parameter too
large.

Action

Supply a different node name
and/or global/local setting.

1. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Change user capabilities.

See 'esubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. If a larger file is really
desired, create one at the
maximum size, then use
NMMGR maintenance mode
EXPANDDIR command to
increase the file to desired
size.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Maximum path report
list length negative;
must be > O. (NDIERR
042)

Maximum path report
list length too large;
must be <= 500.
(NDIERR 043)

Cannot create directory
file. (NDIERR 044)

fWRITE of header record
failed - internal
error. (NDIERR 045)

fCLOSE fai led 
internal error.
(NDIERR 046)

Directory name cannot
contain a lockword.
(NDIER 041)

Requires Network
Administ rator
capability. (NDIERR
048)

ND'fSERR called when no
file system error had
occurred. (NDIERR 060)

Directory file not
open. (NDIERR 080)

Item number invalid;
must be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
or 6. (NDIERR 081)

Requires Node Manager
or Network
Administrator
capability. (NDIERR
082)

Cause

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

The network directory file
could not be opened.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

Directory file names may not
be lockword protected.

User does not have Node
Manager or Network
Administrator capabilities.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

User does not have Node
Manager or Network
Administrator capabilities.

Action

See "Submitting an SRtl at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See the accompanying file
system error message for
problem resolution.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Resubmit the file name with
no lockword or a null
lockword.

Change user capabilities.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Change user capabilities.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Cause Action

FGETINFO failed - This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
interna 1 error. beginning of this manual.
(NDIERR 083)

FLOCK failed - internal This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SRn at the
error. (NDIERR 084) beginning of this manual.

FCONTROL/FUNLOCK failed This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
- internal error. beginning of this manual.
(NDIERR 085)

Cannot open directory Could not open the directory Consult accompanying file
file. (NDIERR 100) file due to various MPE file system error message for

system errors. problem resolution.

FGETINFO failed - This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
internal error. beginning of this manual.
(NDIERR 101)

Wrong filecode for The file name specified is not Correct filename to refer to a
direct0 ry f i 1e ; a network directory file. network directory file.
expected 1211 . (NDIERR
102)

Access mode invalid; This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
must be 0 or 1. beginning of this manual.
(NDIERR 103)

Share option invalid; This is an internal error. See l'Submitting an SR" at the
must be 0, 1, 2 or 3. beginning of this manual
(NDIERR 104)

FLOCK failed - internal This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SRn at the
error. (NDIERR 105) beginning of this manual.

Incompatible directory The current level of software 1. Install correct versions of
version - outdated does not support the format NMC software.
directory. (NDIERR 106) of the directory file.

2. Restore correct version of
network directory file.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

FCONTROL/FUNLOCK failed
- internal error.
(NDIERR 101)

FCLOSE failed 
internal error.
(NDIERR 108)

Directory name cannot
contain a lockword.
(NDIERR 109)

Requires Node Manager
or Network
Adm in is t rato r
capabi Ii ty. (NDIERR
110)

File is not a Network
Directory. (NDIERR 111)

One or more required
parameters are missing.
(NDIERR 120)

Directory file not
open. (NDIERR 121)

Re lop pa ramete r
invalid; must be 0, 1,
2, 4, 5, or 6. (NDIERR
122)

Name type invalid; must
be 1 (NS name) or 5
(domain name). (NDIERR
123)

Name length invalid for
name type.
(NDIERR 124)

Cause

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

The network directory file
cannot be lockword protected.

User does not have Node
Manager or Network
Administrator capabilities.

User calling ND'OPEN passed
a file that is not a network
directory file. The most
likely cause is that the file is
not a KSAM file.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Remove the lockword from
the filename, or replace it
with a nulliockword.

Change user capabilities.

Correct the filename.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See ''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRI! at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See ''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

FFINDBYKEY failed 
corrupt file likely.
(NDIERR 125)

Cannot find a matching
node name in the
di rectory. (NDIERR 126)

FREAD failed - corrupt
file likely. (NDIERR
127)

FLOCK failed - internal
error. (NDIERR 128)

FCONTROL/FUNLOCK failed
- internal error.
(NDIERR 129)

Requires Node Manager
or Network
Admin 1st rator
capability. (NDIERR
130)

Select parameter
invalid; must be 0, 1
or 2. (NDIERR 131)

FSPACE failed - corrupt
file likely. (NDIERR
132)

Directory file not
open. (NDIERR 140)
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Cause

Possible corrupt network
directory file.

In the directory, no entry
could be found with the
requested nodename and
global/local flag setting. Or,
a partial nodename (generic
key) was requested and no
match could be found.

Possible corrupt network
directory file.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

User does not have Node
Manager or Network
Administrator capabilities.

This is an internal error.

Probable corrupt directory
file.

This is an internal error.

Action

I. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See IISubmitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

Supply the nodename of an
existing entry, or a generic
key to satisfy the match.

I. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this manual.

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Change user capabilities.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

I. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Directory is not open
for write access.
(NDIERR 141)

FLOCK failed - internal
error. (NDIERR 142)

Cannot remove node name
- internal error.
(NDIERR 143)

Requires Network
Adm in is t rato r
capability. (NDIERR
144)

FREAD failed - corrupt
file likely. (NDIERR
145)

FCONTROL/FUNLOCK failed
- internal error.
(NDIERR 146)

Name type invalid; must
be 1 (NS name) or 5
(domain name). (NDIERR
141)

Name length invalid for
name type. (NDIERR 148)

FFINDBYKEY failed 
corrupt file likely.
(NDIERR 149)

Cause

This is an internal error.

Internal error.

This is an internal error.

User does not have Network
Administrator capabilities.

Possible corrupt network
directory file.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

Possible corrupt network
directory file.

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Change user capabilities.

1. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See lISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

No such name in
directory - cannot
remove it. (NDIERR
150)

Directory file not
open. (NDIERR 160)

Requires Node Manager
or Network
Admin ist rator
capability. (NDIERR
161)

Request parameter
invalid; must be 1 or
2. (NDIERR 162)

Cause

The name does not exist in the
directory file.

This is an internal error.

User does not have Node
Manager or Network
Administrator capabilities.

This is an internal error.

Action

Correct the nodename and/or
global/local setting

See "Submitting an SRu at the
beginning of this manual.

Change user capabilities.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

FREADBYKEY failed - Possible corrupt network 1. Restore the data and key
corrupt file likely. directory file. files from a back-up tape.
(NDIERR 163)

.~2. See ''Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

FREAD fa i led - corrupt Possible corrupt network 1. Restore the data and key
file likely. (NDIERR directory file. files from a back-up tape.
164)

2. See ''Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

fLOCK filed - internal This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
error. (NDIERR 165) beginning of this manual.

rCONTROL/rUNLOCK failed This is an internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
- internal error. beginning of this manual.
(NDIERR 166)

Cannot read node name Possible corrupt network I. Restore the data and key
back reference record - directory file. files from a back-up tape.
corrupt file likely.
(NDIERR 167) 2. See "Submitting an SR" at

the beginning of this manual.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

FOPEN of message
catalog failed.
(NDIERR 180)

GENMESSAGE failed.
(NDIERR 181)

Error in NMCONF
Intrinsic; check for
error status. (NDIERR
190)

Error in Network
Directory intrinsic;
check for error status.
(NDIERR 191)

Requires Network
Admin is t rator
capability. (NDIERR
192)

Cause

The message catalog
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS could
not be opened. Possible causes
include:

1. Incorrect software
installation.

2. User does not have
sufficient access rights to the
file.

3. Incorrect version of
software.

A message could not be read
from the message catalog. A
possible cause is incorrect
version of the software.

A problem was encountered
when calling an NMCONF
procedure.

This is an internal error.

User does not have Network
Administrator capabilities.

Action

1. Restore
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS from
a back-up tape» or

2. Reinstall the product.

Reinstall the product.

Refer to the accompanying
NMCONF error message.

Refer to the accompanying
NMCONF error message. If
the associated error is number
58, then the configuration file
to merge from does not have
any directory data in it. The
file must first be read by the
network transport by bringing
up the transport in order to
extract the directory data.

Change user capabilities.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

file recovery: cannot
open message catalog.
(NDIERR 200)

file recovery: fOPEN of
temporary command file
failed. (NDIERR 201)

F'i Ie recove ry :
GEMMESSAGE failed.
(NDIERR 202)

file recovery: fWRITE
to temporary command
file failed. (NDIERR
203)

file recovery: fCLOSE
of temporary command
file failed. (NDIERR
204)
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Cause

The message catalog
NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS could
not be opened. Possible causes
include:

1. Improper product
installation.

2. User does not have
sufficient access rights to the
catalog file.

3. Incorrect version of
software installed.

Could not open a scratch file
to write file recovery
commands into. Possible
causes include:

1. Duplicate file name. As
the file name generated is
"randomll

, this cause is very
unlikely.

2. User does not have Save
Files capability.

3. Other file system error.

Could not read a message
from the catalog
NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS. A
possible cause is a wrong
version of the software is
installed.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

Action

1. Reinstall the product.

2. Restore
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS from
a back -up tape.

1. Consult the associated file
system error for problem
resolution.

2. Attempt manual recovery
of the directory file using
KSAMUTIL. PUB. SYS

1. Reinstall the product.

2. Restore
NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS

3. Attempt manual recovery
of the directory file using
KSAMUTIL. PUB. SYS

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

",)

Message

File recove ry :
CREATE PROCESS of
KSAMUTIL.PUB.SYS
failed. (NDIERR 205)

File recovery: cannot
open di recto ry file
exclusively. (NDIERR
206)

File recovery: FCLOSE
failed - internal
error. (NDIERR 207)

File recove ry :
FFINDBYKEY failed 
internal error.
(NDIERR 208)

File recovery: FREAD
failed - internal
error. (NDIERR 209)

FPOINT to header record
failed - corrupt file
likely. (NDIERR 220)

Cause

Problem encountered trying
to create a son process to run
KSAM. PUB. SYS. Possible
causes include:

1. KSAMUTIL. PUB. SYS
program file missing.

2. Out of some type of system
resource - check SYSDUMP
configuration.

The network directory file
could not be opened
exclusively in order to recover
the file.

This is an internal error.

Network directory file is
irrecoverable.

Network directory file is
irrecoverable.

The file is corrupt, is empty,
or not a network directory
file.

Action

1. Restore
KSAMUTIL. PUB. SYS

2. Consult CREATEPROCESS
errors in the MPE Intrinsics
Reference Manual.

1. See the accompanying file
system error message.

2. If FSERR 192 is displayed,
recover the network directory
file as described in the
Introduction of this manual
(under "Determine the
Action".)

See "Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

1. Attempt manual recovery
of the file using
KSAMUTIL. PUB. SYS

2. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

1. Attempt manual recovery
of the file using
KSAMUTIL. PUB. SYS

2. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

Restore the data and key files
from a back-up tape.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

FREADC of header record
failed - corrupt file
likely. (NDIERR 221)

Length of header record
incorrect - corrupt
file likely. (NDIERR
222)

FPOINT to header record
failed. (NDIERR 230)

FUPDATE of header
record failed. (NMIERR
231 )

FUPDATE of existing
record failed. (NDIERR
240)

FWRITE of new record
failed. (NDIERR 241)

Actual path report list
length differs from
passed length. (NDIERR
250)

Path report list length
too small to support
minimal report.
(NDIERR 251)

Domain report in path
report list too short
« 6 bytes). (NDIERR
252)
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Cause

The file is not a KSAM file
(and thus not a network
directory file), or is a corrupt
network directory.

Possible corrupt network
directory file.

This is an internal error.

Internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

Action

I. Restore the proper KSAM
file from a back-up tape
(data and key files)

2. Attempt manual recovery
on the file using
KSAMUTIL. PUB. SYS

1. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NETWORK DIRECTORY (NDIERR) ERROR MESSAGES (cont'd)

~\'

Message

Version of domain
report in path report
list <> o. (NOIERR 253)

Domain number of domain
report in path report
list <> 1. (NDIERR 254)

Cannot read a node name
back reference record 
corrupt file likely.
(HOIERR 260)

A required node name
record is not in dir 
corrupt file likely.
(HOIERR 261)

FUPOATE failed 
internal error.
(HOIERR 262)

FGETINFO failed 
internal error.
(NOIERR 270)

FFINOBYKEY failed 
corrupt file likely.
(NOIERR 271)

FREAD failed - corrupt
file likely. (NOIERR
272)

Cause

The version number (1st octet)
of a domain indicates an
unsupported version.

This is an internal error.

Possible corrupt network
directory file.

Possible corrupt network
directory file.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

Possible corrupt network
directory file.

Possible corrupt network
directory file.

Action

1. Possible version mismatch;
reinstall the product.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

1. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

1. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See llSubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

1. Restore the data and key
files from a back-up tape.

2. See "Submitting an SRIt at
the beginning of this manual.
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NMMGRVER ERROR MESSAGES

NMMGRVER MESSAGES

Message Meaning/Cause Action

CONVERSION completed Successful completion. None
successfully.
(NMMGRVERMSG 0)

NO NEED TO CONVERT Configuration file version is None
(NMMGRVERMSG 1) correct; file does not require

conversion.

OPEN FILE ERROR: Cannot NMMGRVER was unable to
convert file. open the configuration file
(NMMGRVERWARN 2) during conversion.

(1) More than one user
accessing file. (1) Execute the LISTDIRS

subsystem and type LISTF to
check whether other users are
accessing or storing this file.
NMMGERVER needs
exclusive access to the
configuration file. Rerun
NMMGRVER when file is
freed.

(2) Internal file system unable (2) Resolve the MPE security
to LOCK and OPEN the file restriction and retry. Run
with write access due to file LISTDIRS and type
system security. LISTSEC

configFileNameto
determine the security
restrictions of the file.

(3) Internal file system unable (3) Rerun NMMGRVER with
to OPEN the file if incorrect correct LOCKWORD.
LOCKWORD was provided.

(4) Another internal error has (4) An internal file system
occurred when opening the error has occurred. See
file. ''Submitting an SRU at the

beginning of this manual.
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Node Management Error Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Action

INTERNAL ERROR: cannot The configuration file is Restore an old configuration
convert fi Ie. corrupted. One or more of the file if possible and rerun
(NMMGRVERWARN 3) following situations were NMMGRVER. If error still

detected in the file. occurs, see tlSubmitting an SRtI

at the beginning of this
(I) Paths are missing. manual.

(2) Version stamps are missing
or are incorrect.

(3) A LINKCONF detail data
record has unexpected record
length.

NOTE: This corrupted
configuration file is not
changed.

FILE CORRUPT: NMMGRVER was unable to The current file may be
Conversion failed, file complete the configuration corrupted, restore a back-up
might be changed. file conversion. Situations copy of configuration file if
(NMMGRVERERR 4) which may cause this error possible, and rerun

are: NMMGRVER. If error still
occurs~ see ''Submitting an SR"

(I) NMMGRVER does not at the beginning of this
recognize a portion of the file manual.
after it has started converting
the file.

(2) An internal file system
error occurred while
NMMGRVER was trying to
convert the file.

NOTE: The configuration file
may have been changed.
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NMMGRVER MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

INTERNAL ERROR: NMMGRVER was unable to Restore an old confjguration
Conversion failed, file complete the file conversion file if possible and rerun
might be changed. due to file corruption or NMMGRVER. If the error
(NMMGRVERERR 5) internal error. Possible reoccurs) see "Submitting an

situations which may cause SR" at the beginning of this
this error are: manual.

( 1) file space is exhausted) or

(2) other internal errors on
file system has occurred.

NOTE: The configuration file
may have been changed.

CLOSE FILE ERROR: File An internal NMMGRVER See "Submitting an SRII at the
may have been changed. error has occurred when beginning of this manual.
(NMMGRVERERR 6) attempting to close the

configuration file.

NOTE: The configuration file
may have been changed.

User Has Insufficient The user is required to have Check user capability with
Capability To Run NM or NA capability to run program lISTDIR5. PUB.SYS)
NMMGRVER. NMMGRVER. However) the and modify the capability list.
(NMMGRVERWARN 7) current user does not have Contact the account manager

sufficient capability. or system manager) if needed.
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NMMGRVER MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Encountered GENMESSAGE Returned by 1. If the error number is 1 or
error !. (NMMGRVERERR NMCPRINTERRMSG. If 2, see the NMGRVERERR 24
23) error number is 1 or 2, messages and comments.

NMMGRVERERR 24 follows
with a further description. 2. If the error number is not
Otherwise the error is I or 2, look up the error
described in the MPE number in the MPE Intrinsics
Intrinsics Manual under Manual under
GENMESSAGE. GENMESSAGE. It is likely

the problem is due to a bad
software installation. Restore
the compatible
NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS and
try again. Otherwise, correct
the problem causing the
GENMESSAGE error and try
again.

GENMESSAGE encountered Returned by Correct the FS error and
F'SERR !. (NMMGRVERERR NMCPRINTERRMSG. This retry.
24) message follows

NMMGRVERERR 23
message, and is usually
followed with the text of the
FSError message as well.

F'ClOSE F'SERR ! on Returned Correct the FS error and try
NMMGRCAT.PUB.SYS. NMCPRINTERRMSG after again.
(NMMGRVERERR 25) printing a message from

NMMGRCAT. PUB. SYS
failed.
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NeMS MESSAGES

NCMS messages are returned by the Network Control Management Server (NCMS). These messages can
be displayed on the console if you have the OpenView NS Monitor applications, OpenView Core software,
and the Network Control server (NCS) software (provided with FOS), installed and active on your
network.

NCMS error messages may be displayed on the console on either the management node, the managed node,
or both, depending upon the error encountered. All NCMS error messages have the following format:

Message ...•.... (NCMS #)

Module = XX Proe = XX Loe =XX Severity = XX Utility = XX

In the above format:

Module::: identifies the NCMS module which generated the message.

Proc g identifies the procedure within the module.

Severity::: indicates the severity of the problem. The severity codes are as follows:

Severity =1 - 5

Severity I: 6 - 10

Severity = 11 - 15

The message is informative; no action is required.

The message is cautionary. A recoverable internal error has occurred. You
should file an SR only if an NS Diag or NS PerM function or operation has
failed.

A major error has occurred. File an SR.

NOTE

When reporting NCMS error messages, always include both lines of text.
This will aid HP in bringing you a speedy solution.

The following pages list the NCMS console messages, in numerical order. tI!1I indicates a variable, whose
value will show in the actual message displayed.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES

NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES

Node Management Error Messages

Message

NetIPC error (ipcerror=
! pme r ro r = ! dP = !).
(NCMS 0)

Ports facility error
(!). (NCMS 1)

MPE intrinsic error
( ! ) . ( NCMS 2)

Buffer manager error
(!). (NCMS 3)

Meaning/Cause

This message occurs when a
NetiPC intrinsic has returned
an error.

This message occurs when an
intrinsic of a ports facility has
returned an error.

This message occurs when an
MPE intrinsic has returned an
error.

This message occurs when an
MPE buffer manager has
returned an error.

Action

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to 15, submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to 15, submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to 15, submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to 15, submit an SR.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Message file error
(FCHECK f). (NCMS 4)

NS buffer manager error
( ! ) . (NCMS 5)

Node management system
e r ro r (!). (NCMS 6)

PAP error (code = !,
data = f). (NCMS 7)

JAN 89
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Meaning/Cause

This message occurs when a
message file intrinsic has
returned an error.

This message occurs when an
NS 3000/V buffer manager
intrinsic has returned an
error.

This message occurs when
nodal management intrinsic
has returned an error.

This message occurs when a
Protocol Access Procedure for
NCMS has responded to a
request with an error
message.

Action

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to IS, submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to 15, submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an oPeration error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to IS, submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to 15, submit an SR.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

MP encoder/decoder
error (!). (NCMS 50)

SMI error. (NCMS 51)

Local Services errors.
(NCMS 52)

NCM CP initialization
complete. (NCMS 100)

NCM monitor
initialization
complete. (NCMS 101)

Meaning/Cause

This message occurs when
NCMS has failed to encode or
decode a management
protocol message.

This message occurs when
NCS fails to communicate
with NS3000/V.

This message occurs when a
Local services SMI intrinsic
has returned an error.
Generally this means that
Local services are not
available, which in turn
means that tests cannot be
run on the node on which this
message appears as the source
node. Only a protocol echo
test will work with this node
as the destination node.

This message occurs as a
normal part of the NCMS
initialization process.

This message occurs as a
normal part of the NCMS
initialization process.

Action

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

No action is required.

No action is required.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

NCS monitor This message occurs as a No action is required.
initializatior) normal part of the NCMS
complete. (NCMS 110) initialization process.

NCS server This message occurs as a No action is required.
initialization normal part of the NCMS
complete. (NCMS 111) initialization process.

NCS test server This message occurs as a No action is required.
initialization normal part of the NCMS
complete. (NeMS 112) initialization process.

NCS remote logger This message occurs as a No action is required.
initialization normal part of the NCMS
complete. (NCMS 113) initialization process.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

SMS initialization
complete. (NCMS 114)

NCM CP initialization
failure. (NCMS 120)

NCM monitor
initialization failure.
(NCMS 121)

NCS monitor
initialization failure.
(NCMS 130)

Meaning/Cause

This message occurs as a
normal part of the NCMS
initialization process.

The exact cause of this error
is identified by a previous
NCMS console message.

( I) There may be a message
file error.

(2) This may also be the result
of an NS buffer manager
error.

This message occurs when
NCS has failed to initialize
one or more required
resources.

Action

No action is required.

Be sure that NCM was
installed properly and that
the OpenView NS Monitor
applications were not running
while NCM was started. Also
be sure that at least one
network was started. If you
still have problems, see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

(1) Look for a preceding
message (NCMS 4) that
returns a file system error
code. Use that code to check
the error under FCHECK in
the MPE V Intrinsics
Reference Manual.

(2) If the management node is
running out of memory,
increase virtual memory on
the node. Otherwise, look for
a preceding message (NCMS 3)
and see ItSubmitting an SR" at
the beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

NCS server
initialization failure.
(NCMS 131)

NCS test server
initialization failure.
(NCMS 132)

NCS remote logger
initialization failure.
(NeMS 133)

Unsuccessful SMS
startup. (NCMS 134)

NCM CP shutdown
complete. (NCMS 140)

NCM monitor shutdown
complete. (NCMS 141)
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Meaning/Cause

This message occurs when
part of NCS has failed to
start.

This message occurs when
part of NCS has failed to
initialize.

This message occurs during
NCS initialization.

Either the SMS process could
not be created or could not
allocate needed resources at
startup.

This message tells you that
the NCM control process has
shutdown normally.

This message tells you that
the normal shutdown of the
NCM monitor process has
shutdown normally.

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to IS, submit an SR.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

No action is required.

No action is required.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

NCS monitor shutdown This message tells you that No action is required.
complete. (NCMS 150) part of the NCS monitor

process has shutdown
normally.

NCS server shutdown This message tells you that No action is required.
complete. (NCMS 151) the NCS server process has

shutdown normally.

NCS test server This message tells you that No action is required.
shutdown complete. the NCS test server process
(NCMS 152) has shutdown normally.

NCS remote logger This message tells you that No action is required.
shutdown complete. the NCS remote logger process
(NCMS 153) has shutdown normally.

SMS shutdown complete. This message tells you that No action is required.
(NCMS 154) SMS has shutdown normally.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

NCM Control process
shutdown failed.
(NCMS 160)

NCS tes t se rve r
shutdown error.
(NCMS 172)

NCMS subsystem version
mismatched.
(NCMS 175)

Resource (!) is not
available or not
active. (NCMS 200)

Invalid resource (!)
specified for NCMS
operation. (NCMS 201)

Port message function
(!) invalid. (NCMS 202)
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Meaning/Cause

The cause of this message is
identified by a previous
NCMS console message.

This message occurs when
part of the NCS shutdown
procesdure has not been
successfully completed.

This message occurs when
there is an incompatible
version of NCMS software
modules.

This message occurs when
NCMS has failed to access a
requested resource on a node.

This message occurs when a
user specified an unknown
target resource for testing.

This message occurs when
there is an invalid or
unsupported port message.

Action

Check the previous log
message reported by the same
module and take the
appropriate action. If you
need more help, see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 - 10 and an
operation error has occurred,
submit an SR. If the severity
is 11 - 15, submit an SR.

Enter the following command:
RUN
NMMAINT.PUB.SVS;PARM=29
to check the subsystem
version. Correct the
incompatible versions before
restarting NCMS.

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

~.
. ,....
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Message

MP request type (!) is
unsupported. (NCMS 203)

Transport is not up.
(NCMS 204)

Destination domain (!)
is invalid. (NCMS 205)

Invalid MP request
subid (!). (NCMS 206)

Invalid NS buffer space
number (!) (NCMS 207)

Invalid NetIPC VC
desriptior (!).
(NCMS 208)

Meaning/Cause

This message occurs when the
network management
application requests an
unknown MP type.

Network management
functions cannot be
performed because the NS
transport has not be st.a rted.

This message occurs when
NCMS receives a test id with
invalid information.

This message occurs when an
MP message has been received
which is neither a request, a
response, or an error.

There is a requested operation
on an invalid NS buffer
space.

NCMS received a message
from an unknown VC
descriptor.

Action

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Bring up NS transport with
the comma nd NETCONTROL
START.

See IISubmitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Verify that the number of
management nodes is not
exceeded. If not, submit an
SR.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Invalid port subqueue
number (!). (NCMS 209)

Invalid NCS ACT index
number. (NCMS 210)

Invalid NCS request id
number (!). (NCMS 211)

Invalid MP access
control value.
(NCMS 212)

Unexpected internal
value detected (! !)
(NCMS 215)

Received SMS local
services report,
function code (!).
(NCMS 220)

Device is open or up
(LOEY=!). (NCMS 221)
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Meaning/Cause

This message occurs due to an
internal NCS error.

There is a requested operation
on an invalid NCS ACT
entry.

NCS failed to find an
originated NCM node in order
to send back a response.

This message occurs due to an
internal NCMS error.

This message occurs due to an
internal NCMS error.

This message tells you that
SMS has sent a message to a
process indicating that a
resource has become
unavailable or available.

The remote user requested a
test to perform on a device
which is either open or up.

Action

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

If a NetlPC connection to a
managament node was
recently broken, then it was
the normal operation for NCS
to drop an outstanding
response. If no NetlPC
connection was broken before
this message, see IISubmitting
an SRII at the beginning of
this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

No action is required.

No action is required.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Device is closed or
down (LDEV=!). Module
=! Proc = ! Loc = !
Severity =! Utility =
!. (NCMS 222)

No device in network
(IP addr = f). (NCMS
223)

PAP id is (!).
(NCMS 224)

Resource instance not
specified. (NCMS 230)

Link level test
validation failed,
status =!. (NCMS 234)

MP access Error message
received, status = ! dp
= !. (NCMS 236)

Invalid user control
block index.
(NCMS 251)

Meaning/Cause

This message tells you that an
attempt to access a link device
has found the device to be
down or closed.

This message tells you that an
attempt to access a specified
link device has found no
device to be available.

There is a version problem
with the PAP software.

This message tells you that a
request is missing a resource
instance.

This message tells you that a
link level test has been
requested but cannot be
started.

This message occurs when an
MP Access Error is received
by a local NCMS module.

This message occurs when
NCM has received a message
with invalid data.

Action

No action is required.

Be sure tha t you have
specified a correct device.
This message is logged as a
result of a network
managment operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

No action is required.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Invalid connection
table index. (NCMS 252)

Invalid function code
(code = f). (NCMS 253)

Invalid request ide
(NCMS 254)

Invalid response from
NCS. (NCMS 255)

Connection is down.
(NCMS 256)

NCM configuration file
error (!). (NCM 260)

NCM Invalid sync
number. (NeMS 261)
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Meaning/Cause

This message occurs due to an
internal NCMS error.

This message occurs due to an
internal NCMS error.

An MP message has been
received with an unknown
request id.

This message occurs due to an
internal NCS error.

(1) The NCSCONTROL STOP
command is issued on a
managed node.

(2) A system failure occurred
on a remote node or there was
a remote shutdown of the
network.

This message occurs when the
NCM configuration file
cannot be read.

This message occurs because
the NCMS internal
synchronization table is
corrupted or has received a
bad (or corrupted) message
from the monitor.

Action

See "Submitting an SRu at the
beginning of this manual.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 - 10 and an
operation error has occurred,
submit an SR. If the severity
is 11 - 15, Submit an SR.

See "Submitting an SRI! at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

(1) No action is required.

(2) Check the OpenView
Windows screen to see which
remote node is down. Bring
the system back up on the
remote node.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRI! at the
beginning of this manual.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

NCM Event processing in
wrong state (!).
(NCMS 262)

NCM failed to create
the NCM socket (!).
(NCMS 263)

NCM failed to
communicate to monitor
process (!). (NCMS 264)

NCM connection
establishment in wrong
state (!). (NCMS 265)

NCM failed to give the
VC socket to monitor
( ! ) . (NCMS 266)

NCM received invalid
monitor id (!).
(NCMS 267)

NCM CP failed to send
open request to Monitor
( ! ) . (NCMS 268)

Meaning/Cause

This message occurs when
NCM has received an invalid
event processing message.

This message occurs because
transport is not up on the
management node.

This message occurs when the
NCMS Control Process cannot
sent a message to the monitor
process.

This message occurs when
NCM has received an
unexpected message on a
specific condition.

This message occurs when the
NetlPC give process has
failed.

This message occurs when the
NCM control proce.ss has
received a message wi th bad
data.

This message occurs when the
NCM control process cannot
send open requests to monitor
process.

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Review the procedure for
sta rting NCM; be sure to
bring up the network
transport before starting
NCM.

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

Check the reported NetiPC
error in the SOCKERRs table
in this manual. Take the
appropriate action.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Test data lengths
d i ffe r ! (! t !).
(HCMS 300)

Test data differs after
echo. First
discrepancy at (!).
(HCMS 301)

Test operation could
not be started.
(HCMS 302)

Cannot generate NCS
request 10. (NCMS 303)

NCM-NCS netipc
connection abort dp =
!. (NCSM 304)

Transport is up.
(NCMS 305)

Connection never
completed to
destination node.
(HCMS 306)
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Meaning/Cause

This message tells you that
the test data length of an
echo test has been changed
during echoing.

This message tells you that
the test data of an echo test
has been changed during
echoing.

This message tells you that,
for some reason, a test could
not be started.

This message occurs when the
NCSMON process cannot
generate an NCS request 10.

This message occurs when a
transport connection between
NCM and NCS was aborted.

This message tells you that
TCP has successfully started.

This message occurs when an
echo test timed out before a
reply to a NetlPC connection
request was received.

Action

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

No action is required.

No action is required.

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

NCMS association
protocol timer pops.
dp =!. (NCMS 348)

MP Access request
message received. dp =
! . (NCSM 349)

NCS config file
operation error (!).
(NCMS 350)

NCS monitor internal
event (!). (NCMS 351)

A netxport call failed
(!). (NCMS 352)

Error occurred while
echoing back (!).
(NCMS 353)

Meaning/Cause

This message tells you that an
internal NCS operation has
occurred.

An MP Access Request
message has been received by
a local NCMS module.

This error occurs when there
was a failure to access the
NCS configuration file.

This message tells you that an
internal NCS operation event
has occurred.

An unexpected result was
returned by a call to the NS
transport routine.

This message occurs when an
echo test cannot find an
outbound path to echo back
the test packet.

Action

No action is required.

No action is required.

See llSubmitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

No action is required.

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

rcp test started. This message tells you that a This message is logged as a
(NCMS 360) TCP management echo test result of a network

has been started. management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

rcp test stopped. This message tells you that a This message is logged as a
(NeMS 361) TCP management assisted result of a network

echo test has been completed management operation
or aborted. initiated from the

management node. No local
action is required.

IP test started. This message tells you that an This message is logged as a
(NCMS 362) IP management assisted echo result of a network

test has been started. management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

IP test stopped. This message tells you that an This message is logged as a
(NCMS·363) IP management assisted echo result of a network

test has been completed or management operation
aborted. initiated from the

management node. No local
action is required.

IEEE assisted echo test This message tells you that a This message is logged as a
started. (NCMS 364) LAN management assisted result of a network

echo test has been started. management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

IEEE assisted echo test This message tells you that a This message is logged as a
stopped. (NeMS 365) LAN management assisted result of a network

echo test has been completed management operation
or aborted. initiated from the

management node. No local
action is required.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

LAN protocol echo test This message tells you that a This message is logged as a
started. (NCMS 366) LAN protocol echo test has result of a network

been started. management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

LAN protocol echo test This message tells you that a This message is logged as a
stopped. (NCMS 367) LAN protocol echo test has result of a network

been completed or aborted. management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

X.25 test started. This message tells you that an This message is logged as a
(NeMS 368) X. 25 management assisted result of a network

echo test has been started. management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

X.25 test stopped. This message tells you that an This message is logged as a
(NCMS 369) X. 25 management assisted result of a network

echo test has been completed management operation
or aborted. initiated from the

management node. No local
action is required.

LAPB test started. This message tells you that a This message is logged as a
(NCMS 370) LAPB management assisted result of a network

echo test has been started. management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

LAPB test stopped. This message tells you that a This message is logged as a
(NCMS 371) LAPB management assisted result of a network

echo test has been completed management operation
or aborted. initiated from the

management node. No local
action is required.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

BISYNC test started.
(NCMS 372)

BISYNC test stopped.
(NCMS 373)

An unsolicited MP error
message has been
received. (NCMS 400)

An unsolicited MP
confirm message has
been received.
(NCMS 401)

MP req msg received
before access req and
confirm. (NCMS 402)
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Meaning/Cause

This message tells you that a
BISYNC management echo
test has been started.

This message tells you that a
BISYNC management echo
test has been completed or
aborted.

This message occurs when
NCS has received an error
response message.

This message occurs when an
MP confirm message has been
received even though there is
no MP request pending. If
the value for module in line
two of the message is 6, this is
a normal occurrance after a
test has timed out.

This error occurs when a
request message is received
before an NCM-NCS
assocation is established.

Action

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

No action is required.

No action is required.

No action is required.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (eont'd)

Message

Start log request sent
to NMlogMon. (NCMS 403)

Stoplog request sent to
NMLogMon. (HCMS 404)

Closencm request sent
to NCS monitor (!,!).
(NCMS 405)

Openncm request sent to
NCS monitor (!).
(NCMS 406)

Node up notification
received. (NCMS 407)

Meaning/Cause

This message occurs when
NCS requests NMLogMon to
start logging to it.

This message occurs when
NCS requests NMLogMon to
stop logging to it.

This message tells you that
the NCS remote logger has
requested the NCS monitor to
free the NCMS connection.

This message tells you that
the NCS remote logger has
requested the NCS monitor to
open an NCMS connection.

This message tells you that
the NCS remote logger has
received notification that the
NCM node is up.

Aetion

No action is required.

No action is required.

No action is required.

No action is required.

No action is required.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)
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Message

Node down notification
received (!).
(NCMS 408)

Remote logging
configuration request
received. (NCMS 409)

Event negative
acknowledgement
received (!).
(NCMS 410)

rcp up message received
from SMS. (NCMS 411)

rcp down message
received from SMS.
(HCMS 412)

NCS stop message
received. (NCMS 413)

Notifying NCM of NCS
start. (NCMS 414)
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Meaning/Cause

This message tells you that
the NCS remote logger has
received notification that the
NCM node is down.

This message tells you that
the NCS remote logger has
received a logging
configuration request.

This message occurs when
NCS has received a negative
event acknowledgement.

This message tells you that
TCP has been started.

This message tells you that
TCP has been shut down.

This message tells you that
NCS remote logger received a
message notifying that
NSCSCONTROL STOP was
entered.

This message tells you that
NCS is notifying NCM of its
starting up when
NCSCONTROL START was
entered.

Action

No action is required.

This message is logged as a
result of a network
management operation
initiated from the
management node. No local
action is required.

No action is required.

No action is required.

No action is required.

No action is required.

No action is required.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Insufficient local
resources for request.
(NCMS 500)

Process data structure
botch. (NCMS 501)

State change conflict
occurred. (NCMS 503)

Invalid request list
index. (NCMS 522)

Request list exhausted.
(NCMS 523)

Cannot queue event
acknowledgement.
(NCMS 524)

Cannot queue shutdown
message. (NCMS 525)

Closing NetIPC
connection descriptor.
(NCMS 531)

Meaning/Cause

This message occurs when
there is insufficient heap
space or other resources to
carry out a request.

This message occurs as a result
of an internal NCMS error.

NCMS detected an internal
error.

This message occurs due to an
internal NCMS error.

This message occurs when
transport congestion causes
too many event
acknowledgements to be
queued and thereby not sent
to the managed node.

This message occurs when
transport congestion causes
too many event
acknowledgements to be
queued and thereby not sent
to the managed node.

This message occurs when
transport congestion causes
too many event
acknowledgements to be
queued and thereby not sent
to the managed node.

This message tells you that
the NetiPC descriptor is being
closed.

Action

Try waiting for previous
requests to complete; then try
the request again.

See "Submitting an SRI! at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRI! at the
beginning of this manual.

Determine the cause of the
transport congestion. See
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Determine the cause of the
transport congestion. See
"Submitting an SRI! at the
beginning of this manual.

Determine the cause of the
transport congestion. See
"Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

No action is required.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

X.25 call socket
creation ret ry.
(NCMS 532)

Error check function
fai lu re. (NCMS 600)

NS version incompatible
with SMS. (NCMS 700)

Meaning/Cause

This message tells you that a
second attempt is being made
to open an X. 25 socket.

A NetlPC socket catalog may
be corrupt or incorrectly
installed.

This message occurs because
NS and SMS have
incompatible versions.

Action

No action is required.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

SMS port DST allocation This message occurs because See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed. (NCMS 701) NCMS could not allocate a beginning of this manual.

port DST.

SMS port allocation This message occurs because See "Submitting an SR" at the
fai led. (NCMS 702) NCMS could not register a beginning of this manual. Jport id.

SMS nmmonaddid failed. This message occurs because See "Submitting an SR" at the
(NCMS 703) NCMS could not register a beginning of this manual.

port id.

SMS dictadd failed. This message occurs because See "Submitting an SR" at the
(NCMS 704) NCMS could not register a beginning of this manual.

port id.

SMS buffer space This message occurs when a See "Submitting an SR" at the
allocation failed. part of NCMS could not beginning of this manual.
(NCMS 70S) allocate a buffer space for

itself.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

SMS internal pending
request list full.
(NCMS 710)

SMS configuration file
not available.
(NCMS 711)

SMS nodename table
full. (NCMS 712)

SMS buffer allocation
failed. (NCMS 713)

SMS bufdealloc fail;
buf id (! ). rsc/NSfn: ( ! ) ,
portid:(t). (NCMS 714)

Meaning/Cause

This message occurs when too
many requests are pending.

This message occurs when a
request for the configuration
reporting function was made
but the configuration file was
not available.

This message occurs when
there are requests too many
from the management node.

Part of NCMS cannot allocate
a buffer after a buffer pool
was successfully allocated.

A buffer deallocation system
call failed and the machine
did not successfully deallocate
a buffer.

Action

Wait until data sampling
resource monitoring, or TCP
and IP read functions are
completed. Then try again.
If the error keeps
re-occurring, then see
""Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

Wait until the network
startup notification is
received. Then try again. If
the error re-occurs, then see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Wait for TCP and IP
monitoring operations to
complete. Then try again. If
error repeats, then see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Datacomm access failed.
(NCMS 900)

PAP access failed.
(HCMS 901)

File system access
failed. (NCMS 910)

Buffer management
access fai led.
(HCMS 920)
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Meaning/Cause

Tliis message occurs when a
NetlPC intrinsic has failed.

This message occurs when a
requested process could not
start communication between
NCMS and NS~ protocol access
procedures. The exact cause
of this error is identified by a
previous NCMS console
message.

This message occurs when a
file system intrinsic has
returned an error.

This message occurs when an
MPE buffer read or write
process has failed.

Action

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to i O~ submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to 15, submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or less~ no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to lOt submit an
SR 9nly if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to 1S~ submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or lesst no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is II to 1St submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or lesst no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to lOt submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is II to 1St submit an SR.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message

Port management access
failed. (NCMS 930)

MPE intrinsic failed.
(NCMS 940)

NS buffer management
access failed.
(NCMS 950)

Error occurred when
reporting event (!).
(HCMS 952)

Error in event
acknowledgement.
(NCMS 953)

Meaning/Cause

This message occurs when a
port management intrinsic has
returned an error.

This message occurs when a
call to an MPE intrinsic has
failed. The exact cause of
this error is identified by a
previous NCMS console
message.

This message occurs when an
NS buffer read or write has
failed. The exact cause of
this error is identified by a
previous NCMS console
message.

This message is the result of
an NCS internal error. The
actual cause is logged by a
previous logging message.

This message is the result of
an NCS internal error. The
actual cause is logged by a
previous logging message.

Action

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is II to 15, submit an SR.

The actual cause of the error
should be logged by a previous
logging message. If the
severity is 5 or less, no action
is required. If the severity is
6 to 10, submit an SR only if
an operation error has
occurred. If the severity is 11
to 15, submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to 15, submit an SR.

If the severity is 5 or less, no
action is required. If the
severity is 6 to 10, submit an
SR only if an operation error
has occurred. If the severity
is 11 to 15, submit an SR.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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NCMS CONSOLE MESSAGES (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Invalid request id NCMS detected an invalid See "Submitting an SR" at the
number. (NCMS 1203) request id number. beginning of this manual.

Invalid request sub-id NCMS detected an invalid See "Submitting an SR" at the
number. (NCMS 1204) request sub-id number. beginning of this manual.

No data in parm value An application sent an empty See "Submitting an SR" at the
list. (NCMS 1220) parm value list to NCMS. beginning of this manual.

Count in val list is A zero count in vallist was See "Submitting an SR" at the
zero. (NCMS 1221) found by NCMS. beginning of this manual.

Parmid size exceeds NCMS received a parmid that See "Submitting an SR" at the
s pace a llocated. was too large. beginning of this manual.
(NCMS 1222)

Parm value size exceeds NCMS received a parm value See "Submitting an SR" at the
space allocated. that was too large. beginning of this manual.
(NCMS 1223)
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r NCSCONTROL MESSAGES

The following messages may appear on the console of the management or managed node after you have
issued the NCSCONTROL command. NCSCONTROL controls whether or not a node is monitored using the
OpenView NS Diagnostic Monitor and/or OpenView NS Performance Monitor applications.

NCSCONTROL Messages

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Missing parameters. A parameter was missing in Enter the command again
(NCS_ERR 1) the NCSCONTROL with all appropriate

command. parameters.

Invalid parameters A parameter associated with Enter the command again
(NCS_ERR 2) the NCSCONTROL command with the correct parameters.

was invalid.

Parameter string too A parameter associated with Enter the command again
long. (NCS_ERR 3) the NCSCONTROL command with the appropriate

was too long. parameter.

User does not have NM A user tried to execute Give user NM capability.
capabi Ii ty. (NCS_ERR 4) NCSCONTROL command

without the proper capability.

NCS was already active. A user tried to start NCS No action is needed.
(NCS_ERR 5) when it was already active.

NCS was not active. A user tried to shut down No action is needed.
(NCS_ERR 6) NCS when it was already

down.

Failed to start NCS NCS failed to start due to an See "Submitting an SR" at the
(nmmonstartreq = !). internal error. beginning of the manual. this
(NCS_ERR 7) manual.

Failed to stop NCS. NCS failed to shut down due See "Submitting an SR" at the
(NCS_ERR 8) to an internal error. beginning of this manual.
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Message

NCSCONTROL STOP
timeout. (NCS_ERR 9)

The node has already
been added from
management domain.
(NCS_ERR 10)

The node has already
been removed from
management domain.
(NCS_ERR 11)

Failed to start NCS
because SMS was not
active.
(NCS_ERR 12)

The node has not been
added to the management
domain. (NCS_ERR 13)

Failed to open NCS
config file (nmconfopen
= !). (NCS_ERR 14)

Failed to read NCS
config file
(nmconfgetdata = !).
(NCS_ERR 15)

Failed to update NCS
config file
(nmconfupdatedata = !).
(NCS_ERR 16)
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NCSCONTROL Messages (cont'd)

Meaning/Cause

NCS failed to shut down due
to a timeout.

A user tried to add a local
node to the management
domain which has already
been added.

A user tried to remove a local
node from the management
domain which has already
been removed.

A user tried to start NCS
improperly.

A user tried to start NCS
improperly.

NCSCONTROL operations
failed because the NCS
configuration file could not
be opened.

NCSCONTROL operations
failed because the NCS
configuration file could not
be read.

NCSCONTROL operations
failed because the NCS
configuration file could not
be updated.

Action

Enter :NCSCONTROL
STATUS to see if NCS is up
or not. If NCS is still up, see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

No action is required.

No action is required.

Wait until the system shuts
down and starts again (SMS
should start when the system
starts up). Otherwise, see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Enter :NCSCONTROL ADD
first and follow the correct
procedure to start up NCS.

Check the
NCSCONF. NCMS. SYS file.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.
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Node Management Error Messages

~
\'~'

Message Meaning/Cause Action

Failed to perform the NCSCONTROL operations Verify that the local node has
operation because NMS failed because Node been added to the network
is not active. Management Service was not management domain and
(NCS_ERR 17) active. follow the procedures to start

up NCS.

User does not have PH A user tried to execute the Give the user PH capability.
capabi 1i ty. NCSCONTROL command
(NCS_ERR 18) without proper capability.

User does not have PM A user tried to execute the Give that user PM capability.
capabi 1i ty. NCSCONTROL command
(NCS_ERR 19) without proper capability.

User does not have PM A user tried to execute the Give that user PM and PH
or PH capability. NCSCONTROL command capability.
(NCS_ERR 20) without proper capability.

User does not have NM A user tried to execute the Give the user NM capability.
capabi 1 i ty. NCSCONTROL command
(NCS_ERR 21) without proper capability.

User does not have NM A user tried to execute the Give the user NM and PH
or PH capability. NCSCONTROL command capability.
(NCS_ERR 22) without proper capability.

User does not have NM A user tried to execute the Give that user NM and PM
or PM capability. NCSCONTROL command capability.
(NCS_ERR 23) without proper capability.

User does not have NM A user tried to execute the Give that user NM) PM) and
or PM or PH capability. NCSCONTROL command PH capability.
(NCS_ERR 24) without proper capability.
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~ NSCONTROLERRORS

These errors are reported during the execution of an NSCONTROL command. There may be several errors
reported for one NSCONTROL. They are displayed on $STDLIST (unless the NSCONTROL command is
executed through the COMMAND intrinsic). They are held in CATALOG.PUB.SYS, message set 16 (DS
errors). When an NSCONTROL error is detected, the DSERR job control word is set to the error number.

NSCONTROL ERRORS (DSERRS)

Message

SERVICE servicename NOT
STARTED. (DSERR 651)

SERVICE servicename
ALREADY STARTED.
(DSERR 652)

SERVICE servicename NOT
STOPPED. (DSERR 653)

SERVICE servicename
ALREADY STOPPED.
(DSERR 654)

UNKNOWN SERVICE
servicename. (DSERR
655)

Meaning/Cause

An NSCONTROL command
with a START option was
issued, but the indicated
service was not started.

An NSCONTROL command
with a START option was
issued; the indicated service,
however, was already active.

An NSCONTROL command
with a STOP option was
issued, but the indicated
service was not stopped.

An NSCONTROL command
with a STOP option was
issued; the indicated service,
however, was not active.

An NSCONTROL command
with a START or STOP option
was issued; the indicated
service name is not a defined
service.

I

Action

Check that the transport has
been started. If the transport
is started, then this may be a
resource or internal error.
Check the node management
log file for the internal errors
associated with this problem.
See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

None. The other specified
services have been started.

This may be an internal error.
Check the network
management log file for the
internal errors associated with
this problem. See lesubmitting
an SRII at the beginning of
this manual.

None. The other specified
services have been stopped.

Delete or correct the name
and reissue the command.
The NSCONTROL
SHOW=SERVICES command
will display the valid service
names.
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NSCONTROL ERRORS (DSERRS) (cont'd)

Message

UNKNOWN SERVER
servername. (DSERR 656)

SERVER pin DOES NOT
SUPPORT DEBUG. (DSERR
657)

PROCESS pin NOT A
SERVER. (DSERR 658)

MINIMUM SERVER NUMBER >
MAXIMUM SERVER
NUMBER FOR
servername. (DSERR
659)

TOTAL MINIMUM SERVER
NUMBERS > MINIMUM
PROCESS LIMIT.
(DSERR 660)
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Meaning/Cause

An NSCONTRO~ command
with a SERVER option was
issued; the indicated server
name is not a defined service.

An NSCONTROL command
with a DEBUG=pin option was
issued, but the server selected
by pin does not support the
DE BUG option. Only the
DSSERVER process supports
the DE BUG option.

An NSCONTROL command
with a OEBUG=pin option was
issued, but the pin is not a
server process.

An NSCONTROL command was
issued with a SERVER option
that changes the minimum
and/or maximum number of
servers, so that the minimum
number of servers is greater
than the maximum.

An NSCONTROL command was
issued with a SERVER option
that changes the minimum
number of servers for one or
more server types, so that the
total number of precreated
servers exceeds the minimum
process limit. The minimum
process limit prevents
precreated servers from
taking up too many processes
and hindering other
applications on the system.

Action

Delete or correct the name
and reissue the command.
The NSCONTROL
SHOW=SERVERS command will
display the valid server
names.

Correct the pin and reissue
the command, or ignore.

Correct the pin and reissue
the command, or ignore.

Correct the SERVER option
and reissue the command.
The NSCONTROL
SHOW=SERVERS command will
show the current minimum
and maximum server limits
for the server type.

Adjust the minimum number
of servers to fit within the
minimum process limit. The
NSCONTROL SHOW=SERVERS
will display the minimum
process limit for the system
and the minimum number of
servers for each server type.
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NSCONTROL ERRORS (DSERRS) (cont'd)

Message

MISSING DADCONF.NET.SYS
CONFIGURATION FILE .
.(DSERR 661)

INVALID DADCONF.NET.SYS
CONFIGURATION FILE.
(DSERR 662)

·SERVICE NAME DOES NOT
SUPPORT AUTOLOGON.
(DSERR 663)

SERVER/PROCESS PIN DOES
NOT SUPPORT TRACE
(DSERR 665)

NETWORK NAME IS GREATER
THAN 8 CHARACTERS
(DSERR 666)

Meaning/Cause

The NS subsystem has not
been activated because the
required configuration file
DADCONF is missing.

The file DADCONF) required
for DSDAD, is invalid. The
NS subsystem cannot be
activated as a result.

The service specified in the
:NSCONTROL AUTOLOGON
option does not support
AUTOLOGON.

The server specified in the
:NSCONTROL TRACE
command does not support the
TRACE option.

The length of the network
name specified in the
:NSCONTROL START
command was greater than 8
characters.

Action

Attempt to re-install the file.

Attempt to re-install
DADCONF. If the error still
occurs, submit a service
request. See "Submitting an
SRII earlier in this manual.

Reissue the command)
specifying a valid service
name.

Correct the pin or server
name and reissue the
command.

Correct the network name
and reissue the command.
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRS)

CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs)

Message

CAN'T OPEN MESSAGE
CATALOG

NO DATA FOUND IN PATH
RECORD. (VALERR 1)

INCORRECT DATA LENGTH,
LENGTH = n, EXPECTED =
m (VALERR 2)

NO CORRESPONDING
LINKCONF LINK
CONFIGURED. (VALERR 3)

EXPECTED NO DATA IN
RECORD, FOUND n BYTES.
(VALERR 4)

HOME NETWORK SPECIFIED
NOT CONFIGURED. (VALERR
5)

CONFIGURATION PATH
EXPECTED, NOT FOUND.
(VALERR 6)
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Meaning/Cause.

File containing VALERR
messages cannot be opened
(file NETMSG. NET. SYS).

No data has been entered for
the specified path.

Name(s) entered in
configuration screen is too
long.

Link name specified in Link
Configuration Screen differs
from the name in network
interface Link Screen.

Displayed path should contain
no data.

Home network specified in
the Global Transport
Configuration Screen is not
configured.

Displayed configuration path
not found in configuration
file.

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Check for correct spelling of
configuration path; enter data
for the path) if necessary.

Rename, using no more than
the expected number of
characters.

Make sure that link name
specified in Link
Configuration Screen
(LINKCONF) is the same as
that specified in the network
interface Link Screen (path
NETX PORT. NI . niname.
LINK).

See IISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Check the names of the
network interfaces configured
(path NETXPORT. NI). With
the exception of loop and
gatehalf type networks) enter
one of the configured
network interfaces as the
home network name on the
Global Transport
Configuration Screen (path
NETXPORT. GLOBAL).

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message

NO NETWORKS (NETWORK
INTERFACES) CONFIGURED.
(VALERR 7)

RETRANSMIT LOWER(n)
BOUND MUST BE <= UPPER
BOUND (m) (VALERR 8)

RETRANSMIT INITIAL (n)
OUT OF RANGE. (VALERR
9)

INITIAL (n) AND MAXIMUM
(m) BUFFERS MUST BE
EQUAL. (VALERR 10)

INITIAL (n) AND MAXIMUM
(m) PO'S MUST BE EQUAL.
(VALERR 11)

INITIAL BUFFERS (n)
MUST BE < MAXIMUM
BUFFERS (m).
(VALERR 12)

Meaning/Cause

No network interfaces have
been configured.

Retransmission interval lower
bound is set higher than upper
bound in Transmission
Control Protocol Screen.

Initial retransmission interval
is not in range between lower
and upper retransmission
interval bounds in the
Transmission Control Protocol
Screen.

Initial number and maximum
number of outbound buffers
configured are not equal.

Initial and maximum number
of path descriptors as entered
in the Global Transport
Configuration Screen must be
the same value.

Initial number of buffers as
configured in the Link
Configuration: LAN802. 3
Link Data Screen is greater
than the maximum number of
buffers as configured in the
same screen.

Action

Configure a network
interface, using the Network
Interface Configuration
Screen (path NETXPORT . NI).

Reconfigure the
retransmission interval bounds
so that the lower bound is less
than or equal to the upper
bound in the Transmission
Control Protocol Screen (Path
NETXPORT.GPROT.TC~)

Reconfigure initial
retransmission interval or
interval bounds so that initial
interval falls in range, using
the Transport Control
Protocol (TCP) Configuration
Screen (path
NETXPORT. GPROT. TCP).

Reconfigure initial and
maximum outbound buffers
so that they are set to the
same value, using the
Loopback Network Interface
Configuration Screen (path
NETXPORT. NI. niName).

Reconfigure initial and
maximum number of path
descriptors in the Global
Transport Configuration
Screen, setting them to the
same value. (path
NETXPORT. GLOBAL)

Reconfigure Link
Configuration (path
LINKCONF .linlcname) so that
the initial number of buffers
is equal to the maximum
number of buffers.
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message

INITIAL BUFFERS (n)
MUST BE >= 2 • MAX
READS (m). (VALERR 13)

UNKNOWN PATH IN
CONFIGURATION FILE.
(VALERR 14)

NUMBER OF BUFFERS (n)
IS TOO SMALL, MUST BE
>=(m). (VALERR 15)

CONFIGURED NI'S (n) )
MAX NI'S IN RECORD (~

(VALERR 16)

MUST CONFIGURE PHONE ,
FOR DIAL LINK. (VALERR
17)
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Meaning/Cause

The initial number of buffers
as set in the Link
Configuration: LAN802. 3
Link Data Screen is less than
the maximum number of
outstanding reads that is
configured in the same screen.

Unknown path found in
configuration file.

Not enough network interface
or Link Configuration buffers
have been configured. Refer
to the NS3000IV Network
Manager Reference Manual
for the correct number of
buffers to configure.

The number of network
interfaces configured is
greater than the maximum
number of network interfaces
allowed, as configured in the
Global Transport
Configuration Screen.

In the Router Mapping Screen
the specified link is a dial
type link and local is
specified, but a phone number
is not configured.

Action

Reconfigure Link
Configuration: LAN802. 3
Link Data Screen, making
sure that the number of
initial buffers is at least twice
the number of maximum
reads. (path
LINKCONF.linkname)

See ''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Reconfigure network
interface buffers, using the
Interface Configuration
Screen (path
NETXPORT. NI .niName) or
reconfigure the Link
Configuration buffers, using
the Link Configuration:
LAN802.3 Link Data Screen
(path LINKCONF . l inkname).
Make sure the number of
buffers configured matches
the requirements given in the
NS3000lV Network Manager
Reference Manual.

Make sure the number of
network interfaces configured
(path NETXPORT. NI) is no
greater than the maximum
number of network interfaces
configured in the Global
Transport Configuration
Screen. (path
NETXPORT. GLOBAL)

Configure the appropriate
phone number for the dial
link in the Router Mapping
Screen (path
NETXPORT. NI. routername.
MAPPING.mappednode)
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message

MUST CONFIGURE SECURITY
STRING - SECURITY
ENABLED. (VALERR 18)

GATEWAY IP NETWORK'
DOESN'T MATCH NI IP
NETWORK I. (VALERR 19)

LAN802.3 LINK FROM
LINKCONF IS NOT ALLOWED
FOR THIS NI TYPE.
(VALERR 20)

NO PHONEDAT CONFIGURED
FOR CORRESPONDING
LINKCONF LINK. (VALERR
21)

MUST NOT CONFIGURE
PHONEDAT FOR
CORRESPONDING LINKCONf
LINK. (VALERR 22)

Meaning/Cause

On the Router Mapping
Screen local is specified, dial is
enabled for the specified link,
and Security On c Y in the
the Dial Protocol screen, but
there is no security string
configured for the mapping
entry.

The network portion of the
gateway IP internet address
specified in the Neighbor
Gateway screen differs from
the network portion of the IP
internet address configured in
the IP Protocol screen.

The link specified on the
network interface Link
Screen corresponds to a
LAN802.3 link type in the
Link Configuration Screen
interface type is not
LAN802.3.

The link type specified on the
Network Interface Link
Screen in dial type (direct dial
or shared dial), but the
corresponding link specified
on the Link Configuration
Screen does not have
Phonedat configured.

The link type specified on the
Network Interface Link
Screen is direct connect, but
the corresponding link
specified on the Link
Configuration Screen has
phonedat configured.

Action

Either configure a security
string in the Router Mapping
Screen (path
NETXPORT.NI.routername.
MAPPI NG. rrappednode),
or set Security On I: N in the
Dial Protocol screen (path
NETXPORT.NI.routername.
PROTOCOL. DIAL).

Make sure the gateway IP
network number in the
Neighbor Gateway Screen
(path NETX PORT. NI .niname.
INTERNET.gatename) is the
same as the IP network
number specified in the IP
Protocol screen (path
NETX PORT. NI •niname.
PROTOCOL. IP).

Reconfigure the link on the
network interface Link
Screen (path
NETXPORT.NI.niname.
LIN K) to correspond to a
non-LAN link type from
Link Configuration (path
LINKCONF)

Configure Phonedat for the
corresponding link in Link
Configuration (path
LINKCONF.linkname.
PHONEDAT).

Delete the Phonedat
configuration for the
corresponding link in Link
Configuration (path
LINKCONF .linkname.
PHONEDAT).
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message

DIAL ENABLED BUT DIAL
PROTOCOL NOT
CONfIGURED. (VALERR 23)

CORRESPONDING LINKCONF
LINK MUST HAVE SUBTYPE
= 1 OR 2. (VALERR 24)

SECURITY ENABLED BUT NO
SECURITY STRINGS
CONfIGURED. (VALERR 25)

HOME NETWORK NAME MUST
NOT BE GATEWAY HALf.
(VALERR 26)
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Meaning/Cause

The network interface link
entry has Dial Enabled = Y)
but the Dial Protocol is not
configured.

The link type specifed on the
network interface link screen
is dial type (DD or SO») and
the type of the corresponding
link in Link Configuration is
ATP/ A5NP) but the link
subtype is 0 (hardwired).

The Dial Protocol screen is
configured with Security On =
Y but there are no security
strings configured.

The specified home network
name in the Global Transport
Configuration screen
corresponds to a configured
gatehalf type network
interface.

Action

Configure the Dial Protocol
(path
NETXPORT.NI.niname.
PROTOCOL. DIAL).

Reconfigure the
corresponding link)s subtype
to 1 (Modem) or 2 (European
Modem») in the Link
Configuration Screen.
(LINKCONF .linkname)

Either reconfigure the Dial
Protocol screen with Security
On = N (path
NETX PORT. NI .niname.
PROTOCOL. DIAL») or
configure at least 1 security
string (path
NETXPORT.NI.niname.
PROTOCOL. DIAL.
SECURITY).

Check the names of the
network interfaces configured
(path NETXPORT. NI). With
the exception of ioop and
gatehalf type networks) enter
one of the configured
network interfaces as the
home network name on the
Global Transport
Configuration Screen (path
NETXPORT. GLOBAL).
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message

HOME NETWORK NAME MUST
NOT BE LOOPBACK.
(VALERR 27)

NO MAPPING ENTRIES
CONFIGURED FOR ROUTER
NI. (VALERR 28)

MAXIMUM' OF READ (n)
AND WRITES (m) MUST
ALWAYS BE 3.
(VALERR 29)

MUST CONFIGURE A HOME
NETWORK - GATEHALF NI
IS CONFIGURED. (VALERR
30)

CONFIGURED REACHABLE
NETS (n) MUST BE <= IPU
MAX NETS (m). (VALERR
31)

Meaning/Cause

The specified home network
name in the Global Transport
Configuration Screen
corresponds to configured
loopback type network
interface.

There are no entries
configured on the Router
Mapping Screen.

Either the maximum # of
reads or the maximum # of
writes (or both) is not III 3 in
the data record for the
LAP-B link in Link
Configuration.

A home network configured
on the Transport Global
Screen yet a gatehalf network
interface is configured.

The number of internet
reachable networks
configured for the specified
network interface exceeds the
maximum number of
networks in internet
configured in the IP Update
screen.

Action

Check the names of the
network interfaces configured
(path NETXPORT. NI). With
the exception of loop and
gatehalf type networks, enter
one of the configured
network interfaces as the
home network name on the
Global Transport
Configuration Screen (path
NETXPORT . GLOBAL).

Configure Mapping entries
for the Router NI (path
NETXPORT.NI.routername.
MAPPING).

See lISubmitting an SRlI at the
beginning of this manual.

Check the names of the
network interface configured
(path NETXPORT. NI). With
the exception of loop and
gatehalf type networks, enter
one of the configured
network interfaces as the
home network name of the
Global Transport
Configuration Screen (path
NETXPORT. GLOBAL).

Reconfigure the maximum
number of networks in
internet in the IP Update
screen to account for ALL
reachable networks you wish
to configure now and in the
near future (path
NETXPORT .GPROT . IPU).
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message

CONFIGURED GATEWAYS (n)
MUST BE <= IPU MAX
GATES (m). (VALERR 32)

CONFIGURED MAPPINGS (n)
MUST BE <= , OF ROUTER
TABLE ENTRIES (m).
(VALERR 33)

NO CORRESPONDING NI
LINK CONFIGURED.
(VALERR 34)

IP NETWORK' IN RECORD
DOESN'T MATCH NI IP
NETWORK I. (VALERR 35)
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Meaning/Cause

The number of internet
gateways for a NI exceeds the
maximum number of
gateways per network
configured in the IP Update
Screen.

The number of configured
entries on the Router
Mapping Screen exceeds the
number of route table entries
configured on the Router
Network Interface Screen.

The link name entered in the
Router Mapping Screen
differs from any configured
in the Network Interface
Link Screen.

The network portion of the IP
internet address specified in
the network interface
mapping screen differs from
the network portion of the IP
internet address configured in
the IP Protocol Screen.

Action

Reconfigure the maximttm
number of gateways per
network in the IP UPdate
(IPU) screen to be at least as
big as the number of gateways
configured for this NI (path
NETX PORT. GPROT •I PU).

Reconfigure the number of
route table entries in the
Router Network Interface
Screen (path
NETXPORT.NI.routername)
to be at least as big as the
number of entries configured
on the Router Mapping
Screen (path NETX PORT. NI.
routername. MAPPI NG).

Make sure that the link name
specified in the Router
Mapping Screen (path
NETXPORT. NI. routername.
MAPPI NG) is the same as one
of the links configured in the
outer Network Interface
Screen (path
NETXPORT.NI.routername.
LINK).

Make sure the IP network
number in the Mapping
Screen (path
NETXPORT.NI.niname.
MAPPI NG) is the same as the
IP network number specified
in the IP Protocol Screen
(path NETXPORT. NI .niname.
PROTOCOL. I Pl.
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs)

Message

LINESPEED MUST NOT BE
o. (VALERR 36)

LINK TYPE MUST BE
LANB02.3 IN LINKCONF.
(VALERR 31)

BISYNC LINK MUST BE
DIAL TYPE. DIRECT
CONNECT NOT ALLOWED.
(VALERR 38)

Meaning/Cause

The linespeed is configured to
o in the LAP-B data screen in
Link Configuration.

The network interface type is
LAN802. 3, but the link
configured network interface
link screen corresponds to a
non-LAN link in Link
Configuration.

A bisync link was incorrectly
configured as a direct connect
link.

Action

Make sure the linespeed is not
oin the LAP-B Data Screen
in Link Configuration (path
LINKCONF.linkname)

Configure a LAN802. 3 type
link on the Network Interface
Link Screen (path
NETX PORT . NI .niname.
LINK).

Configure the bisync link as a
dial type link.

~
ONLY 1 WILD CARD There are 2 or more Router Consult the discussion on the
ADDRESS MAPPING ALLOWED Mapping Screens with the use of the wild card address
FOR EACH ROUTER NI. wild card IP address, u@", on the Router Mapping
(VALERR 39) configured for the same Screen in the NS3000IV

router network interface. Network Manager Reference
Manual.

WILD CARD ADDRESS The wild card IP address was Consult the discussion on the
REQUIRES EXACTLY 2 used in the specified Router use of the wild card address
ROUTER MAPPINGS BE Mapping screen and a total of on the Router Mapping
CONFIGURED. (VALERR 40) 2 router mapping entries are Screen in the NS3000lV

not configured for this router Network Manager Reference
network interface. Manual.

WILD CARD ADDRESS The wild card IP address was Consult the discussion on the
ALLOWED ONLY WHEN used in the specified Router use of the wild card address
SINGLE NI LINK Mapping screen and there is on the Router Mapping
CONFIGURED. (VALERR 41) more than one link Screen in the NS3000IV

configured for the NI. Network Manager Reference
Manual.

SUBSYSTEM 3 LOGGING NOT Transport logging (subsystem Configure log classes I
CONFIGURED. (VALERR 42) 3) is not configured. through 6 for subsystem 3.

(path LOGGING.SUBOOO3)

~
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

ETHERNET ENABLED, ARP Ethernet protocol has been Configure ARP protocol in
PROTOCOL MUST BE enabled but ARP protocol has the configuration file if
CONFIGURED. (VALERR 51) not been configured. Ethernet is to be used (Path

NETXPORT.NI.lanname.
PROTOCOL. ARP). Otherwise,
disable Ethernet in the
configuration file (Path
LINKCONF.linkname).

IP NETWORK ADDRESS The network portion of the IP Reconfigure the IP address to
CANNOT BE o. address has been configured as have a network address
(VALERR 52) zero. This is an invalid value. greater than zero (Path

NETXPORT.NI.niname.
PROTOCOL. I p) •

INVALID DRIVER OPTIONS The driver options in the Link See "Submitting an SR" at the
FOR LAN NETWORK. Configuration data record for beginning of this manual.
(VALERR 53) the LAN link are incorrect

for IEEE 802. 3 and/or
Ethernet.
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message

NMCONF INTERNAL ERROR.
ERROR CODE: !.
(VALERR 299)

FACILITY SET "!"
DOESN'T EXIST. (VALERR
300)

SVC TYPE FACILITY SET
"!" USED WITH PVC TYPE
OF CIRCUIT. (VALERR 301)

PVC TYPE FACILITY SET
" !" USED WITH SVC TY PE
OF CIRCUIT.
(VALERR 302)

X.25 ADDRESS KEY "!II
DEFINED IN LUG DOESN'T
EXIST. (VALERR 303)

THE PVC NUMBER
ASSOCIATED WITH X.25
ADDRESS KEY"!"
MISMATCHES THE VIRTUAL
CIRCUIT SPECIFICATIONS.
(VALERR 304)

NO LINK NAME DEFINED
FOR NETWORK INTERFACE
NAME "!II. (VALERR 305)

MORE THAN ONE LINK
CONFIGURED TO START AT
INITIALIZATION.
(VALERR 306)

LINK NAME "," IS NOT
CONFIGURED IN LINKCONF.
(VALERR 307)

Meaning/Cause

An internal error was
detected when trying to access
the MIDAS file.

An X. 25 Address Key was
mapped in the path table to a
non -defined facilities set.

The type of the facility set
does not match the type of
circuit it is associated with in
the path table.

The type of the facility set
does not match the type of
circuit it is associated with in
the path table.

You defined an X. 25 Address
Key "f" in the incoming
and/or outgoing local user
group that is not defined in
the path table.

The PVC number entered in
the path table is out of the
range defined in the virtual
circuits specifications for
PVCs.

There is no mapping defined
between the X. 25 NI
(Network) name you have
configured and the Link name
defined in the Link
Configuration.

Only one link can be
associated to a given network.

The link name associated with
the NI name has not been
configured.

Action

As VALIDATEX25 gets the
transaction file number from
the VALIDATENETXPORT
routine, check the validity of
this transaction number.

Define the facility set "l" or
redo the mapping with an
existing facility.

Change the type or the
Facility Set it is associated
with.

Change the type or the
Facility Set it is associated
with.

Modify the LUG screen or
add the X. 25 Address Key to
the path table.

Check network subscription
and either (a) modify VC
specifications or (b) modify
PVC number so it is within
the configured range.

Make an appropriate entry at
the X. 25 NETWORK
INTERFACE LINKS
configuration screen.

Remove the excess links.

Add this Link Name to the
Link Configuration screen, or
change the Link name.
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action ~

LINK NAME U!1t : The speed value entered in Correct the value (baud rate
NONSTANDARD SPEED the LAP-B Link Data (Link must be one of 1200, 2400,
VALUE. (VALERR 308) Configuration) screen is not 4800, 9600, 19200, 48000,

one of the standard values. 56000).

FLOW CONTROL INCOMING The incoming throughput Correct the value for the
THROUGHPUT CLASS HIGHER class defined at the Flow throughput class or alter the
THAN LINK SPEED. Control Parameters screen is speed at the LAP-B LINK
(VALERR 309) higher than the link speed. DATA (Link Conf.) screen.

FLOW CONTROL OUTGOING The outgoing throughput class Correct the value for the
THROUGHPUT CLASS HIGHER defined at the Flow Control throughput class or alter the
THAN LINK SPEED. Parameters screen is higher speed at the LAP-B LINK
(VALERR 310) than the link speed. DATA (Link Conf.) screen.

FACILITY SET U!1t The incoming throughput Correct the throughput class
: INCOMING THROUGHPUT class defined in the Facilities value or alter the line speed at
CLASS HIGHER THAN LINK set 1~1I is higher than the link the LAP-B LINK DATA
SPEED. (VALERR 311) speed. (Link Configuration) screen.

FACILITY SET ",It The outgoing throughput class Correct the throughput class
:OUTGOING THROUGHPUT defined in the Facilities Set "!11 value or alter the line speed at
CLASS HIGHER THAN LINK is higher than the line speed. the LAP-B LINK DATA

~SPEED. (VALERR 312) (Link Configuration) screen.

MUST DEfINE AT LEAST No X. 25 Address Keys are Define at least one X.25
ONE X.25 ADDRESS KEY IN defined in the SVC or PVC Address Key in the SVC or
THE PVCPATH OR SVCPATH. path table. PVC path table screen.
(VALERR 313)

MUST DEfINE THE VIRTUAL No virtual circuits have been Define the virtual circuits
CIRCUIT SPECIFICATIONS. defined. you have subscribed for on
(VALERR 314) the local network at the VC

SPECIFICATION screen.

MUST DEFINE THE FLOW The flow control facilities Define the default flow
CONTROL fACILITIES. have not been defined. control facilities as subscribed
(VALERR 315) with network administration.

THE INLUG DATA RECORD The data record for an Create the corresponding data
MUST BE PRESENT. Incoming LUG entry is record.
(VALERR 316) missing.

THE OUTLUG DATA RECORD The data record for an Create the corresponding data
MUST BE PRESENT. Outgoing LUG entry is record.
(VALERR 311) missing.

~
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

~
Message Meaning/Cause Action

INCORRECT MAX NUMBER OF The number of VCs (PVCs + Respecify the VC amount
VC'S. (VAlERR 318) in/out/2 way SVCs) suscribed to through the

configured in the VCs SPECs Administration.
screen exceeds the maximum
allowed amount.

NO DATA FOUND IN PATH The General X. 25 data record Create a data record by
RECORD. (VAlERR 319) is missing. entering appropriate data at

the GENERAL X. 25 screen.

MUST DEFINE AT LEAST There is no Facility Set You must configure at least
ONE FACILITY SET. configured. one Facility Set per circuit
(VALERR 320) type you are using (SVC

and/or PVC).

MORE THAN ! X.25 LINKS More than the allowed Enter an appropriate number
DEFINED. (VALERR 321) number of X. 25 links were of X. 25 links into the X.25

configured in the X. 25 NI Links Configuration
Network Interface Link screen.
screen.

MORE THAN 128 KEYS (SVC More than the allowed Enter an appropriate number
+ PVC). (VALERR 322) number of SVC and PVC of address keys for SVC's and

address keys were configured. PVC's.

X.25 ADDRESS KEY "!" IS An X. 25 address key was Make sure that each address
DEFINED MORE THAN ONCE. defined more than once in the key is only defined once in
(VALERR 323) SVC or PVC path tables. the X. 25 path tables.

PVC NUMBER II!" IS A PVC number was used more Make sure that each PVC
DEFINED MORE THAN ONCE. than once in the PVC path number is only defined once
(VAlERR 324) tables. in the X. 25 PVC path table.

X.25 ADDRESS "!" IS
DEFINED MORE THAN ONCE.
(VAlERR 325)

An X. 25 address was used
more than once in the SVC or
PVC path tables.

Make sure that each X.25
address is used only once in
the X. 25 SVC or PVC path
tables.
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CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message

MORE THAT "!"
FACILITIES CONFIGURED.
(VALERR 326)

IP ADDRESS "!" IS
DEFINED MORE THAN ONCE"
(VALERR 327)

MORE THAN "!" NIs
CONFIGURED. (VALERR 328)

NO PRIMARY NI WITH IP
ADDRESS "!". (VALERR
329)

NO DATA FOUND IN
RECORD. (VALERR 330)

COULD NOT BUILD PATH
REPORT FOR CONFIG FILE.
(VALERR 900)

COULD NOT ADD PATH
REPORT TO CONFIGURATION
FILE. (VALERR 901)

Meaning/Cause

More than the allowed
number of Facility Sets were
configured (SVC an/or PVC
Facilities).

The same IP address was
attributed to more than one
unshared or primary NI.

More than maximum number
of NIs (primary and unshared)
configured.

The IP address used is for a
secondary NI but does not
correspond to any primary
NI.

The data record for the
protocollP screen is missing.

Errors prevented the
validation routine from
'building the path report for
the configuration file.

Errors prevented the
validation routine from
writing the path report to the
configuration file.

Action

Remove Facility Sets, as
required.

Verify that an IP address is
not duplicated. Check only
for primary and unshared
NIs.

Respecify NI configuration, as
necessary.

Modify the IP address of the
primary NI or change the NI
type to primary.

Create the corresponding data
record.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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The remainder of messages are Validation Warning Messages; ie. they do not cause the network startup to
abort.

CONFIGURATION VALIDATION MESSAGES (VALERRs) (cont'd)

Message Meaning/Cause Action

NO STORE AND FORWARD Store and Forward Buffers = 0 Reconfigure Store and
BUFFERS CONFIGURED. in the IP Protocol screen, and Forward Buffers> 0 in the IP
(VALERR 1004) either the NI is a router with Protocol screen if you intend

more than one link for this node to implement
configured or there is more store and forward (path
than 1 NI configured NETXPORT. NI. niname.
(excluding Loop NI). PROTOCOL. I P).

PROXY ENABLED BUT Proxy Enabled = Y in the See "Submitting an SR" at the
INBOUND PROXY MULTICAST Probe Protocol screen but the beginning of this manual.
ADDRESS (n) NOT indicated proxy address does
CONFIGURED. (VALERR not exist in the data record
1005) for inbound HP multicast

addresses.

INBOUND PROBE MULTICAST The Probe Protocol is See "Submitting an SRII at the
ADDRESS (n) NOT configured but the indicated beginning of this manual.
CONFIGURED. (VALERR probe address does not exist in
1006) the data record for inbound

HP multicast addresses. .1
CONFIGURED T1 PARAMETER The specified T 1 Parameter in Configure the T I parameter
(n) IS < THE the LAP-B data screen in in the LAP-B data screen in
RECOMMENDED FORMULA Link Configuration is less Link Configuration at least as
VALUE. (m) • (VALERR than the computed big as the indicated formula
1007) recommended formula value. value (path

LIf\1KCONF .linkname).

INBOUND PROXY MULTICAST The inbound proxy multicast See "Submitting an SR" at the
ADDRESS CONFIGURED BUT address is configured yet beginning of this manual.
PROXY NOT ENABLED. proxy is not enabled on the
(VALERR 1008) Probe Protocol screen.
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OVERVIEW

Logging records events such as errors and console commands. You configure logging for each of the
subsystems of NS3000/V. Within each subsystem, there are different classes of events (such as internal
errors). You can record logging to a disk, the system console, and/or the logon device of a user. account.
If you configure a logging class to log to user. accollnt, then tha t user will receive logged messages any time
t.here is an active session for that user. account.

LOGGING FORMAT

Logging events can be directed to the system console or to a disk file. Node Management Services
automatically formats logging records sent to the console. Logging records sent to a disk file are stored in
coded form. These records are decoded and formatted by the NMS Trace/Log File Analyzer (NMDUMP),
an NMS system utility program. Figure 4-1 shows a typical log record formatted by NMDUMP. To
learn how to use NMDUMP see the Log and Trace Files section in Volume II of the N S3000IV Network
Manager Reference Manual. Two examples of the information returned in a formatted log file are
explained in "Using Log Files" later in this section.
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NMDUMP output of data file: nmlg0008.pub.sys
Time of output: FRI, NOV 30, 1984, 1:41 PM
Subsystems being formatted: 3,5,6,8

**********************************************************************
* THU, NOV 29, 1984, 2:45 PM NETXPORT(3) *
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Event INFORMATIVE *
* Entity LAN NI *
* Internal Event Network Interface Start *
* Log Class Nodal Logging *
* Port ID/PIN %000211 %001742 *
* Location 78 Parameter: %000000 *
* Info Section (octal): *
* 000000: 000000 000034 000024 000116 000211 001742 000004 000000 *
* 000010: 000001 *
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Port Message Frame: *
* Function Code CONTROL, INITIALIZATION *
* Reply Port 10 %000200 %004750 *
* Subqueue Number 0 Message Length 39 *
* Reply Subqueue #: 5 Flow ID $000000 *
* Interface (Control Process)==>(NI General) *
* Data Section (octal): *
* 000000: 000000 000047 000200 004750 000005 001400 000000 063163 *
* 000010: 000000 000000 000001 000001 002734 000000 000000 000000 *
* 000020: 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 *
* 000030: 000000 000171 000002 000002 050205 000200 000166 004271 *
* 000040: 004400 004400 000056 000004 000003 000024 000000 *
0**********************************************************************

Figure 4-1. A Typical Formatted Log Record.

LOGGING SUBSYSTEMS

Each subsystem of NS3000/V logs different classes of events. Table 4-1 summarizes the subsystem
logging classes. Logging for the Network Transport (SUB0003) must be configured in the configuration
file which is specified with the NETCONTROL START command that initates the Network Transport. The
default configuration file at initiation is NSCONF. NET. SVS. Logging for all other subsystems
(SUB0005, SUB0006, SUB0008, SUB0021, SUB0029) must be configured in NMCONFIG. PUB.SYS. See I
the NMS Configurator (NMMGR) and Logging Configuration sections in Volume I of the NS3000/V
Network Manager Reference Manual for more details on logging and configuration.
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TABLE 4-1. LOGGING SUBSYSTEM AND CLASS NAMES

Subsystem Name Class Name Events

SUBOOO3 CLASOOO1 Serious Internal Error -- Causes SYSFAIL #969.

Network Transport CLASOOO2 Internal Error/Operator Attention.

CLASOOO3 Non -Cri tical Errors.

CLASOOO4 Nodal Messages (Start/Stop).

CLASOOOS Informative Messages.

CLASOOO6 Statistical Information.

SUBOOOS CLASOOOO Internal Errors.

Network IPC CLASOOO1 Resource Errors.

CLASOOO2 Informative Messages.

SUBOOO6 CLASOOO2 Resource Errors.

Network Services CLASOOO3 Internal Errors.

CLASOOO4 Detailed Events. (Enable with
NSCONTROL LOG).

CLASOOOS NetlPC Internal Errors.

SUBoooa

NMS Link Manager CLASOOOO Internal Errors.

CLASOOO2
PC Link Manager Internal Errors. (PC Link only).

CLASOOO1
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-1. LOGGING SUBSYSTEM AND CLASS NAMES (cont'd)

Subsystem Name Class Nanle Events

SUBOO21 CLASOOO1 Serious Internal Error.

NCMS - Subsystem CLASOOO4 SMS Start/Stop Messages.
Management Server
(SMS) CLASOOOS Error Responses from NCS.

CLASOOO7 Informative Messages.

SUBOO29 CLASOOO1 Serious Internal Error.

Network Control CLASOOO2 Non-Recoverable Internal Error.
Management System

CLASOOO3 Recoverable Internal Error.

CLASOOO4 NCM/NCS Start/Stop Messages.

CLASOOOS Error Responses from NCS.

CLASOOO6 NCM/NCS Connection Established Termination
and Negative Event Acknowledgement.

CLASOOO7 Informative Messages.
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Network Transport Subsystem Logging

Logging location codes are used by all modules of the Network Transport (SUB0003) to give uniqueness to
each and every point at which an event is logged. Location codes make it easy to locate the logging call in
the source code, as well as to be able to explain a particular instance of an error. Since the same error
code, for example, may be logged in different parts of the same module, the error may be the same, but the
meaning and action to take may be different.

Logging is the only source of information for Network Transport activities. The user or network manager
cannot monitor Network Transport events if logging is not enabled for that subsystem.

Table 4-2 describes the Network Transport entities and lists their corresponding tables found in this
section. Each Network Transport logging table contains a Jist of the logging location code, logging class,
explanation, and action for an individual logging message. The explanation for each logging location code
includes the Internal Event description and Parameter description, if relevent, as shown in the typical
formatted log example in Figure 4-1.

The PATH Network Transport Entity logs no event information.

Parameters

Many Network Transport logging records contain important information in the Pa ramete r value. This
Parameter number indicates the shutdown reason. A Parameter value of %0 means the user closed the
connection; a value of %10 means the remote aborted the connection. Both of these values are used for
normal shutdown. However, if you want more information on the specific reason for the remote abort ~
you need to check the log file of the remote node.

In the Network Transport logging location explanations which follow, certain Parameter values refer you
to other tables in this manual. "Message Path Error" Internal Events for example, refer to the "PATH
RESULT CODE" table (Table 4-8) for definition of the Parameter value. Other logging location
explanations refer to the ''SEMAPHORE RESULT CODE" table (Table 4-12) for definition of the
Parameter value. Parameter meaning for the "PXP Deactivated", "PXP Deactivated w/Error", and "PXP
Statistics" internal events are listed in the "Network Transport Protocol Errors" in Section 2 of this
manual, which are the Protocol module errors returned by I PCCHECK. In general, refer to a specific
logging location code explanation for definition of Parameter meaning if any. Other logging location
explanations refer to the "ICMP Type/Code Word" table (Table 4-16) for the definition of the Parameter
value.
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TABLE 4-2. NETWORK TRANSPORT ENTITIES

Logging Location Codes

Entity Description

Control Process The Control Process -- created by the NETCONTROL command.
(TABLE 4-4) Handles network startup and shutdown.

Dial ID (TABLE 4-1 5) The Dial ID protocol. Used only for point-to-point links such as
router and gateway half.

Gateway Half NI The network interface for the gateway half connection. Interfaces
(TABLE 4-7) to the point-to-point devices such as BSC, LAP-Band ATP/ ASNP.

IP (TABLE 4-5) Internet Protocol.

IP UPDATE (TABLE IP Update maintains IP internet routing tables.
4-6)

LAN NI (TABLE 4-7) The network interface for the LAN connection. The LAN NI
provides the LANIC device interface and stores the IP to LAN
station address mapping.

Loopback NI (TABLE The network interface for software loopback. Performs the
4-7) nodename to IP address mapping required for loopback.

Probe (TABLE 4-9) The Probe address resolution protocol.

ARP (TABLE 4-9a) The address resolution protocol (ARP) used to resolve the IP to
station address mapping of Ethernet nodes that are on the LAN.

NM (TABLE 4-9b) The network management procedure which is responsible for IP and
link level echo and protocol echo testings. (Used by the OpenView
NS Monitor Applications products.)

PXP PM (TABLE The PXP protocol module performs actual protocol functions.
4-10)

PXP SIP (TABLE The PXP Socket Interface Port. The PXP SIP functions as a
4-11) "controller" for the PXP protocol. It handles the creation of sockets

and connections.

TCP PM (TABLE The TCP protocol module is responsible for the actual protocol
4-13) functions. There is one TCP PM for each side of a connection.
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TABLE 4-2. NETWORK TRANSPORT ENTITIES (cont'd)

Entity Description

TCP SIP (TABLE The TCP Socket Interface Port. The TCP SIP functions as a
4-14) "controller" for the TCP protocol. It handles the creation of call

sockets and connections.

PATH (TABLE 4-8) The Path Resolution procedures that determine the outbound path
and resources for a connection.

Router NI (TABLE The network interface for the router connection. Interfaces to BSC,
4-7) LAB-B, and ATP/ASNP devices

User Interface The NETCONTROL command user interface.
("NETCONTROL
ERRORS
NETXPORTERR"
Table in Section 3)

x. 25 NI (TABLE The network interface for the NS X.25 network connection. The
4-7a) X. 25 NI performs functions such as IP to X. 25 address mapping and

the INP device interface.

X. 25 PM The X. 25 protocol module performs the implementation of
Recommendation X.25 functions.

Network Services Subsystem Logging

The Network Services Subsystem (SUB0006) Modules are described in Table 4-3. Table 4-3 also lists the
corresponding Network Services Logging table for each module.

Logging Messages for the Network Services (SUB0006) subsystem are listed in Tables 4-1 7 through 4- 25.

The NS Buffer Management module (BPM) logs no event information.

Tables 4-17 through 4-25 contain the logging messages for most NS Subsystem Modules. However, event
messages for the VT module are listed in the "Network Services Error Messages" section of this manual.
Each error message number listed in the VT error message table in Section 2 is identical to a logging
message error number found in the log file for the VT module. "Actions" advised for individual VT errors
listed in Section 2 apply to individual VT logging messages.
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TABLE 4-3. NETWORK SERVICE MODULES

Logging Location Codes

Module I Description

DSDAD (TABLE The DSDAD process controls the initiation and termination of
4-18) network services, including creation of server processes.

DSSERVER (TABLE There is a DSSERVER process created for each use of the RFA, VT,
4-19) PTOP, or RPM services. The DSSERVER process receives and

processes protocol messages for the service, and accesses files and
terminals are required by the service.

ex (TABLE 4-1 7) The Command Executor module parses and executes the NS
commands DSLINE, REMOTE and NSCONTROL. It is also the primary
user interface (through the REMOTE command) to the VT service.

BFM The NS Buffer Management module provides for the allocation of
buffers for the other NS modules. (The NS Buffer Management
module is different from the Buffer Management software used by
the transport and translator.)

ENV (TABLE 4-21) The Environment module manages the information from DSLINE
commands that is used by the various Network Services. This
includes environment attributes, remote sessions, and various
service-related information.

DSUTIL (TABLE The DSUTIL module contains miscellaneous procedures used by the
4-20) other NS modules. Included are routines for management of certain

NS data structures and handling of process and session termination.

RFA (TABLE 4-24) Remote File Access and Remote Data Base (IMAGE) Access.

VT Virtual Terminal.

NFT (TABLE 4-22) Network File Transfer.

PTOP (TABLE 4-23) Program-to-Program Communication.

RPM (TABLE 4-25) Remote Process Management.
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Logging Location Codes

As described in Section 2, VT and ENV messages are displayed to the user on $STDLIST. However these
messages are displayed on $STDlIST only if logging is enabled for the Network Services subsystem of
NS3000/V.

Other Network services - such as Network File Transfer, Program-to-Program Communication, and
Remote File Access - return error information to the user regardless of logging configuration for the
Network Services subsystem of NS3000/V. (See the "Logging Configuration" section of the NS3000/V
Network Manager Reference Manual Volume I, for more information).

Network IPC Subsystem Logging

Logging for the NetiPC subsystem (SUB0005) of the associated links should be configured only if users on
your system are writing their own NetiPC applications with the intrinsics described in the NetIPC3000/V
Programmer's Reference Manual. NetIPC subsystem logging provides the network manager with a "system
check" to determine which NetiPC appl.ications are operating, if any. Most user-repairable errors are
returned in the result parameter of the NetlPC intrinsics. These error codes are listed in the "Network
Interprocess Communication Errors" table in Section 2 of this manual.

Logging codes for the NetlPC subsystem of the associated links are listed in Table 4-26.

NMS Link Manager SUbsystem Logging

NMS Link Manager (SUB0008) subsystem logging messages are partially listed in the "NMERR
Messages--Link Manager" table in the "Node Management Error Messages" section of this manual. .~
NMERRs 131-149 refer to the Link Manager logging messages. If any other internal errors (ClASOOO) }
are returned to the NMS Link Manager subsystem, see "Submitting an SR" at the beginning of this
manual.

PC Link Manager

The PC Link Manager (SUB0008) subsystem logging messages are listed in the "NMERR Messages--Link
Manager" table in the "Node Management Error Messages" section of this manual. NMERR messages
131-149 are used by both the PC Link Manager and the NMS Link Manager. NMERR Messages
250-265 apply only to the PC Link Manager. If any other internal errors (ClAS0001) are returned to
the PC Link Manager, see "Submitting an SR" at the beginning of this manual.

NeMS SUbsystems

The Network Control Management Server (NCMS) subsystems are active if you have installed the
OpenView NS Monitor applications, OpenView Core software, and the Network Control Server (NCS)
software (provided with FOS). See the OpenView NS Monitor Applications Manager's Guide (part number
32051-90001) for more information about these products.

NCMS consists of two subsystems: the NCMS - Subsystem Management Server (SUB0021) and the
Network Control Management Server (NCMS) (SUB0029). Logging must be· configured in
NMCONFIG.PUB.SYS. See the Logging Configuration section in the NS3000/V Network Manager
Reference Manual, Volume I, for more information about logging for NCMS.
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USING LOG FILES

The key information in each log message is the log class and the location code number, which uniquely
identify the logging message for that entity, and the parameter. You use these numbers to find the
explanation and action in the tables in this section and other sections of this manual. The actions given
should be performed. Only if there is no clear error reported or the recommended action fails should
system level troubleshooting be performed. When the system level tests are done, it is advisable to use the
configuration files that have most of the logging classes configured for the console. This saves having to
format the log files for the log messages received during the test.

Internal Errors

Each subsystem has defined a log class for internal errors, as listed in Table 4-1. If an internal error ever
occurs, a log message is sent to the console. Record the log message exactly and consult this manual for
the recommended action, which in most cases is to contact HP; refer to "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Informative and Non-Critical Errors

The Network Transport logs all normal or informative events to CLAS0005. Because of the high number
generated, messages for this class are not normally recorded, even to the disk log file. However, if any of
the normal events encounters an error condition, an additional log message is generated that is recorded
with the log file. This is CLAS0003, non-critical error.

An example of log class 3, non-critical error, is shown in Figure 4-2.

**********************************************************************
* MON, MAR 18, 1985, 6:20 PM NETXPORT(3) *
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Event INFORMATIVE *
* Entity TCP *
* Internal Event PM deactivated *
* Log Class Non-critical error *
* Port ID/PIN %001105 ~000516 *
* Location 83 Parameter: %000010 *
* Info Section (octal): *
* 000000: 000147 000034 000125 000123 001105 000516 000003 000015 *
* 000010: 000001 *
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Port Message Frame: *
* Funct ion Code 51 P, CLOSE REPLY *
* Reply Port 10 ';000327 ~002316 *
* Subqueue Number 1 Message Length 8 *
* Reply Subqueue ,: 0 Flow 10 ~177777 *
* Interface (TCP 5IP)==>(TCP) •
* Data Section (octal): *
* 000000: 000001 000010 000327 002316 000000 001511 177777 064147 •
**********************************************************************

Figure 4-2. Class 3, a non-critical error for the Network Transport.
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This example shows a non-critical, or Class 3, log message for TCP. The first part describes the log
message, including the event, the entity, the internal event and the log class. In Figure 4- 2, the internal
event is PM deact ivated, which indicates that the connection shut with an error condition. The ~.""
Parameter number indicates the shutdown reason. In the example of Figure 4-2, the Parameter field .,
(%10) indicates that the Network Loopback was not started. Parameter values for PM deactivated
are listed in the "Network Transport Protocol Errors" table in Section 2 of this manual. Also check the
explanation and action listed under the Location code number which is 83 in the example.

Statistics Logging Example

An example of log class 6, statistics, is shown in Figure 4- 3.

**********************************************************************
* MON, MAR 18, 1985, 6:20 PM NETXPORT(3) *
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Event INFORMATIVE *
* Enti ty TCP *
* Internal Event Statistics *
* Log Class Statistics *
* Port IO/PIN %000721 %000266 *
* Location 86 Parameter: %000010 *
* Info Section (octal): *
* 000000: 000147 000034 000121 000126 000721 000266 000006 000010 *
* 000010: 000001 *
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Statistics: *
* IPC Port 10 %000371 %000144 *
* Bytes sent 248 Bytes rece i ved 851 *
* User pkts sent 11 User pkts recd 23 *
* PM pkts sent 6 PM pkts recd 6 *
* Cn ass pkts sent: 0 Cn ass pkts recd: 0 *
* User sends 11 User receives 23 *
* Pkts discarded 0 Pkts rtx'ed 0 *
* Checksum errors 0 Smooth R/T delay: 2948 *
* Init recv window: 15400 Init send window: 15400 *
* Recv Burst size 7 Send burst size 7 *
* Max send size 2200 Max recv size 2200 *
* Local SAP 32846 Remote SAP 1537 *
* Flags ~100341 Flags1 ~120230 *
* Flags2 ~OOOOOO *
* Data Section (octal): *
* 000000: 000000 000053 000371 000144 000000 000370 000000 001523 *
* 000010: 000000 000013 000000 000027 000000 000006 000000 000006 *
* 000020: 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000013 000000 000027 *
* 000030: 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 005604 *
* 000040: 036050 036050 000007 000007 004230 004230 100000 003001 *
* 000050: 100341 120230 000000 *
**********************************************************************

Figure 4-3. An example of Logging Statistics for the Network Transport.
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Logging Location Codes

This example shows a statistics log message for TCP. This example shows an informative, or Class 3, log
message for TCP. The first part describes the log message, including the event, the entity, the internal
event and the log class. In Figure 4-3, the internal event is Statistics) which indicates that the logging
message contains statistical information. The Parameter number indicates the shutdown reason. If it is
~O, the user closed the connection normally. The value of %10 means the remote aborted the connection.
This may be a normal shutdown. For more information on the specific reason for the remote abort you
need to check the log file of the remote node.

The key information in each log message is the log class and the location code number, which uniquely
identify the logging message for that entity, and the parameter. You use these numbers to find the
explanation and action in this section and other sections of this manual. The Statist ics: section
displays the following fields:

• IPC Port ID. Gives the address of the NetIPC port associated with the TCP (or PXP) protocol
module for this connection. This is the number to use in matching a TCP/PXP Statistic log
message to a NetIPC log message. Look for the identical number called the Socket Port 10 in
the NetIPC log message.

• Bytes sent/received. Shows the total number of bytes transmitted or received by the PM.

• User pkts sent/reed. Shows the number of packets sent or received. May be more than the
number of User Sends/Receives because TCP may need to fragment the message into link-size
packets.

• PM pkts sent/reed. Shows the number of non-data carrying packets sent or received, such as
window updates and acknowledgements.

• Cn ass pkts sent/reed. Shows the number of connection assurance packets sent or received. A
large number of these indicate that the connection is idle for long periods of time.

• User sends/receives. Shows the number of messages sent or received.

• Pkts discarded/rtx'ed. The number of packets discarded or retransmitted. If there is a problem
with the connection, it may be reflected here by an extremely high number for one of these
fields. Check for Class 3 logging messages; refer to the specific location code for more
information.

• Checksum errors. Shows the number of checksum errors for this connection. Check for Class 3
logging messages; refer to the specific location code for more information.

• Smooth R/T delay. Shows the observed delay (in milliseconds) required to receive
acknowledgements from the remote node. This number is used by TCP to dynamically calculate
the retransmission timer.

• Init recv/send window. Shows the size of the window used for flow control. The size varies for
each service.

• Recv/Send burst size. Shows the burst size for the receiver and the sender. This value is
specified with the I PCCONECT used to initiate the connection.

• Max send/recv size. Shows the maximum message size for the receiver and the sender. This
value is specified with the I PCCONNECT used to initiate the connection.
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Logging Location Codes

• Local/Remote SAP. Shows the TCP Service Access Point address for the local and the remote
node. If you don)t know which application to check on the remote node) use these numbers ~

(reversed) to find the matching PM in the log file for the remote node. Specify a time range ..... ,}
when formatting the remote node log file to narrow the search.

• Flags/Flags I/Flags2. Internal state flags.

• ICMP msgs reed. Total number of ICMP messages that this connection has received from the IP
module.

• Local/Remote IP addr. Shows the IP address for the local and remote node.

• Source quenches. Shows the number of times this connection has been quenched. A connection is
quenched when it receives a source quench ICMP message from IP.
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f:' NETWORK TRANSPORT LOGGING LOCATIONS

For each of the logging explanations, any or all of the following may be present:

PARM = Meaning of the parameter logged.

DIR = Direction of data flow.

IN = Inbound Data

PARM =Meaning of the parameter logged.

NI = NI Type which logged the event:

Logging Location Codes

LOOP
LAN

ROUTER
GATEHALF

X.25

= Loopback
= IEEE802
= Router
=Gateway Half
= X.25

DEV = Relevent device type.

LAN = IEEE802
LOOP = Loopback

ROUTER = BSC, LAPB, or ATP/ASNP
GATEHALF = BSC, LAPB, or ATP/ASNP

X.25 = LAPB

DIR = Direction of data flow.

IN = Inbound Data
OUT =Outbound Data
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

2 CLASOO02 Out of PCB Entries. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

4 CLASOO02 Failed to create NETSERVE process See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM =Error returned from beginning of this manual.
CreateProcess Intrinsic).

10 CLASOO02 Error in reading NETXPORT. NODE Check nodename in
record from config file (PARM = configuration file; if fine,
status returned by then see "Submitting an SR"
NMCONFGetData). at the beginning of this

manual.

11 CLASOOO2 Error on creation of Semaphore DST See "Submitting an SR" at the
table (PARM :;: result code returned beginning of this manual.
by SM4'Make'Table).

12 CLASOO02 Closing outbound buffer pool user 10 See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed (PARM =result code returned beginning of this manual.
by BFMCloseUser).

13 CLASOO02 No data associated with Gateway Check the configuration file,
neighbor path (PATH =Status and if it is not the problem
returned by NMCONFGetOatal. see "Submitting an SR" at the

beginning of this manual.

14 CLASOO02 Attempt to write to Gateway update See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer failed (Result code returned by beginning of this manual.
BFMWriteBuf).

IS CLASOO02 Out of NIB Entries. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

16 CLASOO02 Out of GPB Entries. See "Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

17 CLASOOO2 Error in attempting to close trace 10 See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM:;: status returned by beginning of this manual.
NMCloseTrace).

19 CLASOOO2 Too many networks configured in Check the configuration file,
configuration file (PARM =maximum and if it is not the problem
networks allowed). see "Submitting an SR" at the

beginning of this manual.
(Refers to display only fields).
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

20 CLASOOO2 Received unexpected message while See 'tgubmitting an SR" at the
waiting for Reply message (PARM lIZ beginning of this manual.
message function code of received
message).

21 CLASOO02 Attempt to get buffer for nodal See ''Submitting an SRI! at the
information failed (PARM D result beginning of this manual.
code returned by BFMGetBufNow).

22 CLASOOO2 Error in reading Check the configuration file)
NETXPORT. NODE. REPORT record and if it is not the problem
from configuration file (PARM • see C1Submitting an SR" at the
status returned by beginning of this manual.
NMCONFGetData).

23 CLASOO02 Attempt to write path report into See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer failed (PARM =result code beginning of this manual.
returned by BFMWriteBuf).

24 CLASOO02 Failed to open configuration file Check that configuration file
(PAR!\-f c status returned by exists) and not opened. See
NMCONFOpen). ''Submitting an SR" at the

beginning of this manual.

25 CLASOO02 Error in reading NETPORT.GLOBAL Check the configuration file)
record from configuration file and if it is not a problem) see
(PARM = status returned by "Submitting an SR" at the
NMCONFGetData). beginning of this manual.

26 CLASOO02 Unable to initialize Path Descriptor See ''Submitting an SRI! at the
Table (PARM • initial number of beginning of this manual.
path descriptors to create).

27 CLASOO02 Attempt to create transport utility See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer pool failed (PARM a result beginning of this manual.
code returned by
BFMCreateBufPooI).

28 CLASOOO2 Attempt to open transport utility See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer pool user failed (PARM a beginning of this manual.
result code returned by
BFMOpenUser).
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

29 CLASOO02 Version in configuration file not in Run program NMMGRVER
range expected by the transport to convert configuration file
(PARM =status returned by to the current version.
NMCONFGetData).

30 CLASOO02 Attempt to initialize the See "Submitting an SR" at the
Node/Addres\) Path cache failed beginning of this manual.
(PARM =maximum cached node
names).

31 CLASOOO2 Trying to add the CP entry to the See "Submitting an SRIt at the
data dictionary failed (PARM = result beginning of this manual.
code returned by DictAdd).

32 CLASOOO2 ·Error in creating the Port for a See "Submitting an SR" at the
General Protocol (PARM = result code beginning of this manual.
returned from CreatePortt

).

33 CLASOO02 Asynchronous message received from Run appropriate diagnostic
the Port Translator (PARM =status depending on the logical
code from translator message). device. If all is fine. see

"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

36 CLASOOO2 Attempt to write son config record See "Submitting an SR" at the
into buffer failed (PARM = result beginning of this manual.
code returned by BFMWriteBuf).

37 CLASOO02 Attempt to release buffer (son·s) See "Submitting an SR" at the
because of error failed .(PARM lO: beginning of this manual.
result code returned by
BFMFreeBuf).

38 CLASOO02 Attempt to write path report in See "Submitting an SR" at the
configuration file failed (PARM III beginning of this manual.
status returned by
NMCONFAddData).

39 CLASOOO2 Trying to start unknown protocol See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM =none). beginning of this manual.

40 CLASOO02 Attempt to start auto-reads on device See "Submitting an SRIt at the
failed (PARM Q result code returned beginning of this manual.
by TRAN·Start'AReads).
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

41 CLASOOO2 Attempt to close link after error See IISubmitting an SR" at the
failed (PARM :: status returned by beginning of this manual.
NMCloseLink).

42 CLASOOO2 Attempt to physically start device Could indicate missing or
failed (PARM :: status returned by inaccessible
NMOpenLink). NMCONFIG. PUB. SYS file.

Check NMCONFIG file. If
file is present and accessible,
see "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

43 CLASOOO2 Error in attempting to open transport See "Submitting an SRII at the
read buffer user 10 for device (PARM beginning of this manual.
:: result code returned by
BFMOpenUser).

44 CLASOO02 Error in reading Check the configuration file;
NETXPORT. NI. niname record from if fine, see "Submitting an SR"
configuration file (PARM :: status at the beginning of this
returned by NMCONFGetOata). manual.

45 CLASOOO2 Attempt to create outbound buffer See "Submitting an SRtI at the
pool for NI failed (PARM :: result beginning of this manual.
code returned by BFMMakeBufPool).

46 CLASOO02 Attempt to open outbound buffer See "Submitting an SRtI at the
pool user 10 failed (PARM:: result beginning of this manual.
code returned by BFMOpenUser).

48 CLASOOO2 Attempt to create NI Port failed See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM I:: result code from beginning of this manual.
CreatePort').

50 CLASOO04 Network Transport Started. Informative message.

51 CLASOO04 Network Transport Stopped. Informative message.

52 CLASOO02 Error in reading PROBE Protocol Check the configuration file;
record for NI from configuration file if fine, see tlSubmitting an SR"
(PARM:: status returned by at the beginning of this
NMCONFGetData). manual.

S3 CLASOO02 Subsystem separate from device failed See '~ubmitting an SRtI at the
for a protocol (PARM :: result code beginning of this manual.
returned by TRAN'Subsys'Separate).
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

54 CLASOOO2 Physical close when stopping device See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed (PARM::: status returned by beginning of this manual.
NMCloseLink).

55 CLASOO02 Attempt to get buffer for Alias List See "Submitting an SR" at the
for IP failed (PARM ::: result code beginning of this manual.
returned by BFMGetBufNow).

56 CLASOOO2 Attempt to share buffer for Alias List See "Submitting an SR" at the
to IPU failed (PARM::: result code beginning of this manual.
returned by BFMShareBuf).

57 CLASOOO2 Attempt to write alias list to buffer See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed (PARM::: result code returned beginning of this manual.
by BFMWriteBuf).

58 CLASOO02 Error in closing configuration file See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM :::: status returned by beginning of this manual.
NMCONFClose).

59 CLASOOO2 Could not get a semaphore for the See "Submitting an SR" at the
PROBE unsolicited request (PARM ::: beginning of this manual.
result code returned from SM4'Get).

60 CLASOO02 Error in reading CEP Protocol record Check the configuration file,
for NI from configuration file and if it is not the problem,
(PARM ::: status returned by see "Submitting an SR" at the
NMCONFGetData). beginning of this manual.

76 CLASOOO2 Writing general transport info to See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer failed on status request beginning of this manual.
(PARM::: result code returned by
BFMWriteBuf).

77 CLASOO02 Writing general protocol info to See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer failed on status request beginning of this manual.
(PARM II result code returned by
BFMWriteBuf).

78 CLASOOO2 Writing specific protocol info to See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer failed on status request beginning of this manual.
(PARM I: result code returned by
BFMWriteBuf).

79 CLASOO02 Writing network info to buffer failed See "Submitting an SR" at the
on status request (PARM ::: result code beginning of this manual.
returned by BFMWriteBuf).
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

80 CLASOO02 Writing gateway info to buffer failed See "Submitting an SR" at the
on status request (PARM =: result code beginning of this manual.
returned by BFMWriteBuf).

81 CLASOO02 Writing network interface info to See IISubmitting an SR" at the
buffer failed on status request beginning of this manual.
(PARM III result code returned by
BFMWriteBuf).

82 CLASOO02 Writing network interface info to See IISubmitting an SR" at the
buffer failed on status request beginning of this manual.
(PARM = result code returned by
BFMWriteBuf).

83 CLASOO02 Writing specific protocol info to See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer failed on status request beginning of this manual.
(PARM = result code returned by
BFMWriteBuf).

84 CLASOOOI Bad or unexpected message received See "Submitting an SR" at the
by Control Process port (PARM I:: beginning of this manual.
message function code).

100 CLASOO02 Attempt to write node name into See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer failed (PARM =result code beginning of this manual.
returned by BFMWriteBuf).

101 CLASOO02 Outbound aborted write message This error usually follows a
received by the Control Process previous asynchronous link
(PARM = ldev number of device for error. If not, then see
write write was aborted). "Submitting an SR" at the

beginning of this manual.

102 CLASOO02 Internal error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

106 CLASOO02 Error in closing Tracing for an entity See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM ;z status returned by NMClose beginning of this manual.
Trace).

118 CLASOO02 Error in attempting to get trace ID See "Submitting an SR" at the
from info from User Interface beginning of this manual.
(PARM I: status returned by
NMOpenTrace).
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

131 CLASOOO2 Attempt to get buffer for Ldev Table See ''Submitting an SR" at the
failed (PARM = result code returned beginning of this manual.
by BFMGetBufNow).

134 CLASOOO2 Unable to create NI Port data See "Submitting an SR" at the
segment. beginning of this manual.

135 CLASOOO2 Error in reading IP Protocol record Check the configuration file)
for NI from configuration file and if it is not the problem,
(PARM =status returned by see ''Submitting an SR" at the
NMCONFGetData). beginning of this manual.

136 CLASOOO2 Could not rendezvous protocol to the See "Submitting an SR" at the
Port Translator device (PARM ::: beginning of this manual.
result code returned by
TRAN'Subsys'Rendezvous).

137 CLASOO02 Error in sperating subsystem from See "Submitting an SR" at the
translator after error (PARM =result beginning of this manual.
code returned by
TRAN'Subsys'Separate).

138 CLASOOO2 Configuration File Validation failed Check configuration file in
(PARM =status returned by Validate NMMGR and Validate file in
Netxport). NMMGR to find and correct

errors.

142 CLASOOO2 Bad status in reply message (PARM = See "Submitting an SR" at the
message function code of received beginning of this manual.
reply function message).

143 CLASOOO2 Could not create Store/Forward Check total store/forward
Buffer Pool (PARM c result code buffers for all NIs configured.
returned by BFMMakeBufPool). Check resources (DSTs)

Virtual Memory).
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

144 CLASOOO2 Attempt to open outbound buffer See "Submitting an SR" at the
pool user ID failed (PARM = resul t beginning of this manual.
code returned from BFMOpenUser).

145 CLASOOO2 Attempt to create inbound buffer Depending on PARM value)
pool for NI failed (PARM = result check Configured Buffers for
code returned by Inbound NI buffers) Device
BFMMakeBufPooI2). Read Buffers and System

Resources.

146 CLASOOO2 Attempt to open inbound buffer user See "Submitting an SR" at the
ID for NI failed (PARM = result code beginning of this manual.
returned from BFMOpenUser).

154 CLASOOO2 Error in reading DIAL Protocol Check the configuration file
record for NI from configuration file and if it is not the problem
(PARM =status returned by see "Submitting an SR" at the
NMCONFGetData). beginning of this manual.

162 CLASOOO2 Could not get buffer for gateway See "Submitting an SR" at the
configuration (PARM = result code beginning of this manual.
returned by BFMGetBufNOW).

163 CLASOOO5 A Path Verify has been executed None.
because of a change detected by the
software.
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

164 CLASOOO3 Device closing due to an asynchonous This will be for unormal"
message (error/hangup/other) from errors, such as phone hangup,
the device driver (PARM =logical busy, timeouts, etc. This
device number of device). should be given consideration

if there are any other
problems with devices.

165 CLASOO03 A device is being restarted after being None.
shutdown due to a shutdown event
(See 164).

166 CLASOO02 Error in reading X. 25 information None.
from the configuration file
(Parm=Status returned by
NMCONFGetData).

167 CLASOOO5 IP Update record has been sent to IPU None.
Module (PARM = True - STOP/ False
- START).

168 CLASOOO3 Device being restarted due to either a None.
DIAL misconnection or IDLE device
timeout (PARM a device index of
affected device).

169 CLASOO02 Could not obtain buffer for IP update See "Submitting an SRIt at the
information (PARM = result code beginning of this manual.
returned from BFMGetBufNOW).

170 CLASOO05 Sending IP update to IPU Module None.
(PARM a True - Stop/False - Start).

171 CLASOOO2 Could not obtain buffer for X.25 See "Submitting an SR" at the
configuration information (PARM .. beginning of this manual.
result code returned by
BFMGetBufNOW).

172 CLASOO02 Could not obtain buffer for PAD See "Submitting an SRIt at the
configuration info (PARM = result beginning of this manual.
code returned by BFMGetBufNOW).
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

222 CLASOOO2 Out of available space for phone If phone numbers have been
number storage. changed via :NETCONTROL

UPDATE, shutdown and
restart network, or decrease
number of phone numbers
configured.

232 CLASOOO2 Unable to store the Alias list in a See "Submitting an SR" earlier
buffer (PARM= Result code returned in this manual.
by BFMGetBufNOW).

233 CLASOOO2 Unable to store the Alias list in a See "Submitting an SR" earlier
buffer (PARM= Result code returned in this manual.
by BFMGetBufNOW).

234 CLASOOO2 Unable to store the Alias list in a See "Submitting an SR" earlier
buffer (PARM= Result code returned in this manual.
by BFMWriteBuf).

235 CLASOOO2 Could not put lock on configuration Check explanation of
file for transport startup NMERR (returned by PARM)
(PARM=Status returned by NMCONF and see "Submitting an SR" at
Lock File). the beginning of this manual.

236 CLASOOO2 Could not remove lock from Check explanation of
configuration file for Transport NMERR (returned by PARM)
shutdown (PARM=Status returned by and see ''Submitting an SRI! at
NMCONF Lock File). the beginning of this manual.

237 CLASOOO2 Could not lock configuration file for Check explanation of
validation at transport startup NMERR (returned by PARM)
(PARM=Status returned by NMCONF and see ''Submitting an SR" at
Lock File). the beginning of this manual.

238 CLASOOO2 Could not lock configuration file for Check explanation of
execution of network start or update NMERR (returned by PARM)
(PARM=Status returned by NMCONF and see "Submitting an SR" at
lock file). the beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

244 CLASOO02 Error in reading PAD info from the Check the configuration file
configuration file (PARM = Status and, if there is no problem, see
returned by NMCONFGetData). "Submitting an SRII at the

beginning of this manual.

252 CLASOO02 Error in writing status request to See IISubmitting an SR" earlier
buffer (PARM a Status returned by in this manual.
BFMWriteBufNOW).

260 CLASOO02 Could not obtain buffer for OSI See IISubmitting an SRII earlier
configuration information (PARM a in this manual.
Result code returned by
BFMGetBufNOW).

262 CLASOO02 Unable to find OSI45 in dictionary See "Submitting an SR" earlier
for debug command (PARM = Result in this manual.
returned from DictFind).

263 CLASOO02 Could not create OSI45 process Check the OSI4 5
(PARM :or Status from CreateProcess). configuration and see

"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

300 CLASOO02 Unable to obtain buffer for X.25 See "Submitting an SRIt at the
information from the configuration beginning of this manual.
file (PARM c Result code returned by
NMCONFGetData).

302 CLASOOO2 Could not add an SM4 table entry See IISubmitting an SR" at the
(PARM c Status returned by beginning of this manual.
SM4AddDst).

311 CLASOOOI Error in writing NETDIR See "Submitting an SR" at the
information into a buffer (PARM c:r beginning of this manual.
Result returned by BFMWriteBuf).

314 CLASOOO2 Unable to open buffer pool user ID See ''Submitting an SRIt at the
for X. 25 (PARM II Result code beginning of this manual.
returned by BFMOpenUser).
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TABLE 4-4. CONTROL PROCESS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

319 CLASOOO2 Error reading ARP Protocol record Check the configuration file.
from configuration file (PARM = If fine, see ·'Submitting an SRu

status returned by at the beginning of this
NMCONFGetData). manual.

,.

329 CLASOO02 Unable to obtain a buffer for info See uSubmitting an SRu at the
message sent to ARP (PARM =result beginning of this manual.
returned by BFMGETBufNow).

330 CLASOO02 Call to ATTACHIO to obtain LANIC See uSubmitting an SRuat the
station address for ARP module beginning of this manual.
failed.
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

1 CLASOOOI Received a port message containing See "Submitting an SR" at the
an invalid format code or an invalid beginning of this manual.
function code (PARM =complete
function code).

2 CLASOOOI Received a port message containing See "Submitting an SR" at the
an invalid sub-function code of the beginning of this manual.
Control function. (PARM =
sub-function code).

3 CLASOOO2 The length of the IP Address Alias Take down the transport
List passed in an INFO message (NETCONTROL STOP).
exceeds the space allocated for the list Check the global screen of the
in the IP port DST. The space is Netxport branch using
allocated based on the maximum NMMGR for a disparity
number of directly connected between networks configured
networks (DCNs). and maximum DeNs

specified.

4 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager See "Submitting an SR" at the
failure attempting to read the IP beginning of this manual.
Address Alias list from the buffer
passed in an INFO message (PARM ar

READBUF result code).

5 CLASOOOI Received a port message containing See "Submitting an SR" at the
an invalid sub-function of the beginning of this manual.
PROBE function code (PARM lIZ

sub-function code).

6 CLASOOO3 Probe reply ID does not match any If incidence of Loc. code 6 log
Probe ID on IP Probe Wait Queue. messages exceeds Loc. code 54
The incidence of this situation should log messages then notify your
match the number of packets HP representative for
discarded because the probe wait assistance in analyzing
queue limit was exceeded. See possible internal error. See
location code 54. "Submitting an SR" at the

beginning of this manual.

7 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager See "Submitting an SRI! at the
failure attempting to get the length beginning of this manual.
of the buffer passed in an INFO
message (PARM =BUFFERINFO
result code).
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

8 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager error See "Submitting an SRII at the
attempting to get a buffer for an beginning of this manual.
ECHO REQUEST (PARM =
GETBUFNOW result code).

9 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager error See IISubmitting an SR" at the
attempting to write into a buffer for beginning of this manual.
an ECHO REQUEST message (PARM
=WRITEBUF result code).

10 CLASOOOI Received a port message containing See IISubmitting an SR" at the
an invalid sub-function of the DATA beginning of this manual.
function code (PARM = sub-function
code).

11 CLASOO06 Log IP statistics prior to port Informative.
terminate (PARM unused).

13 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager error See IISubmitting an SR" at the
attempting to read the IP header beginning of this manual.
from the buffer in an inbound data
message (PARM =READBUF result
code).

14 CLASOO03 Inbound data message IP header Frequent occurrences
checksum failed (PARM unused). probably indicate transmission

hardware/line problems.
Refer to LAN/3000
Diagnostic Troubleshooting
Guide.

IS CLASOO03 Unable to deliver inbound data to Inrormative. Indicates that a
upper layer protocol. Socket not message was received for a
open (PARM c XP'ULP'SEND result destination socket that has
code). been closed.

16 CLASOO03 Unable to deliver inbound data to Protocol address is not active
upper layer protocol. Upper layer on the local node. Ensure
SAP address not valid (PARM = that all protocols are
XP'ULP'SEND result code). configured.
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc.
Code

17

18

19

20

30

31

32

33

Logging
Class

CLASOOOI

CLASOOOI

CLAS0002

CLAS0003

CLASOOOI

CLAS0002

CLASOOOI

CLAS0006

Explanation

Unable to deliver inbound data to
upper layer protocol. Internal error
(PARM = XP'ULP'SEND result code).

Encountered buffer manager error
attempting to read IP header from an
inbound data message buffer
dequeued from the probe wait queue
after a PROBE REPLY (PARM 1:1

READBUF result code).

No buffers available for ECHO
REQUEST (PARM = GETBUFNOW)
resul t code.

Received a probe reply with an error
status (PARM = probe reply status
code).

Encountered error attempting to
release the semaphore for queued
outbound data messages before
terminating IP port (PARM =
SM4)REL result code).

Inbound data addressed to destination
network other than those that are
directly connected to the node.
Internet store and forward is not
required for the LAN.

Reserved for future use.

Log IP statistics prior to port
termination was delayed awaiting a
probe reply.

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

If this message is logged
frequently enough to disrupt
effective communication,
consider reconfiguring to
increase the nurnber of
buffers in outbound buffer
pool. Refer to the LAN
802. 3 Network Interface
screen in NMMGR.

An occasional error may be
tolerated. Persistent errors
should be reported to UP.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Indicates incorrect addressing
or invalid configuration file.
Check the network
component of IP address of all
nodes on the LAN. Review
the configuration file.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Informative message.
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action ~
"

Code Class

34 CLASOOO4 Log IP port termination following Informative message.
receipt of last outstanding probe
reply.

35 CLASOOO2 Unable to deliver inbound data to If this condition occurs
upper layer protocol because upper frequently enough to disrupt
layer protocol cannot transfer buffer operations, consider
ownership from the inbound buffer reconfiguring the link to
pool to its own pool (PARM = increase the size of the
XP'ULP'SEND result code). inbound buffer pool. (In

Linkconf LAN 802.3 Link
Data config. screen)

38 CLASOOO3 Unable to establish an outbound path Determine particular failure
to send an ECHO REQUEST (PARM from "PARMI! result codes
=PATH'RESOLVE result code). listed elsewhere in this

section.

43 CLASOOO2 Probe wait queue limit exceeded If this happens repeatedly, see
when attempting to queue an "Submitting an SR" at the
outbound data message to wait for a beginning of this manual.
probe reply. In this case Probe has

.~been activated for an earlier
outbound data message to the same
destination. No Probe has been
activated for this data message The
data message is discarded (PARM =
queue limit).

51 CLASOOO4 Log IP port initiation. Informative message.

52 CLASOOO4 Log IP port termination when Informative message.
TERMINATE message is received.

54 CLASOOO2 Internal queue limit exceeded when If this happens repeatedly, see
attempting to queue an outbound "Submitting an SR" at the
data message to wait for a Probe beginning of this manual.
reply. Probe has been activated; the
da ta message has been discarded, not
queued waiting for reply. When the
Probe reply is received, it will be
discarded. See log location code 6
(PARM =internal message queue
limit).
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

60 CLASOO03 Unable to get a semaphore to send an Occasional instances should be
ICMP message. The ICMP message is tolerable. Persistent
not sent (PARM =SM4'GET result occurrances should be
code). reported to HP. See

"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

61 CLASOOOI Encountered buffer manager failure See "Submitting an SR" at the
attempting to get a buffer to send an beginning of this manual.
ICMP message (PARM =
GETBUFNOW result code).

62 CLASOOOI Encountered an error attempting to See "Submitting an SR" at the
release a semaphore when unable to beginning of this manual.
get a buffer to send an ICMP message
(PARM = SM4'REL result code).

63 CLASOOOI Encountered buffer manager error See "Submitting an SR" at the
attempting to write ICMP message beginning of this manual.
headers (PARM = WRITEBUF result
code),

64 CLASOOOI Encountered an error attempting to See "Submitting an SR" at the
release a semaphore following a beginning of this manual.
buffer manager error (PARM =
SM4'REL result code).

65 CLASOOOI Encountered buffer manager error See "Submitting an SR" at the
attempting to write ICMP header into beginning of this manual.
buffer (PARM =WRITEBUF result
code).
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

66 CLASOO03 Cannot get a path descriptor for an Determine failure from
outbound ICMP message (PARM = lipARM" result code listed
PATH'RESOLVE result code). elsewhere in this section.

67 CLASOO02 No buffers available to build an If this happens repeatedly,
outbound IeMP message (PARM ::: consider reconfiguring to
GETBUFNOW result code). increase the size of the

outbound buffer pool. Use
the IEEE802 NI Data
Configuration screen in the
Netxport branch.

68 CLASOO05 Log that ICMP message was sent Informative message. see
(PARM = ICMP message type). lipARM" result codes listed

elsewhere in this section.

70 CLASOOOI Encountered error attempting to See "Submitting an SR" at the
release a semaphore following a beginning of this manual.
buffer manager failure (PARM:::
SM4'REL error code),

71 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager error See "Submitting an SR" at the
attempting to write the IP header beginning of this manual.
into an outbound data buffer (PARM
=WRITEBUF result code).

74 CLASOOOI Outbound data from upper layer See ''Submitting an SR" at the
protocol requires fragmenting. beginning of this manual.

85 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager error See "Submitting an SR" at the
attempting to free a buffer (PARM = beginning of this manual.
FREEBUF result code).
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Lac. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

101 CLASOOOI Received a port message See IISubmitting an SRII at the
containing an invalid function beginning of this manual.
code (PARM =complete function
code).

102 CLASOO04 Log IP port initiation (PARM Informative.
unused).

103 CLASOO02 The length of the IP address alias Check the configuration file
list passed in an INFO message for a disparity between
exceeds the space allocated for the networks configured and the
list in the IP port OST. The space maximum DCNs specified.
is allocated based on the
maximum number of directly
connected networks (DCNs)
(PARM =upper 8 bits max DCNs;
lower 8 bits length of alias in
words).

104 CLASOO06 Log IP statistics prior to port Informative.
terminate (PARM unused).

105 CLASOO04 Log IP port termination when a Informative.
TERMINATE message is received
(PARM unused).

106 CLASOO03 Received a Probe reply with an An occasional error may be
error status (PARM I: Probe reply tolerated. For persistant
status code). errors see IISubmitting an SR"

at the beginning of this
manual.

107 CLASOO03 Probe reply 10 does not match If the incidence of this log
any probe 10 on the IP Probe wait message exceeds the incidence
queue. This happens when a of packet discards when the
packet is discarded because the queue limit has been exceeded,
probe wait queue limit was see "Submitting an SR" at the
exceeded. See location codes 138 beginning of this manual.
and 151. If there is no rnatching
packet discard logged, there is a
possible internal error (PARM a

probe reply 10).
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

108 CLASOOOI Received a semaphore reply for See "Submitting an SR" at the
outbound ULP fragmenting when beginning of this manual.
not in the semaphore wait state
(PARM = semaphore reply 10).

109 CLASOOOI Received a buffer reply message See "Submitting an SR" at the
on the wrong subqueue or not in beginning of this manual.
a buffer reply wait state (PARM =:

i'outfrag'state).

110 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager See ''Submitting an SR" at the
error attempting to adjust the beginning of this manual.
data length of an inbound packet
(PARM = BFMSETBUF result
code).

111 CLASOOO3 The packet length carried in the See IISubmitting an SR" at the
IP header is greater than the beginning of this manual.
packet length supplied by the link
device (PARM c link length - IP
header length).

112 CLASOOO3 Unable to deliver an inbound If this happens repeatedly, see
ICMP message to an upper layer "Submitting an SR" at the
protocol (TCP/PXP). The most beginning of this manual.
probable cause is lack of buffers
at the upper layer (PARM =
XP'ULP SEND result code).

113 CLASOO03 Discarded an inbound ICMP Frequent occurrences
message because the ICMP probably indicate hardware or
checksum was bad (PARM transmission line problems.
unused).

114 CLASOO03 Discarded an inbound ICMP Indicates that a non-HP3000
message because the ICMP type node has implemented an
code was unrecognized (PARM;;: ICMP type not prescribed by
ICMP type code). To decode the the ICMP RFC standard.
PARM value refer to Table 4-16,
ICMP type/code words.
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

115 CLASOOO2 Indicates that Class 2 log calls Informative.
were suppressed for performance
reasons. The following log
message is the one that was
suppressed (PARM:: count of
suppressed messages).

116 CLASOO03 Received a GGP protocol Informative. A non-HP3000
message. This is an unsupported node which supports the GGP
protocol (PARM unused). protocol is part of the

network configuration.

117 CLASOOO3 Inbound data packet discarded Informative. Indicates that a
because IP was unable to deliver packet was received for a
it to the upper layer protocol destination socket that has
because the socket was not open been closed.
(PARM :: XP'ULP'SEND result
code).

118 CLASOO03 An inbound data packet was Validate that all nodes in the
discarded as undeliverable because network have complementary
the upper layer SAP address was protocol stacks.
invalid (PARM:: XP'ULP'SEND
result code).

119 CLASOOO2 An inbound data packet was An indication of nodal
discarded as undeliverable to the congestion. If this condition
upper layer protocol because occurs frequently, increase the
there were no upper layer buffers size of the inbound buffer
available (PARM:: XP'ULP'SEND pool.
result code).

120 CLASOOOI An inbound data packet was See "Submitting an SRIt at the
discarded as undeliverable to an beginning of this manual.
upper layer protocol due to an
internal error (PARM =
XP'ULP'SEND result code).

121 CLASOOO3 An inbound packet was discarded If this occurs frequently see
because it failed IP header "Submitting an SR" at the
validation tests (PARM not beginning of this manual.
significant).
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

122 CLASOOO3 An inbound packet was discarded Frequent occurrences
because the IP header checksum probably indicate hardware or
failed (PARM unused). transmission line problems.

123 CLASOOO3 An inbound data packet was Check to see that the source
discarded because an error was node correctly formats the
detected in IP options (PARM 1:1 options stream.
byte location in IP header of
error).

124 CLASOOO2 An inbound packet was discarded Configure store and forward
because it was not addressed to buffers for the IP protocol on
this node and store and forward - the inbound network
was not allowed from the inbound interface.
network interface. (PARM
unused).

125 CLASOOO2 An inbound message fragment If this occurs frequently.
was discarded because a reconfigure the IP protocol
fragmented message data for this network interface to
structure could not be allocated increase the number of
(PARM c count of data structures fragment assembly queue
already allocated). elements.

126 CLASOOO2 An inbound message fragment If this occurs frequently. see
was discarded because a "Submitting an SR" at the
semaphore get failed (PARM III beginning of this manual.
SM4·GET result code).

127 CLASOOO2 An inbound message fragment If this occurs frequently.
was discarded because a fragment reconfigure the IP protocol
data structure could not be for the inbound network
allocated. (PARM =count of data interface to increase the
structures already allocated). number of fragment assembly

queue elements. Note that if
the count displayed in PARM
is less than the fragment
assembly queue elements
configured. the problem lies
elsewhere. See "Submitting
an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

r··

Loc. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

128 CLASOOO2 An inbound message fragment Indicates that someone is
was discarded because it is a sending a duplicate message in
retransmission of a previously error (i. e., with the same
received last fragment and is no message ID) but with a longer
longer the last fragment (PARM length.
is not significant).

129 CLASOOO2 A message fragmentwas If this happens frequently
discarded because IP was unable consider reconfiguring the
to get a layer 4 buffer to transfer size the number of inbound
it into (PARM a BFMTACBUF buffers for this NI.
result code).

130 CLASOOOI A message fragment was See "Submitting an SR" at the
discarded because of an internal beginning of this manual.
failure of BFMTACBUF (PARM a

BFMTACBUF result code).

131 CLASOOOI A partially assembled message was See ''Submitting an SR" at the
discarded because BFMTACBUF beginning of this manual.
incorrectly appended a fragment
(PARM =byte offset of the
received fragment).

132 CLASOOO2 A message fragment was If this happens frequently,
discarded because IP was unable reconfigure the number of
to get a layer 4 buffer to transfer inbound buffers for this NI.
it into (PARM II BFMTACBUF
result code).

133 CLASOOOI A message fragmentwas See "Submitting an SR" at the
discarded because of an internal beginning of this manual.
failure of BFMACBUF (PARM m

BFMTACBUF result code).
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

134 CLASOOOI A partially assembled message was See "Submitting an SR" at the
discarded because BFMTACBUF beginning of this manual.
incorrectly appended a fragment
(PARM::: byte offset of the
received fragment).

135 CLASOOO2 Unable to transfer an inbound If this happens frequently,
buffer into the layer 4 buffer reconfigure to increase the
pool (PARM::: number of buffers in the
BFMTRANSFERBUF result inbound pool for this network
code). interface.

136 CLASOOOI An internal failure in See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMTRANSFERBUF (PARM::: beginning of this manual.
BFMTRANSFERBUF result
code).

137 CLASOOO3 A partially assembled message was This will happen occasionally
discarded because the fragment when a fragment is lost or
assembly timer expired (PARM is discarded. If it occurs often,
not significant). it may indicate that a

gateway is congested.
Reconfigure to achieve a
better load balance.

138 CLASOOO2 Outbound message discarded If this occurs frequently,
because internal queue limit was consider reconfiguring to
exceeded (PARM::: internal queue increase the length of the
limit). internal message queue for

the IP protocol in the network
interface.

139 CLASOOO3 A store and forward packet was This indicates that the
discarded because there were no gateway is congested. It may
store and forward semaphores for happen occasionally until
the outbound network interface congestion avoidance
(PARM::: SM4'GET result code). measures are applied at the

sending source nodes. If it
occurs persistently it may
indicate that there is a
runaway node on the network
that is disregarding SOURCE
QUENCH messages.
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Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

140 CLASOOOI An internal failure occurred in See IISubmitting an SRII at the
SM4'GET (PARM I: SM4'GET beginning of this manual.
result code).

141 CLASOOO3 After processing a store and Informative.
forward packet, congestion
control thresholds have been
reached (i. e., 70% or more
internal resources have been
used). A Source Quench packet

. will be sent to the source (PARM
c:r %of resources remaining).

142 CLASOO03 A store and forward packet was See "Submitting an SR" at the
discarded because no buffers were beginning of this manual.
available in the store and forward
buffer pool (PARM l:I

BFMGETBUFNOW result code).

144 CLASOOOI A store and forward packet was See "Submitting an SR" at the
discarded because an internal beginning of this manual.
error was encountered in
xp'copybuf (PARM ::I

XP'COPYBUF result code).

145 CLASOOO3 A store and forward packet was Informative.
discarded because the IP time to
live expired (PARM unused).

146 CLASOOO3 A store and forward packet was See "Submitting an SRII at the
discarded because a parameter beginning of this manual.
error was discovered in IP header
options (PARM I: byte location of
error in IP header).

147 CLASOOO3 A store and forward packet was See "Sumitting an SR" at the
discarded because the next local beginning of this manual.
destination address supplied from
the routing tables was not in the
source route list in the IP header
(PARM unused).
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

148 CLASOOO3 A store and forward packet was See "Submitting an SR" at the
discarded because fragmentation beginning of this manual.
was necessary but the "Don't
Fragment" flag was set (PARM
unused).

149 CLASOO02 An store and forward packet was Indicates that network
discarded because an outbound reachability information was
path could not be established not properly configured.
(PARM :II PATH'RESOLVE result
code).

150 CLASOO03 A store and forward packet was Reconfigure to enable store
discarded because store and and forward on the outbound
forward was disabled on the NI.
outbound network (PARM ::
PATH'RESOLVE result code).

151 CLASOO02 A packet was discarded because it If this occurs frequently,
had to wait for a probe reply and increase the length of the
IP's internal message queue was at internal message queue for
the limit (PARM :: queue max). the IP protocol in the network

interface.

152 CLASOO02 An outbound ICMP message was This might happen
discarded because IP could not get occasionally when there is
an outbound semaphore (PARM:: heavy outbound traffic from
SM4'GET result code). the node. If it occurs

frequently, see "Submitting an
SR" at the beginning of this
manual.

153 CLASOOOI An outbound ICMP message was See "Submitting an SRI! at the
discarded because of an internal beginning of this manual.
failure in SM4'GET (PARM a

SM4'GET result code).
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Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

154 CLASOOO3 An outbound ICMP message was This might happen
discarded because IP could not get occasionally when there is
a buffer from the outbound heavy outbound traffic from
buffer pool (PARM c the node. If it occurs
BFMGETBUFNOW result code). frequently) see "Submitting an

SR" at the beginning of this
manual.

155 CLASOOOI An outbound ICMP message was See "Submitting an SR" at the
discarded because of an internal beginning of this manual.
failure in XP'COPYBUF (PARM c

XP'COPYBUF result code).

156 CLASOO03 An outbound ICMP message was Indicates that routing
discarded because IP could not get information to the destination
an outbound path (PARM c node was not configured or
PATH'RESOLVE result code). the outbound network

interface is not started.

157 CLASOOOI Outbound packet discarded See "Submitting an SR" at the
because of an internal error in beginning of this manual.
the IP/ULP interface.
Specifically, the length of options
data was out of the valid range
(PARM = outbound options
langth).

158 CLASOOOI An outbound ICMP rr.quest was See "Submitting an SR" at the
discarded because of an internal beginning of this manual.
failure in a get buffer call
(PARM c BFMGETBUF result
code).

159 CLASOOOI An outbound ICMP request See "Submitting an SR" at the
packet was discarded because an beginning of this manual.
error reply was returned in a
delayed buffer get reply (PARM I::

BFMGETBUF reply message
result code).

160 CLASOOOI An outbound data packet that See "Submitting an SR" at the
required fragmenting was beginning of this manual.
discarded because of an internal
error in XP'COPY'BUF (PARM c

XP'COPYBUF result code).
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TABLE 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

161 CLASOOOI An outbound data packet that See "Submitting an SR" at the
required fragmenting was beginning of this manual.
discarded because of an internal
error in a SM4'GET call (PARM
= SM4'GET result call).

162 CLASOOOI An outbound data packet that See "Submitting an SRII at the
required fragmenting was beginning of this manual.
discarded because an error
occurred ill a get buffer call
(PARM:: BFMGETBUF result
code).

163 CLASOOOI An outbound data packet that See "Submitting an SR" at the
required fragmenting was beginning of this manual.
discarded because an error was
returned on a get buffer reply
message (PARM = BFMGETBUF
reply result code).

164 CLASOOOI An outbound data packet See "Submitting an SR" at the
requiring fragmentation was beginning of this manual.
discarded because of an IP/ULP
interface error, i. e., the ULP
requested the DON'T
FRAGMENT bit set (PARM
unused).

165 CLASOOOI A store and forward packet was See "Submitting an SR" at the
discarded because an error beginning of this manual.
occurred creating a fragment
with XP'COPYBUF (PARM =
XP'COPYBUF result code).

166 CLASOOO3 A store and forward packet was If this occurs frequently,
discarded because no store and increase the number of store
forward semaphores were and forward buffers for the
available (PARM:: SM4'GET IP protocol on this NI.
result code).

167 CLASOOOI A store and forward packet See "Submitting an SR" at the
requiring fragmentation was beginning of this manual.
discarded because an internal
error occurred on a call to
SM4'GET (PARM = SM4'GET
result code).
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Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
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168 CLASOOO3 A store and forward packet If this occurs frequently,
requiring fragmentation was increase the number of store
discarded because no store and and forward buffers for the
forward buffers were available IP protocol on this NI.
(PARM = BFMGETBUFNOW result
code).

169 CLASOOOI An internal error occurred on a call See IISubmitting an SRII at the
to BFMFREEBUF (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFMFREEBUF result code).

170 CLASOOOI An internal error occurred on a call See IISubmitting an SRII at the
to SM4'REL (PARM = SM 4'REL beginning of this manual.
result code).

171 CLASOOOI An internal error occurred on a call See "Submitting an SR" at the
to BFMBUFFERINFO (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFMBUFFERINFO result code).

172 CLASOOOI An internal error occurred on a call See "Submitting an SRII at the
to BFMGETBUFNOW (PARM = beginning at this manual.
BFMGETBUFNOW result code).

MAY 89
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Table 4-5. IP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

173 CLASOOOI An internal error occurred on a call See "Submitting an SR" at the
to BFMREADBUF (PARM;: beginning of this manual.
BFMREADBUF result code).

174 CLASOOOI An internal error occurred on a call See "Submitting an SR" at the
to BFMWRITEBUF (PARM;: beginning of this manual.
BFMWRITEBUF result code),

176 CLASOOO2 The dictionary is full. Unable to See "Submitting an SRtI at the
add IP address to port dictionary. beginning of this manual.

177 CLASOOOI Dictionary error. An error occured See "Submitting an SR" at the
while trying to create an entry. beginning of this manual.

178 CLASOOOI Unable to delete IP address See tlSubmitting an SR" at the
dictionary entry. beginning of this manaul.

179 CLASOOO2 An error occured while copying See "Submitting an SR" at the
text to buffer during SMS Read beginning of this manual.
Request.

180 CLASOOO2 Corrupt SMS format. See "Submitting an SRtI at the
beginning of this manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-6. IPU LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

1 CLASOOOI Received a port message containing See Submitting an SR" at the
an invalid format code or an beginning of this manual.
invalid function code (PARM =
complete function code).

2 CLASOOOI Received a port message containing See Submitting an SR" at the
an invalid sub-function code of the beginning of this manual.
Control function (PARM =
sub-function code).

3 CLASOOO4 Log port initiation. Informative.

10 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager See "Submitting an SR" at the
failure attempting to read the beginning of this manual.
address alias list from the buffer
passed in a DCN Start message
(PARM:: READBUF result code).

11 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager See "Submitting an SR" at the
error attempting to return the beginning of this manual.
buffer passed in a DCN Start
message (PARM = FREEBUF result
code).

12 CLASOOO2 There is not enough room for an Shut down the transport
entry in the DCN Table for the (NETCONTROL STOP).
network started in a DCN Start Check the configuration file
message. Space is allocated based on for a disparity between
the maximum number of directly networks configured and
connected networks (DCNs). maximum DCNs specified.

13 CLASOOOI Encountered a buffer manager See IISubmitting an SRII at the
error attempting to get the length beginning of this manual.
of the buffer passed in a DCN Start
message (PARM = BUFFERINFO
result code).

14 CLASOO02 The length of the address alias list Shut down the transport
passed in a DCN Start message (NETCONTROL STOP).
exceeds the space allocated for the Check the configuration file
list in the IPC port DST. The space for a disparity between the
is allocated based on the maximum number of networks
number of directly connected configured and maximum
networks (DCNs). networks specified.
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Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

15 CLASOO02 Network number in a Stop Net Error probably occurred when
message not found in the DCN starting the network. See
table (never started). error at log location 12 above.

16 CLASOO06 Log statistics prior to port Informative.
termination (PARM unused).

18 CLASOOOI Encountered buffer manager error See IISubmitting an SRII at the
attempting to return the buffers on beginning of this manual.
message Queues before terminating
the port (PARM;: FREEBUF result
code).

19 CLASOOO4 Log the port terminate. Informative message.

20 CLASOO02 A routing update indicates that a Reconfigure to increase
network is now reachable but there maximum networks on the IP
is not enough room in the distance Update protocol screen.
matrix table to record it (PARM
unused).

25 CLASOO02 Could not process a network Should not happen normally.
shutdown routing update because Probable cause is an inability
gateway in the routing update to process a network start
could not be found in the distance routing update (because of
matrix table (PARM unused). lack of table space) that

would have put the gateway
into the distance matrix.

26 CLAsOO02 Could not process a network start Reconfigure to increase the
routing update because it would maximum number catenet on
exceed the number of maximum the IP protocol screen.
networks configured.
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TABLE 4-6. IPU LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

27 CLASOO02 Could not process a network Reconfigure to increase the
routing update because there was number of gateway nodes per
not enough room in an internal network on the IP Update
gateway index table (PARM protocol screen.
unused).

28 CLASOO02 Could not process a network start Reconfigure to increase the
routing llpdate because there was maximum number of
not enough room in the distance networks in the catenet on
matrix table (PARM unused). the IP Update protocol screen.

29 CLASOO02 Could not process a network start Reconfigure to increase the
routing update because the count of maximum networks in the
networks in the routing update catenet in the IP Update
exceeded configured maximum protocol screen.
networks.

30 CLASOOOI Encountered an internal error See "Submitting an SR" at the
attempting to return a routing beginning of this manual.
update buffer (PARM =
BFMFREEBUF result code).

31 CLASOOOI Received a port message containing See "Submitting an SR" at the
an invalid sub-function code of the beginning of this manual.
Data function (PARM =
sub-function code).
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TABLE 4-7. NI LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

I CLASOOOI PIO table too small for number of See "Submitting an SR" at the
protocols being started for the NI beginning of this manual.
(PARM::: Protocol 10 of failing
protocol, DEV ::: LOOP, DIR ::: OUT).

3 CLASOOO2 Protocol 10 in message has no match See "Submitting an SR" at the
in PID table (PARM ::: Protocol 10, beginning of this manual.
OEV :: LOOP, OIR =OUT).

5 CLASOO02 Protocol ID in ADDLINK message See "Submitting an SR" at the
has no match in PIO table (PARM ::: beginning of this manual.
Protocol 10).

6 CLASOOO2 Protocol 10 for OELLINK message See "Submitting an SR" at the
has no match in PIO table (PARM c beginning of this manual.
Protocol 10).

9 CLASOOO2 Bad or unexpected message received See "Submitting an SR" at the
by NI Port (PARM =Message beginning of this manual.
Function Code, NI = LOOP).

10 CLASOOO2 No room in buffer for IEEE802 See "Submitting an SR" at the
header (PARM c -Bytes short, DEV ::: beginning of this manual.
LAN, DIR I: OUT).

II CLASOO02 PO 10 in message does not match PO See "Submitting an SR" at the
ID in PO DST (PARM ::: PO 10 in PD beginning of this manual.
DST, DEV I: LAN, OIR ::: OUT).

12 CLASOOO2 Protocol 10 in message has no match See "Submitting an SR" at the
in PIO table (PARM ::: Protocol 10, beginning of this manual.
DEV =LAN, DIR ::: OUT).

13 CLASOOO2 Protocol attempting to send multicast See "Submitting an SR" at the
packet when disallowed by the NI beginning of this manual.
(PARM ::: ProtocollD, DEV I: LAN,
DIR c OUT).

16 CLASOOO2 Protocol attempted to send data when Error should be preceeded by
no devices were active (PARM a other errors, if not then See
Protocol 10, OEV = LAN, OIR::: "Submitting an SR" at the
OUT). beginning of this manual.

17 CLASOOO2 Received packet from Port Translator See "Submitting an SR" at the
with unknown protocol 10 (PARM = beginning of this manual.
Protocol 10, DEV I: LAN, DIR :: IN).
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TABLE 4-7. NI LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

18 CLASOO02 IEEE802 message frame type was not See "Submitting an SR" at the
a MUI or TEST frame (PARM = beginning of this manual.
TRAN'P2 message frame type, DEV =
LAN, DIR =IN).

19 CLASOO02 Bad or unexpected message received See "Submitting an SR" at the
by NI Port (PARM =Message beginning of this manual.
Function Code, NI =GATE).

22 CLASOO02 Port ID for Protocol in PID table is 0 See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM = ProtocollD, DEV= LAN, beginning of this manual.
DIR = IN).

25 CLASOO02 Bad or unexpected message received See "Submitting an SR" at the
by NI Port (PARM:::: message beginning of this manual.
function code, NI =LAN).

26 CLASOO02 No room in buffer to add Ethernet See "Submitting an SR" at the
header in NI UBI (PARM = -bytes beginning of this manual.
short, DEV :::: UBI, DIR =OUT).

27 CLASOO02 Data offset on odd byte boundary, See "Submitting an SR" at the
which is not allowed for this device beginning of this manual.
(PARM =Protocol ID, DEV =UBI,
DIR = OUT).

28 CLASOO02 PD ID in message does not match PD See "Submitting an SR" at the
ID in PD DST (PARM =PD ID in PD beginning of this manual.
DST, DEV = UBI, DIR c OUT).

29 CLASOO02 Protocol ID in message has no match See "Submitting an SR" at the
in PID table (PARM c Protocol ID, beginning of this manual.
DEY =UBI, DIR:: OUT).

30 CLASOO02 Protocol attempting to send multicast See "Submitting an SR" at the
packet when disallowed by the NI beginning of this manual.
(PARM =Protocol ID, DEV:: UBI,
DIR I:: OUT).

33 CLASOO02 Protocol attempted to send data when Error should be preceded by
no devices were active (PARM :: other errors, if not then see
Protocol ID, DEV :: UBI, DIR c OUT). "Submitting an SR" at the

beginning of this manual.

34 CLASOO02 Protocol ID in message has no match See "Submitting an SR" at the
in PlD table (PARM I:: Protocol lD, beginning of this manual.
DEY = UBI, DIR :: IN).
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TABLE 4-7. NI LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

35 CLASOOO2 No room in buffer for extended See "Submitting an SR" at the
address (PARM = -Bytes short, DEV = beginning of this manual.
INP, OIR = OUT).

38 CLASOOO2 Port 10 for Protocol in PIO table is 0 See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM =Protocol 10, OEV ;: UBI, beginning of this manual.
DIR :;: IN).

41 CLASOOO2 Bad or unexpected message received See "Submitting an SR" at the
by NI Port (PARM =Message beginning of this manual.
Function Code, NI =UBI).

42 CLASOOO2 Data offset on odd byte boundary, See "Submitting an SR" at the
which is not allowed for this device beginning of this manual.
(PARM I: Protocol ID, OEV I: INP,
OIR = OUT).

43 CLASOOO2 PD 10 in message does not match PO See "Submitting an SR" at the
10 in PO OST (PARM = PO 10 in PO beginning of this manual.
OST, DEV = INP, OIR = OUT).

44 CLASOOO2 Protocol 10 in message has no match See "Submitting an SR" at the
in PIO table (PARM =Protocol ID, beginning of this manual.
OEV =INP, OIR ;: OUT).

45 CLASOOO2 Protocol attempting to send multicast See "Submitting an SR" at the
packet when disallowed by the NI beginning of this manual.
(PARM I: Protocol 10, OEV I: INP,
OIR c OUT).

48 CLASOOO2 Protocol attempted to send data when Error should be preceeded by
no devices were active (PARM = other errors, if not then see
Protocol 10, OEV =INP, OIR =OUT). "Submitting an SR" at the

beginning of this manual.

49 CLASOOO2 Protocol 10 has no match in PIO See "Submitting an SR" at the
table (PARM =Protocol 10, DEV = beginning of this manuaI.
INP, OIR =IN).

53 CLASOOO2 Port ID for Protocol in PIO table is 0 See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM = Protocol 10, DEV =INP, beginning of this manual.
DIR::: IN).

54 CLASOOO2 Attempt to write the IEEE802 See "Submitting an SR" at the
address into the buffer failed (PARM beginning of this manual.
::: BFMWriteBuf result code, DEV :::
LAN, OIR c OUT).
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TABLE 4-7. NI LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

55 CLASOO02 Bad or unexpected message received See "Submitting an SR" at the
by NI Port (PARM =Message beginning of this manual.
Function Code, NI = CLEAF).

56 CLASOO02 Bad or unexpected message received See "Submitting an SR" at the
by NI Port (PARM c Message beginning of this manual.
Function Code, NI =CCTL).

63 CLASOO02 Writing multicast address to buffer See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed (PARM = BFMWriteBuf result beginning of this manual.
code, DEV =LAN, DIR = OUT).

69 CLASOO02 Protocol attempted to send data when See "Submitting an SR" at the
device was not active for that beginning of this manual.
protocol (PARM =Protocol ID, DEV =
INP, DIR =OUT).

70 CLASOO02 Protocol attempted to send data when Error should be preceeded by
device was not active for that other errors, if not then See
protocol (PARM = Protocol ID, DEV = "Submitting an SR" at the
LAN, DIR = OUT). beginning of this manual.

71 CLASOOO2 Protocol attempted to send data when Error should be preceeded by
device was not active for that other errors, if not then see
protocol (PARM = Protocol ID, DEV = "Submitting an SR" at the
UBI, DIR = OUT). beginning of this manual.

75 CLASOOO2 Protocol ID in Control Reply message See "Submitting an SR" at the
has no match in PIO table (PARM = beginning of this manual.
Protocol ID).

76 CLASOO02 Protocol 10 in Control Request has no See "Submitting an SR" at the
match in PIO table (PARM =Protocol beginning of this manual.
ID).

78 CLASOO04 Network Interface Started. None.

79 CLASOO04 Network Interface Stopped. None.

80 CLASOOO2 Protocol ID in message has no match See "Submitting an SR" at the
in PID table (PARM =ProtocollD, beginning of this manual.
DEV =RASP, DIR =OUT).

82 CLASOOO2 No room in buffer to add RASP See "Submitting an SR" at the
header (PARM = -Bytes short, DEV = beginning of this manual.
RASP, DIR =OUT).
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TABLE 4-7. NI LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

83 CLASOO02 PD ID in message does not match PD See "Submitting an SR" at the
ID in PD DST (PARM = PD ID in PD beginning of this manual.
DST, DEV gRASP, DIR = OUT).

84 CLASOO02 Protocol attempting to send multicast See "Submitting an SR" at the
packet when disallowed by the NI beginning of this manual.
(PARM a Protocol ID, DEV = RASP,
DIR = OUT).

87 CLASOO02 Protocol attempted to send data when Error should be preceeded by
no devices were active (PARM D other errors, if not then See
Protocol ID, DEV D RASP, DIR D ''Submitting an SR" at the
OUT). beginning of this manual.

88 CLASOO02 Protocol attempted to send data when Error should be preceeded by
device was not active for that other errors, if not then See
protocol (PARM = Protocol ID, DEV a ''Submitting an SR" at the
RASP, DIR D OUT). beginning of this manual.

90 CLASOO02 Protocol ID in message has no match See ''Submitting an SR" at the
in PID table (PARM =Protocol ID in beginning of this manual.
PD DST, DEV =RASP, DIR c IN).

93 CLASOO02 Port ID for Protocol in PID table is 0 See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM m Protocol ID, DEV D RASP, beginning of this manual.
DIR = IN).

96 CLASOO02 Bad or unexpected message received See "Submitting an SR" at the
by NI Port (PARM I: Message beginning of this manual.
Function Code, NI c PC).

97 CLASOO02 Data offset on odd byte boundary, See "Submitting an SR" at the
which is not allowed for this device beginning of this manual.
(PARM D Protocol ID, DEV c RASP,
DIR =OUT).

98 CLASOOO2 No room in buffer for RASP header See ''Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM c -Bytes short, DEV c RASP, beginning of this manual.
DIR = OUT).
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TABLE 4-7. NI LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

114 CLASOO02 Tried to add an IP-to-IEEE 802 Check PARM. If PARM a 15
mapping and received an error then configure a higher
(PARM =Path Resolve Result Code, Maximum Number of Nodes,
NI = LAN). otherwise see ''Submitting an

SRII at the beginning of this
manual.

115 CLASOOOI Configuration information send to NI See lISubmitting an SRII at the
is bad (PARM =Length of beginning of this manual.
configuration buffer, NI a GATE).

116 CLASOO02 Attempt to add/update an entry in If PARM a 25 Then dial
the router mapping table failed request was outstanding --
(PARM a Path Result Return Code, retry update. If PARM m 27
NI = ROUTER). then an update tried to

disable an active entry. If
PARM = 15 then the mapping
table is full. Otherwise, see
''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

117 CLASOO02 Protocol ID in Protocol Stop message See "Submitting an SRII at the
has no match in PID table (PARM = beginning of this manual.
ProtocoIID).

118 CLASOO02 Dial Protocol owns device and If this happens frequently,
another protocol attempted to send check configuration carefully
data (PARM = violating protocol ID, and if there are no problems,
DEV = INP). See IISubmitting an SRu at the

beginning of this manual.

119 CLASOO02 Dial Protocol owns device and If this happens frequently,
another protocol was sent data from check the configurations on
the remote node (PARM =violating both the local and remote
protocol ID, DEV =INP). systems carefully. See

''Submitting an SRI! at the
beginning of this manual.

120 CLASOO02 Dial Protocol owns device and If this happens frequently,
another protocol attempted to send check configuration carefully
data (PARM = violating protocol ID, and if there are no problems,
DEV = RASP). see "Submitting an SRII at the

beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-7. NI LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

121 CLASOOO2 Dial Protocol owns device and If this happens frequently,
another protocol was sent data from check the configurations on
the remote node (PARM :; violating both the local and remote
protocol ID, DEV :: RASP). systems carefully. If there are

no problem see ''Submitting an
SR" at the beginning of this
manual..

122 CLASOOO2 Bad or unexpected message received See "Submitting an SR" at the
by NI Port (PARM:; Message beginning of this manual.
Function Code, NI::: X25)

125 CLASOOO5 Device was idle for configured Idle None.
Timeout and timer was enabled for
this device. Device will be
disconnected (PARM:: device Idev).

126 CLASOOO2 An attempt to add or update an entry If PARM =15 then the
in the router mapping table failed mapping table is full.
(PARM:; Path Result Returned Code, Otherwise, see "Submitting an
NI =X25). SR" at the beginning of this

manual.

127 CLASOOO2 Bad or unexpected message received See "Submitting an SR" at the
by NI Port (PARM::: Message beginning of this manual.
Function Code, NI :; CCTL).

128 CLASOOO5 Received data on a device that is None.
being closed.
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TABI.E 4-7. NI LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

129 CLASOOO2 Received packet from Port Tanslator See "Submitting an SR" at the
with unknown protocol ID (PARM la beginning of this manual.
Protocol ID, DEV =LAN, DIR miN).

134 CLASOOO2 Port ID for protocol in PID table is 0 See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM =Protocol ID, DEV =LAN, beginning of this manual.
Dir = IN).

135 CLASOOO2 Protocol In in message has no match See "Submitting an SR" at the
PIn table (PARM = Protocol ID, DEV beginning of this manual.
=LAN, DIR =OUT).

136 CLASOO02 No room in buffer for Ethernet See "Submitting an SR" at the
header (PARM =bytes short, DEV = beginning of this manual.
LAN, DIR 1:1 OUT).

138 CLASOO02 Attempt to write Ethernet broadcast See "Submitting an SR" at the
address to buffer failed (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFMWriteBuf result code, DEV =
LAN, DIR 1:1 OUT).

139 CLASOO02 Attempt to write Ethernet Broadcast See "Submitting an SR" at the
Address to Buffer failed (PARM :;;; beginning of this manual.
BFMWriteBuf Result code, Dev =
LAN, DIR 1:1 OUT).

140 CLASOOO2 Protocol attempting to send broadcast See "Submitting an SR" at the
packet when disallowed by the NI beginning of this manual.
(PARM =Protocol In, DEV cLAN,
DIR =OUT).

146 CLASOO02 Protocol attempted to send data when See "Submitting an SR" at the
no devices were active (PARM = beginning of this manual.
Protocol ID, DEV = LAN, DIR =
OUT).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

51 CLASOO02 Unknown event or machine state Stop the system and submit an
not implemented. (PARM =event SR.
code value).

101 CLASOO02 Unknown info type in the info port See "Submitting an SR" at the
rosg (PARM l:I info type code). beginning of this manual.

102 CLASOO02 Unknown 13x type (PARM:I CP 13x See "Submitting an SR" at the
type code). beginning of this manual.

103 CLASOO02 Unknown function /subfunction See "Submitting an SR" at the
code. (PARM =NS function beginning of this manual.
/subfunction code).

104 CLASOO02 Unknown BFM port msg. (PARM = See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFM port msg function code). beginning of this manual.

105 CLASOO02 Unknown IPC port msg. (PARM :I See "Submitting an SR" at the
IPC port msg function code). beginning of this manual.

106 CLASOO02 Unknown port msg subsystem id. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM c port msg subsystem id). beginning of this manual.

107 CLASOO02 Unknown IPCCONTROL request See "Submitting an SR" at the
code. (PARM =IPCCONTROL beginning of this manual.
request code).

109 CLASOO02 The SM4 request id is not within See "Submitting an SR" at the
the valid range. (PARM =SM4 beginning of this manual.
request id).

152 CLASOO02 No out port msg exists for this See "Submitting an SR" at the
event. (PARM =event code). beginning of this manual.

250 CLASOO02 Attempted to put a PM event in the See "Submitting an SR" at the
internal event queue when another beginning of this manual.
one was still in the queue. (PARM
=none).

251 CLASOO02 Internal event queue overflow. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM c none). beginning of this manual.

300 CLASOO02 Tried to put a PM event in the See "Submitting an SR" at the
secondary internal event when a beginning of this manual.
another one was still in the queue.
(PARM =none).
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc.
Code

702

707

709

710

711

721

Logging
Class

CLAS0002

CLAS0005

CLAS0002

CLAS0002

CLAS0002

CLAS0005

Explanation

A RESTART CONF has been
received causing level 3 protocol to
complete its initialization.

A CALL CONF has been received.
(PARM = LCI).

After having sent a DIAG (on a
non-confirmed RESTART), level 3
is in not ready state.

DIAG sent (on a non-confirmed
RESTART); the level 3 state
becomes ready and remains ready.

DIAG sent on a non-confirmed
CLEAR; the CLEAR has been sent
internally.

A RESTART packet is going to be
sent to the Nt If message on
system console is CAUSE/DIAG,
the PARM is the Cause and
Diagnostic code. These are
represented asa 16-bit integer
where the 8 most significant bits
are the Cause field and the 8 least
significant bits are the Diagnostic
field. If not, PARM = LCI.

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

None. Informative message.

None. Informative message.

None.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

None. Informative message.

722

723

724

CLAS0005

CLAS0005

CLAS0005

A RESTART CONF packet is going None. Informative message.
to be sent to the Nt

A CALL packet is going to be sent None. Informative message.
to the NI. (PARM =LCI).

A CLEAR packet is going to be sent None. Informative message.
to the NI. If message on system
console is CAUSE/DIAG, the
PARM is the Cause and Diagnostic
codes. These are represented as a
16-bit integer where the 8 most
significant bits are the Cause field
and the 8 least significant bits are
the Diagnostic field. If not, PARM
= LCI.
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

725 CLASOOO5 A RESET packet is going to be sent None. Informative message.
to the NI. If message on system
console is CAUSE/DIAG, the
PARM is the Cause and Diagnostic
codes. These are represented as a
16-bit integer where the 8 most
significant bits are the Cause field
and the 8 least significant bits are
the Diagnostic field. If not, PARM
= LCI.

726 CLASOOO5 A RESET CONF packet is going to None. Informative message.
be sent to the NI. (PARM =LCI).

727 CLASOOO5 A CLEAR CONF packet is going to None. Informative message.
be sent to the NI. (PARM:: LCI).

728 CLASOOO5 A CALL CONF packet is going to None. Informative message.
be sent to the NI. (PARM =LCI).

731 CLASOOO5 An INTERRUPT packet is going to None. Informative message.
be sent to the NI. (PARM :: LCI).

732 CLASOOO5 An INTERRUPT CONF packet is None. Informative message.
going to be sent to the NI. (PARM
::I LCI).

733 CLASOOO5 A DIAG packet is going to be sent None. Informative message.
to the NI. (PARM:: Cause field [8
most significant bits]).

744 CLASOOO5 A PVC has been closed by None. Informative message.
IPCSHUTDOWN request. (PARM::
LCI).

745 CLASOOO5 A PVC has been opened by None. Informative message.
IPCCONNECT request. (PARM =
LCI).

746 CLASOOO5 An SVC has been closed. (PARM :: None. Informative message.
LCI).

748 CLASOOO5 The facility field in an incoming None. Informative message.
CALL packet has been found
invalid. (PARM:: Diag field of
CLEAR packet sent).
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc.
Code

750

751

754

754

754

756

757

Logging
Class

CLAS0005

CLAS0005

CLAS0005

CLAS0005

CLAS0004

CLAS0005

CLAS0005

Explanation

A CLEAR or CLEAR CONF packet
has been received from the NI. If
message on system console is
CAUSE/DIAG, the PARM is the
Cause and Diagnostic codes. These
are represented as a 16-bit integer
where the 8 most significant bits
are the Cause field and the 8 least
significant bits are the Diagnostic
field. If not, PARM = LCI.

A RESET or RESET CONF packet
has been received from the NI. If
message on system console is
CAUSE/DIAG, the PARM is the
Cause and Diagnostic codes. These
are represented as a 16-bit integer
where the 8 most significant bits
are the Cause field and the 8 least
significant bits are the Diagnostic
field. If not, PARM:: LCI.

A RESTART packet has been
received from the NI. If message
on system console is CAUSE/DIAG,
the PARM is the Cause and
Diagnostic codes. These are
represented as a 16-bit integer
where the 8 most significant bits
are the Cause field and the 8 least
significant bits are the Diagnostic
field. If not, PARM :: LCI.

A RESTART CONF packet has
been received from the NI. (PARM
:: LCI [should be zero]).

The level 3 has been able to
initialize and has entered the data
transfer state.

A DIAG packet has been received
from the NI. (PARM = DATA
diagnostic code).

An INTERRUPT packet has been
received. (PARM:: LCI).

Action

None. Informative message.

None. Informative message.

None. Informative message.

None. Informative message.

None. Informative message.

None. Informative message.

None. Informative message.
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

758 CLASOO05 A packet has been received from None. Informative message.
the NI with an invalid packet
header. (PARM = Packet type
identifier).

771 CLASOO02 While in follow-up processing, an See "Submitting an SR" at the
interface module request is beginning of this manual.
incompatible with protocol state.
(PARM; none).

773 CLASOO02 A timer has popped and no other See "Submitting an SR" at the
timer is running. beginning of this manual.

774 CLASOO05 An INTERRUPT CONF packet has None. Informative message.
been received. (PARM =LCI).

803 CLASOO05 The timer on a RESTART sent has None. Informative message.
popped and no RESTART CONF
has been received. (PARM = none).
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Table 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

803 CLASOO02 The timer on a RESTART sent has See "Submitting an SR" at the
popped and no RESTART CONF beginning of this manual.
has been received. The level 3 state
is not ready or restart -in-progress.

804 CLASOOO2 The timer on a RESTART sent has See "Submitting an SR" at the
popped, without having been beginning of this manual.
started. The level 3 state is not
ready or restart -in-progress.

806 CLASOOO2 Protocol module detected an invalid See "Submitting an SR" at the
request from interface module. beginning of this manual.
(PARM = X. 25 interface module
request code).

807 CLASOOO2 Protocol module detected an invalid See "Submitting an SR" at the
return code from interface module. beginning of this manual.
(PARM = X. 25 interface module
return code).

814 CLASOOO2 SWS VC register encountered error. See "Submitting an SR".

815 CLASOO05 An incoming CALL packet has None. Informative message.
been received. (PARM =LCI).

816 CLASOOO3 An incoming CALL packet has Correct the X. 25 SVC
been received on a one-way mapping table for this NI.
outgoing SVC. (PARM = LCI).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

817 CLASOOO2 An incoming CALL has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
rejected because of a problem when beginning of this manual.
registering the virtual circuit.
(PARM = Result code returned by
Software Switch).

818 CLASOO03 An incoming CALL has been Verify that an Address Key
rejected because no facility set can corresponding to this X. 25
be found. (PARM = Diagnostic address has been configured or
field of CLEAR packet sent). configure the reserved POOL

and PAD entries.

819 CLASOOO3 An incoming CALL has been Update configuration file to
rejected because the appropriate include the appropriate
facility set cannot be located. facilities set.
(PARM g Diagnostic field of
CLEAR packet sent).

820 CLASOOO3 An incoming CALL has been If entries are configured in
rejected because of the incoming the INLUG table, the calling
LUG filter. (PARM g Diagnostic address should match one of
field of CLEAR packet sent). the entries to be accepted.

821 CLASOO03 An incoming CALL has been Informative. Verify that
rejected because of the inability to unused connections are closed
find a free table connection entry. through IPCSHUTDOWN
(PARM g Diagnostic field of requests.
CLEAR packet sent).

822 CLASOOO3 An incoming CALL with the D-bit Informative. Correct facility
set has been rejected as the facility set options if necessary.
set associated with this calling
address. (PARM = Diagnostic field
of CLEAR packet sent.)

826 CLASOOO5 When decoding an incoming CALL None. Informative message.
or CALL CONF, the calling address
length has been found too short.
(PARM = Diagnostic field of
CLEAR sent).

827 CLASOOO5 When decoding an incoming CALL None. Informative message.
or CALL CONF, an invalid BCD
digit has been found in the called
address field. (PARM = Diagnostic
field of CLEAR sent).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

828 CLASOO05 When decoding an incoming CALL None. Informative message.
or CALL CONF, an invalid BCD
digit has been found in the calling
address field. (PARM = Diagnostic
field of CLEAR packet sent).

829 CLASOO05 When decoding an incoming CALL None. Informative message.
or CALL CONF, the facility field
length has been found greater than
63 bytes. (PARM::: Diagnostic field
of CLEAR packet sent).

830 CLASOO05 When decoding an incoming CALL None. Informative message.
or CALL CONF, the facility field
length has been found too short.
(PARM ::: Diagnostic field of
CLEAR sent).

831 CLASOO05 When decoding an incoming CALL None. Informative message.
CONF, the packet has been found
too long. (PARM =Diagnostic field
of CLEAR packet sent).

832 CLASOO05 When decoding an incoming CALL None. Informative message.
packet, the call user data field has
been found greater than 128 bytes.
(PARM ::: Diagnostic field of
CLEAR packet sent).

833 CLASOO02 An unexpected RESET timer has See "Submitting an SRI!.
popped on a PVC.

835 CLASOO05 The timer on a RESET sent has None. Informative message.
popped and no RESET CONF has
been received. (PARM =LeI).

840 CLASOO05 The timer on a CALL sent has None. Informative message.
popped and no CALL CONF has
been received. (PARM::: LCI).

845 CLASOO05 The timer on an INTERRUPT sent None. Informative message.
has popped and no INTERRUPT
has been received. (PARM =LCI).

850 CLASOOO5 The inactivity timer has popped. None. Informative message.
(PARM::: LCI).
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc.
Code

851

860

865

866

867

869

870

871

875

Logging
Class

CLAS0002

CLAS0002

CLAS0005

CLAS0003

CLAS0003

CLAS0003

CLAS0003

CLAS0003

CLAS0002

Explanation

Unable to get an SVC from the
software switch.

Unable to return an SVC to the
software (PARM = Return code of
software switch).

I. An incoming CALL CONF
packet has been received 2. A VC
has been opened following the
receipt of a CALL CONF packet.
(PARM = LCI).

Processing an incoming CALL
CONF, it has been impossible to
find a facility set in the internal
table. (PARM = Diagnostic field of
CLEAR packet sent).

Processing an incoming CALL
CONF, an error has been detected
in facility field. (PARM:::
Diagnostic field of CLEAR packet).

A call was received and a collision
was detected. If the call is invalid,
the virtual circuit will be cleared.

A call collision has been detected on
a one-way outgoing SVC causing
the virtual circuit to be cleared.
(PARM ::: Diagnostic field of
CLEAR packet sent).

A call collision has been detected on
a direct connectioI).. The HP3000
acting as a DCE is not able to
process this call request, causing the
virtual circuit to be cleared.
(PARM::: Diagnostic field of
CLEAR packet sent).

Tried to abort a timer that was
already aborted. (PARM = Timer
request ID).

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

None. Informative message.

Update the configuration file
if necessary.

Informative. Correct and
re-issue call.

None. This is an informative
message.

Correct X. 25 SVC mapping
table.

Informative. Re-issue call.

None. Informative.
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

880 CLASOO02 Tried to start a Timer that was None. Informative.
already started. (PARM =Timer
request ID).

881 CLASOO02 You tried to start a Timer with an See "Submitting an SR" at the
unknown request ID. beginning of this manual.

890 CLASOO03 An empty packet has been received; Informative. None.
an RR is going to be sent.

891 CLASOO03 An empty packet has been recieved Informative. None.
and message is complete.

892 CLASOO03 An empty packet has been received Informative. None.
while processing follow-up and
message is not fininshed.

893 CLASOO03 An empty packet has been received Informative. None.
and message is not finished.

894 CLASOO03 An empty packet has been received Informative. None.
while processing follow-up and
message is finished.
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Table 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

5003 CLASOO02 GETDSEG fails for X. 25 data Stop the transport) check your
segment (not enough room in DST). system configuration (number
(PARM = CCODE returned by of DST entries).
GETDSEG).

5004 CLASOO02 GETDSEG fails for info data Stop the transport) check your
segment (not enough room in DST). configuration.
(PARM =CCODE returned by
GETDSEG).

5005 CLASOO02 FREEDSEG fails on X. 25 data See "Submitting an SR" at the
segment while GETDSEG failed beginning of this manual.
just before. (PARM = CCODE
returned by FREEDSEG).

5006 CLASOOO2 FREEDSEG fails on X. 25 data See "Submitting an SR" at the
segment. (PARM = CCODE beginning of this manual.
returned by FREEDSEG).

5007 CLASOOO2 FREEDSEG fails on info data See "Submitting an SR" at the
segment. (PARM = CCODE beginning of this manual.
returned by FREEDSEG).

5008 CLASOO02 BFMReadBuf fails on the NI info See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer (PARM = BFMReadBuf beginning of this manual.
result).

5009 CLASOO02 BFMFreeBuf fails on the NI info See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer (PARM = BFMFreeBuf beginning of this manual.
result).

5012 CLASOO02 BFMFreeBuf fails on an info buffer See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM =BFMFreeBuf result). beginning of this manual.

5014 CLASOOO2 Unexpected event in the current See "Submitting an SR" at the
state (PARM =event code * 100 + beginning of this manual.
state code).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-7a. X.2S LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

5018 CLASOO04 The Level 3 is ready to start None.
(PARM III current version (three last
VUF digits )).

5019 CLASOO02 PM detected an error while loading See "Submitting an SRu at the
the configuration (PARM g error beginning of this manual.
code returned by configuration).

5020 CLASOO02 BFMFreeBuf fails on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
configuration buffer (PARM g beginning of this manual.
BFMFreeBuf result code).

5021 CLASOO02 Version checking fails. Check version numbers.

5022 CLASOO02 DictAdd fails (PARM I: DictAdd See "Submitting an SR" at the
result code). beginning of this manual.

5023 CLASOO04 x. 25 was halted during operation. None.

5024 CLASOO04 X. 25 was halted when None.
non-operational.

5025 CLASOO02 Unexpected event clearing timer See "Submitting an SR" at the
subqueue. (PARM a event code). beginning of this manual.

5026 CLASOO02 The network type received from Update the configuration file
the configuration buffer is with a valid network type as
unknown. 'X. 25-PDN' has been defined in the Network
used by default. Manager Reference Manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-7a. X. ZS LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

5200 CLASOOO2 NMADDENTRY fails while adding See "Submitting an SR" at th"e
call socket entry (PARM c beginning of this manual.
NMADDENTRY result code).

5250 CLASOO02 NMADDENTRY fails while adding See "Submitting an SRI! at the
IP connections (PARM c beginning of this manual.
NMADDENTRY result code).

5251 CLASOO02 NMADDENTRY fails while adding See "Submitting an SR" at the
IPC connections (PARM :: beginning of this manual.
NMADDENTRY result code).

5252 CLASOO02 NMADDENTRY fails while adding See "Submitting an SR" at the
Main list (PARM = beginning of this manual.
NMADDENTRY result code).

5253 CLASOO02 NMADDENTRY fails while adding See "Submitting an SR" at the
Receive list (PARM:: beginning of this manual.
NMADDENTRY result code).

5254 CLASOO02 NMADDENTRY fails while adding See "Submitting an SR" at the
PR reply list (PARM :: beginning of this manual.
NMADDENTRY result code).

5301 CLASOO02 BFM info fails on X. 25 config info See "Submitting an SR" at the
buffer (offset) (PARM :: BFM info beginning of this manual.
result code).

5302 CLASOO02 BFMReadBuf fails on X. 25 config See "Submitting an SR" at the
info buffer. (PARM::I beginning of this manual.
BFMReadBuf result code).

5451 CLASOO02 BFM info fails on mapping table See "Submitting an SR" at the
info buffer (offset) (PARM :: BFM beginning of this manual.
info result).

5452 CLASOOO2 BFM info fails on mapping table See "Submitting an SR" at the
info buffer (length) (PARM I: BFM beginning of this manual.
inf0 fails).

5453 CLASOO02 The mapping table buffer length is See "Submitting an SR" at the
not an integral number of mapping beginning of this manual.
table entries (20 bytes) (PARM ::I
info buffer length module 20).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

5454 CLASOO02 BFMReadBuf fails on mapping See IISubmitting an SRII at the
table info buffer (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFMReadBuf result).

5455 CLASOO02 Mapping table overflow: more than See IISubmitting an SRtI at the
128 entries. (PARM ;; none). beginning of this manual.

10002 CLASOO02 Unexpected event in NI control See IISubmitting an SRtI at the
state (PARM ;; NI control state). beginning of this manual.

10003 CLASOO02 Unexpected GET BUF port msg for See ''Submitting an SR" at the
current state (PARM III NI control beginning of this manual.
state).

10004 CLASOO02 BFMFreeBuf fails on stored See IISubmitting an SRtI at the
outgoing buffer (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFMFreeBuf result code).

10007 CLASOOO2 BFMFreeBuf fails on NI incoming See ''Submitting an SRII at the
buffer (PARM;; BFMFreeBuf result beginning of this manual.
code).

10005 CLASOO05 X. 25 does not have the resources None.
needed to send a packet, (flow
control situation) - X. 25 will
complete the send as soon as
possible. (PARM II 1 means buffer
is expected, =2 means SM4 is
expected).

10006 CLASOO05 X. 25 does not have the SM4 needed None.
to send a packet (flow control
situation) - X. 25 will complete the
send as soon as possible. (PARM Sl 2
means SM4 is expected).

10008 CLASOO05 The level 3 is down so an incoming None.
packet has been discarded.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-7a. X.Z5 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

10051 CLASOO02 BFMNotify fails. (PARM a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMNotify error code). beginning of this manual.

10052 CLASOO02 BFMTransferBuf fails with an See "Submitting an SRII at the
irrecoverable error. (PARM a BFM beginning of this manual.
transferbuf error code).

10054 CLASOO05 X. 25 can not get a level 4 buffer to None.
do the BFMTransferBuf (flow
control situation). The call will
complete as soon as a notify port
msg is received.

10150 CLASOO05 SM4 is missing (flow control None.
situation) (duplicate 10005» 10006).
(PARM;:: 1).

10151 CLASOO02 GET SM4 fails when X. 25 tries to See "Submitting an SRU at the
get one to send a packet. (PARM::: beginning of this manual.
GET SM4 result code).

10201 CLASOO02 BFMWriteBuf fails while writing See "Submitting an SR" at the
the X. 25 header. (PARM a beginning of this manual.
BFMWriteBuf result code).

10202 CLASOOO2 XP»COPYBUF fails while copying See "Submitting an SR" at the
data from a buffer into the packet. beginning of this manual.
(PARM II XP»COPYBUF result
code).
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

10203 CLASOO02 BFMWriteBuf fails while writing See "Submitting an SR" at the
data from a DST into a packet beginning of this manual.
(PARM::: BFMWriteBuf result
code).

10251 CLASOO02 BFMGetBuf fails with a fatal error See USubmitting an SR" at the
while getting an outbound buffer to beginning of this manual.
send a packet (PARM::: BFM get
buf now result code).

10252 CLASOO02 BFMGetBuf fails with a fatal error See "Submitting an SR" at the
while getting an outbound buffer to beginning of this manual.
send a packet (PARM III BFM get
buf result code).

10351 CLASOO02 BFMFreeBuf fails while cleaning up See "Submitting an SR" at the
the NI subqueue (PARM III beginning of this manual.
BFMFreeBuf result code),

10352 CLASOO02 Unexpected event while cleaning up See "Submitting an SR" at the
the NI subqueue (PARM 101 event beginning of this manual.
code).

10005 CLASOO02 BFMFreeBuf fails while freeing an See "Submitting an SR" at the
inbound buffer (PARM l:: beginning of this manual.
BFMFreeBuf result code).

10006 CLASOO02 BFM abort get buf fails while See "Submitting an SR" at the
expecting a buffer to send a packet. beginning of this manual.
(PARM c BFM abort get buf result
code).

10007 CLASOO02 BFMFreeBuf fails where X.25 See "Submitting an SR" at the
discards the outbound packet. beginning of this manual.
(PARM::: BFMFreeBuf result code).

15000 CLASOO02 Invalid function received by the See nSubmitting an SR" at the
Connection Manager (PARM III beginning of this manual.
function),

15052 CLASOO03 Invalid socket ID. Unable to release See "Submitting an SR" at the
the socket. (PARM::: socket beginning of this manual.
number).
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

15053 CLASOO03 Invalid socket ID to release. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM =socket number). beginning of this manual.

15054 CLASOO03 Invalid state. (PARM =100 * See "Submitting an SR" at the
function + socket server state). beginning of this manual.

15101 CLASOOO3 No more space in the socket table is Try to release unused sockets.
available. (PARM;:: 0).

15102 CLASOOO3 Tried to duplicate catchall socket. Catchall socket is already in
(PARM a: 0). use.

15103 CLASOO03 Protocol relative address already in Use another protocol relative
use. (PARM;:: 1 (no meaning». address.

15201 CLASOOO3 Socket doesn't match any address. Check the address.
(PARM ;:: socket number).

15351 CLASOOO2 Unable to create a STUD entry for See "Submitting an SR" at the
the sockets. (PARM;:: nmdelentry beginning of this manual.
result).

15352 CLASOO02 Invalid function in procedure See "Submitting an SR" at the
Server Killed. (PARM::: function). beginning of this manual.

17551 CLASOOO2 No more space for connection Try to release connections.
entries. (IP Path). (PARM == no
meaning).

17552 CLASOOO5 No more space for connection Try to release connections.
entries. (IPC Path). (PARM;:: no
meaning),

17555 CLASOO05 Buffer overflow: notify main user. Flow control is in process. Try
(PARM c connection number.) again.
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

17556 CLASOO02 A SM4 was received for a killed See "Submitting an SR" at the
connection. (PARM::I SM4 filter beginning of this manual.
result).

17557 CLASOO02 List full : reset main user. (PARM Flow control is in process. Try
I::: connection number). again.

17558 CLASOO02 Unexpected SM4 received on the See "Submitting an SR" at the
connection. (PARM =connection beginning of this manual.
id).

17559 CLASOOO2 Invalid function received by See "Submitting an SRI! at the
connection server. (PARM = beginning of this manual.
function * 100 + state).

17600 CLASOO05 No more space in connection table. Try to shut down connections.
(PARM a no meaning).

17700 CLASOO05 Invalid connection id to release. None. Informative.
(PARM llZ connection id).

17900 CLASOO05 GET SM4 failed. Request queued. None. Informative.
(PARM =1 (= SM4 pending».

17901 CLASOO02 GET SM4 critical problem. (PARM See "Submitting an SR" at the
=GET SM4 result «> 0,1». beginning of this manual.

18050 CLASOO02 Unable to release STUD entries. See "Submitting an SR" at the
to (PARM r:: nmdelentry result). beginning of this manual.

18054

18055 CLASOO02 Unable to free IP outbound buffer. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM =BFMFreeBuf result). beginning of this manual.

18056 CLASOO02 Unknown function in clean-up-q See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM II: function). beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

~Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

18200 CLASOO02 Unable to free pd ide (PARM :: See "Submitting an SR" at the
free'ip'pd result). beginning of this manual.

20001 CLASOO02 An event has been received by fPC See "Submitting an SR" at the
RECV while in the wrong state. beginning of this manual.
(PARM 11:1 event number).

20003 CLASOO02 An event has been received by fPC See "Submitting an SR" at the
RECV while in the wrong state. beginning of this manual.
(PARM :: event number).

20005 CLASOO02 Event received on a non-existent See "Submitting an SR" at the
connection. (PARM :: event beginning of this manual.
number).

20101 CLASOO02 The destination of an event to send See "Submitting an SR" at the
could not be found in the IPC beginning of this manual.
CONTROL TABLE. (PARM g

event table number).

20102 CLASOO02 Routine result (PARM :: Path'get See "Submitting an SR" at the
routine failed). beginning of this manual.

~
20103 CLASOO02 An "error"/Action was read in IPC See "Submitting an SR" at the

CONTROL state table (PARM :: beginning of this manual.
event number * 100 + current cn
state).

20151 CLASOO02 The destination of an event to send See "Submitting an SR" at the
could not be found in table in IPC beginning of this manual.
SEND. (PARM:: event number).

20152 CLASOO02 An "error"/ Action was read in IPC See "Submitting an SRfl at the
SEND state table (PARM :: event beginning of this manual.
number * 100 + current IPC send
machine state).

20153 CLASOO02 Call to BFMFreeBuf failed. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM 10: routine result). beginning of this manual.

20201 CLASOO02 The destination of an event to send See "Submitting an SR" at the
could not be found in IPC RECV beginning of this manual.
table. (PARM :: event number).

7
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

20202 CLASOO02 An t1errortl/Action was read in IPC See t1Submitting an SRtI at the
RECV state table (PARM ;:: event beginning of this manual.
number * 100 + current IPC RECV
machine state).

20203 CLASOO02 Call to BFMAppendBuf failed. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM;:: routine result). beginning of this manual.

20204 CLASOO02 Call to BFMCompactBuf failed. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM m routine result). beginning of this manual.

21101 CLASOO02 The destination of an event to send See "Submitting an SRII at the
could not be found in table in IPC beginning of this manual.
CONTROL. (PARM ;:: event table
number).

21102 CLASOO02 Call to Free IP PD failed (PARM :: See "Submitting an SRII at the
routine result). beginning of this manual.

21104 CLASOO02 An "error"/Action was read in IPC See lISubmitting an SR" at the
CONTROL state table (PARM c beginning of this manual.
event number * 100 + current cn
state).

21151 CLASOO02 The destination of an event to send See "Submitting an SR" at the
could not be found in table in IPC beginning of this manual.
SEND. (PARM c event number).

21152 CLASOO02 Call to BFMFreeBuf failed. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM iii routine result). beginning of this manual.

21153 CLASOO05 An IP datagram is being discarded. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM ::;I none). beginning of this manual.

21154 CLASOO02 An lIerror"/Action was read in IPC See "Submitting an SR" at the
CONTROL state table (PARM :I beginning of this manual.
event number * 100 + current IPC
SEND machine state).

21201 CLASOOO2 The destination of an event to send See "Submitting an SR" at the
could not be found in table in IPC beginning of this manual.
RECV. (PARM = event number).
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TABLE 4-7a. X.25 LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

21202 CLASOO02 An "error"/Action was read in IPC See "Submitting an SRII at the
RECV state table (PARM = event beginning of this manual.
number * 100 + current fPC RECV
machine state).

21203 CLASOO02 Call to BFMAppendBuf failed. See IISubmitting an SRII at the
(PARM g routine result). beginning of this manual.

21204 CLASOO02 Call to BFMCompactBuf failed. See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM II routine result). beginning of this manual.

22551 CLASOO05 No msg descriptor could be Retry to connect when system
allocated to connection. less loaded.

22601 CLASOO02 Tried to deallocate more msg See IISubmitting an SR" at the
descriptors than allocated beginning of this manual.
(algorithm error). (PARM I:

reminder * 100 + theoretical size).

22701 CLASOO02 Call to BFMFreeBuf failed. See llSubmitting an SRII at the
(PARM I: routine result). beginning of this manual.

23200 CLASOO02 An attempt has been made to send See "Submitting an SRII at the
an invalid event to X. 25 PM. beginning of this manual.
(PARM I: event number).

23201 CLASOO02 No initialization value could be See "Submitting an SR" at the
found for an event to be sent to beginning of this manual.
X. 25 PM. (PARM = event
number).

23250 CLASOO02 No error code was found in the See "Submitting an SRII at the
mapping table for an event to be beginning of this manual.
sent. (PARM a event number).
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TABLE 4-8. PATH RESULT CODES

Logging Location Codes

Result Code Explanation Action

0 Path resolved, path descriptor None. Informative message.
returned.

1 Path was added, path descriptor None. Informative message.
returned.

2 Path was verified path descriptor' None. Informative message.
returned.

3 Path resolution has been deferred. Wait for reply message on reply
port.

4 Destination Internet address Try again, or check destination IP
unreachable. address is correct.

S Internal resource error. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

6 Internal error encountered. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

7 Path result was reachable, no path None. Informative message.
descriptor returned.

11 Destination network not in routing See "Submitting an SR" at the
table. beginning of this manual.

12 Not directly connected to network. Check destination IP address is
Network not started or IP address is correct and that network is started.
incorrect.

13 Format error in path report. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

14 No suitable path reports. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-8. PATH RESULT CODES (cont'd)

Result Code Explanation Action

15 Mapping table full. Increase the Number of Nodes in
Network value for the NI data
screen of the Netxport branch using
NMMGR. If this fails, see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

16 Out of path descriptors. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

17 Attempted loopback send without Start the loopback network.
loopback network interface started.

18 Probe failure. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

19 Could not get a semaphore. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

21 Dial request was rejected by the None.
operator.

22 Error detected on link device. Refer to the section on
investigating link problems in the
"Introduction" of this manual.

23 Busy/no answer/wrong number. Determine why the remote system
could not be dialed. The remote
system could be down or the remote
link could already by in use by
another system.
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TABLE 4-8. PATH RESULT CODES (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Result Code Explanation Action

24 Device was closed as requested by Re-enable the link via
NETCONTROL or the Dial ID :NETCONTROL ADDLINK
protocol.

25 Dial request pending, please wait Re -attempt connection after
and try again. dial-up has completed for the other

user.

26 An error occurred on a dial link. Re -establish the connection(s) via
This causes any existing connections REMOTE HELLO, DSCOPY.
that were using the link to be
aborted.

27 Update of the on -line router Check configuation.
configuration entry failed because
either the entry was active and the
update entry was disabled, or
changing the adjacency or
non-adjacency of an entry was
attempted.

28 An outgoing phone call was Check the destination attempted
requested, but the configuration against the configuation.
does not allow outgoing calls to that
destination.

29 A direct connection could not be Check the ldev specified in the test.
given for the given ldev. Check the hardware.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-9. PROBE LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

7 CLASOOOI Bad or unexpected message received See IfSubmitting an SRIt at the
by PROBE Port (PARM::: Message beginning of this manual.
Function Code).

12 CLASOOO2 Could not get a path descriptor for See IfSubmitting an SR" at the
Proxy Reply (PARM::: Request 10). beginning of this manual.

14 CLASOOO3 Retransmission timeout is faster than Increase the retransmission
packet can be sent out. timer on the PROBE Protocol

screen.

15 CLASOOO2 Reply received after request has Can happen from time to
timed out (PARM a Sequence number time. If excessive, then
from PROBE Address Reply Packet), increase retransmission

timeout or retry count in
Probe Protocol Configuration
screen in NMMGR and see
"Submitting an SRIt at the
beginning of this manual.

16 CLASOOO2 Reply received after request has Can happen from time to
timed out (PARM a Sequence number time. If excessive, then
from PROBE Name Reply Packet). increase retransmission

timeout or retry count in the
Probe Protocol Configuration
screen and see "Submitting an
SR" at the beginning of this
manual.

17 CLASOOO2 DictSend to name server port failed See tlSubmitting an SR" at the
on Proxy Name Request (PARM ::: beginning of this manual.
DictSend result code).

18 CLASOOO2 Could not get a Path Descriptor for See "Submitting an SR" at the
Name Reply (PARM =Sequence beginning of this manual.
number from PROBE Name Request).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-9. PROBE LOGGING LOCATION CODES(cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

19 CLASOOO2 Could not get Path Descriptor for See '-Submitting an SRu at the
Probe Address Reply (PARM • beginning of this manual.
Sequence number from PROBE
Address Request).

20 CLASOO02 Reply received after request has Can happen from time to
timed out (PARM = Request 10). time. If excessive, then

increase retransmission
timeout or retry count in the
Probe Protocol Configuration
screen and see 'tglibmitting an
SRu at the beginning of this
manual.

21 CLASOOO2 Room allocated for node name and See '-Submitting an SRIt at the
path report is too small (PARM • beginning of this manual.
number of bytes short).

22 CLASOO02 Timer popped which has no request See "Submitting an SRtI at the
outstanding (PARM III Timer request beginning of this manual.
10).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-9. PROBE LOGGING LOCATION CODES(cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

23 CLASOO02 Received Gateway Reply message, See "Submitting an SR" at the
which is not supported (PARM::; beginning of this manual.
Probe message type).

24 CLASOO02 Late reply came in when cleaning up See "Submitting an SR" at the
Proxy. beginning of this manual.

2S CLASOO02 Could not get a Path Descriptor for See "Submitting an SR" at the
Probe Gateway Reply (PARM = beginning of this manual.
Sequence number from Gateway
Request).

28 CLASOOOS Retransmission has ocurred (PARM :: Informative message.
-Retries until exhausted).

29 CLASOO02 Attempt to cache node name failed See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM a Length of Name). beginning of this manual.

30 CLASOOO2 Attempt to cache node name failed See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM = Length of Name). beginning of this manual.

31 CLASOOO2 Received Probe Proxy Name Request See "Submitting an SR" at the
when proxy node disabled (PARM :: beginning of this manual.
Probe message type).

32 CLASOOO2 Attempt to map addresses failed Increase the Maximum
(PARM I: Path resolve error code). Number of Nodes in the LAN

802.3 Network Interface
screen in NMMGR. If error
reccurs then see "Submitting
an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-9. PROBE LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

33 CLASOOO2 Attempt to map addresses failed See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM II Path resolve error code). beginning of this manual.

34 CLASOOO2 Attempt to free buffer failed (PARM See "Submitting an SR" at the
:: BFMFreebuf Result Code). .beginning of this manual.

35 CLASOOO4 PROBE Protocol Started. Informative message.

36 CLASOOO4 PROBE Protocol Stopped. Informative message.

37 CLASOOO4 PROBE Protocol Stopped (Delayed None.
with Proxy).

38 CLASOOO5 Probe Unsolicited Request made Informative message.
(PARM II Sequence number allocated
for request).

39 CLASOOO5 Probe Name Request made (PARM = Informative message.
Sequence number allocated for
request).

40 CLASOOO5 Probe Address Request made (PARM Informative message.
=Sequence number allocated for
request).

46 CLASOOO5 Probe Node Down Request made None.
(PARM = Sequence number allocated
from request).

47 CLASOOO2 Error in trying to delete node name See "Submitting an SR" at the
from path cache after receiving a beginning of this manual.
Probe Node Down message.
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TABLE 4-9a. ARP LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Logging Location Codes

Lac. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

1 CLASOOO2 A port message was received See "Submitting an SRII at the
containing an invalid beginning of this manual.
function code
(PARM=function code).

2 CLASOO02 A call to BFMUSERINFO See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed when requesting the beginning of this manual.
physical buffer size during
ARP initialization
(PARM=BFM error code).

3 CLASOO04 ARP protocol started. Informative message.

4 CLASOO02 A call to BFMBUFFERINFO See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed during ARP beginning of this manual.
initialization (PARMllIBFM
result code).

5,7,9,13 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMFREEBUF See "Submitting an SRII a the
16,17,19 failed (PARMcBFM result beginning of this manual.
25,26,29 code).
30,32,35
36

6 CLASOO02 A call to BFMREADBUF See IISubmitting an SR" at the
failed while reading the local beginning of this manual.
station address from a buffer
during ARP initialization
(PARM=BFM result code).

8 CLASOO02 A call to BFMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while reading an ARP beginning of this manaul.
request header to the buffer
(PARMaBFM result code).

10 CLASOO05 An ARP request packet was Informative message.
sent.

11 CLASOO05 An unsolicited ARP reply Informative message.
packet was sent.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-9a. ARP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

12 CLASOOO3 An ARP packet with a bad Either the packet was
ARP header was received corrupted in transit or a
from the link. remote node is not

transmitting packets
correctly. If the latter case is
suspected see "Submitting an
SRIt at the beginning of this
manual.

14 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMREADBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while reading an beginning of this manaul.
inbound ARP header
(PARM=BFM result code).

15 CLASOOO3 An ARP reply was received It is possible that if the
for which there is no ARP remote node is heavily
request queued internally, congested the queued request

can be deleted before the late
packet arrives. If this
happens excessively) then see
"Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

18 CLASOOO2 Could not get an outbound See "Submitting an SR" at the
path descriptor for sending an beginning of this manual.
ARP reply.

20 CLASOOO2 A port timer expired message If this happens frequently see
was received for which there "Submitting an SR" at the
was not an ARP request beginning of this manual.
queued (PARM=timer request
id).

21 CLASOOO3 The maximum number of Verify why the remote is not
retransmissions has occurred responding to the ARP
for a particular ARP request request packets. It may be
(PARM=request id). that the remote is so

congested that either the
number of retransmissions or
the retransmission interval is
insufficient. If the problem
persists see IlSubmitting an
SR" at the beginning of this
manual.

22 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMBUFFERINFO See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed when requesting beginning of this manual.
sharecount information
(PARM=BFM result code).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-9a. ARP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

23 CLASOOO5 An ARP request packet was Informative message.
retransmitted (PARM=request
id).

24 CLASOOO3 A retransmission timer has This is possible if the link
expired for an ARP request, becomes very congested and is
but the previous transmission unable to transmit data fast
of the request has not yet enough. This can be
been sent out of the node considered norma l. If this
(PARM=Request id). happens excessively however,

it may be that the
retransmission interval is too
short. In the latter case see
"Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

27 CLASOOO4 ARP protocol stopped. Informative message.

28 CLASOOO6 ARP statistics are logged prior Informative message.
to port termination.

31 CLASOOO3 A packet was received from Either the packet has a bad
the link with a data length format or has been corrupted
that is smaller than the ARP in transit.
header size.

33 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMWRITEBUF See IISubmitting an SRII at the
failed while trying to write an beginning of this manaul.
ARP reply header to the
buffer (PARM=BFM result
code).

34 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while trying to write an beginning of this manaul.
unsolicited ARP reply header
to the buffer (PARM=BFM
result code).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-'b. NM Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (If Any)
Code Class

4 CLASOOO2 Bad or unexpected port message Submit an SR. Recoverable
received. (PARM=the function error.
code in error).

S CLASOOO4 Network management procedure Informative message.
terminated. (PARM=type of
network the network
management procedure is
associated with).

8 CLASOOO5 Initialization message sent to Informative message.
NCS.

10 CLASOOO2 cannot find an entry in the Submit an SR.
register control block for network
management registry
(PARM=number of entries
searched).

11 CLASOOO2 Cannot find an entry in the port Submit an SR.
dictionary for network
management procedure
(PARM=number of entries
searched).

13 CLASOOO2 Port dictionary entry already Informative message unless
locked by other process. Will this message repeats
retry later (PARM=number of indefinitely.
retries so far).

15 CLASOOO1 Port name already exists when Submit an SR.
trying to add (PARM=DictAdd
result code).

21 CLASOOO4 Network management procedure Informative message.
started.

25 CLASOOO5 Termination message sent to NCS. Informative message.

3S CLASOOO5 Error response message sent to Informative message.
NCS (PARMgDictSend result Recoverable error.
code).

36 CLASOOO2 Unknown port message function Submit an SR. Recoverable
code (PARM::::function code). error.
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Logging Location Codes

Note: The PXP header is contained in the message frame logged on inbound packets. The header begins at
word 18 of the message frame.

TABLE 4-10. PXP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

0 CLASOOOI Received an invalid NS format See "Submitting an SR" at the
message (PARM =message function). beginning of this manual.

I CLASOOOI Received a port message before See "Submitting an SR" at the
receiving the CP initialization beginning of this manual.
message (PARM =message function).

2 CLASOOOI Received an invalid SIP message See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM = message function). beginning of this manual.

3 CLASOOOI Received an invalid RFM message See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM z: message function). beginning of this manual.

4 CLASOOOI Received an invalid NetiPC message See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM = message function). beginning of this manual.

S CLASOOOI Received an invalid message of See "Submitting an SR" at the
unknown format (PARM = message beginning of this manual.
function).

6 CLASOOOS A PXP PM has been activated. Informative message

7 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
DICTadd call The PXP PM was beginning of this manual.
therefore not started (PARM = DIeT
error code).

8 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE '-10. PXP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

9 CLASOOOI A PXP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

10 CLASOOOI A PXP internal error has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

11 CLASOOOI A PXP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

12 CLASOOOI A PXP internal error has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

13 CLASOO02 An error result was returned on an See "Submitting an SR" at the
NMclosetrace call for NetlPC tracing beginning of this manual.
(PARM =NM error code).

14 CLASOOO3 An inbound packet has been Repeated checksum errors
discarded due to a checksum error. indicate a possible link

problem. Refer to the
LAN/3000 Diagnostic &
Troubleshooting Guide.

IS CLASOO03 An inbound packet was discarded due See "Submitting an SR" at the
to a protocol header violation. beginning of this manual.

16 CLASOO03 An error packet could not be Informative message
generated due to pending I/O.

17 CLASOOO3 An inbound packet was discarded due See "Submitting an SR" at the
to a protocol header violation. beginning of this manual.

18 CLASOOO3 A PXP request packet has been Repeated retransmissions
retransmitted (PARM =number of suggest possible link or
retransmissions performed). configuration problems. See

PXP error code explanations.

19 CLASOOO3 PXP request failed. See error lOin the "Network
Retransmission-retry maximum Transport Protocol Errors"
exceeded. Possible link or table of this manual.
configuration problems.

20 CLASOOOI A PXP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-10. PXP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

21 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRII at the
SM4'rel call (PARM c SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

22 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See IISubmitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

23 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRII at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM =BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

24 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See IISubmitting an SR" at the
SM4'rel call (PARM =SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

2S CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See IISubmitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM =BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

26 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM I: BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

27 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM I: BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

28 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
SM4'rel call (PARM =8M4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

29 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM I: BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

30 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See IISubmitting an SR" at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM =BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

31 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRII at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM I: BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

32 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See ''Submitting an SR" at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM = BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-10. PXP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

33 CLASOOO3 An inbound request packet was None.
discarded due to a lack of receive
resources.

34 CLASOO02 An inbound request packet was See "Submitting an SR" at the
discarded due to a Path error. beginning of this manual.

35 CLASOO03 A PXP error packet was received. Informative message

36 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM· BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

37 CLASOOOI A PXP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SRII at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

38 CLASOOOI A PXP internal resource error has See IISubmittinl an SRII at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

39 CLASOO03 A duplicate reply has been discarded. Informative message

40 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See IISubmitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM m BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

41 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
SM4'rel call (PARM· SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

42 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMgetbufnowr call (PARM g BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-10. PXP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

43 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on a Ensure proper buffer
BFMgetbufnowr call This error configuration. See IEEE 802
indicates a possible problem in the NI Data configuration screen.
outbound buffer pool configuration. If properly configured, then
(PARM I:: BMF error code). see ''Submitting an SRII at the

beginning of this manual.

44 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See ''Submitting an SR" at the
BFMbufgranted message (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFM error code).

45 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See ''Submitting an SRII at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM ;;: BPM error beginning of this manual.
code).

46 CLASOOOI A PXP internal resource error has See ''Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

47 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM::: BPM error beginning of this manual.
code).

48 CLASOOOI A PXP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

49 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a see "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM;;: BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

50 CLASOOO3 An inbound packet was discarded as Informative message
part of the shutdown sequence.

51 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM ;;: RPM error beginning of this manual.
code).

52 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See IISubmitting an SR" at the
SM4'rel call (PARM =SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

53 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on an See "Submitting an SR" at the
NMclosetrace call for NetIPC tracing beginning of this manual.
(PARM ;;: NM error code).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-10. PXP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

54 CLASOO05 A PXP PM has been deactivated. Informative message

55 CLASOO06 Statistic summary for a deactivated Statistical information.
PXP PM.

56 CLASOOO2 A PXP error packet could not be See "Submitting an SRII at the
generated due to a PATH error. beginning of this manual.

57 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMerasebuf call (PARM =BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

58 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM =BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

59 CLASOOO3 An error result was returned on a See PATH error explanations
PATH'get call (PARM:;: PATH error listed elsewhere in this
code). section.

60 CLASOOO3 An error result was returned on a See PATH error explanations
PATH'get call (PARM:;: PATH error listed elsewhere in this
code). section.

61 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRII at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

62 CLASOOOI A PXP internal error has been See "Submitting an SRII at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

63 CLASOOOI A PXP internal error has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

64 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
SM4'get call (PARM :;: SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

65 CLASOOOI A PXP internal error has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
encounteredo beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-10. PXP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

66 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM::z BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

67 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
SM4'rel call (PARM = SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

68 CLASOOOI An error result was .returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMFREEBUF call (PARM::zBFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

69 CLASOOOI An error was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
DICTDELETE call (PARM:: beginning of this manual.
DICTerror code).

70 CLASOOO An error was returned on a SM4'REL, See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM = SM4 error code). . beginning of this manual.
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Logging Location Codes

Note: The PXP header is contained in the message frame logged on inbound packets. The header begins at
word 18 of the message frame.

TABLE 4-11. PXP SIP LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

0 CLASOOOI Received a port message before See "Submitting an SR" at the
receiving the CP initialization beginning of this manual.
message (PARM g message function).

1 CLASOOOI Received an invalid CP message See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM = message function). beginning of this manual.

2 CLASOOOI Received an invalid SIP message See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM =message function). beginning of this manual.

3 CLASOOOI Received an invalid NS format See "Submitting an SR" at the
message (PARM I: message function). beginning of this manual.

4 CLASOOOI Received an invalid NetlPC message See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM = message function). beginning of this manual.

5 CLASOOOI Received an invalid message of See "Submitting an SR" at the
unknown format (PARM II message beginning of this manual.
function).

6 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
DICTadd call The PXP SIP was beginning of this manual.
therefore not started (PARM =DICT
error code).

7 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See l'Submitting an SRII at the
DICTadd call The PXP SIP was beginning of this manual.
therefore not started (PARM I: DICT
error code).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-11. PXP SIP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

8 CLASOO04 The PXP SIP has been started. None. Informational message.

9 CLASOO02 A socket could not be opened due to a See "Submitting an SRII at the
port create failure (PARM I:l error beginning of this manual.
code).

10 CLASOO02 A socket could not be opened due to a See IISubmitting an SR" at the
CREATEPORT' failure (PARM III beginning of this manual.
PORT error code).

11 CLASOOOI A PXP internal error has been See "Submitting an SRII at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

12 CLASOOOI A PXP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SRu at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

13 CLASOOOI A PXP internal error has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

14 CLASOOOI A PXP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SRu at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

15 CLASOOOI A PXP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SRu at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

16 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See 'tgubmitting an SR" at the
DICTdelete call (PARM == DICT error beginning of this manual.
code).

17 CLASOOO3 An inbound packet was discarded as None. Informational message.
part of SIP shutdown clean-up.

18 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM == BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

19 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See 'tgubmitting an SR" at the
SM4'rel call (PARM:; SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-11. PXP SIP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

20 CLASOOO6 Statistic summary for the deactivated None. Statistical information.
PXP SIP.

21 CLASOOO4 The PXP SIP has been deactivated. None. Nodal information.

22 CLASOO03 An inbound packet has been None.
discarded because the destination PXP
socket is not open.

23 CLASOO03 A PXP error packet was not None.
generated because the inbound packet
was a reply or error packet.

24 CLASOO02 A PXP error packet was not See "Submitting an SRIt at the
generated due to a PATH failure. beginning of this manual.

2S CLASOO03 A PXP error packet was not Repeated occurrences? See
generated due to a SM4 error (PARM USubmitting an SRu at the
=8M4 error code). beginning of this manual.

26 CLASOO03 A PXP error packet was not See PATH error explanations.
generated due to a PATH failure
(PARM = PATH error code).

27 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See uSubmitting an SRIt at the
BFMerasebuf call (PARM =BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

28 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM c: BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

29 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRuat the
BFMcompactbuf call (PARM ::: BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

30 CLASOOO3 A Probe error result was returned. See Probe error explanations.
(PARM::: PROBE error code).

31 CLASOOO3 A PXP error packet could not be sent Repeated occurrences? See
due to a SM4 error (PARM::: SM4 "Submitting an SR" at the
error code). beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-11. PXP SIP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

32 CLASOOO3 An error result was returned on a See PATH error explanations.
PATH'get call (PARM = PATH error
code).

33 CLASOOOI A PXP internal error has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

34 CLASOOO2 A PXP socket could not be opened Increase the number of PXP
because the maximum number sockets configured. Use the
configured has been reached. PXP Data screen.

35 CLASOOO3 The PXP SIP received an ICMP None.
message from the IP module
(PARM=ICMP type word).

36 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on an See "Submitting an SR" at the
NMADDENTRY call (PARM=NM beginning of this manual.
entry error code).

37 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on an See "Submitting an SRu at the
NMDELENTRY call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=NMentry error code).
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Logging Location Codes

These results are integers returned to the "SEMAPHORE" and "PARM=" sections of the transport logging

r messages. TABLE 4-12. SEMAPHORE RESULT CODES

Result Explanation Action (if any)
Code

0 Sucessful completion None.

I Queued request. There were no Wait for semaphore to receive message.
semaphores immediately available, so
the request was queued for a
semaphore.

3 No queue elements available. The caller Up to the caller.
issued a semaphore get with the wait
flag set, and there were no queue
elements available to queue the
request.

4 Would have had to queue for Up to the caller.
semaphore. The caller issued a
semaphore get with the no-wait flag
set and there were no semaphores
immediately available.

5 Semaphore Key (DST) not found in Either add the DST number to the
semaphore table. The semapore DST table with SM4'Add'DST or correct
number was not found in the table. DST number on SM4'Get Call

6 DST Table full. Could not add another None.
semaphore bank to the table.

7 Maximum request types and/or DSTs is Changed either or both parameters to
greater than maximum allowed. be <= 8.

8 Maximum number of Queue Elements Change so that the total of queue
in SM4'Make7able exceeded. elements for all request types <c 256.

9 Attempting to add a DST semaphore Up to the caller.
bank which has been previously added.

10 Creating the Port DST failed. Check size of data segments on system
with size of table created from parms
from SM4'Make'Table.

~.
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TABLE 4-12. SEMAPHORE RESULT CODES (cont'd)

Result Explanation Action (if any)
Code

11 Could not lock data segment. Check memory for fragments or too
much memory pressure.

12 CreatePort failed. None.

13 Invalid Semaphore ID. Caller Either semaphore 10 needs to be
attempted to release semaphore which corrected, or the OST semaphore bank
did not exist. got deleted before all semaphores were

resturned.
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Note: The TCP header is contained in the message frame logged on inbound packets. The header begins at
word 18 of the message frame. SEQ # is defined as the low order 16 bits of the TCP Packet sequence
number.

TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any)
Code Class

0 CLASOOOI Received a port message before See "Submitting an SR" at the
receiving the PM initialization beginning of this manual.
message (PARM lIS message function).

1 CLASOOOI Received an invalid SIP message See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM a message function). beginning of this manual.

2 CLASOOOI Received an invalid NS format See "Submitting an SR" at the
message (PARM III message function). beginning of this manual.

3 CLASOOOS A TCP PM (connection- half) has been None. Informational message.
activated.

4 CLASOOOI An invalid BFM message has been See ''Submitting an SR" at the
received (PARM a message function). beginning of this manual.

5 CLASOOOI An invalid IPC message has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
received (PARM = message function). beginning of this manual.

6 CLASOOOI An invalid message of unknown type See ''Submitting an SRtI at the
has been received (PARM lIS message beginning of this manual.
function).

7 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRIt at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM:I BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

8 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See ''Submitting an SRu at the
NMclosetrace call for NetiPC tracing beginning of this manual.
(PARM III NM error code).
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any))
Code Class

9 CLASOOO3 An inbound packet with a bad Checksum errors indicate data
checksum has been discarded (PARM corruption. If you have
::: seq H). received TCP SIP logging

messages 20 and 21, then
reconfigure checksum;
otherwise see "Submitting an
SR" at the beginning of this
manual.

10 CLASOOOI A packet has been received when See "Submitting an SR" at the
TCP is in an invalid state. beginning of this manual.

II CLASOOOI A packet has been received when See "Submitting an SR" at the
TCP is in an invalid state. beginning of this manual.

12 CLASOOO3 A checksum error has been detected If this repeatedly occurs,
in a connection establishment packet. prohibiting the connection

from being established, it is
likely that one side is
violating the checksum
optioning handshake.

13 CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been A large number of "packet
discarded Case 1 of state SYN'SENT discard state" log events may
(PARM::: seq H). signify deteriorating

communication conditions or
poorly synchronized TCP
communications.

14 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM =BMF error beginning of this manual.
code).

15 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRIf at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM =BMF error beginning of this manual.
code).

16 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See ItSubmitting an SRII at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BMF error beginning of this manual.
code).

17 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRIt at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BMF error beginning of this manual.
code).
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any»
Code Class

18 CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been None. Occasional occurance is
discarded Case 6 of state SYN'SENT normal. However) if message
(PARM =seq H). appears frequently see

"Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

19 CLASOO03 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 8 of state SYN'SENT
(PARM I:Z seq H).

20 CLASOO03 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded

21 CLASOOOI A packet has been received when see "Submitting an SR" at the
TCP is in an invalid state. beginning of this manual.

22 CLASOO03 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 0 of state
SYN'RECVD (PARM :I seq H).

23 CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 1 of state
SYN'RECVD (PARM = seq H).

24 CLASOO03 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 3 of state
SYN'RECVD (PARM = seq H).

2S CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a see "Submitting an SRIt at the
SM4'rel call (PARM;;; SM 4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

26 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM a BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

27 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRIt at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM I:Z BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any))
Code Class

28 CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 1 of state
ESTABLISHED (PARM = seq II).

29 CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 3 of state
ESTABLISHED (PARM = seq II).

30 CLASOO03 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 4 of state
ESTABLISHED (PARM = seq II).

31 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM =BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

- 32 CLASOO03 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 0 of state LAST'ACK
(PARM =seq II).

33 CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 1 of state LAST'ACK
(PARM = seq II).

34 CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 3 of state LAST'ACK
(PARM = seq H).

3S CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 4 of state LAST'ACK
(PARM :& seq II).

36 CLASOO03 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 5 of state LAST'ACK
(PARM = seq H).

37 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM = BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

38 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

39 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM =BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any))
Code Class

40 CLASOO02 An error resul t was returned on a If the DST size is not
DICTadd call to the port dictionary. configured to its maximum
The connection was therefore not size) increase its size to the
established (PARM = DICT error maximum. If it is already at
code). its maximum size) see

"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

41 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

42 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMgetbufnowr call (PARM =BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

43 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM =BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

44 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

4S CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM =BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

46 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

47 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM:: BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

48 CLASOO02 An error result was returned on a Ensure proper buffer
BFMgetbufnowr call This error configuration) check the
indicates a possible problem in the IEEE802 NI Data
outbound buffer pool configuration configuration screen of the
(PARM:: BFM error code). NetXPort branch. If fine: See

"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

49 CLASOOOI An invalid BFM message has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
received (PARM =message function). beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any»
Code Class

50 CLASOO03 A connection has been shutdown, but None.
the TCP PM must wait for pending
I/O to complete before it can delete
itself. No reference to the PM exists
in any XPORT or NetIPC tables at
this point (PARM =TCP I/O flags).

51 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM c BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

52 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM =BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

S3 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRII at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM:I BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

54 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

55 CLASOOO3 An inbound packet has been "Packet discard clean-up"
discarded as part of connection indicates that a packet was
shutdown (PARM =seq H). received after the

IPCshutdown call but before
the TCP connection was fully
deleted. This may happen
when user applications have a
poor shutdown handshake or
an application is aborted.
Revise your application
accordingly.

S6 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
NMclosetrace call for NetIPC tracing beginning of this manual.
(PARM = NM error code).

57 CLASOOOS A TCP PM has been deactivated. None. Informational message.
(PARM:I TCP termination code as
returned by IPCCHECK).

58 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMbufferinfo call (PARM =BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any))
Code Class

59 CLASOOO3 A TCP packet was to have been Repeated retransmissions of
retransmitted but the original packet this type suggest a possible
has not yet been successfully outbound link problem.
transmitted by Layer Oink layer).
The retransmission timer has been
restarted bu t the packet has not
actually been re-sent (PARM :: seq
H).

60 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMsharebuf call (PARM:: BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

61 CLASOO03 A TCP packet has been retransmitted Repeated retransmissions
(PARM =seq H). suggest possible link or

configuration problems. See
error code lOin the ltNetwork
Transport Protocol Errors"
Table of this manual.

62 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM :: BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

63 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRlt at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM :: BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

64 CLASOOO3 A TCP packet has been retransmitted Repeated retransmissions
following a path update (PARM I: seq suggest possible link or
H). configuration problems. See

error code lOin the "Network
Transport Protocol Errors"
table of this manual.

65 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMreadbuf call (PARM :: BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

66 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM :: BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

67 CLASOOO3 A duplicate inbound packet has been None. Informational message.
discarded (PARM = seq H).
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any»
Code Class

68 CLASOOO3 A duplicate inbound packet has been None. Informational message.
discarded (PARM =seq II).

69 CLASOO03 An inbound packet has been None. Informational message.
discarded due to lack of reassembly
resources.

70 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM a BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

71 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMappendbuf call (PARM 1:1 BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

72 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRlt at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM a BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

73 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMappendbuf call (PARM c BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

74 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

7S CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRlt at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM c BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

76 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See ''Submitting an SR" at the
SM4'get call (PARM = SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

77 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRlt at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM == BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

78 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
DICTdelete call to the port dictionary beginning of this manual.
(PARM a DICT error code).
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any))
Code Class

79 CLASOO03 An error result was returned on a See PATH error code
PROBE reply message (PARM = explanations listed in this
PATH error code). section.

80 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
SM4'rel call (PARM c SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

81 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM =BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

82 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
SM 4'rel call (PARM =SM 4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

83 CLASOOO3 A TCP PM has deactivated with a See the "PARM=" value listed
non -normal termination code (PARM in the "Network Transport
a TCP termination code as returned Protocol Errors" Table in
by IPCCHECK). Section 2.

84 CLASOOO3 An error result was returned on a See PATH error code
PATH'get call (PARM =PATH error explanations.
code).

85 CLASOOO3 An error result was returned on a See PATH error code
PATH'get call (PARM =PATH error explanations.
code).

86 CLASOOO6 Statistic summary for a deactivated See "PARM=" value in
TCP PM (PARM = TCP termination "Network Transport Protocol
code as returned by IPCCHECK). Errors" Table in Section 2.

87 CLASOOOI A TCP internal error has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any»
Code Class

88 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM:;: BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

89 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM I: BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

90 CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been None.
discarded Case 0 of state
ESTABLISHED (PARM I: seq H).

91 CLASOOOI An invalid message of unknown type See ''Submitting an SR" at the
has been received. beginning of this manual.

92 CLASOOOI An invalid timer message has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
received. beginning of this manual.

93 CLASOOOI An invalid timer message has been See ''Submitting an SR" at the
received beginning of this manual.

94 CLASOOOI An invalid timer message has been See ''Submitting an SR" at the
received beginning of this manual.

95 CLASOOOI An invalid timer message has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
received beginning of this manual.

96 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

97 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action (if any»
Code Class

98 CLASOOOI A TCP internal error has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

99 CLASOOOI A TCP internal error has been See IISubmitting an SR" at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

100 CLASOOOI A TCP internal error has been See "Submitting an SRII at the
encounteredo beginning of this manual.

101 CLASOOOI A TCP internal error has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

102 CLASOOOI A TCP internal error has been See "Submitting an SRu at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

103 CLASOO02 An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SRII at the
a BFMSETBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

104 CLASOO02 An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SRII at the
a BFMSETBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARMgBFM error code).

105 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

106 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See IISubmitting an SR" at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

107 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See IISubmitting an SRII at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

108 CLASOO03 A DATA packet with invalid None. Informational message.
sequence number has been
discarded in close'wait state
(RST not on).

109 CLASOOO3 A DATA packet with invalid None. Informational message.
sequence number has been
discarded in close'wait state
(RST on).

110 CLASOOO3 An ACK packet with ack status None. Informational message.
"none" has been discarded in
close'wait state.

111 CLASOOO3 An ACK packet with ack status None. Informational message.
"invalid" has been discarded in
close'wait state.

112 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SRII at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

113 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODED (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

114 CLASOOO3 A DATA packet with invalid None. Informational message.
sequence nurnber has been
discarded in closing state (RST
not on).

115 CLASOOO3 A DATA packet with invalid None. Informational message.
sequence number has been
discarded in closing state (RST
on).

116 CLASOOO3 An ACK packet with ack status None. Informational message.
"none" has been discarded in
closing state.

117 CLASOO03 An ACK packet with ack status None. Informational message.
"invalid" has been discarded in
closing state.

118 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

119 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

120 CLASOO03 A DATA packet with invalid None. Informational message.
sequence number has been
discarded in fin'wait 1 state
(RST not on).

121 CLASOO03 A DATA packet with invalid None. Informational message.
sequence number has been
discarded in fin'wait 1 state
(RST on).

122 CLASOOO3 An ACK packte with ack None. Informational Message.
status "none" has been discarded
in fin'wait I state.

123 CLASOO03 An ACK packet with ack status None. Informational message.
"invalid" has been discarded in
fin'wait 1 state.
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODED (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

124 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SRIt at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM:::BFM error code).

125 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SRII at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

126 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SRII at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM::rBFM error code).

127 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SRII at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM:::BFM error code).

l

128 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See IISubmitting an SRII at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

129 CLASOO03 A DATA packet with invalid None. Informational message.
sequence number has been
discarded in fin'wait2 state
(RST not on).

130 CLASOO03 A DATA packet with invalid None. Informational message.
sequence number has been
discarded in fin'wait2 state
(RST on).

131 CLASOO03 An ACK packet with ack status None. Informational message.
tlnone" has been discarded in
fin'wait2 state.

132 CLASOO03 An ACK packet with ack status None. Informational message.
lIinvalid" has been discarded in
fin'wait2 state.

133 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See ItSubmitting an SR" at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

134 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See tlSubmitting an SRI! at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODED (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

135 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SRI! at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

136 CLASOO03 A DATA packet with invalid None. Informational message.
sequence number has been
discarded in time'wait state
(RST not on).

137 CLASOO03 A DATA packet with invalid None. Informational message.
sequence number has been
discarded in time'wait state
(RST on).

138 CLASOO03 An ACK packet with ack status None. Informational message.
"none" has been discarded in
time'wait state.

139 CLASOO03 An ACK packet with ack status None. Informational message.
"invalid" has been discarded in
time'wait state.

140 CLASOOO3 An ACK packet with ack status None. Informational message.
"validll has been discarded in
time'wait state.

141 CLASOOOI A TCP internal error has been See "Submitting an SR" at the
encountered - a time'wait timer beginning of this manual.
elpased message has been
received when such a timer was
not active.

142 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMSHAREBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

143 CLASOOO5 A TCP connection received a None.
source quench message from the
IP module via the TCP SIP. This
forces the connection to limit
the number of outstanding
packets to the remote node for
given a period of time. In
essence, it tells the connection
to "slow down" the sending of
packets.
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODED (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

144 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

145 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See IISubmitting an SR" at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code).

146 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See IISubmitting an SRu at the
a BFMSHAREBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code),

147 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SRII at the
a BFMFREEBUF call beginning of this manual.
(PARM=BFM error code),

148 CLASOO03 An error result was returned on None. Informational message.
a BFMAPPENDBUF call.
Retry connection.
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

149 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMfreebuf call (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFM error code).

150 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMfreebuf call (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFM code).

151 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SRlI at the
a BFMfreebuf call (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFM error code).

152 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See ''Submitting an SRII at the
a BFMbufferinfo call (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFM error code).

153 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a SM4)rel call (PARM :: SM 4 beginning of this manual.
error code).

154 CLASOOO3 A TCP packet was to have been Repeated retransmissions of
retransmitted but the original this type suggest a possible
packet has not yet been outbound link problem.

\ successfully transmitted by the
link layer. The retransmission
timer has been restarted but the
packet has not been actually
resent. (PARM = seq H).

155 CLASOOOI Illegal DST while attempting to See ''Submitting an SR" at the
update IP statistics) in outbound beginning of this manual.
FASTPATH.

156 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMsharebuf call (PARM :: beginning of this manual.
BFM error code).
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

157 CLASOOO3 A FASTPATH TCP packet has Repeated retransmissions
been retransmitted suggest possible link or
(PARM = seq H). configuration problems. See

error code lOin the "Network
Transport Protocol Errors"
table in this manual.

158 CLASOOO2 The LAN link was down when Refer to the section on
TCP attempted to send a investigating link problems in
FASTPATH outbound packet to the Introduction section of
the Translator. this manual.

159 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a SM4'rel call (PARM = SM4 beginning of this manual.
error code).

160 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMfreebuf call (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFM error code).

161 CLASOOO2 The LAN link was down when Refer to the section on
TCP attempted to send a investigating link problems in
FASTPATH outbound packet to the Introduction section of
the Translator. this manual.

162 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a SM4'rel call (PARM = SM4 beginning of this manual.
error code).

163 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on See "Submitting an SR" at the
a BFMfreebuf call (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFM error code).

164 CLASOOOI Illegal DST while attempting to See "Submitting an SR" at the
update IP statistics, in outbound beginning of this manual.
FASTPATH.
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TABLE 4-13. TCP PM LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

165 CLASOOOI An error result was returned See "Submitting an SR" at the
from a BFMFreeBuf call beginning of this manual.
(PARM =BFM error code).

166 CLASOOOI SM4 reported an error when See "Submitting an SR" at the
attempting to return a SM4 to beginning of this manual.
the free list (PARM =SM4 error
code).

167 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned See "Submitting an SRII at the
from a BFMWriteBuf call beginning of this manual.
(PARM =BFM error code).
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Logging Location Codes

Note: The TCP header is contained in the message frame logged on inbound packets. The header begins at
word 18 of the message frame. SEQ # is defined as the low order 16 bits of the TCP packet sequence
number.

TABLE 4-14. TCP SIP LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

0 CLASOOOI Received a port message before See "Submitting an SR" at the
receiving the CP initialization beginning of this manual.
message (PARM c message function).

1 CLASOOOI Received an invalid CP message See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM 1:1 message function). beginning of this manual.

2 CLASOOOI Received an invalid SIP message See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM I: message function). beginning of this manual.

3 CLASOOOI Received an invalid NS format See "Submitting an SR" at the
message (PARM a message function). beginning of this manual.

4 CLASOOOI Received an invalid NetiPC message See "Submitting an SR" at the
(PARM a message function). beginning of this manual.

S CLASOOOI Received an invalid message of See "Submitting an SR" at the
unknown format (PARM c message beginning of this manual.
function).

6 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SRtI at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

7 CLASOO02 An error result was returned on a If the DST size is not
DICTadd call The TCP SIP was configured to its maximum
therefore not started (PARM g DIeT size) increase its size to the
error code). maximum. If it is already at

its maximum) see "Submitting
an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.
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TABLE 4-14. TCP SIP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

8 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
DICTadd call The TCP SIP was beginning of this manual.
therefore not started (PARM = DICT
error code).

9 CLASOO02 An inbound connection could not be Increase the number of TCP
opened because the maximum number connections configured.
configured has been reached.

10 CLASOO04 The TCP SIP has been started. None. Informational message.

II CLASOO02 An error result was returned on a If the DST size is not
DICTadd call The user's call socket configured to its maximum
was therefore not opened (PARM = size) increase its size to the
DICT error code). maximum. If it is already at

its maximum) see ''Submitting
an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.

12 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
DICTdelete call (PARM::: DICT error beginning of this manual.
code).

13 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on a See ''Submitting an SR" at the
CREATEPORT call. The TCP beginning of this manual.
connection was therefore not opened
(PARM::: PORT error code).

14 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
DICTdelete call (PARM::: DICT error beginning of this manual.
code).

15 CLASOOOI A TCP internal error has been See ''Submitting an SR" at the
encountered. beginning of this manual.

16 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See ''Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

17 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

18 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
DICTdelete call (PARM ::: DIeT error beginning of this manual.
code).
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TABLE 4-14. TCP SIP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

19 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM c BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

20 CLASOO03 An inbound connection request Repeated checksum errors on
packet has been discarded because of connection request packets
a checksum error (PARM = seq H). indicate a possible link

problem.

21 CLASOO03 An inbound packet has been Repeated checksum errors
discarded because of a checksum indicate a possible link
error (PARM c seq H). problem.

22 CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been A large number of "packet
discarded. Case I of state CLOSED discard state" log events may
(PARM;: seq H). signify poorly synchronized

TCP communications.

23 CLASOO03 An invalid inbound packet has been None. Informational message.
discarded. Case 0 of state LISTEN
(PARM a: seq H).

24 CLASOOO3 An invalid inbound packet has been None. Informational message.
discarded. Case 5 of state LISTEN
(PARM c seq H).

25 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM c BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

26 CLASOOO3 An error result was returned on a See PATH error explanations
PATH'get call (PARM;: PATH error listed elsewhere in this
code). section.

27 CLASOOO3 An inbound connection request Check status of process which
packet was discarded because the owns the call socket.
maximum connection requests were
already pending to the call socket
(PARM :z seq H).
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TABLE 4-14. TCP SIP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

28 CLASOOO2 An inbound connection could not be See "Submitting an SRI. at the
created due to a port create failure beginning of this manual.
(PARM:::: error code).

29 CLASOOO2 An inbound connection could not be See l'Submitting an SR" at the
created due to a CREATEPORT' beginning of this manual.
failure (PARM = PORT error code).

30 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

31 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

32 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See "Submitting an SRII at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

33 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See IlSubmitting an SR" at the
BFMgetbufnowr call (PARM :::: BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

34 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRII at the
BFMbufgranted message (PARM = beginning of this manual.
BFM error code).

3S CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRII at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM:::: BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

36 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMwritebuf call (PARM = BFM beginning of this manual.
error code).

37 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

38 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See IISubmitting an SRII at the
SM4'get call (PARM I: SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

39 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SR" at the
BFMfreebuf call (PARM = BFM error beginning of this manual.
code).

40 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See IISubmitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-14. TCP SIP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

41 CLASOO02 An outbound connection could not be See "Submitting an SRtI at the
created due to a port create failure beginning of this manual.
(PARM g error code).

42 CLASOOO6 Statistic summary for the deactivated None. Statistical information.
TCP SIP.

43 CLASOOO4 The TCP SIP has been deactivated. None. Nodal information.

44 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRII at the
SM4'rel call (PARM =SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

45 CLASOOOI An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRtI at the
SM4'rel call (PARM =SM4 error beginning of this manual.
code).

46 CLASOOOI A TCP internal resource error has See lISubmitting an SR" at the
been encountered. beginning of this manual.

47 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on an See "Submitting an SR" at the
NMdelentry call (PARM = beginning of this manual.
NMENTRY error code).

48 CLASOOO3 An outbound packet could not be sent Repeated occurrences? See
due to a SM4 error (PARM = SM4 "Submitting an SR" at the
error code). beginning of this manual.

49 CLASOOO3 An outbound packet could not be sent See PATH error explanations.
due to a path error (PARM =PATH
error code).

50 CLASOOO3 An outbound packet could not be sent See PATH error explanations.
due to a path error (PARM =PATH
error code).

51 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on an See "Submitting an SR" at the
NMaddentry call (PARM = beginning of this manual.
NMENTRY error code).

52 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on an See "Submitting an SRtI at the
NMaddentry call (PARM = beginning of this manual.
NMENTRY error code).
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TABLE 4-14. TCP SIP LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

53 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on an See "Submitting an SR" at the
NMdelentry call (PARM :::: beginning of this manual.
NMENTRY error code).

54 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on a Ensure proper buffer
BFMgetbufnowr call This error configuration) check the
indicates a possible problem in the IEEE802 NI Data
outbound buffer pool configuration. configuration screen. If fine:
(PARM:::: BFM error code). See "Submitting an SRI! at the

beginning of this manual.

55 CLASOOO2 A call socket could not be opened Increase the number of TCP
because the maximum number connections configured with
configured has been reached. the TCP Data configuration

screen.

56 CLASOOO2 An outbound connection could not be Increase the number of TCP
opened because the maximum number connections configured with
configured has been reached. the TCP Data configuration

screen. Also check for proper
I PCSHUTDOWN procedures in
any user applications.

57 CLASOOO2 The TCP SIP received an ICMP None.
message from the IP module
(PARM::::ICMP type word).

60 CLASOOO2 An error result was returned on a See "Submitting an SRI! at the
BFMWRITEBUF call. beginning of this manual.

61 CLASOOOI Invalid message frame from NCMS. See "Submitting an SR" at the
bginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL 10 LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Logging Location Codes

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

I CLASOOOI A port message was received See "Submitting an SR" at the
containing an invalid beginning of this manual.
function code
(PARM=function code).

2 CLASOOO4 Dial ID protocol started. Informational message.

3 CLASOOO2 The room allocated for the See "Submitting an SR" at the
node name and path report is beginning of this manual.
too small (PARM=required
number of bytes needed).

4 CLASOOO2 The packet received was not a Enable data trace for the Dial
valid Dial ID message type. ID protocol while this log
The packet is discarded messge is generated. See
(PARM=message type of "Submitting an SR" at the
received packet). beginning of this manual.

5 CLASOOOI The sending of a 'dial' message See "Submitting an SR" at the
to the Control Process using beginning of this manual.
DICTSEND failed
(PARM=resuIt code of
DICTSEND call).

6 CLASOOO4 Dial ID protocol stopped. Informational message.

7 CLASOOO2 A port timer message was InformationaI message.
received with no matching
request (PARM=timer request
idle

8 CLASOOO3 Retransmission has occurred Informational message.
(PARM=index of device over
which retransmission has
occurred).

9 CLASOOOI The sending of a link shut See "Submitting an SR" at the
message to the Control Process beginning of this manual.
using DICTSEND failed
(PARM=result code of
DICTSEND call).

10 CLASOO02 The status returned from the Verify that the phone number
Control Process attempting to is correct in the configuration
download the phone nurnber file. See "Submitting an SR"
to the device (PARM=resuIt of at the beginning of this
NMLINKDIAL call). manual.
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

II CLASOOOI A port message was received See "Submitting an SR" at the
on the timer subqueue but beginning of this manual.
was not a timer message
(PARMgfunction code of
received message).

12 CLASOOOI A call to BFMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while writing the beginning of this manual.
header for a request packet
(PARM=result of
BFMWRITEBUF).

13 CLASOOOI A call to BFMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while writing the node beginning of this manual.
name for a request packet
(PARM=result of
BFMWRITEBUF).

14 CLASOOOI A call to BFMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while writing the path beginning of this manual.
report for a request packet
(PARM=result of
BFMWRITEBUF).

15 CLASOOOI A call to BFMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while writing the beginning of this manual.
security string for a request
packet (PARM=result of
BFMWRITEBUF).

16 CLASOOO2 The maximum number of Verify why the remote node is
retransmissions has ocurred not responding to the Dial ID
over a link (PARM=index of packets. It is also possible
the device that retransmission that the remote node could be
had occurred). so congested that either the

number of retransmissions or
the retransmission interval
configured for the Dial ID
protocol is too short. Increase
one of these values if the
problem persists.

17 CLASOOOS A Dial ID transaction has Informational message.
been initiated over a device
from the local node
(PARM=index of the device).
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

18 CLASOO05 A Dial ID transaction has Informational message.
completed over a device
(PARM=completion code and
index of the device). The
completion code is contained
in the 4 upper bits of the
parm. (Completion codes are:
(0) successful completion; (1)
Retries exhausted; (3)
PDX'NAME'CACHE failed;
(5) Request rejected by either
the local or remote node; (6)
internal error. The index of
the device is contained in the
lower 12 bits).

19 CLASOO02 A remote node is attempting Verify that there is a valid
connection and has failed mapping entry in the
because of one of the configuration file for the
following reasons: (1) There is remote node.
no mapping entry configured
for the node attempting
connection on a particular
device; (2) There is a dial
request outstanding to a node
with a different IP address
than the one attempting
connection. A reply rejecting
the request is sent to the
remote node.

20 CLASOO02 A remote node is attempting Reconfigure either the remote
connection and the network node or local node so that the
number of its IP address does network number of their IP
not match the network addresses match. It is also
number of the network possible that the remote node
interface over which the Dial is calling the wrong phone
ID protocol is active. A reply number, therefore getting
rejecting the request is sent to routed to the wrong link and
the remote node. network interface.
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

21 CLASOOO2 A packet was received that Verify that the remote node
did not contain a correct has Dial ID configured for its
value for the version in the link and is sending valid Dial
Dial ID header 10 packets. If the problem
(PARM~version of received persists, enable data trace for
packet). the DiaiiD protocol while

this log message is generated.
See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

22 CLASOOO2 Two nodes are initiating Initiate the connections either
connection over a link over separate links or at
simultaneously but the IP separate times.
address of the remote is not
what the local node expected.
A reply rejecting the request
is sent to the remote node.

23 CLASOOO5 A Dial ID transaction has Informational message.
been initiated over a device
from a remote node
(PARM:aindex of the device).

24 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMREADBUF Either the packet has a bad
failed while reading the node format or has been corrupted
name from a request packet. in transit.
A reply rejecting the request
is sent to the remote node
(PARM=result of
BFMREADEBUF).

25 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMREADBUF Either the packet has a bad
failed while reading the Path format or has been corrupted
Report from a request packet in transit.
(PARM=result of
BFMREADEBUF).

26 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMREADBUF Either the packet has a bad
failed while reading the format or has been corrupted
Security String from a request in transit.
packet (PARM=result of
BFMREADEBUF).
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

27 CLASOOO2 The IP address of the remote Verify that the local node is
node did not match the IP using the correct link for the
address that the local node intended remote node and
intended to call (PARMl:llow verify that the IP address in
word of IP address of the the mapping entry is correct.
remote node). A
acknowledgment rejecting the
reply is sent to the remote
node (PARMcresult of
BFMREADEBUF).

28 CLASOOOI A call to BFMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while writing the beginning of this manual.
header for a reply packet
(PARM=result of
BFMWRITEBUF).

29 CLASOOOI A call to BFMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while writing the node beginning of this manual.
name for a reply packet
(PARM;:result of
BFMWRITEBUF).

30 CLASOOOI A call to BRMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while writing the path beginning of this manual.
report for a reply packet
(PARM;:result of
BFMWRITEBUF).

31 CLASOOOI A call to BFMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed while writing the beginning of this manual.
security string for a reply
packet (PARMcresult of
BFMWRITEBUF).

32 CLASOOOI A call to BFMWRITEBUF See "Submitting an SRIt at the
failed while writing the beginning of this manual.
header for an
acknowledgment packet
(PARM:::result of
BFMWRITEBUF).
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

33 CLASOOO2 The sequence number of a See "Submitting an SR" at the
reply packet sent from a beginning of this manual.
remote node does not rnatch
sequence number sent in the
request packet sent from the
local node. Either the reply
packet has been corrupted or
the remote node is not
responding correctly to the
Dial ID request packet
(PARM=sequence number
received in the reply message).

34 CLASOOO2 A reply packet was received See "Submitting an SR" at the
but the Dial ID protocol was beginning of this manual.
not in the correct internal
state to receive a reply
(PARM=state of the Dial ID
protocol).

35 CLASOOO2 A call BFMREADBUF failed Either the packet has a bad
while reading the node name format or has been corrupted
from a reply packet. An in transit.
acknowledgment rejecting the
reply is sent to the remote
node (PARM=result of
BFMREADEBUF).

36 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMREADBUF Either the packet has a bad
failed while reading the Path format or has been corrupted
Report from a reply packet. in transit.
(An acknowledgment
rejecting the reply is sent to
the remote node
(PARM=result of
BFMREADEBUF).

37 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMREADBUF Either the packet has a bad
failed while reading security format or has been corrupted
string from a reply packet. in transit.
An acknowledgment rejecting
the reply is sent to the remote
node (PARM=result of
BFMREADEBUF).
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

38 CLASOO02 A remote node is attempting Reconfigure either the remote
connection and the network node or local node so that the
number of its IP address does network number of their IP
not match the network addresses match. It is also
number of the network possible that the local node is
interface over which the Dial calling the wrong phone
ID protocol is active. An nurnber, therefore getting
acknowledgment rejecting the routed to the wrong link and
reply is sent to the remote network interface.
node.

39 CLASOO02 The status field in a Dial ID Based upon the PARM value,
reply packet was non -zero, verify that the configuration
meaning the remote node has is correct. It may be helpful
rejected the local node's to find the matching log
request packet (ie. rejected message on the remote node
the connection attempt). that prompted the rejection.
(PARM=reason for rejection:
(l) The security string was
invalid; (2) Format of the
packet is bad; (3) The IP
addresses contained in the
Path Report was invalid; (4)
Rejected for unknown
reasons).

40 CLASOO02 The status field of a Dial 10 Based upon the PARM value,
acknowledgment packet was verify that the configuration
non-zero meaning the remote is correct. It may be helpful
node has rejected the local to find the matching log
node's reply packet (ie. message on the remote node
rejected the connection that prompted the rejection.
attempt). (PARM=reason for
rejection: (1) The security
string was invalid; (2) Format
of the packet is bad; (3) The
IP address contained in the
Path Report was invalid; (4)
Rejected for unknown
reasons).

41 CLASOOO2 An acknowledgment packet See "Submitting an SR" at the
was received but the Dial 10 beginning of this manual.
protocol was not in the
correct internal state to
receive an ack (parm=state of
the Dial ID protocol).
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

42 CLASOO02 The sequence number of an See "Submitting an SR" at the
acknowledgment packet does beginning of this manual.
not match sequence number
sent in the reply packet.
Either the ack packet has
been corrupted or the remote
node is not responding
correctly to the DiaiiD reply
packet (PARM=sequence
number received in the ack
message).

43 CLASOO06 Dial ID is logging statistics InformationaI message.
prior to its port termination.

44 CLASOO02 There is no matching internal It is possible that if the
Dial ID queue element for the remote node is heavily
device in which an congested the queue element
acknowledgment packet was can be deleted before the late
just received (PARM=index of packet arrives. This can be
device). considered normal. If the

problem does not appear to be
related to this, then see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

4S CLASOO02 There is no matching internal It is possible that if the
Dial ID queue for the device remote node is heavily
in which a reply packet was congested the queue element
just received (PARM=index of can be deleted before the late
device). packet arrives. This can be

considered normal. If the
problem does not appear to be
related to this then see
"Submitting an SR" at the
begining of this manual.

46 CLASOO02 A call to the internal None.
procedure
PDX'NAME'CACHE failed.
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

47 CLASOO02 The security string contained Verify that a security strings
in the remote node's reply configured under the DiailD
packet does not match any of protocol at the local node
the strings configured at the math the one sent by the
local node. remote node.

48 CLASOO02 The security string contained Verify that security string
in the remote node)s request sent by the remote node
packet does not match any of rnatches one in the list of
the strings configured at the security strings configured
local node. under the Dial ID protocol at

the local node.

49 CLASOO02 A duplicate (retransmitted) Either the packet was
request packet has been corrupted in transit or the
received) but the sequence remote node is not
number of the packet does not transmitting packets
rnatch the sequence nurnber correctly. If thought to be the
of the previous request latter case see "Submitting an
packet. The packet is SR" at the beginning of this
discarded (PARM=sequence manual.
nurnber contained in the
duplicate packet).

50 CLASOO02 The Dial ID protocol has Reconfigure so that the link is
detected that the configured larger than the value
link size is too small for the contained in the PARM.
largest packet that may be
sent by DiaiiD
(PARM=smallest link size
acceptable to Dial ID in
octal).

51 CLASOO02 A duplicate (retransmitted) Either the packet was
request packet has been corrupted in transit or the
received while two nodes are remote node is not
attempting connection transmitting packets
simultaneously) but the correctly. If thought to be the
sequence number of the latter case see "Submitting an
packet does not match the SR" at the beginning of this
sequence number of the manual.
previous request packet. The
packet is discarded
(PARM=sequence number
contained in the duplicate
packet).
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

52 CLASOOOI A port message was received See "Submitting an SR" at the
on the getbuf reply subqueue beginning of this manual.
but was not a getbuf reply
message (PARM=function
code of received message).

53 CLASOOOI A call to BFMWRITEBUF See IISubmitting an SR" at the
failed while writing the beginning of this manual.
Header for an ack-ack packet
(PARM=result of
BFMWRITEBUF).

54 CLASOOO2 There is no matching internal It is possible that if the
Dial ID queue element for the remote node is heavily
device in which an ack-ack congested the queue element
packet was just received can be deleted before the late
(PARM=index of device). packet arrives. This can be

considered normal. If the
problem does not appear to be
related to this then see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

55 CLASOOO2 The sequence number of an See IISubmitting an SR" at the
ack-ack packet does not beginning of this manual.
match sequence number sent
in the acknowledgment
packet. Either the ack-ack
packet has been corrupted or
the remote node is not
responding correctly to the
DiallD acknowledgment
packet (PARM=sequence
number received in the
ack-ack message).

S6 CLASOOO2 An ack-ack packet was See IlSubmitting an SRII at the
received but the Dial ID beginning of this manual.
protocol was not in the
correct internal state to
receive an ack-ack
(PARM-state of the Dial IP
protocol).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

57,58,62 CLASOOOI A call to BFMFREEBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
63,64)65 failed (PARM=result code beginning of this manual.
66,67)68 returned from
69,70,71 BFMFREEBUF).
72)73,74
75,76,78
80,81,87

59 CLASOO02 A call to BFMREADBUF See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed when reading the beginning of this manual.
buffer containing the node
name and path report
(PARM=resuIt code returned
from BFMREADBUF).

60 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMBUFFERINFO See "Submitting an SR" at the
on the buffer containing the beginning of this manual.
node name and path report
failed (PARM=result code
returned from
BFMBUFFERINFO).

61 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMUSERINFO See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed during startup beginning of this manual.
(PARM=result code returned
from BFMUSERINFO).

77 CLASOO02 A call to BFMREADBUF Either the packet has a bad
failed while readuing the Path format or has been corrupted
Report from a Dial 10 packet. in transit.
A rejection packet is sent to
the remote node
(PARM=result of
BFMREADEBUF).

79 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMBUFFERINFO See "Submitting an SR" at the
failed on the buffer beginning of this manual.
containing a packet to be
retransmitted (PARM=result
code returned from
BFMBUFFERINFO).

82 CLASOOO2 A call to BFMSHAREBUF None.
failed.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

83 CLASOO02 A call to SM4'REL failed. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

84 CLASOO02 A call to BFMREADBUF See IISubmitting an SRII at the
failed while reading the beginning of this manual.
header from a Dial ID packet
from a remote node
(PARM=result of
BFMREADBUF).

85 CLASOO02 A call to BFMGETBUF failed See "Submitting an SRII at the
when attempting to get an beginning of this manual.
outbound buffer for a request
packet (PARM=result of
BFMGETBUF).

86 CLASOO02 A remote node is attempting Determine why the remote
connection by sending a Dial node is attempting connection
ID request packet but the when the connection has
local node thinks that the already been made. It may be
node is already connected. necessary to hang up the link
The request packet is between the two nodes and
discarded. re -establish connection.

88 CLASOO02 A call to BFMGETBUF failed See "Submitting an SR" at the
when attempting to get an beginning of this manual.
outbound buffer for a reply
packet (PARM=result of
BFMGETBUF).

89 CLASOO02 A call to BFMGETBUF failed See IISubmitting an SRII at the
when attempting to get an beginning of this manual.
outbound buffer for an
acknowledgment packet
(PARM=result of
BFMGETBUF).

90 CLASOO02 A call to BFMGETBUF failed See "Submitting an SR" at the
when attempting to get an beginning of this manual.
outbound buffer for an
ack-ack packet (PARM=result
of BFMGETBUF).
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TABLE 4-15. DIAL ID LOGGING LOCATION CODES (cont'd)

Loc. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

91 CLASOOO2 The Dial ID protocol has If the link is a manual dial
waited for approximately five link, then the operator
minutes for transmission of a probably never dialed the
packet. The connection phone or replied to the
attempt is aborted. console request. If the link is

an autodial link, then there
could be failure with the
autocall unit or the remote
node is not answering the
phone.
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Logging Location Codes

The following describes how to interpret the Parameter value (Parm Value) of a logging location that uses
this value as the ICMP Type/Code Word. The Network Transport Entities PXP SIP and TCP SIP log the
event that an ICMP message was received. The Parameter value must be interpreted as a two byte value. '"
The first byte indicates the ICMP message type and the second byte indicates the code. The second byte is ... J
only meaningful for two types of ICMP messages, Destination Unreachable and Time Exceeded. .

TABLE 4-16. ICMP TYPE/CODE WORDS

Parm Explanation Action
Value

001400 Destination Unreachable. A gateway or Verify that the routing information
intermediate router node was unable to about the destination node in the
forward the IP datagram that configuration file of the source (local)
originated from the node that logs this node is correct. Verify that the
message. According to the gateway or destination node is operational. If the
router node routing tables, the destination node is in a router network,
destination network is unreachable. verify that the routing information to

the nodes along the datagram's path is
correct and the links and NIs are
started in those nodes. If the
destination node is located in a network
different than the source (local) node,
verify that the routing information at
the gateways along the datagram's path
is correct and the links and NIs are
started.

001401 Destination Unreachable. A gateway or Verify that the routing information
intermediate router node was unable to about the destination node in the
forward the IP datagram that configuration file of the source (local)
originated from the node that logs this node is correct. Verify that the
message. According to the gateway or destination node is operational. If the
router node routing tables, the destination node is in a router network,
destination node is unreachable. verify that the routing information at

the intermediate nodes along the
datagram's path is correct and the links
and Nls are started at those nodes. If
the destination node is located in a
network different than the source
(local) node, verify that the routing
information at the gateways along the
datagram's path is correct and the links
and Nls are started.
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TABLE 4-16. ICMP TYPE/CODE WORDS (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Parm Explanation Action
Value

001402 Destination Unreachable. The This ICMP message should not occur in
destination node was unable to deliver normal network operation between HP
the IP datagram that originated from nodes. Contact your HP representative
the node that logs this message. for assistance.
According to the destination node, the
IP module cannot deliver the datagram
because the indicated protocol (TCP or
PXP) is not active.

001403 Destination Unreachable. The This ICMP message should not occur in
destination node was unable to deliver normal network operation between HP
the IP datagram that originated from nodes. Contact your HP representative
the node that logs this message. for assistance.
According to the destination node, the
IP module cannot deliver the datagram
because the socket (port) is not open.

001404 Destination Unreachable. A gateway This ICMP message should not occur in
was unable to forward the IP datagram normal network operation between HP
that originated from the node that logs nodes. Contact your HP representative
this message. The datagram must be for assistance.
fragmented but the Don't Fragment
Flag is on.

001405 Destination Unreachable. The gateway This ICMP message should not occur in
was unable to deliver the IP datagram normal network operation between HP
that originated from the node that logs nodes.
this message. According to the
gateway, the IP module cannot deliver
the datagram because of a source route
failure. Source routes are configured in
the Options field of the IP header.

005400 Time Exceeded. A gateway or If after verifying all links are
intermediate router node found that operational, it may be necessary to
the Time-To-Live (TTL) field in the increase the Reachable Hop Count in
datagram is zero. Either a link has the Static Neighbor Gateway
failed, to cause a packet to become lost Reachable Network screen during
in the network or the Time-To-Live is configuration. If the destination node is
too short. on a router network it may be

necessary to increase the Network Hop
Count in its Router Network Interface
screen.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-16. ICMP TYPE/CODE WORDS (cont'd)

Parm Explanation Action
Value

005401 Time Exceeded. The destination node Reception of this ICMP message can
cannot complete the reassembly of an occur occasionally in normal network
IP datagram within its time limit due operation, but if this problem is
to missing fragments. The timer is set persistent, determine the cause of the
at I 5 seconds. Missing fragments can be reassembly failure at the destination
caused by fragments that are lost in the node by verifying the routing of
network, fragments that are delayed packets from the source (local) node.
for a long time (perhaps by a congested Intermediate nodes or gateways may be
gateway), or caused by a corrupt heavily congested or routing may be
datagram. incorrect. If the problem still cannot be

determined, then contact HP for
assistance.

006000 Parameter Problem. The destination This ICMP message should not occur in
node or gateway was unable to deliver normal network operation between HP
the IP datagram that originated from nodes. Contact your HP representative
the node that logs this message because for assistance.
of problems with the header
parameters. One potential source of
such a problem is incorrect arguments
in the Options field of the IP header.

002000 Source Quench. Several things can Reception of this ICMP message can
trigger source quench messages: occur in normal network operation, but

if this problem persists, it may be
(1) A gateway, intermediate router node necessary to review the resource
or destination node was unable to allocation at the node generating the
forward or deliver the IP datagram ICMP message. It may require
because of lack of resources (eg. increasing the number of store and
buffers). forward buffers configured in the IP

Protocol screen or the number of
(2) A gateway, intermediate router node inbound buffers configured in the
or destination node was unable to appropriate network interface screen.
forward or deliver the IP datagram Care should be taken in increasing
because the capacity limit of resource these values since this increases the
(eg. buffers) is being approached. In queuing at these nodes and may result
this case, the IP datagram is NOT in longer delays. It might be wiser to
discarded. On receipt of a source review the traffic patterns and perhaps
quench ICMP message, the source will alter the routing information so that a
cut back its rate of TCP traffic to the better path is chosen.
destination node specified in the ICMP
message. Source quench messages are
sent to the source of the traffic and
therefore logged at the source. The
source node will gradually increase the
rate at which it sends traffic to the
destination.
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TABLE 4-16. ICMP TYPE/CODE WORDS (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Parm Explanation Action
Value

002400 Redirect. A gateway has received an IP Reception of this ICMP message can
datagram that originated from the node occur in normal network operation.
(local node) that logs this message. It Depending on the cause of the Redirect
indicates that the local node's routing message different actions should be
information is incorrect or taken.
out-of-date. The Redirect message
will cause the local node to send its If the networks are operating on the
traffic for the destination network to gateway that sent the Redirect then the
the gateway specified in the Redirect local node's routing information
message. conflicts with the gateway's routing

information. The conflict occurs when
the local node thinks that the gateway
sending the Redirect (01) is the best
path to a given network (N 1), whereas
01 thinks that another gateway (02) is
best. The Redirect will dynamically
alter the routing information in the
local node so that traffic for N 1 will be
sent to 02 instead of 01. This new
routing information will be lost when
the local node's network transport is
shut. In this case reconfigure either the
local node or gateway so the routing
information to N 1 is consistent.

The Redirect may also be caused by a
link failure or a network that is not
operational on the gateway (01) that
sent the Redirect. In this case, 01 may,
depending on the topology, possibly
misroute packets in the network.
Immediate action should be taken to
correct the failure at the gateway or
reconfigure the local node to route
traffic for a given network through
another gateway.
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Logging Location Codes

NETWORK SERVICES LOGGING MESSAGES

TABLE 4-17. CX LOGGING ERRORS

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

I CLASOOO3 The NS keyword table was not See "Submitting an SR" at
allocated during system startup prior the beginning of this
to an NS command execution. manual.

2 CLASOOO3 The NS global data segment was not See ''Submitting an SR" at
allocated during system startup, or the beginning of this
has been lost. manual.

"

3 CLASOOO3 Bad format in the ASCAT.NET.SYS Check that the message
catalog. sets of the

ASCAT. NET. SYS catalog
are correct. Run the
MAKECAT utility to
prepare the message
catalog properly.

4 CLASOOO3 The NS keyword table is not large See "Submitting an SR" at
enough to contain all keywords from the beginning of this
the ASCAT. NET.SYS catalog. manual.

6 CLASOOO2 The NS keyword table extra data Contact your system
segment could not be allocated manager; increase the
because of insufficient memory or number of configured
free DSTs. DSTs or obtain more

memory.

7 CLASOOO3 The port used for communication See "Submitting an SR" at
between the CI and the VT server the beginning of this
could not be added to the MPE port manual.
dictionary.

8 CLASOO03 The VT service request could not be See "Submitting an SR" at
sent to the DSDAD process port. the beginning of this

manual.

9 CLASOOO3 The start VT port message could not See "Submitting an SR" at
be sent to the VT server process. the beginning of this

manual.

10 CLASOO02 A port for communication between See ''Submitting an SR" at
the CI and VT server process could the beginning of this
not be created. manual.
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TABLE 4-17. ex LOGGING ERRORS (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

12 CLASOOO3 The VT service could not be initiated. See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this
manual.

11 CLASOOO2 A port DST entry could not be See IlSubmitting an SRII at
allocated for the port between the CI the beginning of this
and VT server. manual.

13 CLASOOO3 A port message with an unexpected See IISubmitting an SRIl at
function code was received from the the beginning of this
VT server process. manual.

14 CLASOOO2 The VT server process could not be If the
created. DSSERVER. NET. SYS

program is missing, restore
it from the NS product
tape. Wait for the
number of DSSERVERs to
decrease, or increase the
maximum number of
DSSERVERs by
:NSCONTROL
SERVER=DSSERVER, ,
<new m::lr>. (Only users
with NM capability, can
use the :NSCONTROL
command.) See
"Submitting an SR. II

15 CLASOOO2 The local VT service (VTL) has not Issue :NSCONTROL
been started via an :NSCONTROL START or :NSCONTROL
command. START=VTL to start the

local VT service, or wait
until the service is started.
(Only users with NM
capability, who have been
ALLOWed, can use the
:NSCONTROL command.)
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TABLE 4-17. CX LOGGING ERRORS (cont'd)

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

16 CLASOOO3 An :NSCONTROL ABORT has been Issue :NSCONTROL
issued. START, or wait until the

service is started. (Only
users with NM capability,
who have been ALLOWed,
can use the :NSCONTROL
command.)

18 CLASOOO2 A port message with the remote See "Submitting an SR" at
command could not be sent from the the beginning of this
CI to the VT server process. manual.

19 CLASOOO3 A port message send to DSDAD See "Submitting an SR" at
failed. the beginning of this

manual.

21 CLASOOO3 The DSLINE JCW, set to the DSLINE See "Submitting an SR" at
number by the NS software, could not the beginning of this
be found. manual.
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TABLE 4-18. DSDAD LOGGING ERRORS

Logging Location Codes

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

1 CLASOOO3 Buffer space for DSDAD's global data See "Submitting an SR" at
structure could not be created. the beginning of this

manual.

2 CLASSOOO3 Header for the DSDAD data See "Submitting an SR" at
structure could not be created. the beginning of this

manual.

3 CLASOOO3 DSDAD log buffer could not be See "Submitting an SR~' at
created. the beginning of this

manual.

4 CLASOO02 Entry for a server type could not be See "Submitting an SR" at
created. the beginning of this

manual.

5 CLASOO03 Server type number not found. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

6 CLASOOO2 A port message buffer could not be See "Submitting an SR" at
allocated. the beginning of this

manual.

7 CLASOOO2 A port or socket wait entry could not See "Submitting an SR" at
be allocated. the beginning of this

manual.

8 CLASOOOS IPCRECVCN on a socket failed. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

9 CLASOOOS Attempt to disable timeout on a See "Submitting an SR" at
socket failed. the beginning of this

manual.

10 CLASOO05 Attempt to make socket nowait See "Submitting an SR" at
failed. the beginning of this

manual.

11 CLASOOO5 Attempt to create a socket failed. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-18. DSDAD LOGGING ERRORS (cont'd)

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

12 CLASOO03 Attempt to add a port name to the See "Submitting an SR" at
port dictionary failed. the beginning of this

manual.

13 CLASOO02 Could not get an AFT entry for the See "Submitting an SR" at
port. the beginning of this

manual.

14 CLASOO02 Could not create an iowait port. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

IS CLASOO02 Could not get a port data segment See "Submitting an SR" at
entry. the beginning of this

manual.

16 CLASOO02 Server entry could not be allocated. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

17 CLASOO02 For Qual Error 4: system table limits Configure more PCBs,
exceeded for PCBs or DSTs. For Qual DSTs, or virtual memory.
Error 16: Hard load error (usually out
of virtual memory).

18 CLASOOO2 Server could not be created because Change maximum number
maximum number exceeded. of servers with

:NSCONTROL
SERVER=servername, max;
or wait until servers
become available.

19 CLASOOO3 Wait entry for a nowait completion See "Submitting an SR" at
could not be found. the beginning of this

manual.

20 CLASOO03 An iowait failed to complete. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

21 CLASOOOS Attempt to give a new connection to See "Submitting an SR" at
a server failed. the beginning of this

manual.
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TABLE 4-18. DSDAD LOGGING ERRORS (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

22 CLASOO03 Request for a server initiation could See ''Submitting an SR" at
not be satisfied because of an invalid the beginning of this
port message. manual.

23 CLASOO03 Server startup request contained an See "Submitting an SR" at
invalid server id number. the beginning of this

manual.

24 CLASOO03 Request to stop a server contained an See ''Submitting an SR" at
invalid server id number. the beginning of this

manual.

25 CLASOO03 A ServerDead message contained an See "Submitting an SR" at
invalid server id number. the beginning of this

manual.

26 CLASOO03 DSDAD request function code is See "Submitting an SR" at
incorrect. the beginning of this

manual.

27 CLASOO03 Control option number for processing See '!Submitting an SR" at
NSCONTROL is bad. the beginning of this

manual.

28 CLASOOO5 Socket could not be shutdown. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

29 CLASOOO3 Port name could not be deleted from See ''Submitting an SR" at
the port dictionary. the beginning of this

manual.

30 CLASOO03 Could not add the process id for See "Submitting an SR" at
DSDAD to the NMMON process. the beginning of this

manual.

31 CLASOO03 ServerlnSession request could not be See "Submitting an SR" at
handled because server entry was not the beginning of this
found. manual.

32 CLASOO02 Logoff entry could not be allocated. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-19. DSSERVER LOGGING ERRORS

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

I CLASOOO3 DSSERVER stack log buffer could See "Submitting an SR" at
not be allocated. the beginning of this

manual.

2 CLASOOO3 DSSERVER header for data See "Submitting an SR" at
structures could not be allocated. the beginning of this

manual.

3 CLASOOO3 Stack buffer space for DSSERVER See "Submitting an SR" at
data structures could not be created. the beginning of this

manual.

4 CLASOOO2 Port message buffer could not be See "Submitting an SR" at
allocated. the beginning of this

manual.

S CLASOOO2 Wait entry for a port could not be See "Submitting an SR" at
allocated. the beginning of this

manual.

6 CLASOOO2 Could not get an AFT entry for a See "Submitting an SR" at
port. the beginning of this

manual.

7 CLASOO02 Could not create a port. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

S CLASOO02 Could not get a data segment entry to See "Submitting an SR" at
create a port. the beginning of this

manual.

9 CLASOO03 Could not add a port to the port See "Submitting an SR" at
dictionary. the beginning of this

manual.

10 CLASOO03 Could not find a wait entry for See "Submitting an SR" at
nowait I/O which completed. the beginning of this

manual.
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TABLE 4-19. DSSERVER LOGGING ERRORS (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

11 CLASOO03 No I/O pending when a nowait I/O See "Submitting an SR" at
completed. the beginning of this

manual.

12 CLASOO03 VT service reported an error. Repair the VT error) if
possible.

13 CLASOO03 RFA service reported an error. Repair the RFA error) if
possible.

14 CLASOO03 PTOP service reported an error. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

15 CLASOO05 Attempt to get an existing IPC See "Submitting an SR" at
connection failed. the beginning of this

manual.

16 CLASOO03 Invalid server info number in the See "Submitting an SR" at
port message. the beginning of this

manual.

17 CLASOO03 Function number in port message See "Submitting an SR" at
request is bad. the beginning of this

manual.

18 CLASOO03 Number of services counter for a See "Submitting an SR" at
server is not 1. the beginning of this

manual.

19 CLASOO03 Attempt to adopt server process See "Submitting an SR" at
under DSDAD failed. the beginning of this

manual.

20 CLASOO03 RPM service reported an error. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-2.0. DSUTIL LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Lac. Logging Explanation Action
Code Class

8 CLASOOO2 System has reached maximum Wait until fewer DSCOPY
allowable limit of NFT Servers. applications are running on
Limit is set by the : NSCONTROL the system; try again. Or ask
command. Users request servers with the system manager to raise
the : DSCOPY command or the the limit of allowable NFT
DSCOPY intrinsic. servers (via: NSCONTROL).

If any other internal errors (CLASOOOO) are logged for the DSUTIL module of the Network Services
subsystem, see "Submitting an SR" at the beginning of this manual.
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TABLE 4-21. ENV LOGGING ERRORS

Logging Location Codes

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

t CLASOOO2 Buffer space for DSLINE table could Increase the number of
not be created. configured DSTs.

2 CLASOOO3 Trace file for an NS service could not See "Submitting an SR" at
be opened. the beginning of this

manual.

3 CLASOOO3 Trace file for an NS service could not See "Submitting an SR" at
be closed. the beginning of this

manual.

4 CLASOOO3 Item missing in call to get or set the See "Submitting an SR" at
environment table. the beginning of this

manual.

S CLASOOO3 Item number missing in call to get or See "Submitting an SR" at
set the environment table. the beginning of this

manual.

6 CLASOOO3 Use count for an environment is See "Submitting an SR" at
negative. the beginning of this

manual.

7 CLASOOO2 Not enough stack space to set critical See "Submitting an SR" at
while modifying the environment the beginning of this
table. manual.

8 CLASOOO2 Important parameter missing in a call See "Submitting an SR" at
to get or set environment table. the beginning of this

manual.

9 CLASOOO3 Non-zero session id was not able to See "Submitting an SR" at
be created in 10 iterations of a the beginning of this
random number generator. manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-21. ENV LOGGING ERRORS (cont'd)

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

10 CLASOO02 Extra data segment not available to Increase the number of
create the session id table. configured DSTs.

11 CLASOO03 No NS global table could be found. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

12 CLASOO02 Unable !\> get an entry in the session See "Submitting an SR" at
id table. the beginning of this

manual.

13 CLASOO03 Session id table could not be found. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

14 CLASOOO3 Session count for a session id table See ·'Submitting an SR" at
entry is negative. the beginning of this

manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-22. NFT LOGGING LOCATION CODES

Loc. Logging Class Explanation Action
Code

1 CLASOOO2 Attempt to open file NFTCAT2 Act according to the file
failed. Logging entry will also system error. For example, if
contain a file system error. the error is "non-existent

permanent file tl then the
system manager should place
a copy of NFTCAT2 in
NET.SYS.

10 CLASOO03 Incompatible version of NFTCAT2 System manager should obtain
installed. correct version of NFTCAT2;

then install it on NET. SYS.

6 CLASOO03 NFTCAT2 contains invalid System manager should obtain
configuration values. a version of NFTCAT2 which

has valid configuration values;
then install it in NET. SYS.
Another recourse is to change
the configuration values in
the existing NFTCAT2 file;
however HP does not
recommend this procedure.

If any other internal errors (CLASOOOO) are logged for the NFT Module of the Network Services
subsystem, see "Submitting an SR" at the beginning of this manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-23. PTOP LOGGING ERROR CODES

Error Log Class Explanation Action
No.

t CLASOOO3 Port Creation failed in response to See "Submitting an SR" at the
a POPEN intrinsic. beginning of this manual.

2 CLASOOO3 Internal error. Buffer Manager See "Submitting an SR" at the
error. Port not allocated. beginning of this manual.

3 CLASOOOS Socket connection failure. See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-1,4. RFA LOGGING ERROR CODES

Error Log Class Subsystem GeneraI Description
Range

0-5 CLASOOO3 BFM Resource problems. Internal
error in BFM.

6-15 CLASOOO3 NetiPC Socket NetiPC intrinsic returned an
error. Possible unanticipated
connection abort.

16-1.0 CLASOOO3 ENV Error in : DSLINE
environment access routines.

21-23 CLASOOO3 PORT Error in PORT-related
procedures.

24 CLASOOO3 DSSERVER Probable stack data
corruption. Internal Error in
DSSERVER.

25 CLASOOO3 File System Error in no wait Remote File
Access.

26-30 CLASOOO3 RFA Internal Remote File Access
error.

These general categories describe the type of errors logged by the RFA module in the Network Services
subsystem of NS3000/V. In all cases where an RFA internal error (CLAS0003) is logged) see "Submitting
an SR" at the beginning of this manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-25. RPM LOGGING ERRORS

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

1 CLASOOO2 Data segment for RPM table could See IISubmitting an SR" at
not be allocated. the beginning of this

manual.

2 CLASSOO02 Insufficient stack space to set critical. See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this
manual.

3 CLASOO03 NS global data segment does not See "Submitting an SR" at
exist. the beginning of this

manual.

4 CLASOO02 RPM table is full. Decrease the number of
active RPM processes.

5 CLASOO03 RPM table does not exist. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

6 CLASOO02 An RPM table entry could not be Decrease the number of
allocated. active RPM processes.

7 CLASOO03 A port message could not be sent to See "Submitting an SR" at
the server process. the beginning of this

manual.

8 CLASOO03 RPM buffers could not be allocated See "Submitting an SR" at
in the server's stack. the beginning of this

manual.

9 CLASS002 A buffer for an RPM string could not Decrease the number of
be allocated. RPM strings waiting to be

transferred.

10 CLASOO03 An invalid RPM message has been See "Submitting an SR" at
received. the beginning of this

manual.

11 CLASOOOS Send of an RPM Length message See "Submitting an SR" at
failed. the beginning of this

manual.
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TABLE 4-25. RPM LOGGING ERRORS (cont'd)

Logging Location Codes

~... ,..
,~

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

12 CLASOOOS Receive of an RPM Length Reply See "Submitting an SR" at
message failed. the beginning of this

manual.

13 CLASOOOS Send of an RPM Create Request See "Submitting an SRII at
message failed. the beginning of this

manual.

14 CLASOOOS Receive of an RPM Create Reply See IISubmitting an SRII at
message failed. the beginning of this

manual.

15 CLASOOOS Connection could not be opened See "Submitting an SR" at
during an RPMCREATE. the beginning of this

manual.

16 CLASOOOS Send of an RPM Kill Request failed. See IISubmitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

17 CLASOOOS Receive of an RPM Kill Reply failed. See IISubmitting an SRII at
the beginning of this
manual.

18 CLASOOOS Connection could not be opened See "Submitting an SR" at
during an RPMKILL. the beginning of this

manual.

19 CLASOOOS Initial receive for an RPM message in See IISubmitting an SR" at
a server failed. the beginning of this

manual.

20 CLASOOOS Send of an RPM Create Reply See "Submitting an SRII at
message failed. the beginning of this

manual.

21 CLASOOOS Receive of an RPM Kill Request See "Submitting an SRII at
message failed. the beginning of this

manual.

22 CLASOOOS Send of an RPM Kill Reply message See "Submitting an SR" at
failed. Invalid port message. the beginning of this

manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-2.5. RPM LOGGING ERRORS (cont'd)

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

23 CLASOOO5 Send of an RPM Length Reply See "Submitting an SRII at
message failed. the beginning of this

manual.

24 CLASOOO5 Receive of an RPM Create Request See "Submitting an SRII at
failed. the beginning of this

manual.

25 CLASOOO5 Maximum send size could not be set. See IISubmitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

26 CLASOOO5 Maximum receive size could not be See IISubmitting an SRII at
set. the beginning of this

manual.

27 CLASOOO5 Connection between RPM father and See "Submitting an SR" at
RPM server was lost. the beginning of this

manual.

28 CLASOOO3 Session created by RPM could not be See "Submitting an SR" at
aborted. the beginning of this

manual.
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TABLE 4-26. NETWORK IPC LOGGING ERRORS

Logging Location Codes

Error Log Class Explanation Action
No.

0 CLASOOOO Invalid port message. Examine IIInfoll section of log
record. See IISubmitting an
SR II at the beginning of this
manual.

1 CLASOOOO Internal Error. Unable to crea te See IISubmitting an SRII at the
port in data segment table. beginning of this manual.

2 CLASOOOO Internal Error. Unable to locate See "Submitting an SRII at the
known entry in the name beginning of this manual.
registry.

3 CLASOOOO Internal Error. Received See IIActionll for Error No. O.
unsolicited PXP reply message.

4 CLASOOOO Internal Error. Buffer Manager See "Action for Error No. O.
Error.

S CLASOOOO Internal Error. Trace error. See "Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

6 CLASOOOO Internal Error. Socket registry See IISubmitting an SRII at the
process reported a socket error. beginning of this manual.

7 CLASOOOO Internal Error. Soc~et registry See "Submitting an SRII at the
was unable to build a socket path beginning of this manual.
report from the node)s path
report.

0 CLASOOO1 Socket name registry full. Call I PCNAMERASE to open
slots in the socket name
registry.

1 CLASOOO1 Socket Give Table full. Call I PCGET to open slots in
the socket give table.

2 CLASOOO1 Port DST Table full (the Port Wait until fewer NetlPC
DST (Data Segment Table) is a applications are running on
data structure internal to the your system; try again.
NetlPC subsystem) not to be
confused with MPE DST entries).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-27. PAD Support SERVER LOGGING ERRORS

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

t CLASOOO2 Data segment could not be obtained. Increase the number of
DST entries in the MPE
system configuration. If
the problem persists, see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

2 CLASOOO2 Port AFT entry could not be See "Submitting an SR" at
obtained. the beginning of this

manual.

3 CLASOOO2 Port could not be created. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

4 CLASOOO2 Port DST could not be obtained. Increase the number of
DST entries in the MPE
system configuration. If
the problem persists, see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

5 CLASOOO3 Port name could not be added to See "Submitting an SR" at
Dictionary. the beginning of this

manual.

6 CLASOOO3 IOWAIT call failed. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

7 CLASOOO3 Error in option array initialization. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

8 CLASOOO3 Error in adding an option. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

9 CLASOOO3 Error in invoking driver. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-27. PAD Support SERVER LOGGING ERRORS (cont'd)

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

10 CLASOOO3 Transmission error. See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this
manual.

11 CLASOO03 IPCCHECK call failed. See IISubmitting an SRII at
the beginning of this
manual.

12 CLASOOOS fPC error. Check the corresponding
fPC error message and
take appropriate action.

13 CLASOOOS fPCGET of a connection failed. See "Submitting an SRII at
the beginning of this
manual.

14 CLASOOO3 Error in reading an option. See "Submitting an SR" at
the beginning of this
manual.

15 CLASOOO3 Logical device number could not be Increase the number of
obtained. configured PAD terminals

in the MPE I/O
configuration. If the
problem persists) See
"Submitting an SRII at the
beginning of this manual.

16 CLASOOO3 An unexpected event has been See "Submitting an SRII at
detected. the beginning of this

manual.

17 CLASOOO3 Invitation to clear SVC. Informative message. No
action required.

18 CLASOOO3 DSDAD requested PAD Support Informative message. No
termination. action required.

19 CLASOO03 An attempt to retry connection Check if the device is
failed. available (powered on) on

line and not in use by
other systems).
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Logging Location Codes

TABLE 4-27. PAD Support SERVER LOGGING ERRORS (cont'd)

Error Logging Class Explanation Action
No.

20 CLASOO03 Failure to turn on IPC tracing. Make sure the PAD
Support server is active
when turning the trace
on. Otherwise see
"Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

21 CLASOOO3 Failure to turn on transport tracing. Transport tracing is not
supported. Do not
attempt to turn it on.
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OVERVIEW

The NS links include software line tests that are used to test proper operation of NS3000/V services and
links. Error messages for the XPT and IPC Line Tests appear in this section. The XPT and IPC Line
Tests, both interactive, use the NetIPC intrinsics to verify that the Network Transport is working
correctly. The IPC Line Test utilizes the Remote Process Management Network Service to test the
Network Transport subsystem of the NS links software components.

Use these troubleshooting tests only after you have gone through the problem-resolution process described
in the introduction to this manual. Specifically, you should take the appropriate action listed for any
error message returned. Other steps recommended in the introduction include issuing the SHOWCOM
command and then inspecting the output, examining the log files for useful information, and testing the
NS links.

These line tests are documented in the "Software and Line Verificationll section in Volume II of the
NS3000/V Network Manager Reference Manual.

IPC AND XPT LINE TEST ERROR MESSAGES

Error messages for the fPC and XPT line tests appear in inverse video at the system console. Some errors
allow the test to continue, so they may scroll off the top of the terminal screen. Copy the error message
information for further diagnosis.

Line Test Error Categories

Errors from the the IPC and XPT Line Tests fall into the following categories:

• RPM Errors

• Packet Verification Errors

• Send and Receive Failures

• Socket Creation Failures

• Checksum Errors

• Miscellaneous Errors

The XPT test examines the Network Transport; the fPC test examines the Network Transport via the RPM
Network Service. Since the XPT test does not use the higher-level RPM Network Service, RPM errors are
returned only by the fPC Line Test. Other error types are returned by both tests.
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Software Line Test Errors

RPM Errors

RPM errors are usually user errors. Your usual repair action is to correct logons, passwords, and node
names. You may have to re-Iogon to the local session, or shut down the Network Transport and properly
restart the subsystem.

RPM error numbers are returned with an RPM error. These error numbers, along with their cause and
action, are listed in the ltRemote Process Management" table in Section 2 of this manual. Also returned
with every RPM error is a Protocol Module error. Protocol Module error numbers are listed in the
ltNetwork Transport Protocol Errorsll table, also in Section 2 of this manual. The following are the RPM
Errors returned by the IPC Line Test.

Local Node Errors

RPM CREATE FAILED
RPM ERROR NUMBER nn
Protocol Module error: 0

CAUSE

Test halted, probably due to user error. This error occurs only at the beginning of testing.

ACTION

Follow "Action" for RPM error number listed in Section 2 of this manual; correct any user errors. Retry
test. If all else fails, see "Submitting an SRII at the beginning of thismanual.)

RPMGETSTRING #1 FAILED Remote Node Errors. Will Use Default Node Name: NODE2

CAUSE

RPM intrinsic failed. User-supplied node name must match the node name in the configuration file you
specified.

ACTION

If node name you supplied was not "NODE2" then use :ABORTJOB to terminate the remote and local tests.
Rerun test.
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Software Line Test Errors

RPMGETSTRING " fAILED Default is no Options

CAUSE

RPM intrinsic failed. User-supplied options will not be used for this test.

ACTION

If you wish to use tracing, abort the local and remote tests. Rerun test.

RPMGETSTRING '2 FAILED. Socket Named SOCK

CAUSE

RPM intrinsic failed. User-supplied socket name not assigned to local process.

ACTION

If you did not assign the socket name "SOCK" to the local process, then abort both tests. Rerun test.

RPMGETSTRING 13 fAILED. Remote Socket is:SOCK

r-. CAUSE

RPM intrinsic failed. User-supplied socket name not assigned to remote process.

ACTION

If you did not assign the socket name "SOCK" to the remote process, then abort both tests. Rerun test.

RPMKILL fAILED

CAUSE

RPM intrinsic failed. Remote process may still be operating.

ACTION

Examine the remote sy~tem. Use the : ABORTJOB command to terminate the remote session if it still exists.
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Software Line Test Errors

Packet Verification Errors

Packet verification errors indicate problems with either the packet size or the character received. Packet
verification errors will not abort the IPC or XPT Line Tests. Their error messages may scroll off the top
of the console terminal screen, preceding a upXP TEST FAIlEDuor "Tep TEST FAILED" console message.
Packet verification errors are listed below:

RECEIVE PACKET IS INCORRECT SIZE
Expected nn Bytes. Received mm Bytes.

CAUSE

Either message packet was partially lost, or "send" and IIreceivell are not synchronized.

ACTION

Usually packets will resynchronize with the start of the next segment of the test. However if errors
continue for each packet, check surrounding errors, then rerun the test. If problems continue, see
"Submitting an SR" at the beginning of this manual.

RECEIVED PACKET NOT VERIfIED
First Byte not verified is: xx Should be: y» received: t

CAUSE

Either byte in packet has changed (bit error) or packets are unsynchronized.

ACTION

Usually packets will resynchronize with the start of the next segment of the test. However if errors
continue for each packet, check surrounding errors, then rerun the test. If problems continue, see
"Submitting an SRu at the beginning of this manual.
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Software Line Test Errors

r Send and Receive Failures

Most Send and Receive Failures are timing-related. They usually do not abort the tests. Listed below are
the Send and Receive Failures which do not abort the tests:

PXP RECEIVE REQUEST FAILED PACKET I
PXP SEND REPLY FAILED PACKET'
TCP MESSAGE RECEIVE FAILED PACKET'
IPCSEND FAILED PACKET'
DATA RECEIVE FAILED PACKET'
NO REPLY TO PXP PACKET'
PXP SEND FAILED PACKET #
1ST MASTER SEND FAILED
SEND FAILED PACKET'

Summary Messages:

{Remote}
{Remote}
{Remote}
{Remote}
{Remote, Local}
{Local}
{Local}
{Local}
{Local}

PXP TEST FAILED
TCP TEXT FAILED
LOCAL: SEND FROM LOCAL TO REMOTE FAILED
LOCAL: RECEIVE FROM REMOTE TEST FAILED
LOCAL: SEND AND RECEIVE FAILED
REMOTE: RECEIVE FROM LOCAL FAILED
REMOTE: SEND TO LOCAL FAILED
REMOTE: RECEIVE AND SEND BACK FAILED

Note the location in the program where the error occurred. For each error, examine the SOCKERR
numbers and the Protocol Module numbers returned. Save the error information. Follow the "Actions"
for the Protocol Module or NetiPC SOCKERRs, both listed in Section 2 of this manual.

Socket Creation Failures

Socket Creation Failures and Network IPC Connection errors cause a test to terminate. Listed below are
Socket Errors which abort the tests:

UNABLE TO CREATE PXP SOCKET
UNABLE TO NAME SOCKET
UNABLE TO CREATE SOCKET
IPCLOOKUP FAILED
CONNECTION REQUEST FAILED
RESPONSE TO CONNECTION FAILED
IPCNAME FAILED
LOCAL IPCRECVCN FAILED

{Local &Remote}
{Remote}
{Local & Remote}
{Local}
{Remote}
{Remote}
{Local}
{Local}

Following these errors on the console screen are a SOCKERR and a Protocol Module error. Copy the error
messages on the user and system console terminals. Follow the "Action" described for the SOCKERR and PM
errors, respectively listed in the "Network Interprocess Communication Errors" and "Network Transport
Protocol Errors" tables in Section 2 of this manual.
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Software Line Test Errors

Checksum Errors

Both the IPC and XPT software line tests enable checksum in the PXP and TCP protocols of the Network
Transport subsystem. (see the "Network Transport Configuration" section of the NS3000/V Network
Manager Reference Manual for details. "Checksum" errors may be returned to either console. If
"Checksum" errors appear along with IISend and Receive Failures" listed above, then your system may have
link hardware problems; see "Investigate the Link" at the beginning of this manual.

Miscellaneous Test Errors

Certain errors may appear in all software line tests which do not fit in the categories described above.
They are listed below.

IPCERRMSG FAILED (SOCKERR ,

CAUSE

Error message could not be acquired from the message catalogue CATALOG. PUB. SYS.

ACTION

Ensure that the message catalog exists. Examine errors returned to the console before and after this error.

IPCSHUTOOWN FAILED

CAUSE

Socket could not be closed.

ACTION

Examine errors returned to the console before this error. Take action for appropriate SOCKERR.
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Software Line Test Errors

General Test Suggestions

If the following SOCKERRs appear together, then the Network may be "too busy" - that is, coordinating too
many processes - to permit proper operation of the IPC and XPT tests:

REMOTE ABORTED THE CONNECTION
SOCKET TIMEOUT

with

CONNECTION REQUEST FAILED
RESPONSE TO CONNECTION FAILED
LOCAL IPCRECVCN FAILED

Wait until network activity lessens to execute the tests.

If errors precede a "PXP TEST COMPLETED" message, or if the PXP test failed, then examine Protocol
Module errors regarding the PXP entity. Otherwise, examine the Protocol Module errors regarding the
TCP entity. Protocol Module errors are listed in the "Network Transport Protocol Errors" table in Section
2 of this manual.

If many Packet Verification and Send and Receive errors occur, then perhaps the test is sharing a socket
of the same name with another process. Try rerunning the test with different socket names.
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The following is a list of error messages for NetCI (Network Command Interpreter). The messages are.
listed in numerical sequence. In addition to the error number and message. you will find the possible
cause(s) of the error and the action(s) you can take to recover from the error. This additional information
is not displayed on $STDLIST when the error message is printed.

NetCI ERRORS

There are two types of errors:

1. NCIERR which are syntax or internal errors. The syntax errors result when a command is issued with
invalid options and can be readily corrected. The internal errors are not as easily corrected and require
further assistance from your UP Service Representative.

2. NCIWARN which are warnings or messages. The warnings result when a command is still executable.
but the results may not be what you intended because conflicting options are specified. The warning
informs you which option was actually used or not used. The messages inform you that NetCI is
running and the internal processing is still occurring. NetCI messages require no action from you.

All italicized words in the error or warning indicate user parameter(s) or an internal error code.

NetCI ERRORS

Message Cause Action

Unknown node name name. Node name entered was not 1. Check that the node name
(NCIERR 101) previously configured. entered is correct.

2. If the node name is correct)
use the NEWNODJ; command
to add the node in the NetCI
configuration.

Unknown list name name. List name entered was not I. Check that the list name
(NCIERR 102) previously configured. entered is correct.

2. If the list name is correct)
use the NEWLIST command
to add the list in the NetCI
configuration.
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NetCI Error Messages

Message

Unknown variable name
name. (NCIERR 103)

Node name not found on
list name. (NCIERR 104)

Node name already on
list name. (NCIERR
105)

Dsline established by
previous invocation of
NetCI will be used.
(NCIWARN 201)

Incompatible NS
version. NetCI features
of logging and
scripting will not work
properly. (NCIWARN 202)

INTERNAL ERROR. Return
from as env set info
was error coae.-(NCIERR
203)

Serious error on
attempt to set up an NS
environment id for node
name. (NCIERR 205)

6-2

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

Variable name entered was
not previously initialized with
LET variable =value.

Node name entered was not a
member of the list.

Node name entered was
already on the list.

DSLINE connection was
previously established and not
closed. This is usually due to
a previous abnormal
termination from NetCI.

NetCI does not operate with
your version of NS 3000.

This is an internal error.

DSLINE command failed to
set up NS3000 environment.

Action

1. Check that the variable
name entered is correct.

2. If the variable name is
correct, initialize the variable
name using the LET
assignment statement.

1. Use the SHOWNODE
command to check the list(s)
of which the node is a
member.

2. Specify a list of which the
node is a member.

1. Use the SHOWNODE
command to check that the
specified node(s) is on the list.

2. Specify a list of which the
node is not a member yet.

No action is necessary.

Install NS 3000 version
V-delta- 2 or later.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Check the NS 3000
configuration to see if your
network is properly
configured.



Message

Serious error on
attempt to execute
remote hello for node
name. (NCIERR 207)

Serious error on
attempt to execute
remote bye for node
name. (NCIERR 209)

Serious error on
attempt to remove an NS
environment id for node
name. (NCIERR 211)

Please wait. NetCI is
establishing the remote
connection. (NCIWARN
212)

Command will not be
attempted on node name.
Connection has failed
within the last fifteen
minutes. (NCIWARN 213)

Please wait. NetCI is
breaking the remote
connection. (NCIWARN
214)

Found more parameters
than needed for command
commnd .....reminder"
ignored. (NCIWARN 301)

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

REMOTE HELLO failed to
establish a remote session
connection.

REMOTE BYE failed to close
a remote session connection.

DSLINE command failed to
close NS3000 environment.

Message letting you know
that connection to remote
node is still being established.

1. Link or node is down (not
operating properly). or

2. Configuration data is
incorrect.

Message letting you know
that disconnection to remote
node is still occurring.

More parameters were entered
than required by the
command's syntax.

NetCI Error Messages

Action

Check the NS3000
configuration to see if your
network is properly
configured.

Check the NS3000
configuration to see if your
network is properly
configured.

Check the NS3000
configuration to see if your
network is properly
configured.

No action is necessary.

1. If the link or node is down,
wait fifteen minutes before
you execute another command
on the remote node, or

2. If the configuration data is
incorrect. use the ALTNODE
command to change the logon
information. Once this
change is made, execute the
command again.

No action is necessary.

1. Make sure spaces or
commas separate the
command parameters.

2. Check manual for
command's correct syntax.
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NetCI Error Messages

Message

Node or list name name
cannot be specified
with command command.
(NCIERR 302)

Node name and logon
data missing on NEWNODE
command. (NCIERR 303)

Logon data missing on
NEWNODE command.
(NCIERR 304)

Dsline specification
not provided. Node name
name used. (NCIWARN
305)

Node name and logon
data missing on ALTNODE
command. (NCIERR 306)

Logon data missing on
ALTNODE command.
(NCIERR 307)

Node name missing on
SHOWNODE command.
(NCIERR 308)

Node name missing on
PURGENODE command.
(NCIERR 309)
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NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

Command was a NetCI
command that did not execute
on remote nodes.

Node name and its logon data
were not entered.

Node's logon data was not
entered.

1. No ;dsline=NS
nodename option was
configured as part of the
logon data, or

2. No semicolon preceded the
;dsline=NS nodename
option, or

3. Incorrect ;ds 1 ine=NS
nodename option was
specified.

Node name and its logon data
were not entered.

Node's logon data was not
entered.

Name of the node was not
entered.

Name of the node to be
deleted was not entered.

Action

I. Specify another command
that will execute on the node
or list, or

2. Delete the node or list
name and specify only the
command.

Specify the node name and its
logon data with the
NEWNODE command.

Specify the node's logon data
with the NEWNODE
command.

I. If a NetCI node name was
assigned, specify the
;dsline=NS nodename
option (NS node remote
environment for the NetCI
node) with the ALTNODE
command, or

2. If the NetCI node name is
the same as the NS3000 node
name, no action is necessary.

Specify the node name and its
logon data with the
ALTNODE command.

Specify the logon data with
the ALTNODE command.

Specify the node name with
the SHOWNODE command.

Specify the name of the node
to be deleted with the
PURGENODE command.



Message

Option t list and node
name missing on ALTLIST
command. (NCIERR 310)

First parameter must be
one of either ADD or
DEL. (NCIERR 311)

List and node name
missing on ALTLIST
command. (NCIERR 312)

Node name missing on
ALTLIST command.
(NCIERR 313)

List name missing on
PURGELIST command.
(NCIERR 314)

List name missing on
SHOWLIST command.
(NCIERR 315)

Node identifier name
too big. Must be 15
characters or less.
(NCIERR 316)

List identifier name
too big. Must be 15
characters or less.
(NCIERR 317)

List name missing on
NEWLIST command.
(NCIERR 318)

File name missing on
PLAY command. (NCIERR
319)

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

Required parameters were not
entered.

The ADD or DEL option was
not entered.

Name of the node to be added
to or deleted from the list and
the list name were not
entered.

Name of the node to be added
to or deleted from the list was
not entered.

Name of the list to be deleted
was not entered.

Name of the list was not
entered.

Name identifying the node
has more than 15 characters.

Name identifying the list has
more than 15 characters.

Name of the list to be added
was not entered.

Script file name was not
entered.

NetCI Error Messages

Action

Specify the ADD or DEL
option, list name, and node
name(s) with the ALTLIST
command.

Specify the ADD or DEL
option with the ALTLIST
command.

Specify the list and node
name with the ALTLIST
command.

Specify the name of the node
to be added to or deleted from
the list with the ALTLIST
command.

Specify the name of the list to
be deleted with the
PURGELIST command.

Specify the list name with the
SHOWLIST command.

Specify a node name that is
15 characters or less.

Specify a list name that is 15
characters or less.

Specify the name of the list
with the NEWLIST
command.

Specify the name of the script
file to be executed with the
PLAY command.
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NetCI Error Messages

Message

File name missing on
LOG command. (NCIERR
320

Variable name and
assignment of value
missing on LET command.
(NCIERR 321)

Assignment operator and
value missing on LET
command. (NCIERR 322)

Value missing on LET
command. (NCIERR 323)

Assignment operator
must be an '='.
(NCIERR 324)

Variable name missing
on INC command.
(NCIERR 325)

Missing operator and
second identifier in
expression. (NCIERR
326)

Missing second
identifier in
expression. (NCIERR
327)

Invalid operator in
expression. Expected
one of <, >, =, or <>.
(NCIERR 328)

IF only accepted as
input from a script
file. (NCIERR 329)
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NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

Name of file in which output
is to be stored was not
entered.

Variable and the value
assigned to the variable were
not specified.

An equal sign and value
assigned to the variable were
not specified.

A value after the equal sign
was not specified.

Assignment operator was
missing or not an equal sign,
or no spaces preceded or
followed the equal sign.

Initial value was not entered.

Identifier(s) and/or operator
was missing in the expression.

First identifier and an
operator were found but the
second identifier was missing
in the expression.

Operator was not a valid
operator.

IF was entered interactively.

Action

Specify the name of the file
with the LOG command.

Specify the variable and its
value following the LET
command.

Specify an equal sign and
value for the variable
following the LET command.

Specify the value assigned to
the variable following the
LET command.

Specify an equal sign making
sure spaces are on either side
of the equal sign.

Specify an initial value with
the INC command.

Specify an expression in the
format <ident> op <ident>
with the IF and WHILE
commands.

Specify an expression in the
format <ident> op <ident>
with the IF and WHILE
commands.

Specify a valid operator
which may be one of the
following signs: equal (a), not
equal «», greater than (», or
less than «) sign.

Specify IF in a script file.



NetCI ERRORS (con't)

NetCI Error Messages

Message Cause Action

No expression found No accompanying expression Specify an expression in the
after IF. (NCIERR 330). was specified with IF. format <ident> op <ident>

with IF.

Unmatched IF. ENOIF ENDIF was not found for Specify an ENDIF for each IF
required. (NCIERR 331) each IF. in the script file.

ELSE only accepted as ELSE was entered Specify ELSE in a script file.
input from a script interactively.
file. (NCIERR 332)

ENOIF only accepted as ENDIF was entered Specify ENDIF in a script
input from a script interactively. file.
file. (NCIERR 333)

Unexpected ENOIF. ENDIF was specified with no 1. Specify an IF, or
(NCIERR 334) IF previously specified.

2. Delete ENDIF.

Unexpected ELSE. ELSE was specified with no IF 1. Specify an IF, or
(NCIERR 335) previously specified.

2. Delete ELSE.

Number of parms exceed Number of parameters Specify less than 9 parameters
the maximum. (NCIERR entered with the PLAY with the PLAY command.
336) command exceeds the

maximum.

WHILE only accepted as WHILE was entered Specify WHILE in a script
input from a script interactively. file.
file. (NCIERR 337)

No expression found No accompanying expression Specify an expression in the
after WHILE. (NCIERR was specified with WHILE. format <ident> op <ident>
338) with WHILE.

Unmatched WHILE. ENDWHILE was not found Specify an ENDWHILE for
ENOWHILE required. for each WHILE. each WHILE in the script file.
(NCIERR 339)

ENDWHILE only accepted ENDWHILE was entered Specify ENDWHILE in a
as input from a script interactively. script file.
file. (NCIERR 340)
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NetCI Error Messages

Message

Unexpected ENDWHILE.
(NCIERR 341)

Erroneous data on input
line. (NCIERR 342)

Expression identifier
must be either an
integer or variable.
(NCIERR 343)

Invalid number of
executions on PLAY
command. (NCIERR 344)

File identifier id too
big. (NCIERR 345)

Variable identifier id
too big. Must be 15
characters or less.
(NCIERR 346)

INC only accepted as
input from a script
file. (NCIERR 348)

WAIT only accepted as
input from a script
file. (NCIERR 349)

Time value missing on
WAIT command. (NCIERR
350)

Numerical constants in
an expression must be
between -32768 and
32767. (NCIERR 351)

Expression variable
variable too big. Must
be 15 characters or
less. (NCIERR 352)

6-8

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

ENDWHILE was specified
with no WHILE previously
specified.

Unnecessary or erroneous
characters on the input line.

Expression identifier specified
with IF and WHILE was not
an integer or variable.

Nurnber of times specified for
execution of script file was
less than one.

File name has more than 80
characters.

Variable name has more than
15 characters.

INC was entered
interactively.

WAIT was entered
interactively.

Number of second(s) was not
specified after WAIT.

Numerical value specified in
the expression was not
between -32768 and 32767.

Variable specified in the
expression exceeded I 5
characters.

Action

I. Specify a WHILE, or

2. Delete ENDWHILE.

Check input line for any
unnecessary or erroneous
characters.

Specify an integer or variable
for the IF and WHILE
command's expression
identifier.

Specify a positive number.

Specify a file name that is 80
characters or less.

Specify a variable name that
is I 5 characters or less.

Specify INC in a script file.

Specify WAIT in a script file.

Specify the number of
second(s) after WAIT.

Specify a numerical value
between -32768 and 32767.

Specify the expression's
variable to be 15 characters
or less.



Message

Option missing on TRACE
command. (NCIERR 353)

First parameter must be
one of either START of
STOP. (NCIERR 354)

Level of nesting
exceeds maximum.
(NCIERR 355)

Internal error. Return
from upshift intrinsic
was error code.
(NCIERR 356)

Internal error. NL
moved value. Input
buffer was value long.
(NCIERR 357)

The help file
(NCIHELP.PUB.SYS) seems
to be missing. (NCIERR
358)

Unknown command, node,
or list. Type HELP for
list of valid commands.
(NCIERR 359)

Missing or incorrect
password. (NCIERR 360)

Found a single
exclamation mark at the
end of a line (NCIERR
361 )

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

No parameter was specified
after the TRACE command.

Parameter specified after the
TRACE command was not
START or STOP.

Levels of nesting IF and
WHILE statements in a script
file exceed the maximum
number of levels.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

HELP file called
NCIHELP. PUB. SYS was not
found.

Command entered was not
recognized as a NetCI
command.

No password or incorrect
password was entered before
doing a diagnostic dump.

The last character read from
a script file was!

NetCI Error Messages

Action

Specify START or STOP after
the TRACE command.

Specify START or STOP after
the TRACE command.

Rewrite script file with 40
nesting levels or less (not
exceeding 20 IF and 20
WHILE statements).

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

I. Check whether the
NCIHELP file exists in
another account/group.
2. If NCIHELP is not found,
contact your HP
representative.

1. If command entered is an
MPE command, go to the
MPE mode to execute it, or
enter the node name before
the command.
2. If command entered is a
NetCI command, check that
the command is spelled
correctly.

Enter the correct password.

If! is wanted, use !!
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NetCI Error Messages

Message

Node name specified
exists already as a
name. (NCIERR 401)

List name specified
exists already as a
name. (NCIERR 402)

Dump file capacity
exceeded. Extra data
will be lost. (NCIERR
403)

List name is empty.
Command not executed.
(NCIERR 404)

Invalid variable value.
Value must be an
integer or a variable.
(NCIERR 406)

Variable name specified
exists already as a
name. (NCIERR 407)

No MPE-Ievel command
found before subsystem
command. Nothing
executed. (NCIERR 408)

Duration of WAIT must
be between 0 and 32767,
inclusive. (NCIERR 409)
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NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

Node name was already
specified in the configuration
as a variable, node, or list.

List name was already
specified in the configuration
as a variable, node, or list.

Too much data was sent to
the dump file.

No nodes were configured as
members of the list.

Value was not a constant or a
known variable identifier.

Variable name was already
specified in the configuration
as a variable, node, or list.

MPE command was not
specified before the subsystem
command in a script file.

Parameter specified after
WAIT was not a numerical
value between and including
o- 32767. Parameter was
greater than 32767.

Action

I. Specify a new node name,
or

2. Delete the old use of the
name.

I. Specify a new list name, or

2. Delete the old use of the
name.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. Add nodes to the list.

2. Execute command against
another list that contains
nodes.

Specify a constant or known
variable.

1. Specify a new variable
name, or

2. Delete the old use of the
name.

1. Specify an MPE command
before specifying a subsystem
command(s).

2. Make sure a %was not
missing causing NetCI to
interpret a command as a
subsystem command.

Specify a numerical value
after WAIT that is between
and including 0 - 32767.

~
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Message

Wait value cannot be
negative. (NCIERR 410)

Script file repetition
value must be between 1
and 32161, inclusive.
(NCIERR 411)

Value must be between
-32768 and 32167.
(NCIERR 412)

Illegal duration
specification. (NCIERR
413)

Maximum variable value
of 32161 attained.
(NCIERR 414)

Variable name must
begin with an alpha
character and cannot be
numerical. (NCIERR 415)

Internal error. Added
to list. Putting list
on node. (NCIERR 416)

Internal error. Removed
from list. Taking list
off node. (NCIERR 411)

Configuration maximum
reached due to memory
limitation. (NCIERR
418)

A default node or list
has not been
established. (NCIERR
501)

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

Negative numerical value was
specified after WAIT.

Number of times specified for
execution of script file was
not between 1 and 32767.

Numerical value specified was
not between - 32768 and
32767.

Non-numerical character(s)
was specified for duration.

Incrementing of the variable's
value exceeded the maximum
of 32767.

Variable name was defined
only with numerical digits
and did not contain any alpha
characters.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

The maximum configuration
limit has been reached due to
memory limitation.

NetCI or : (colon) was entered
at the NetCI> prompt, but no
node or list was established as
the default. You were
already in the NetCI mode.

NetCI Error Messages

Action

Specify a positive numerical
value after WAIT.

Specify the number of times
for script file execution to be
between 1 and 32767.

Specify a numerical value
between -32768 and 32767.

Specify a numerical value
that is 32767 seconds or less.

Reset variable's value to
32767 or less.

Variable name must begin
with an alpha character.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See lISubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Delete unnecessary
configuration data if possible.

No action is necessary.
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NetCI Error Messages

Message

PLAY command not
accepted in a script
file. (NCIERR 502)

The script file name is
empty. (NCIERR 503)

Logging mode is not
currently active.
(NCIERR 504)

Logging has been
deactivated. (NCIWARN
505)

Invalid parameter
substitution character
of digit or character.
(NCIERR 506)

Cannot build log file.
(NCIERR 507)

Internal error. Trace
procedure was called
when tracing was not
active. (NCIERR 508)

Cannot build trace
file. Tracing will not
be activated. (NCIERR
509)

Log file name full.
Some data may have been
lost. (NCIWARN 510)

6-12

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

PLAY command was specified
in a script file.

No commands, statements,
and/or data were specified in
the script file.

Logging was not active when
the LOGRESET command
was entered.

Message letting you know
that LOGRESET was
specified when logging was
already deactivated.

Invalid character entered
after! in the script file.

No disc space is available to
build log file.

This is an internal error.

No disc space is available to
build trace file.

The log file is full.

Action

1. Delete the PLAY command
from the script file and

2. Enter the PLAY command
interactively.

1. Check that the script file
name entered is correct.

2. If the file name is correct,
specify commands, statements
and/or data in the script file.

If output is to appear only to
the screen, no action is
necessary.

No action is necessary.

Enter a digit between 1 and 9
or one of the reserved
characters, u, g, a, h, n or !.

Delete unnecessary files from
disc to create more disc space.

See USubmitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Delete unnecessary files from
disc to create more disc space.

Use the BU I LD command to
create a log file with more
records.

.~
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Message

Logging activated. New
log fi Ie opened.
(NCIWARN 511)

Logging activated. Data
will be appended to the
old log file. (NCIWARN
512)

Unable to build a
necessary file. Logging
will not be activated.
(NCIERR 513)

Log file name is full.
No further data can be
added. (NCIERR 514)

Tracing activated.
(NCIWARN 515)

Tracing deactivated.
(NCIWARN 516)

Logging activated. Data
will be sent to device.
(NCIWARN 517)

Data being sent to
device. (NCIWARN 518)

Cannot access
COPYLOG.PUB.SYS.
Logging will not
function properly.
(NCIERR 519).

Internal error. Logging
process cannot be
activated. (NCIERR
520)

TI~cing has already
been activated. (NCIERR
521 )

NetCI ERRORS (con'f)

Cause

Message letting you know
that the specified log file is
new and did not previously
exist.

Message letting you know
that new data will append to
the specified log file which
already exists.

No disc space is available to
build a file containing the
names of the log files.

The log file is full and more
data cannot be added.

Tracing was requested.

Tracing deactivation was
requested.

Logging to a device was
requested.

Data is now being sent to the
device.

COPYLOG. PUB. SYS does not
exist or cannot be accessed.

Error occurs when COPYLOG
file is activated.

Tracing was requested after it
had already been activated.

NetCI Error Messages

Action

No action is necessary.

No action is necessary.

Delete unnecessary files from
disc to create more disc space.

1. Specify a new log file, or

2. Copy the data to a larger
file and then purge this file.

No action is necessary.

No action is necessary.

No action is necessary.

No action is necessary.

Put the COPYLOG program
into the PUB.SYS account, or
enable it to be read by NetCI.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

No action is necessary.
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NetCI Error Messages

Messag~

Tracing has not been
activated. (NCIERR 522)

Cannot build dump file
(NCIDUMP). Dump will
not be executed.
(NCIWARN 601)

Serious error on
attempt to execute
cOrrrrrlnd fo r node name.
(NCIERR 602)

Internal Error. Setting
break trap had bad
return code of error
code. (NCIERR 603)

Internal Error. Call to
generate file system
error message
unsuccessful. (NCIERR
604)

Internal Error.
Couldn't access MPE
error message .. error
is error code. (NCIERR
605)

Configuration file
(NCICNfG) not found or
empty. (NCIWARN 701)

6-14

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

Stop Tracing was requested
when tracing was not
activated.

No disc space is available to
build dump file.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

1. Configuration file contains
no configuration data since all
configuration data structures
will begin empty, or

2. Configuration file
containing all configured
nodes and lists was not found.

Action

No action is necessary.

Delete unnecessary files from
disc to create more disc space.

See ''Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

1. If configuration file is
empty, configure each node
with its logon information
and the lists of which each
node is a member.

2. If configuration file exists
and does contain
configuration data, check
whether the configuration file
(NCICNFG) exists in another
account/group.
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Message

Internal error. Closing
the error catalog ..
error was error code.
(NCIERR 702)

Internal error.
Accessing native
language intrinsic ...
error was error code.
(NCIERR 703)

Native language Support
has not been installed.
(NCIERR 704)

Native language error 
the language language
has not been
configured. (NCIERR
705)

Internal error. Could
not access character
set for Native language
& Support .. error is
error code. (NCIERR
706)

Internal error. Problem
accessing upshift table
for Native Language &
Support •. error is
error code. (NCIERR
707)

Unable to build a
necessary file. (NCIERR
708)

Saving the
configuration file.
(NCIWARN 709)

Closing all remote
connections. (NCIWARN
710)

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

Native Language Support
(NLS) is not installed on the
system.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

No disc space available to
build files required to run
NetCI.

Message letting you know
that the configuration file is
being saved by NetCI.

Message letting you know
that connections to remote
nodes are still being closed.

NetCI Error Messages

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See the operator about
installing NLS.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Delete unnecessary files from
disc to create more disc space.

No action is necessary.

No action is necessary.
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NetCI Error Messages

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

I

Message Cause Action

The configuration file Configuration file contains Check and delete any invalid
seems to have been invalid or corrupted data. or corrupted data in the
corrupted. (NCIWARN NCICNFG configuration file.
711)

Internal error. Cannot Command(s) in the catalog Check the catalog file for any
find command in file was deleted or corrupted. deleted or corrupted data. If
catalog. (NCIERR 712) no deleted or corrupted data

can be found, see "Submitting
an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.

Opening the The configuration file is None.
configuration file about to be opened.
(NCIWARN 713)
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Message

Internal error. Closing
the error catalog .•
error was error code.
(NCIERR 702)

Internal error.
Accessing native
language intrinsic ...
error was error code.
(NCIERR 703)

Native language Support
has not been installed.
(NCIERR 704)

Native language error 
the language language
has not been
configured. (NCIERR
705)

Internal error. Could
not access character
set for Native language
& Support .. error is
error code. (NCIERR
706)

Internal error. Problem
accessing upshift table
for Native Language &
Support •. error is
error code. (NCIERR
707)

Unable to build a
necessary file. (NCIERR
708)

Saving the
configuration file.
(NCIWARN 709)

Closing all remote
connections. (NCIWARN
710)

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Cause

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

Native Language Support
(NLS) is not installed on the
system.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

This is an internal error.

No disc space available to
build files required to run
NetCI.

Message letting you know
that the configuration file is
being saved by NetCI.

Message letting you know
that connections to remote
nodes are still being closed.

NetCI Error Messages

Action

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See the operator about
installing NLS.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

See "Submitting an SR" at the
beginning of this manual.

Delete unnecessary files from
disc to create more disc space.

No action is necessary.

No action is necessary.
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NetCI Error Messages

NetCI ERRORS (con't)

Message Cause Action

The configuration file Configuration file contains Check and delete any invalid
seems to have been invalid or corrupted data. or corrupted data in the
corrupted. (NCIWARN NCICNFG configuration file.
711)

Internal error. Cannot Command(s) in the catalog Check the catalog file for any
find command in file was deleted or corrupted. deleted or corrupted data. If
catalog. (NCIERR 712) no deleted or corrupted data

can be found) see "Submitting
an SR" at the beginning of
this manual.
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NS3000/V and DS/3000 _

L..-E_rr_o_r_C_o_d_e_M_a_p_pi_n_g ----'CU

CS ERROR MAPPING

NS3000/V uses a range of CI error numbers different than those used by OS/3000. Therefore, the CI
and OS errors produced by OSLINE and REMOTE commands may change when a system has been
upgraded from OS/3000 to N53000/V. UDCs and job streams that use specific CI errors may need to be
modified to incorporate applicable error numbers.

There are two cases to consider when upgrading from DS/3000 to NS3000/V. First, there are OSLINE
and REMOTE commands issued for OS-Compatible nodes. NS3000/V continues to use OS/3000 to
communicate with these nodes, so most of the OS/3000 CI errors will be reported as before. However,
there will be some minor differences in the errors reported because NS3000/V preprocesses the commands
before passing them to OS/3000.

The second case is when the commands are issued for NS3000/V nodes. In this case, only N53000/V will
be used to execute the commands, and the CI errors reported will all be in the NS3000/V CI error range
(5000- 5100). These errors are explained in Section 1 of this manual.

Table A-I maps CI errors reported by 05/3000 into the CI errors reported by N53000/V for non-LAN
and LAN nodes. Most of the CI errors are the same for 05/3000 and the non-LAN NS3000/V. In
many cases the error condition does not exist for commands to LAN nodes (for instance, a syntax error in
a OSLINE option no longer supported by NS). In the table, these are marked Not Applicable (N/A) for
the LAN nodes. In some cases, a OS error is reported along with a CI error; this is denoted by
dserr/cierr.
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NS3000/V and DS/3000 Error Codes

Table A-I. CI Error Mapping

DS DS-Compatible NS

1300 1300 1300

1301 5041 5041

1302 623/5041 623/5041

1303 5006 or 623/5041 5006 or 623/5041

1304 624/5041 624/5041

1305 5027 5027

1306 1306 depends on option

1307 1307 5016

1308 1308 N/A

1309 1309 N/A

1310 5041 5041

1311 1311 N/A

1312 1312 N/A

1313 1313 N/A

1314 1314 N/A

1315 1315 N/A

1316 227/1316 5082 or 5038

1317 624/5041 N/A

1318 1318 N/A

1319 DS Error 625 625/5041
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NS3000/V and 05/3000 Error Codes

Table A-I. CI Error Mapping (cont'd.)

DS DS-Compatible NS

1320 1320 no error

1321 1321 N/A

1322 N/A N/A

1323 623/5041 623/5041

1324 N/A N/A

1325 N/A N/A

1326 N/A N/A

1389 1389 N/A

1390 1390 N/A

1391 N/A N/A

1392 1392 N/A

1393 1393 N/A

1394 5023 or 5024 5023 or 5024

1395 1395 5043

1396 1396 N/A

1397 5027 S027

1398 1398 NO
ENVIRONMENTS

1399 depends on option depends on option
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NS3000/V and DS/3000 Error Codes

DS ERROR MAPPING

Table A-2 shows the DS errors reported for DS/3000, OS-Compatible and NS3000/V. As the table
indicates, most service-related errors like PTOP errors return the same codes no matter which kind of
connection links the nodes. The numbers of OS error generated by DS links are the sane for 05/3000 and
OS-Compatible links, but the errors are not applicable (N/A) for NS3000/V.

Table A-2. OS Error Mapping

OS OS-Compatible NS

201 201 N/A

202 202 N/A

203 203 CI error S072

204 204 varies by service

205 205 varies by service

206 206 206

207 207 207

208 208 208

209 209 209

210 210 210

211 211 211

212 212 212

213 213 N/A

214 623 623
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N53000/V and D5/3000 Error Codes

Table A-2. OS Error Mapping (cont'd.)

OS OS-Compatible NS

215 215 not an error

216 216 N/A

217 217 varies by service

218 218 218

219 219 219

220 220 220

221 221 N/A

222 222 222

223 223 223

224 224 224

225 225 225

226 226 226

227 227 CI error 1402

228 228 N/A

231 231 N/A

232 232 N/A

233 233 N/A

234 234 N/A

235 235 N/A

236 236 N/A

237 237 N/A
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NS3000/V and D5/3000 Error Codes

Table A-2. DS Error Mapping (cont'd.)

DS DS-Compatible NS

238 238 N/A

239 239 N/A

240 240 N/A

240 240 N/A

241 241 N/A

242 242 N/A

243 243 varies with service

244 244 N/A

245 245 N/A

246 246 N/A

247 247 N/A

248 248 N/A

249 249 N/A

250 250 N/A

251 251 N/A

252 252 N/A

253 253 N/A

254 254 N/A

255 255 N/A
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NS3000/V and DS/3000 Error Codes

As an example of the change in CI and OS errors, suppose you execute a REMOTE HELLO that fails for
some reason (the user or account is wrong. the session limit on the remote node has been exceeded, etc).
OS/3000 and a node that has a OS-Compatible link will report a OS error 227 and a CI error 1316.
NS3000/V reports a CI error of 5082. If a job or UOC checked for the CI error 1316 after a REMOTE
HELLO to see if the logon succeeded. it would have to be modified to check for the 5082. However, if
the job or UOC just checked for any CI error, it would not have to be changed.

NFT ERROR MAPPING

NS/3000 NFT uses a different error message catalog than OS/3000 NFT. Error numbers reported by NS
NFT may not coincide with those reported by OS NFT. Therefore, when upgrading from OS/3000 to
NS/3000 those job streams, UDCs or programs which depend on the error number returned by OSCOPY
may need to be modified.

Table A-3 maps the error numbers generated by DS NFT to numbers generated by NS NFT. The first
column contains the OS error number. The second column contains the NS error number and a prefix.
The third column represents the number which is returned by the DSCOPY intrinsic in the result
parameter or the value of the JeW set by NS NFT (NFTERR) when DSCOPY is invoked interactively.

The method used to determine the number found in the third column involves the error number and its
prefix. If the prefix of the number is "NFT/3000 ERR" then add 8192 to the error number to obtain the
number returned by DSCOPY. If the prefix is "NS/NFTERRu then the error number is the number
returned by DSCOPY.

r" For example:

• NFT/3000 ERR 20 yields the number 8212 (8192+20)
• NS/NFTERR 20 yields the number 20
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NS3000/V and DS/3000 Error Codes

Table A-3. DS to NS Error Number Mapping

DSCOPY result
DS NS NFTERRJCW

NFTERR 4 NFT/3000 ERR 4 8196

NFTERR 5 NFT/3000 ERR 3 8195

NFTERR 6 NFT/3000 ERR 2 8194

NFTERR 7 NFT/3000 ERR 5 8197

NFTERR 13 NFT/3000 ERR 14 8206

NFTERR 14 NFT/3000 WARN 36-39 8228-8231

NFTERR 16 NFT/3000 ERR 63 8255

NFTERR 18 NS/NFTERR 31 31

NFTERR 19 NS/NFTERR 32 32

NFTERR 21 NS/NFTERR 5,6 5,6

NFTERR 24 NS/NFTERR 34,35 34,35

NFTERR 25 NS/NFTERR 4,9 4,9

NFTERR 26 NS/NFTERR 33 33

NFTERR 27 NS/NFTERR 5,6 5,6

NFTERR 28 N/A N/A

NFTERR 29 NS/NFTERR 26,27 26,27

NFTERR 33 NFT/3000 ERR 10 8202

NFTERR 36 CIWARN 5107 CIERROR g: 5107

NFTERR 38 N/A N/A

NFTERR 39 N/A N/A

NFTERR 40 NS/NFTERR 19 19

NFTERR 41 Situation Dependent
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NS3000/V and DS/3000 Error Codes

Table A-3. DS to NS Error Number Mapping (cont'd)

DSCOPY result
DS NS NFTERR JCW

NFTERR 43 N/A N/A

NFTERR 44 NS/NFTERR 19 19

NFTERR 45 NS/NFTERR 19 19

NFTERR 46 NS/NFTERR 19 19

NFTERR 80 NFTERR 80 -80*

NFTERR 81 NFTERR 81 -81*

NFTERR 82 NFTERR 82 -82*

NFTERR 83 NFTERR 83 -83*

NFTERR 84 NFTERR 84 -84*

NFTERR 85 NFTERR 85 -85*

NFTERR 86 NFTERR 86 -86*
I

NFTERR 101 NS/NFTERR 1 1

NFTERR 103 N/A N/A

NFTERR 105 NS/NFTERR 1 1

NFTERR 106 N/A N/A

NFTERR 107 N/A N/A

NFTERR 108 N/A N/A

NFTERR 109 NFT/3000 ERR 75 8267

NFTERR 110 NS/NFTERR 7,8 7,8

NFTERR 111 NFT/3000 ERR 6 8198

NFTERR 112 N/A N/A

*This error is returned only in the "result" parameter of the intrinsic interface to
DSCOPY. The number is negative to allow DSCOPYMSG to retrieve the correct error
message.
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ARP Logging Location Codes, 4-77A
Asynchronous 3000/V Link Problems, 1-15
Asynchronous 3000/V Link, 1-1

c
configuration file

incompatible version, 1-19
insufficient values, 1-19

corrupt configuration files, 1-19
corrupt network directory file, 1-19
CIERR Messages, 2-1
Configuration File Version Control and Conversion Messages, 3-140
Configuration validation messages, 3-166
Control Process Logging Location Codes, 4-14
CX Logging Errors, 4-1 30

D

Dial 10 Logging Location Codes, 4-113
OS-Compatible errors, Network File Transfer, 2-28
OS-Compatible Errors, Miscellaneous, 2-1 7
OS-Compatible Link problems, 1-16
OS-Compatible

errors, 2-2, 2-17
OSCOpy Errors, 2-28, 2-30, 2-40
OSDAD Logging Errors, 4-1 33
DSERR Messages (6 51-660), 3-1 63
OSERR Messages, Program-to-Program Communication Errors, 2-21
DSERR Messages, Miscellaneous, 2- 17
OSSERVER Logging Errors, 4-136
DSUTIL Network Services Logging Codes, 4-138

E

environment ids, errors, 2-24
error messages, Network Services, 2-1
errors

DS-Compatible, 2-2, 2-17
Network File Transfer, 2- 28
Network InterProcess Communication, 2-50
Network Services CI, 2-1
Network Services Environment, 2-24
Program-to-Program Communication, 2-21
Remote Process Management, 2- 81
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Transport Proto",,-ll, 2-90
:OSLINE, 2-1
:REMOTE HELLO, 2-1

ENV Logging Errors, 4-139
Error Information Screen, 3- 27

F

FPARSE Error Messages, 2- 96

incompatible configuration file version, 1-19
insufficient configuration file values, 1-19
insufficient MPE resources, 1-19
invalid software installation, 1-1 8
ICMP Type/Code Word, 4-126
IEEE 802.3 links, 1-1
IEEE 802.3 Link problems, 1-14
IP Logging Location Codes, 4- 26
IPC Line Test, PXP errors, 2-90
IPC Line Test, PM errors, 2-90
IPC Lines Test, TCP errors, 2- 90
IPCCHECK, errors returned to, 2-90
IPU Logging Location Codes, 4-43

L

link problems
Asynchronous 3000/V Link Problems, 1-15
OS-Compatible, 1-16
IEEE 802. 3, 1- 14

Link Manager, NMERR Messages, 3-54
Logging Codes

ARP Logging Location Codes, 4-77A
Network Services CX Logging Errors, 4-130
Network Transport Dial 10 Logging Location Codes, 4- 11 3
Network Transport IP Logging Location Codes, 4- 26
Network Transport IPU Logging Location Codes, 4-43
Network Transport NI Logging Location Codes, 4-46
Network Transport NM Logging Location Codes, 4-770
Network Transport PATH Result Codes, 4-71
Network Transport PROBE Logging Location Codes, 4-74
Network Transport PXP PM Logging Locatin Codes, 4-77E
Network Transport PXP SIP Logging Location Codes, 4- 85
Network Transport SEMAPHORE Result Codes, 4- 89
Network Transport TCP PM Logging Location Codes, 4-91
Network Transport TCP SIP Logging Location Codes, 4-107

Logging Format, 4-1
Logging Location Codes, Overview, 4-1
Logging Subsystems, 4- 2
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Logging
Informative and Non-Critical Errors, 4-9
Internal Errors, 4-9
NetIPC Subsystem, 4- 8
Network Services Subsystem, 4-6
Network Transport Control Process Location Codes, 4-14
Network Transport Parameter, 4-4
Network Transport Subsystem, 4-4
Network Transport TCP and PXP Errors, 2- 90
NMS Link Manager Subsystem, 4-8
Non-Critical Error Example, 4-9
Statistics Example, 4-10
Using Log Files, 4-9

LOGGING CODES
Network IPC Logging Errors, 4-147
Network Services DSDAD Logging Errors, 4-1 33
Network Services DSSERVER Logging Errors, 4-136
Network Services DSUTIL Module, 4-138
Network Services ENV Logging Errors, 4-139
Network Services NFT Logging Location Codes, 4-141
Network Services PTOP Logging Error Codes, 4-142
Network Services RFA Logging Error Codes, 4-143
Network Services RPM Logging Errors, 4-144
PAD Support Server Logging Errors, 4-148

M

Message Catalogue Errors, NMERR Messages, 3-62

N

network directory file,corrupt, recovery, 1-19
node names, errors, 2- 24
NCMS messages, 3-144A
NCSCONTROL messages, 3-1621
NDIERR errors, 3-127
NetCI error messages, 6-1
Network Directory (NDIERR) Errors, 3-127
Network File Transfer

DS-Compatible errors, 2-28
errors, 2-28
NFT/3000 Errors, 2-40
NS/NFTERR Messages, 2-30

Network InterProcess Communication, errors, 2-50
Network IPC Logging Errors, 4-147
Network IPC Subsystem Logging, 4-8
Network Services error codes, 2-1
Network Services Links

Asynchronous 3000/V Link, 1-1
IEEE 802. 3 links, 1-1
Point-to-Point 3000/V Link, 1-1
StarLAN Link, 1-1
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ThickLAN , 1- 1
ThinLan/3000 Link, 1-1

Network Services Subsystem Loggll1g, 4- 6
Network Services

CX Logging Errors, 4-130
DSDAD Logging Errors, 4- 133
DSSERVER Logging Errors, 4-136
DSUTIL Logging Codes, 4-138
ENV Logging Errors, 4-139
NFT Logging Location Codes, 4-141
PTOP Logging Error Codes, 4-142
RFA Errors, 2-79
RFA Logging Error Codes, 4-143
RPM Logging Errors, 4-144
User Information Messages, 2- 76

Network Transport Dial Id Logging Location Codes, 4-1 13
Network Transport Logging

Internal Errors, 4-9
Non-Critical Error Example, 4-9
PM Deactivated Errors, 2-90
Statistics Example, 4-10

Network Transport Subsystem Logging, 4-4
Network Transport

ARP Logging Location Codes, 4-77A
Control Process Logging Location Codes, 4-14
IP Logging Location Codes, 4-26
IPU Logging Location Codes, 4-43
NI Logging Location Codes, 4-46
NM Logging Location Codes, 4-77D
Parameter of Logging Records, 4-4
PATH Result Codes, 4-71
PROBE Logging Location Codes, 4-74
PXP PM Logging Locatin Codes, 4-77E
PXP SIP Logging Location Codes, 4-85
SEMAPHORE Result Codes, 4- 89
TCP PM Logging Location Codes, 4-91
TCP SIP Logging Location Codes, 4-107

NetworkTransport Protocol, errors, 2-90
NETCONTROL Errors, 3-2
NETXPORT (NetcontroI) Errors, 3-2
NFT Logging Location Codes, 4-141
NFT/3000 ERRORS, 2-40
NFTERR Messages, 2- 28
NI Logging Location Codes, 4-46
NM Logging Location Codes, 4-77D
NMCNERR Messages, 3-10
NMDUMPERR Messages, 3-16
NMERR Messages, 3- 29

Link Executor Errors (160-167), 3-61
Link Manager Errors (130-149), 3- 54
Message Catalogue Errors (200- 210), 3-62
PC Link Manager Errors (250-265), 3-67
Procedural Errors (210- 30 1), 3-66
Procedural Errors, 3-29
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Version Control Errors (100-107), 3- 50
NMFS Error Messages, 3-72
NMGRVER Messages, 3-140
NMMGR Error Messages, 3-78
NMMGR, Error Information Screen, 3-27
NMMGRVER program, 1-19
NMS Link Manager Subsystem Logging, 4-8
Node Management File System Errors, 3-7 2
Node Management Services

Link Executor Errors, 3-61
Link Manager Errors, 3- 54
Network Directory Errors, 3-127
PC Link Manager Errors, 3- 67

NS/NFTERR Messages, 2- 30
NSCONTROL errors, 3- 163
NSCONTROL Errors, 3-163

p

PAD Support Server Logging Errors, 4- 148
PATH Result Codes, 4-71
PC Link Manager errors, 3-67
PC Link Manager, 4-8
PMERR parameter, errors returned in, 2-90
Point -to-Point 3000/V Link, 1- 1
Procedural Errors (confd), NMERR Messages, 3-66
Procedural Errors, NMERR Messages, 3-29
Program-to-Program Coromunication Errors, 2- 21
Program-to-Program Communication, errors, 2- 21
PROBE Logging Location Codes, 4-74
PTOP Logging Error Codes, 4- 142
PXP PM Logging Locatin Codes, 4-77E
PXP SIP Logging Location Codes, 4- 85
PXP, errors, 2-90

R

result parameter, NetiPC Errors returned in, 2- 50
result parameter, RPM Errors returned in, 2- 81
Remote File Access Errors, 2-79
Remote File Access, FPARSE Error Messages, 2- 96
Remote Process Management, errors, 2- 81
RFA Logging Error Codes, 4-1 43
RPM Logging Errors, 4-144
RPMCREATE Errors, 2- 81
RPMGETRSTRING Errors, 2- 81
RPMKILL Errors, 2- 81
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s
Service Request, submittal, 1-23
SEMAPHORE Result Codes, 4- 89
Software Line Test Errors, 5-1

RPM Errors, 5- 2
Software Line Test

Checksum Errors, 5-6
Send and Receive Failures, 5- 5
Socket Creation Failures, 5-5

Software Line Tests, Packet Verification Errors, 5-4
SOCKERR Messages, 2- 50
SR, submittal, 1- 23
StarLAN Link, 1-1

T

type/code word, ICMP, 4-126
TCP PM Logging Location Codes, 4-91
TCP SIP Logging Location Codes, 4-107
TCP, errors, 2-90
ThickLAN, 1-1
ThinLan/3000 Link, 1-1

u
Using Log Files, 4-9

v
Validation messages, 3-166
Version Control, NMERR Messages, 3-50
Virtual Terminal Error Messages, 2-68
VT ERROR Messages, 2-68

x
XPT Line Test, PXP errors, 2-90
XPT Line Test, PM errors, 2- 90
XPT Lines Test, TCP errors, 2-90
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